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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

This manual is primarily a guide for pilots and engineers attending the U. S.

Naval Test Pilot School. However, it may be used as a guide in any fixed wing flying

qualities investigation. The text presents basic fixed wing stability and control

theory, qualitative and quantiti.tive test and evaluation techniques, and data

presentation methods. In most sections, more than one technique is described for

each test. Generally, the best technique for a particular investigation will depend on

the purpose of the invcstigation, the amount of instrumentation available, and the

personal preference of the individual test pilot. The approach of the qualitative

stability and control testing presented herein is an attempt to associate all flying

qualities tests with particular gilot tasks required in the performance of the total

mission of the airplane. The pilot's opinion of a particular flying quality will

consequently depend primarily on the pilot workload while performing the desired

task. Quantitative evaluation techniques presented may be used to substantiate pilot

opinion or gather data for documentation of airplane characteristics. The

performance of both qualitative testing and quantitative evaluation is considered

essential for any successful flying qualities investigation.
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PHILOSOPHY OF FLYING QUALITIES TESTING

The flying qualities of a particular airplane cannot be discussed unless the total

mission of the airplane and the multitude of individual tasks associated with that

total mission are defined. The definition of flying qualities leaves no other

choice: "Flying qualities are defined as those stability and control characteristics

which influence the ease of safely flying an airplane during steady and maneuvering

flight in the execution of the totel mission." The "total mission" will be initially

determined when the need for a new airplane is realized. However, the mission may

be diminished, magnified, or completely changed during the service life of the

airplane. Therefore, in the formulation of a test and evaluation program for any

airplane, the total mission must be defined and clearly understood by all test pilots

and engineers involved in the program.

The individual tasks associated with the accomplishment of a totai mission must

also be determined before the test and evaluation program can be formulated.

Although the individual tasks may be further subdivided, a military mission will

normally require the pilot to perform the following tasks:

1. Preflight ground or deck operations.

2. Take-off and climb.

3. Navigation to a predetermined point.

4. Strategic or tactical maneuvering.

SIi
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5. Navigation to a landing point.

6. Approach and landing.

7. Postflight ground or deck operation.

Because this manual is strictly concerned with flying qualities, many ground,

deck, or in-flight tasks necessary for mission accomplishment will not be discussel.

"These tasks include attachment of payloads, maintenance, servicing, engine start and

operation of navigatior, and weapon systems. Under severe emergency conditions,

the pilot task may involve engine airstart, fire extinguishment, jettison of

equipment, or simply abandoning the airplane without serious injury. These areas

must be investigated on every military airplane and their importance cannot be

overemphasized.

The tasks for which the most favorable flying qualities are required are the
"essentiall.. or "critical" tasks required by the total mission. For an aircraft which

must perform air-to-air, air-to-grcund, and/or reconnaissance functions (and training

for those functions), the greatest emphasis must be placed on the flying qualities

exhibited while performing the maneuvers required to accomplish thase critical

tasks. These tasks will, of course, vary greatly with the total mission of the 3irpnane.

In any case, adequate flying qualities must be provided so that take-off, approach,

wave-off, and landing maneuvers can be consistently accomplished safely and

precisely.

1-?



The prime reason for conducting flying qualities investigations, then, is to

determine if the pilot-airplane combination can safely and precisely perform the

various tasks of the total mission of the airplane. This determination can generally

be made by the pure qualitative approach to stability and control testing. However,

this is only part of the complete test program. Quantitative testing must also be

performed in order to:

1. Substantiate, if possible, the pilot's qualitative opinion.

2. Document those characteristics of the airplane which particularly enhance or

derogate some flying quality.

3. Provide data for comparing airplane characteristics and for formulating

future design changes.

* , -4. Provide base data for determnination of future expansion of flight and CG

envelope or future expansion of total mission.

5. Determine conformance or nonconformance with appropriate test

specifications.

A balance between qualitative and quantitative testing must be achieved in arny

stability and control test and evalLation program.

p
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF TEST PILOT AND ENGINEER

Almost every flight test and evaluation team will be composed of one or more

test pilots and one or more project engineers. The team concept provides the

necessary balance between qualitative testing (the pilot's opinion) and quantitative

evaluation (the engineer's knowledge of theory, instrurnentation, and specifications).

The team concept does not impty, however, that the test pilot should be only a
"driver." To perform the necessary tests and evaluations, the test pilot must also

have at least conversational knowledge of theory, instrumentation, and

specifications. Fu Lhermore, the engineer must possess a thorough knowledge of the

pilot tasks required In performing a total mission in order to participate fully in

formulation and conduct of the test and evaluation program.

THE TEST PILOT

The competent, productive test pilot must be highly proficient with the stick

and throttle if he is to obtain accurate data. He must be trained and have well

developed observation and perception powers if he is to recognize problems and

adverse characteristics. He must have a keen ability to professionally analyze test

results if he is to understand and explain the significance of his findings. To fulfill

these expectations he must possess a superior knowledge of:

1. The airplane undergoing evaluation and airplanes in general.

2. The total mission of the airplane and the individual pilot tasks required tc

accomplish the mission.

3. Test techniques and associated theory required for qualitative testing and

quantitative evaluation.

1-4
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4. Specifications relevant to the evaluation program.

5. Technical report writing.

The test pilot's knowledge of the airplane must exceed the knowledge required

just to "mechanically" operate the engine-airframe combination. The test pilot

must also consider the effects of internal and external configuration on flying

qualities.

In particiflar, a thorough knowledge of the flight contro: system is essential if

the test pilot is to do a creditable iob of stability and control testing. Many of the

characteristics which shape the pilot's opinion of the airplane in performing a

particular task are the direct result of the flight control system.

The successful test piiot must possess more than a superior knowledge of the

particular test vehicle. Ha also needs flight experience in many different types of

aircraft. Only b-i seeing "in peison" the widely varying characteristics exhibited by

different design and mission concepts can he prepare himself for accurate and

precise assessments of particular design and mission concepts. Further, by flying

many d;fferent types, he develops the quality of adaptability - he can easily and

quickly adap: himself to the characteristics of a new airplane. When flight test time

is severely limited by monetary and time considerations, this quality or trait i..

invaluable.

The t=tal mission of the airplane must be perfectly clear i. the test pilot's mind.

To obtain this clear concept of the total mission, ILegA•piLo~theview e x-

study the specific operational requirerments on which the design was based, the .1

detail specification under which the design was developed, and other planrtng

I-5
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documents. Knowledge of the njdividual pilot tasks required for total mission

accomplishment is derived most easily from recent oplerational experience. (Recent

operational experience in missions similar to the design mission of the airplane under

evaluation is particularly advantageous.) If the test pilot does not have the advantage

of the recent operational experience, he can gain knowledge of the individual pilot

tasks from talking with other pilots, studying operational and tactical manuals,
and/or visiting replacement pilot training squadrons.

The test pilot's knowledge of theory, test techniques, relevant specifications, and

technical report writing may be gained through formal education or practical

experience. The most beneficial, rewarding, and easiest road to knowledge in these

areas is through formal study with practicable application at an established test pilot

school. This education allows the pilot to conversu with the engineer in technical

terms which are necessary to describe flying qualities phenomena.

THF PROJECT ENGINEER

The successful project engineer must have at least general knowledge of the same

items for which the test pilot is mainly responsible. Additionally, he must possess

superior knowledge of:

1. Instrumentation requirements.

2. Formulation and coordination aspects of the test and evaluation program.

3. Data acquisition, reduction, and presentation.

4. Technical report writing.

1-6



The project engineer will normally be responsible for the determination of

instruments required to carry out the investigation. This also involves determination

of the ranges and sensitivities required and formulation of an instrumentation

"specification" or planning document. His responsibilities also include witnessing or

conducting weight and balance tests, engine calibrations, and fuel quantity system.

calibrations.

Because the engineer does not normally fly in the test airplane, and therefore, is

usually available in the project office, he is in the best position to coordinate all

aspects of the program. This involves aiding in preparation and, if necessary, revision

of the "test plan" and coordinating the order in which flights will be conducted.

Additionally, the project engineer will normally prepare all test flight cards and be

present to assist in all flight briefings and debriefings.

A great deal of the engineer's time will be spent in working with flight and

ground test data. He must review preliminary data trom contractor wind tunnel

studies and flights. From this data, critical areas may be determined prior to actual

military flight tests. During the actual flight tests, the engineer may monitor and airl

in the acquisition of data through telemetry facilities and radio, or by flying in the

test airplane. Following completion of flight tests, the engineer coordinates data

reduction, data analysis, and data presentation.

The engineer's knowledge of technical report writing allows him to participate

fully in the preparation of the report. He will write many parts of the report which

do not require pilot opinion information. The engineer usually is given the arduous

task of proof reading the entire manuscript and approving (for distribution) the first

printed copy of the technical report.

1-7
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CONCEPTS OF STABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY

In order to exhibit satisfactory flying qualities, the airplane must possess a

certain measure of both stability and c_._trotbf The optimum "blend" depends

on the total mission of the airplane. A certain degree of stability is necessary if the

airplane is to be easily controlled by a. human pilot. However, too much stability can

severely derogate the pilot's ability to perform maneuvering tasks. The attainment of

an optimum blend of stability and controllability should be the goal of the airplane

designer. When the optimum blend is attained, flying qualities greatly enhance the

ability of the pilot to perform the intended mission.

aI!ABI LITY -,-

The afrplane is a dynarnsystem, i.e., it is a body in motion under the influence

of forces and moments producina or chancing that motion. In order to investigate

s•ri motU o f % '1 pIus C, IL s uv1..oPas kG Laues1 51 .: : 5 t t bI t .5 J . ..... 11 L-k

into a condition of equilibrium, i.e., a condition of balance between opposing forces

and moments (not necessarily a "force trim" condition from the pilot's standpoint).

Then the stability charactPristics, of the equilibrium condition can be determined.

The airplane is statically stable if restoring forces and moments are created which

tend to rest~ore it to equilibrium when disturbed from equilibrium. Thus, static

stability characteristics must be investigated from equilibrium flight conditions, in

which all forces and moments are in balance. The direct in-flight measurement of

certain static stability parameters is rot feasible in many instances. Therefore, the

flight test team must be content with measuring parameters which only give

indications of static stability. However, these indications are usually adequate to

establish conclusively the mission effectiveness of the airplane and are more

meaningful to the pilot than the numerical value of the stability derivities.

I-8
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:- -The pilot makes cnanges from one equilibrium flight condition to another

through one or more of the airplane's modes of motion. These changes are initiated

by excitation of the modes by the pilot and terminated by suppression of the modes

by the pilot. These modes of motion may also be excited by external perturbations.

The study of the characteristics of these modes of motion is the study of dYL2 Mn_.j

stability. Dynamic stability may be classically defined as the ability of the airplane

to eventually regain original flight conditions after being disturbed. Dynamic

stability characteristics are measured from nonequilibrium flight conditions during

which the forces and moments acting on the airplane are not in balance.

Static and dynamic stability determine the pilot's ability to control the airplane.

While static instability about any axis is generally undesirable, if not completely

unacceptable, excessively strong static stability about any axis may derogate

controllability to an unacceptable degree. For some pilot tasks, neutral static

stability may actually be desirable because of the increased controllability which

"-results. Obviously, the opt÷mum level of static" stability dep..i. on the mission Of

the airplane.

Here the characteristics of the modes of motion of the airplane determine its

dynamic stability characteristics. The most important characteristics are the
frequerjcy~and d__a , of the motion. The frequency of the motion is defined as te

"number of cycles per unit time" and is a m ea su re of the "ouickness" of the

motion. The term undamped natural freauencv is often used in describing airplane

motion. It is the frequency of the motion if the motion exhibited zero damping.

1-9
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Damping of the motion is defined as a progressive diminishing of its amplitudes

and is a measure of the subsidence of the motion. The term damoin ratij- is often

used in describing airplane motion. It is the ratio of the damping which exists to

critical damDing. The damping ratio of the airplane modes of motion has a profound

affect on flying qualities. If it is too lQw._ the airplane motion is too easily excited by

inadvertent pilot control inputs or by atmospheric turbulence. If it is too hi•h the

airplane motion following a control input is slow to develop and the pilot may

describe the airplane as "sluggish." The mission of the airplane again determines the

optimum dynamic stability characteristics. However, the pilot always desires 5on_•e

level of 12ositive damping of all the airplane's modes of motion.

Static and dynamic stability prevent unintentional excursions into dangerous

ranges (with regard to airplane strength) of dynamic pressure, normal acceleration,

and sideforce. The stable airplane is resistant to deviations in angle of attack,

sideslip, and bank angle without action by the pilot. These characteristicrs not only

improve flight safety, but allow the pilot to perform maneuvering tasks with

smoothness, precision, and a minimum of effort.

CONTROLLABILITY

Controllability may be defined as the capability of the airplane to perform. at

the pilot's wish, any maneuvering reauired in tota! mission. a ,compihme.. The

characteristics of the airplane should be such that these maneuvers can be performed

precisely and simply with a minimum of pilot effort.

1-10



* *.* The pilot's opinion of controllability is shaped by several factors. The most

apparent of these factors are the initial response of the airplane to a control input

and the total attitude change which results. In addition, the cockpit contro! forces

and deflections required to accomplish necessary pilot tasks are extremeiy

important. These factors depend on the static and dynamic stability of the airplanwi

and the characteristics of the flight control system. The complexity or degree of

difficulty which the pilot encounters during maneuvering tasks is directly dependent

on the stability characteristics of the airplar.o, (Figure 1).

(A (C) (D)

0 INITIAL POSITION

INITIAL MOVEMENT

SFINAL POSITION

FIGURE I

CONTROL MOVEMENT REQUIRED IN CHANGING

FROM ONE STEADY STATE FLIGHT CONDITION
TO ANOTHER

(A) STABLE AIRPLANE
(•B) WEAKLY STABLE AIRPLANE

(C) NEUTRALlJY STABLE AIRPLANE

(0) UNSTABLE AIRCRAFT
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The reversed-translational control movements shown in (d) are never required

when the airplane possesses adequate stability; therefore, the nature of the control

movements required while maneuvering the stable airplane are greatly simplified.

(Although Figure 1 uses the Ionoitudinal or lateral cockpilj controller as an example,

the same analysis wouid, of course, apply to the directional cockpit control.) The

simplicity of control movements required in maneuvering the stable airplane

significantly reduces the pilot expenditure of effort devoted to directly flying the

airplane. Thus, he can devote more of his attention to mission tasks, which may

involve placing weapons precisely on a target, or merely navigating from point to

point in space (Figure 2).

(A) OPTIMIZED STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

(B) POOR STABILITY AND CONTRUL CHARACTERISTICS:
(MAY BE CAUSED BY LACK OF STABILITY, TOO MUCH

STABILITY, OR POOR CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACT-
ERISTICS).

(C) UNSTABLE

W AIRPLANE

PILOT ATTENTION DEVOTED TO MAINTAINING A REQUIRED FLIGHT

CONDITION (i.e. JUST "FLYING THE AIRPLANE")

PILOT ATTENTION WHICH CAN BE DEVOTED TO OTHER DUTIES
REQUIRED IN MISSION FULFILLMENT

FIGURE 2

TYPICAL PATTERNS OF PILOT ATTENTION AND
EXPENDITURE OF ENERGY REQUIRED AS FUNCTIONS
OF AIRPLANE STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACT-
ERISTICS.
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MECHANICS OF DYNAMICS

This section is designed to introduce the language of and provide some

background for the dynamic stability discussions presented latei.

THE SPRING-MASS-DAMPER SYSTEM

An airplane in flight displays motion similar to the motion of a

spring-mass-damper system (Figure 3). The static stability of the airplane is

analogous to the spring; airflow interaction with the airplane components provides

damping and the moment of inertia of the airplane is analogous to the mass of the

spring-mass-damper system.

SPRING K SPRING DAMPER AIRFLOW
STABILITY WINTERACTION

MOMENT
- OFMAS MASS

MASMASS INERTIA

DAMPER C SPRING STATIC DAMPER AIRFLOW
STABILITY INTERACTION

FIGURE 3

AN AIRPLANE IN FLIGHT IS SIMILAR TO A SPRING--MASS-

DAMPER SYSTEM

1-13
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Of course, the motions of the airplane are much moie complicated than the motion

of the simple spring-mass-damper system. However, the solution of the equation of

motion for the spring-mass-damper system provides a useful analoqjy to the solution

of the equations of motion of the airplane.

The homogeneous form of the second order linear differential equation of

motion of the spring-mass-damper system may be written:

MV + Ctý + K, =0

where: M mass of the body

C = damping constant, a measure of the strength of the

viscous damper.

K = spring constant, a measure of the stiffness of the spring.

S= displacem ent of the m ass from an equilibrium position.

= velocity of the mass.

= acceleration of the mass.

The characteristic equation is of the following form (a trivial solution has been

neglected):

+ C X K.. + X .+ =0

This characteristic equation yields two roots which may be written es follows:

C C[ K
1,2 * - ) - M

It is interesting to study the characteristics of these roots as the value of the

spring constant, K, is increased from zero. The movement of these roots may be

graphically shown on the .omplex plane. The significance of the positions of the

roots is shown in Figure 4.

1-14
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IMAGINARY
Axis

M STABINE 
UNSTABLE

MOTIONMOTION

REAL AXIS

REL OOSINNCT

FIGURE 4
THE COMPLEX PLANE

As the spring constant is increased from zero, the movement of the roots is

shown in Figure 5. As long as the damping of the system is predominant, i.e,,

(C/2M)2 > K/M, the roots will lie along the real axis and the motion of the system

is described as areriodic or deadbeat subsidence (the system is overdamped). When

K/M = (C/2M)2 the roots meet at point A on the real axis. The value of the

damping of the systc.n at this point is called critical damping, CCrit.

= 2M /K/MCCrit=2H•-"-

1-15
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lM~I~AIRY

A

~ REAL AXIS

-IF

FIGURE 5

EFFECT OF INCREASING SPRING CONSTANT

When the roots are positioned at point A, the motion of the system is still described

as aperiodic or deadbeat subsidence. However, it is on the verge of becoming

oscillatory, i.e., it is critically damped

If the spring constant is increased further such that K/M > (C/2M) 2 , the

solutions to the equation of motion are composed of real and imaginary parts. The

...... s p at p,,, I ..A; tia panu reimnainis constant and da Kd hnc teases, the

imaginary part becomes larger. The motion of the system is now oscillatory and the

frequency increases as K increases. However, for all values of K, the motion is

damped after the disturbing force is removed.

"The spring-mass-damper system is a second-order system since its describing

differential equation contains the dependent variable (q)) and the first and second

derivatives of the variable. The measure of the strength of the system to seek an

1-16



equilibrium condition is called the sytem stiffness and is the square of the system

frequency when damping is not present. This frequency is called the uLndamped

natural freoQUncY wn, of the system. (It is usually a computed number since most

systems have damping and the measured system frequency will be the damped

natural frequency, wd.) The undamped natural frequency for the

spring-mass-damper system may be expressed as follows:

The degree of dynamic stability of a second order system is generally expresse.

in terms of the system damping ratio, r. It is the ratio of the real system damping

constant to the damping constant which would make the system critically dlampek.

C

The characteristic equation for the spring mass-damper system may be written

IC LýIII, .JI Urn U Il IP U IL4E i uVtI 4• lj %'I rl.,y OI OI'.1.1U IIII IdItI L l IUIoVI.as

2 2
X + 2CwAn+ w 0 .n n

The two roots of the equation then may be written:

1, 2 w.

"These roots plotted on the complex plane are shown in Figure 6. Severnl

important relationships are also presented.
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Ed: DAMPIN4G ANGLE

SIN Ed• : d %DAMPED FREQUENCY

REAL AXIS

FIGURE 6

RELATIONSHIP OF POSITION OF ROOTS ON COMPLEX
PLANE TO MOTION CHARACTERISTICS

RESPONSE OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM TO A DISTURBANCQE

The response of a second order system to a disturbing foice which is

instantaneously applied (step input) is shown in Figure 7. In this case, the motion is

convergent to a steady state or equilibrium condition. The "quickness" of the

response depends mainly on the undamped natural frequency of the system and the

oscillatory nature of the response depends on the clamping ratio. The amplitude of

the steady state value of the response is quite dependent on the square of the

undamped natural frequency o.r the system stiffness. The greater the system

stiffness, the smaller is the steady state value of the response, if other factors remain

constant.
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z!

TIME RESONSE OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM TO A
STEPTINPUT

The response of the second order system shown in Figure 7 is commonly called a

"second order response," i.e., the response exhibits some oscillatory motion before

reaching an equilitirium condition. If the damping ratio of a second order system is

increased to a sufficient level, the response of a second order system may appear to

be a "first order response," i.e., the response builds up smoothly to a stea! -y state

with no oscillatory motion (Figure 8). The time required to reach 63.2 percent of a

steady state first order response is called the motion .time constant, -u.
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FIGURE 8

TYPICAL FIRST ORDER RESPONSE

ANALYSIS OF SECOND ORDER RE$PQNSES

There are various methods for determining the characteristics of second order

responses. The graphical methods presented herein are fairly simple and are

considered to be of sufficient accuracy for most flight test work.

If the system exhibits a damping ratio less than about 0.5, the oscillatory motion

will be sianificant enouah to measure a half-cvcle amnlitijde ratio and determine the

dampinq ratio as shown in Figure 9. The undamped natural frequency may then be

computed as follows:

where AT 1 = time between the first two peaks, i.e., the time required for the first

half-cycle.
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FIGURE 9

DETERMINATION OF DAMPING RATIO FOR LIGHTLY DAMPED

SYSTEM
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If the system is heavily damped, determination of the motion parameters is more

difficult. From a practical flight test standpoint, the polot will probably not be able

to detect visually any oscillatoy tendency if the damping ratio is greater than 0.5.

Therefore, it may suffice to call the motion "essentially deadbeat" in that case.

However, if sufficient instrumentation is installed, the method shown in Figure 10

may be used to determine approximate values for damping ratio and undamped

natural trequency. One of the most frustrating problems in the analysis of very

heavily damped responses is the detection and selection of the proper "peaks" of the

response curve. For the analysis shown in Figure 10, the first two response peaks

after the control input has reached steady state should be used.

1-2.
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DETERMINATION OF SECOND ORDER RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
FOR HEAVILY DAMPED SYSTEMS
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Other parameters used to describe the characteristics of second order responses

include the following:

T1/ 2  = time in seconds for the motion to subside to hal its amplitude.

T/2 = time in seconds for the motion to double its amplitude.

C1/2 = cycles required for the motion to subside to half its amplitude.

C2 = cycles required for the motion to double its amplitude.

These parameters may be determined by the method shown in Figure 11 or

Figure 12. (In determining certain flying qualities specification requirements, the

parameters 1 and C1/10 are often utilized.)

C1/2

.2.4
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FIGURE 12

GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING T1/ AND C1/2

AIRPLANE MOTION

The airplane in flight is a complicated dynamic system with six "degrees of

freedom," or possible components of motion. However, for the simplified study of

airplane dynamics, the motion of the airplane is considered to be restricted to a

"plane of symmetry" and a "plane of asymmetry" with no "interaction" or

"cross-coupling" between the planes of motion. Motion in the plane of symmetry is,

of course, longitudinal motion; motion in the plane of asymmetry is

lateral-directional motion. By separating the study of airplane dynamics in this

manner, the analysis is greatly simplified and yields quite accurate results for most

flight conditions. The effects of "cross-coupling" can be studied separately for

special flight conditions.
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The characteristic equations of motion for the longitudinal and

lateral-directional cases are fourth order linear differential equations. At present, let

it suffice to say that the difficulty in solving these equations by "normal"

procedures is considerable. However, by use of an operational calculus techn;que

called "Laplace Transformations," the solution can be determined quite easily. The

equations of motion will not be derived in this text: nor will a great deal of the

mathematical manipulations required to solve the equations be presented. These

derivations and mathematical manipulations can be found in appropriate literature

and will be presented in the academic syllabus of the U. S. Naval Test Pilot School.

The classical solution of the longitudinal characteristic equation for the airplane

yields four roots having real and imaginary parts. Normally, these roots form

"complex pairs" which describe two second order modes of motion - the airplane

short period mode and the long period or "Phugoid" mode,

The lateral-directional characteristic equation also yields four roots for the

classical case. Two of tile roots have real and imaginary parts and form a complex

pair which describe a second order mode of motion commonly called the "Dutch

roll mode." Two of the roots have only real parts. One of the real roots describes an

essentially first orde r, heavily damped motion - the "roll mode." The second of the

real roots describes another first order motion which may be convergent, divergent,

or oieutrai. This mode of motion is called the "soiral mode_."



INFLUENCE OF FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

ON FLYING QUALITIES

A rigorous discussion of the numerous flight control system design concepts is

beyond the scope of this text. However, some brief discussion of control system

influence on the pilot's opinion of the airplane is appropriate.

All airplane flight control systems may be placed into one of the following three

categories:

1. Mnu•al _Control System: The pilot deflects the appropriate control surface

through direct mechanical connections between the cockpit control and the

aerodynamic control surface. The pilot force required is a function only of

control surface hinge moments developed and pure mechanical design of the

control system. No hydraulic, pneumatLic, or electrical power boosting is

employed. For control systems of this type, extensive use is made of

aerodynamic and mass balancing and geared, spring, and servo tabs. Other

control system "gadgetry" such as springs and bob weights may also be

employed to improve basic airplane characteristics.

2. Power-Assisted Control Systems: The pilot deflects the appropriate control
surface byi dr r~t niechanic~! c"1 Cnnetinc Kns be,,en t6.N rcccLeit c,-ntr I Ond

the aerodynamic control surface. However, a suitable power unit (usually

hydraulic) is appropriately placed in the control system to &% i the pilot in

moving the control surface. The pilot force required is thus a function of the

ratio of power assist provided or "boost" as well as control surface hinge

moments developed. Again, extensive use may be made of aerodynamic and

mass balancing geared, spring, servo tabs, and other control system

"gadgetry."
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3. Fully Power-Opergted Control Systems: Through cockpit control

deflections, the pilot positions a valve of a power unit; the power unit in

turn positions the control surface proportional to the pilot's cockpit control

input. The pilot force required is purely a function of cockpit control

deflection and does not depend on control surface hinge moments. It is

apparent then that an artificial feel system must be provided to give the pilot

the normal control force variations. Extensive use is made of springs, boý

weights, dynamic pressure sensors, dashpots, and other electrical,

mechanical, or hydraulic devices in order to provide satisfactory stability and

control characteristics.

The'manual and power-assisted control systems are reversible control systems;

i.e., the pilot receives some control force feel by virtue of the hinge moments

developed when the aerodynamic control surface is deflected. The fully

powerroperated control system is an irreversibIl control system; i.e., the pilot

0 receives no control force feel from the development of control surface hinge

moments.

No matter what type of flight control system is utilized, the requirements placed

on the flight control system remain the same. The control system must give the pilot

the ability to make simple and unhindered control deflections in any direction.

Control deflections and forces ,equred for m.ncuv•ring the airplane.

14 commensurate with the mission of the airplane, the structural limits of the airplane,

and pilot strength limitations. The controls must exhibit good centering when

released and must exhibit no tendency toward lightly damped or undamped free

oscillatory motions. There shouid be no noticeable lag between the deflections of

the cockpit controls and the movement of the corresponding control surface.
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Since the flight control ,,ystem is the implement by which the pilot is "mated"

to the airplane, the importance of good control system characteristics cannot be

overemphasized. The control system must be suitably matched to the stability,

control, and inertia characteristics of the basic airplane, and to the requirements of

the human pilot. Proper flight control system and basic airplane matching provide

the pilot with the opportunity to fully utilize the maneuvering capabilities of the

airplane for maximum mission perfom~ance.
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THE U. S. NAVAL TEST PILOT SCHOOL

DEMONSTRATION AND PROGRESS CHECK FLIGHTS

The U. S. Naval Test Pilot School utilizes actual flight instruction in the

techniques of stability and control testing. At the beginning of each new phase of

study, students are exposed to actual flight test techniques and methods through

Demonstration Flights. At the completion of each phase, students demonstrate their

proficiency in that phase of flight testing during ProQress Check Flights. The purpose

of the Demonstration Flight is to provide instruction in stability and control test

techniques in a realistic environment; whereas the purpose of the Progress Check

Flight is to evaluate the student's progress and render additional instruction in

troublesome areas.

THE DEMONSTRATION FLIGHT

The Demonstration Flight will be preceded by thorough briefings which will

present background theory, test techniques, analysis of test results in terms of

mission accomplishment and specification requirements, a-i data presentation

methods. It is the student's responsibility to prepare for the Demonstration Flight

by thorough review of briefing notes, appropriate technical literature, and relevant

specifications. Thorough preparation is essential for derivation of maximum benefits

from this flight.

The performance and maneuvering longitudinal stability demonstration

flights are flown in any of the school's jet fleet. The Lateral-Directional and

Nonmaneuvering Longitudinal Stability demonstration flights are usually

flown in an airplane with side-by-side seating. One or more students and one
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instructor comprise a normal flight crew with the students sharing equally in

airborne instructional time. Since the students may not be qualified in the

demonstration airplane, the instructor pilot usually handles all normal

preflights, ground operations, takeoffs, and landings. The students are not

required to know the demonstration airplane from an operational standpoint.

During the actual instructional phase of the flight, the instructor will

demonstrate both qualitative and quantitative test techniques, use of special

instrumentation, and data recording procedures. After the student has

observed and understands each technique, he is given an opportunity to

practice until attaining a reasonable level of proficiency. Throughout the

Demonstration Flight, the instructor will discuss the significant of each

test, implications of certain characteristics exhibited, and slight variations

in the test techniques which would be appropriate in other type airplanes.

The student is encouraged to ask questions during the progress of the flight,

Many points are made perfectly clear in only a few seconds in flight; to

accomplish the same on the ground would probably require several minutes.

A thorough postflight discussion between instructor arid students completes

the Demonstration Flight. During the debrief, the data which were obtained

on the flight is plotted, discussed, and analyzed.
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"THE U. S. NAVAL TEST PILOT SCHOOL

DEMONSTRATION AND PROGRESS CHECK FLIGHTS

The U. S. Naval Test Pilot School utilizes actual flight instruction in the

techniques of stability and control testing. At the beginning of each new phase of

study, students are exposed to actual flight test techniques and methods through

Demonstration Flights. At the completion of each phase, students demonstrate their

proficiency in that phase of flight testing during Progress Check Flights. The purpose

of the Demonstration Flight is to provide instruction in stability and control test

techniques in a realistic environment; whereas the purpose of the Progress Check

Flight is to evaluate the student's progress and render additional instruction in

troublesome areas,

THE DEMONSTRATION FLIGHT

The Demonstration Flight will be preceded by thoiough briefings which will

present background theory, test techniques, analysis of test results in terms of

mission accomplishment and specification requirements, and data presentation

methods. It is the student's responsibility to prepare for the Demonstration Flight

by thorough review of 'briefing notes, appropriate technical literature, and relevant

specifications, Thorough preparation is essential for derivation of maximum benefits

trom this flight.

The performance and maneuvering longitudinal stability demonstration

flights are flown in any of the school's jet fleet. The Lateral-Directional and

Nonmaneuvering Longitudinal Stability demonstration flights are usually

flown in an airplane with side-by-side seating. One or more students and one
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instructor comprise a normal flight crew with the students sharing equally in

airborne instructional time. Since the students may not be qualified in the

demonstration airplane, the instructor pilot usualiy handles all normal

preflights, ground operations, takeoffs, and landings. The students are not

required to know the demonstration airplane from an operational standpoint.

During the actual instructional phase of the flight, the instructor will

demonstrate both qualitative and quantitative test techniques, use of special

instrumentation, and data recording procedures. After the student has

observed and understands each technique, he is given an opportunity to

practice until attaining a reasonable level of proficiency. Throughout the

Demonstration Flight, the instructor will discuss the significant of each

test, implications of certain characteristics exhibited, and slight variations

in the test techniques which would be appropriate in other type airplanes.

The student is encouraged to ask questions during the progress of the flight. 4

Many points are made perfectly clear in only a few seconds in flight; to

accomplish the same on the ground would probably require several minutes.

A thorough postflight discussion between instructor and students completes

the Demonstration Flight. During the debrief, the data which were obtained

OLn lt flighbut is UL.t.U. . and analyzed.
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The student is required to plan the flight completely, giving due

consideration to a real or simulated mission of the airplane and appropriate

specification requirements. The student conducts the flight briefing, which

must include a definition of the mission and a bief description of the flight

control system, as well as discussions of test techniques and specification

requirements.

"r As the student demonstrates his knowledge of qualitative and quantitative test

techniques in flight, he is expected to comment on the importance and meaning of

the tests with respect to the real or simulated mission. The instructor will comment

on validity of the results obtained, errors or omissions in test procedures, and may

demonstrate variations in test techniques which have not been previously

,.4 introduced. The student will be expected to investigate qualitatively the

pilot effort required in the performance of a typical mission task. This task

may be a tracking maneuver or ground controlled approach; i.e., some task

which requires precise control of the airplane. The student will be asked to

rationalize the reasons for the simplicity or difficulty of the maneuver

during the debrief following the flight.

The debrief consists of the student discussing and analyzing the results of the

in-flight tests. The analysis must be oriented toward the influence of the

characteristics exhibited on the mission effectiveness of the airplane.
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INTRODUCTION

All airplanes are subjected to stall investigations for the following reasons:

1. Safety and operational considerations.

2. Actual flight tests are the only means of precisely determining stall

characteristics.

3. Expansion of the operational flight envelope,

4. Determination of trim airspeeds for future tests.

The investigation of stall characterisitcs is a phase of flying qualities which is

difficuiT to associate with particular oilot taskq. There are no total missions in which

stalls are required for mission accomplishment, although pilot training and

familiarization in stall characteristics are considered an essential phase of the traini

mission. However, all airplanes will be stalled at one time or another in operational

use if sufficient longitudinal control is available and if no stall prevention device is

installed. Therefore, stall tests are an integral part of any flying qualities program.

The emphasis placed on the stall investigation depends on the total mission of

the airplane. If mission accomplishment involves a great deal of maneuvering, the

pilot is very likely to inadvertently stall; therefore, a thorough stall investigation

must be carried out. If mission accomplishment involves a minimum of maneuvering,

the pilot is not likely to inadvertently stall; therefore, the stall investigation may be

less stringent.
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Stall investigations encompass both normal and accelerated stalls. The normal-
stll is defined as a stall which occurs while the airplane is in an unaccelerated flight

condition. The gccqleratd stall is defined as a stall which occurs while the airplane is

in an accelerated flight condition, such as a pull-up or a level turn. Accelerated stalls

usually exhibit more violent characteristics than normal stalls; therefore,

normal stalls should be investigated thoroughly before commencement of

accelerated stall tests. The total mission of the airplane dictates where the

primary emphasis is placed during the stall investigation. For the airplane

which will be maneuvered extensively, primary emphasis must be placed on

accelerated stalls which could result from mission tasks. If mission

accomplishment involves a minimum of maneuvering, primary emphasis

should be placed on normal stall characteristics. The large passenger,

transport, or heavy bomber type airplane will most likely be inadvertently

stalled in unaccelerated flight during transitions associated with

instrument departures or approaches.

Normal and accelerated stalls may be further classified as "positive g" or

"negative g" stalls. This discussion of stall characteristics will be concerned only

with "positive g" normal and accelerated stalls because:

1. Normal "negative g" stalls are difficult to obtain in most operational

airplanes due to insufficient longitudinal control effectiveness.

2. Precise pilot technique is required to perform "negative 9" accelerated

stalls (stalls entered at less than -1.0g).

3. Pilot discomfort discourages entry into "negative g" normal or accelerated

stalls.
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"Negative g" normal and accelerated stalls may be investigated in a build-up

program for spin testing, which will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Normal and accelerated stall characteristics indirectly affect mission
performance of the pilot - airplane combination. Satisfactory stall characteristics

"greatly increase pilot confidence in his airplane. When assurance can be provided

that violent departures into uncontrolled flight will not result from inadvertent

stalls, the pilot will utilize fully the maneuvering capabilities of the airplane for

maximum mission effectiveness.
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THEORY

The splasicaj stalj may be defined as a condition in which the airplane wing is

subjected to an angle of attack greater than the angle for maximum lift coefficient.

itILljotd can be defined as the minimum stedy airspeed attainable in

unaccelerated flight or the minimum usable airspeed. However, characterisics

L,,exhibited by many airplanes in the region of the stall preclude attainment of the

classic aerodynamic stall. These characteristics vary widely among different airplanes

and are greatly affected by a multitude of factors. The mtgr factors affecting stall

characteristics are discussed herein. A resume of stall warning and stall prevention

devices is also presented.

WING DESIGN

Wing S ctiQo Characteristics

Wing section design determines the value of the maximum lift coefficient, the

angle of attack at which it is achieved, and the rate of change of lift coefficient with

angle of attack in the region of the stall. The most influential wing section

parameters are the wing thickness and position of maximum thickness, the amount

of camber, and the leading edge radius.

The influence of airfoil thickness and camber on maximum lift coefficient is

ouite pronounced. A thin symmetrical airfoil (thickness ratio less than .08) has such

a small leading edge radius that large adverse pressure gradients induce jgadina edge

flow separations at low angles of attack. The thick (thickness ratio greater than .12)

or highly cambered airfoil creates large adverse pressure gradients near the upper

surface trailing edge which causes separation near the trailing edge at low angles of

attack. An airfoil of moderate thickness (thickness ratio from .08 to .12)and camber
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may exhibit a tendency for separation to occur simultaneously at both leading edge

and trailing edge (Figure 1). (Note: Positive cambering of a thin symmetrical airfoil

generally reduces the tendency for early separation and increases maximum lift

coefficient. However, too much cambering of thick sections can produce the adverse

characteristics discussed above.)

LEADIj5 ED IPARATION

_____________________________________ 

THI1N SYMMETRICAL.
SECTION

TRAILING EDGE SEPARATION
SPRADNGFOWARD

THICK OR HIGHLY CAMBIERW..
SECTION

SEPARALTtON SPREADING AFT
AND FORWARD

SECTION OF MODERATE
THICKNESS AND CAMBER

FIGURE I

TYPES OF SECTION STALL



The type of section stall has a great deal of influence on stall characteristics. If

separation occurz first near the .traiinL egg. of the airfoil, the spread of separation

forward is fairly slow and gradual until the maximum lift coefficient is attained. This

type of separation progression indicates that the lift curve would exhibit a smooth,

gradual change in slope near the stall, although the stall would be rather

well-defined. An airplane having this type of lift coefficient - angle of attack

relationship would probably exhibit satisfactory stall warning and a well defined

aerodynamic stall (Figure 2).

F_+SALAZ~ + ISTALL wARNING
I- + TN

ANGLE OFATTACK + ANGLE OF ATTACK +_.._

a 1!
GRAOUAL.WELL DERNED STALL AMIPT STALL

UIAL SEPARATION AT TRAILMNEDigE NiA SEAATIONAT LEAOING EDGE

SIMLTANEOUS SEPARATION AT LEA1NG
AND TRAILING EDGES

FIGURE 2

INFLUENCE OF SHAPE OF LIFT CURVE ON STALL CHARACTERISTICS
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The second lift curve of Figure 2 also exhibits a well-defined peak, however, the

peak is followved by a very rapid, even discontinuous, decrease in lift coefficient for a

small increase in angle of attack. This type of lift curve can result from leading edge

flow separation spreading rapidly aft on the airfoil or simultaneous leading

edge-trailing edge separation. The airplane with this type of lift curve would exhibit

little or no aerodynamic stall warning and a sudden, abrupt stall. This stall may be

quite violent because the sharpness and discontinuity of the lift curve indicate that

one wing can easily stall prior to the other generating rolling motion at the stall. This
"Oasymmetric" stall can be caused by small difference in wing sections along the soan

or small differences in local flow direction due to vertical gusts or yawing motion. In

any case, the downgoing wing experiences an increase in angle of attack, while the

upgoing wing experiences a decrease. This situation may result in A .QLgqipn, a

motion in which the rolling is self-sustaining and which may result in the airplane

entering a spin. The abrupt, "asymmetric" stall tendency may be overcome by

increCassing the radius of t~he leading ed-ge of t~he wiing and/lor by cambDering the- wingu

judiciously. If this approach is not practical, some improvement in stallC

characteristics may be realized by installing devices on the wing leading edge to

introduce turbulence into the boundary layer. However, this correction is usually a

"trial and error" process.

Wing Planform Characteristics

Wing planform design influences the slope of the lift curve -angle of attack

relationship, downwash pattern, and the portion of the wing span which stalls first.

The rrost influential planform paramiters are aspect ratio, sweep, and taper.
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The slope of the lift curve at airspeeds near stall is determined primarily by

aspect ratio and sweep angle. An increase in aspect ratio1 increases the slope of the

lift curve, while an increase in sweepback decrease- the slope (Figure 3).

The slope of the lift curve influences the angle of attack and pitch attitude at

which the aerodynamic stall is encountered. If the slope of the lift curve is shallow,

the angle of attack for the stall may be attained only at a very high airplane nose

attitude and with a very large rate of descent. Furthermore, adverse stability and

control characteristics may be encountered before the attainment of the maximum

lift coefficient. Therefore, airplanes with low aspect ratio and highly swept wings

general!y do not exhibit a true aerodynamic stall and a "minimum flying speed"

would be determined based on other criteria.

I-- I -SN+ AINCREASING

o z
UU

INFIGUAEING

LU U. -

ANGLE OF ATTACK + AML OF ATTACK +

aa

FIGURE 3
TYPICAL INFLUENCE OF ASPECT RATIO AND SWEEPBACK ON LIFT
CURVE SLOPE

1 Aspect ratios of 3 to 6 are considered "medium," above 6 are considered "high,"

less than 3 are considered "low."
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.,ownwash is the unavoidable result of lift production by a real wing. It reduces

the angle of attack at which individual wing sections operate (Figure 4).

"- a: WING ANGLE OF A, tACK

VELO--T -ArOa,: SECTION ANGLE OF ATTACK

VELOCITY AT WING INDUCED ANGLE OF ATTACK

VELOCITY OF FREE STREAM

FIGURE 4

DOWNWASH INFLUENCE ON SECTION ANGLE OF ATTACK

The spanwise distribution of downwash dictates the section angle og attack and

hence the section lift-cgefficient distribution along the span. This distribution is

extremely important because of its influence on the part of the span to first reach a

g1aled condition. The spanwise downwash distribution depends on wing taper and

sweep, if the wing has zero twist and the same section from root to tip. As the

degree of taper increi es, the area of first stall on the span moves from root to tip

(Figure 5). An increase in sweepback has a similar effect as the increase in taper. The

terdency of the wing to stall first at the tips seriously derogates stall characteristics.

While the root stall is generally preceded by buffeting of the fuselage and tail caused

by turbulent air shed from the root section, the tip stall generally occurs with =qlU

or no stall wyarning. Since the lateral control surfaces are usually positioned near the

wing-tips, loss of roll control is often ecoerienced when the stall occurs first at the

tips.
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RECTANGULAR

~ ~I STALL MO VES FROM ROOT OUTBOARD

F7:J
ELLIPTICAL WING HAS CONSTANT DOWNWASH AND

ELUPTIGAL SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT ALONG THE SPAN,

STHEREFORE STALLS EVENLY ACROSS THE SPAN

I[

STALL MOVES FROM TIP INBOARD

POINTED

rFIGURE 5

TYPICAL INFLUENCE OF WING TAPER ON STALL

The swept wing has an inherent tendency toward tip stall because sweepback

changes the spanwise downwash distribution such that the wing area near the tip

operates at larger .So ganQle of attack than other wing areas. This generates a

pressure gradient along the span of the wing with pressure decreasing from root to
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tip. As a consequence, considerable sganwise flow of the boundary layer occurs.

This spanwise flow from root to tip may be considered a form of "natural"

boundary-layer control for the inboard area of the wing and increases the already

inherent tendency toward tip stall. (Note: It should be remembered that spanwise

flow occurs on any wing planform. However, the swept wing is particularly prone to

spanwise flow.)

Tip stalling of the swept wing results in an additional factor which tends to

derogate stall characteristics. Since sweepback places the tips aft of inboard sections,

t•i stallina precinitates a forward shift of the wing center of pressure. This causes the

wing to become more longitudinally destabilizina; if the destabilizing influence is

greater than the sblizinq influence of of the horizontal tail, the airplane tends to

pitch n at the stall. This characteristic makes the airplane prone to inadvertent

stalling and "deep stall" penetrations.

There are several means by which tip stalling tendencies may be decreased or

eliminated. The most common are listed below. They may be used singly or in

combination.

1. Twist: The wing is gradually twisted from root to tip so that outboard

sections are always at a lower angle of attack than inboard sections

2. Incorporation in the wing tip area of an airfoil section of higher maximum

lift coefficient than inboard sections.
i=.

3. Wing tip slots or slats: Spanwise passages near the ýeading edge to delay

separation at high angles of attack.
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-' 4. Wing tip vortex generators: Small spanwise airfoils which introduce a

higher energy lbvel in the boundary layer.

5. Inboard stall strips: Spanwise leading edge protrusions which cause flow

separation at the wing root at high angles of attack.

6. Fences: Thin chordwise strips which inhibit spanwise flow.

7. Leading edge discontinuities: A device which create a vortex just above

the wing surface to inhibit spanwise flow.

Effects of High Lift Devices

High lift devices are used to increase the maximum lift coefficient of the wing,

allowing stall-free flight at slower airspeeds. Their main influence on stall

characteristics is indirect. With high lift devices operating, the airplane stalls at

slower speeds; therefore, the effectiveness of the aerodynamic control surfaces for

controlling airplane attitude in the stall region is weakened. In addition to this

indirect effect common to all high lift devices, some direct effects of particular

devices are discussed below.

Flap deflection changes the spanwise distribution of dowrwash and hence the

section angles of attack. This change in section angles of attack may cause

significantly different stall characteristics when flaps are deflected.

Boundary layer control (BLC) tends to change the shape of the lift curve near

stalling angles of attack (Figure 6). The sharper peaks of the lift curve, when

boundary layer control is used, make the stall more abrupt and also create

the tendency for an abrupt roll at the stall. In addition, a very large

reduction in angle of attack may be necessary to effect stall recovery

"11-9
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FIGURE 6
EFFECT OF BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL ON
LIFT CURVE

Slots or slats may be used to improve airflow conditions at high angles of

attack. One means of utilizing these high lift devices is through use of the
"automatic slot." The automatic slot is a slot in the leading edge of the wing created

by the movement of a slat which is retained in the leading-edge contour of the wing

at low angles of attack, but extends to create the slot as the staliing angle of attack is

approached. The slats operate without action by the pilot and, unless design

precautions are taken, have an inherent tendency to extend and retract

asymmetrically. Leading edge slats have exhibited an annoying propensity toward

asy.... . .... during approaches to- acwcv...d•.t•e sct-Il. In this flight regime,

their asymmetrih extension may generate violent, uncontrollable rolling motion.

Asymmetric extension can be eliminated by incorporation of slat interconnects or a

hydraulic device to hold the slats on the leading edge of the wing until the landing

gear or flaps are extended.
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HORIZONTAL TAI L DESIGN AND LOCATION

Horizontal tail design and location have a major influence on stall

characteristics. Since the contributions of the fuselage and wing to longitudinal

stability are generally destabilizing in the stall region, the horizontal tail must

provide the necessary stabilizing pitching moments if the airplane is to remain

longitudinally controllable. The vertical Jocation-of the horizontal tail with respect

to the wing is of extreme importance for this dictates the airflow characteristics at

the horizontal tail at high angles of attack. A rigorous discussion of all possible

vertical tail locations and associated influences on stall characteristics is beyond the

scope of this text However, two examples are presented to demonstrate the

problems which exist.

First, consider an airplane design which incorporates a horizonta! stabilizer

mounted low on the empennage. At low angles of attack, this tailplane is immersed

in airflow which has been altered by the wing (Figure 7). However, at low angles of

attack, there is little loss of stream velocity behind the wing, although the stream is

deflected downward by the downwash angle. The horizontal tail, therefore,

maintains its effectiveness at low angles of attack since the flow field is not too

greatly disturbed. As the angle of attack is increased, airflow begins to breakdown

or, the wiig aiuu loading distribution and associated changes in downwash occur. The

wake behind the wing becomes more and more nonstreamlined and turbulent. Very

low values of dynamic pressure may exist over an extensive region aft of the wing. If

the angle of attack is increased sufficiently, a complete breakdown of flow spreads

over the entire wing and the stall occurs. However, if the horizontal stabilizer is

mounted low on the empennage, the stabilizer emerges from the wing wake at high

angles of attack (Figure 7). This causes the horizontal tail to maintain a strong

longitudinally stabilizing influence at the stall, generating large nose-down pitching

moments. In addition, the longitudinal control surface maintains a high degree of

effectiveness throughout the stall, allowing the pilot close control over pitch

attitude.
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f" FIGURE 7

TYPICAL FLOW PATTERNS ABOUT THE LOW-
MOUNTED HORIZONTAL TAIL

The placement of the horizontal stabilizer high up on the vertical fin (T-tail) has

become increasingly popular in recent years, particularly for passenger and transoort

airplanes. With the appearance of aft fuselage mounted engines (which allowed a

structurally simple and aerodynamically clean wing), the horizontal stabilizer was

placed higher to avoid interference flow and structural fatigue from engine exhaust.

The T-tail also realizes other advantages such as an increase in effectiveness at low

angles of attack since, in that flight regime, it does not operate in the wake of the

wing. In addition, it has an "endplate effect" on the vertical tail, and thereby

increases the effectiveness of that surface. Unfortunately, the T-tail design causes

severe rroblems at high angles of attack, particularly at stalling angles of attack.
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Insight into the T-tail stall problem can be gained by a study of Figure 8. At

low angles of attack, the T-tail receives little or no influence from the downwash

caused by lift production of the wing. However, as the airplane is rotated to higher

and higher angles of attack, the high mounted horizontal stabilizer is moved closer

and closer to the now nonstreamlined, turbulent wake from the wing. In the region

of stall, the T-tail may be engulfed in the wing wake; this results in a drastic

reduction in horizontal tail and longitudinal control effectiveness. The reduction in

stabilizing effect from the horizontal tail causes a severe pitch-up tendency which

the pilot may not be able to counteract even by applying full nose-down

longitudinal control. This stall, from which recovery is impossible without an

unconventional recovery technique or a "recovery augmentor," such as a tail

parachute, is referred to as a "super stall" or "deep stall" and has been experienced

by T-tail aircraft flying at an aft center of gravity position.

11-13
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FIGURE 8
TYPICAL FLOW PATTERNS ABOUT THE T- TAIL

The problem of the T-tail entering disturbed airflow at high angles of attack can
be complicated by aft mounted engine nacelles (Figure 9). The associated increase in
airflow disturbance may increase the severity of the loss in horizontal tail
effectiveness or cause the loss in effectiveness to occur at lower angles of attack.
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FIGURE 9
AFT-FUSELAGE MOUNTED ENGINES COMPLICATE
THE T-TAIL AIRFLOW DISTURBANCE AT HIGH
ANGLES OF ATTACK

If an airplane experiences a "deep-stall" or "super-stall" problem, it may be

necessary to incorporate a stall prevention device, such as a "stick-pusher," Such

systems must be reliable and must not cause dangerous flight conditions if

accidentally activated during take-off or landing. In stall testing an airplane which

may experieaw the ::super-stall," it may be necessary to install "recovery

augmentation" devices, such as tail parachutes or rockets mounted in the nose or

tail. The incorporation of an angle of attack indicator is absolutely essential for

these stall tests.

ACELE.RATIQ N

Maneuvering produces an effect on stall speed which is similar to the effect of

weight. As an example, an airplane in a steady level turn requires a higher lift

coefficient. thus increased angle of attack, for a given airspeed; therefore, stall speed

is higher in level turning flight.

72nWvsV . SS
CL _

max
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where: VS = true stall airspeed in feet/seconds

n= normal acceleration in g

W = aitplane gross weight in pounds

-- air density in slugs/ft 3

S wing area in square feet

CLmax maximum lift coefficient, dimensionless

Since the maximum lift coefficient is dependent only on angle of attack for a

given configuration, the angle of attack at stall is the same for any value of normal

maximum lift coefficient are neglected here to simplify the discussion.

Accelerated stall characteristics are more v'tolent than normal stall

characteristics for a given configuration because the accelerated stall always occurs

at a higher airspeed and may occur at a much higher rate of entry. Adverse

characteristics noted during normal stalls are magnified by the increased airspeed at

the accelerated stall. Therefore, accelerated stalls should be investigated with

caution. Rigorous normal stall tests must precede any accelerated stall evaluation.

Accelerated stall warning may vary with rate oQentry into the stall. Rapid

rotations generating rapid increases in acceleration (greater than one g per second)

may result in virtually no aerodynamic stall warning. Rapid rotations may also result

in abrupt accelerated stalls at jndicajad.angles of attack less than actual angles of

attack due to lag in the angle of attack indicator.
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If operational considerations require that the airplane be flown well into the

buffet regime to obtain optimum turning performance, airframe buffer may lose

significance as accelerated stall warning unless there is a noticeable increase in buffet

intensity just prior to the stall. This situation may result in other pilot cues being

used for accelerated stall warning.

Poststall gyrations may be induced by intentiorally maintaining an accelerated

stall condition. The pattern and severity of the motions are generally dependent

upon the energy level (airspeed and altitude) at entry. The investigation of poststall

gyrations is usually performed in a build-up program for a spin investigation.

However, these gyrations may be experienced during intentional or inadvertent

accelerated stalls.

POWER

The influence of power on stall chvracteristics depends upon the type, number,

location, and rating of the engine or engines installed.

If the airplane is equipped with a jet power plant (or power plants), the only

major effect of power will be that stall airspeed will be less with increased power for

a given configuration. Stall characteristics will be indirectly influenced in this

situation in that the airplane response to pilot control inputs will be lessened 3t

lower airspeeds.

The stall characteristics of airplanes equipped with reciprocating or turboprop

engines may be greatly influenced by the power setting existing at the rtall.
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If the wing is partially or completely immersed in the propeller slipstream, stall

speed widl vary markedly with power setting. Full power stalls may occur at

extremely low airspeeds and the weakened effectiveness of the control surfaces at

these low speeds may severely degrade stal! recovery characteristics. Full power

stalls in airplanes of this type must be approached with due caution. If the control

surfaces are immersed in slipstream, the effectiveness of the surfaces will vary with

the amount of power output.F.I
The high powered, single-engine, single-rotation propaeIer airplane may exhibit a

severe "torque-roll" tendency if power is applied rapidly at low airsneeds in the

region of the stall. This characteristic may dictate a stall recovery procedure which

involves maintaining a fairly low power setting until airspeed increases to a

predetermined value.

STABILITY AND CONTROL AUGMENTATION

Stability and control augmentation systems may introduce large control inputs

(independent of the pilot) at or near stalling angles of attack which may be

cdetrimental to stall characteristics. This will be most apparent if the augmentation

system possesses a high degree of sensitivity and control authority. For illustrative

purposes, two examples are presented which emphasize the possible influence of

these systems on stall characteristics.

p

The first example is extracted from accelerated stall tests of a light jet attack

airplane equipped with longitudinal and lateral control augmentation and directional

stability augmentation. The time history of an accelerated stall which was aggravated

by the roll damper mode of the control augmentation system is shown in Figure 10.

The stall was entered from a left turn with 2g normal acceleration; approach to the

stall was characterized by increasing airframe buffet. Just prior to the stall (at 8
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seconds on the time history), note that the pilot was required to hold right aileron

position to keep the airplane from entering a tighter left turn. The stall was marked

by a "directional slice" to the left, at which time the pilot neutralized the controls

(at 10 seconds on the time history). At this time, the roll damper portion of the

control augmentation mode, sensing a left roll rate without a pilot control input,

applied a large right lateral control input. Note that the cockpit control stick wa_

essentially ntgrjl at this time. The aileron input of the roll damper was in the

P.-Opn_ direction and the airplane entered a left spin. After approximately two

turns of the spin, the pilot deactivated control augmentation and effected recovery

by applying aileron into the spin, rudder against the spin, and full aft longitudinal

control.
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"The second example is extracted from normal stall tests of a twin-engine

turboprop transport airplane equipped with directional stability augmentation. This

augmentation system was composed of yaw damping, directional trim follow-up,

and a turn coordination feature. The time history of a normal stall (Power approach

configuration) which was aggravated by the turn coordination feature of the

stability augmentation system is shown in Figure 11. Power approach configuration

stalls in this airplane were characterized by abrupt rolls (note the bank angle change

at the stall). The turn coordination feature of the stability augmentation sensed the

rolling motion and attempted to coordinate with a large left rudder inpit. Note that

about 10 degrees of left rudder deflection was introduced by the stability

augmentation system while the pilot was holding right rudder nedal deflection. The

large left rudder input increased the left bank angle and sideslip excursions and the

airplane entered a series of uncontrollable snaprolls. Recovery was initiated by

deactivating stability augmentation. During the recovery, airspeed and normal

acceleration limitations of the airframe were exceeded.
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It should be emphasized that stability and control augmentation systems do not

always degrade stall characteristics. Some systems may have no influence; other

systems may have significant influence on airplane behavior in the region of the stall.

Knowledge of the various modes and functions and the control authority of the

augmentation system in the airplane being tested is essential if the stall investigation

is to be conducted rigorously and safely.

MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS

Additional factors influencing the behavior of the airplane in the region of the

stall are listed below.

1. Location of Control urf s. If the control surfaces are immersed in low

"energy separated airflow at the stall, the controllability of the airplane will

be decreased. The lateral control surfaces are particularly susceptible tc

4- immersion in separated flow.

2. Configuration. The extension of wing flaps, wing leading edge slats, speed

brakes, landing gear; etc. will have some influence on stall characteristics.

This influence may be estim3ted by consideration of the location of

various devices in relation to control surfaces and stabilizers. Some

configuration changes, such as flap extension, may result in airframe buffet

which masks the prestall aerodynamic buffet, decreasing its value as a stall

warning.

3. External Stores. Stall characteristics may be altered by various

combinations of external stores. Asymmetric store loadings may severely

degrade stall characteristics, particularly during accelerated entries. The

investigation of stall characteristics under asymmetric loading conditions

should be accomplished on any airplane which may carry asymmetric loads
j in operational use.
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4. Center of Gravity Stall characteristics may be markedly influenced by

airplane center of gravity (CG) if the airplane exhibits a deficiency in

Ii• longitudinal control effectiveness. At forward CG positions in some

airplanes, nose-up longitudinal control effectiveness may not be sufficient

v.. to attain maximum lift coefficient. The minimu!m attainable airspeeds for

"these airplanes would be marked by steady flight with full nose-up

longitudinal control; minimum attainable speed would, of course, vary

"with CG position, decreasing as the CG moves aft. At aft CG positions in

other airplanes, poydown Iongitudinal control effe~vee may not be

suflicient to quickly reduce angle of attack after attaining the stall. This

situation would seriously compromise, and might preclude, stall recovery.

5. Shock-Induced Separation. Shock-induced separation or a "shock stall"

may cause the stall to occur at a lower angle of attack than might be

predicted through incompressible flow considerations. Tendencies toward

shock-induced separation would, of course, increase with increasing

subsonic airplane Mach number; however, shock stalls can occur at Mach s- -

numbers well below the "normal transonic region." The phenomenon of

shock-induced separation may be particularly evident during accelerated

stalls.

CHARACT.ERISTICS WHICH MAY LIMIT MINIMUM STEADY AIRSPEED

For sonme airp!anes thc attainmnnt of maximum lift coefficient may not •

possible or feasible. This may be caused by a loss of directional control without a

reduction of lift, lack of longitudinal control effectiveness, or an extremely large

increase in diag coefficient.
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Loss of Control Without Reduction of Lift

During approaches to normal or accelerated stalls, directional stability may be

reduced significantly through the deterioration of airflow around the vertical

stabilizer. At high angles of attack, the vertical tail may become immersed in

nonstreamlined, low energy flow generated by flow separation on the wing and

interference effects from aft-fuselage mounted engines, sp-,edbrakes, or other

protrusions (Figure 12).

FIGURE 12
TYPICAL FLOW PATTERN AROUND THE VERTICAL TAIL AT
HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

The deterioration in effectiveness of the vertical tail generally results in

increasing yaw excursions with increases in angle of attack. The airplane may diverge

directionally prior to attaining maximum lift coefficient if the destabilizing action

progresses sufficiently. Directional divergence can be "triggered" or aggravated by

lateral control inputs if these control inputs generate significant yawing moments.

High angle of attack directional divergence is sometimes referred to as "slicing" and

would limit minimum steady airspeed and preclude attainment of the maximum lift

coefficient.
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Lack of L-onaitudinal Control Effectiveness

The longitudiial control surfaces on some airplanes may not be sufficiently

effective to rotate the airplane to the angle of attack corresponding to maximum lift

coefficient. These airplanes are sometimes referred to as "elevator-limited" airplanes.

Minimum steady airspeed or maximum angle of attack in this situation is that which

is attained with full nose-up longitudinal control. Since elevator effectiveness is a

function of center of gravity (CG) position, stalling airspeed and angle of attack for

these airplanes will vary with CG position.

"Zero Rate of Climb Speed"

The very low aspect ratio (less than two) airplane exhibits practically no

aerodynamic stall; however, its minimum practical airspeed will be limited by

performance considerations, if not by adverse stability and control characteristics.

The variation of lift and drag coefficients for the low aspect ratio or "slender delta"

design gives insight into the problem which may exist (Figure 13).

+ ,+

zI/

CL -C

ANGLE OF ATTACK
a

FIGURE 13

TYPICAL VARIATIONS OF LIFT AND DRAG COEFFI-
CIENT FOR THE LOW ASPECT RATIO AIRPLANE
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While the lift curve exhibits no definite peak which would define maximum lift

coefficient, the drag curve may exhibit a tendency to slope upward sharply at high

angles of attack. An angle of attack, corresponding to an airspeed, would be attained

at which the airplane could not maintain a rate of climb with maximum engine

power. This airspeed is defined as the "zero rate of climb speed" (ZRCS). Of course,

it will change with configuration, altitude, engine output, and gross weight. The only

hazard directly associated with flight at airspeeds less than ZRCS is loss of

performance. For example, if an airplane decelerates below ZRCS during the

approach, a sacrifice in altitude (possibly a significant one) must be made in order

to execute a wave off. A disturbing feature of an airplane capable of steady flight at

airspeeds below that at which it has sufficient power to maintain level flight is the

long "settling time" needed to establish a final flight path. For instance, it may be

possible to fly at speeds slightly below ZRCS with a Alight rate of clim..for periods

as long as 1 minute. The slight rate of climb is caused by the inertia of the airplane

as it settles down on its final flight path. The pilot might deduce that he is above

ZRCS due to this phenomenon. However, he eventually finds that the

airplane begins a shallow descent. Increasing angle of attack at this stage

only increases the rate of descent and some height must be sacrificed for

recovery. Recovery from airspeeds below ZRCS can only be accomplished

by pushing the noze over to decrease angle of attack, then reestablishing a

climb at an airspeed above ZRCS.

For some airplanes; "zero rate of climb speed" may constitute the extreme

limit of safe flight, and operational speeds must be chosen which provide adequate

margins against accidental exposure to irrecoverable situations.
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NOTE: It must be emphasized that ZRCS is expected to limit minimum

airspeed only for airplanes with very low aspect ratio and very slender wing designs.

During stall investigations of arty airplane, certain flight conditions will be

encountered where the airplane will be descending at significant rates;

such as landing configuration with idle power or power on stalls at high

altitude. However, the high rate of descent does not necessarily indicate a

minimum airspeed limit above aerodynamic stalling airspeed and should not

be reported as such. Whenever safety considerations permit, the stall

investigation should probe into the stall region as deeply as possible.

STALL WARNING AND STALL PREVENTION DEVILQ

Artificial Stall Warning

Airplanes which do not exhibit adequate aerodynamic stall warning, such as

airframe buffet, are frequently equipped with devices which detect the approach of

the stall and transmit a warning to the pilot. Artificial stall warning is, at best, a poor

substitute for aerodynamic stall warning since the detection device is never

absolutely reliable.

N. Any artificial stall warning system should satisfy the following requirements:

1. The system shounlrl hb rnpahbo nf ctall wAernirnn fnr any1 airnl•n

configuration, airspeed, altitude, normal acceleration, sideslip, bank angle,

and power setting. In addition, the system should not be susceptible to

atmospheric influence, such as temperature and pressure variations,

precipitation, and icing.

0
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2. The warning provided the pilot should be unmistakable and sufficiently in

advance of the stall to allow avoidance of the stall without undue pilot

effort.

3. The system should be easy to maintain and easy to calibrate on the Qround,

Some of the devices used to detect approach of the stall and their principle of

operation are listed below.

Table I

Summary of Stall Warning Devices

Device Princiglt of Ooeratio~n

Free I-Ioating Probe or Vane Airflow direction (angle of attack)

Drag Sensing Probe Airflow direction (angle of attack)

Differential Pressure Head Airflow direction (quantity proportional

to angle of attack)

Nuli Pressure Probe Airflow direction (angle of attack)

Leading Edge Tab Wing dynamic pressi re

Trailing Edge Tab Wing dynamic pressure

Trailing Edge Pitot Tube Wing dynamic pressure

Pitot Tube With Local Spoiler Wing dynamic pressure

Flush-Mounted Wing Port Static pressure at wing surface

Trailing Edge "Blister" Static pressure at wing surface

Boundary Layer Pitot Tube Boundary layer pressure fluctuation
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The means by which the pilot is warned of the approaching stall may be visua:

(warning light), oral (sound in earphones), or physical (shaking or vibrating of

rudder pedals or control stick). The most suitabln, artifical forms of cockpit warning

are probably the "stick shaker" and vibrating stick grip; these warning signals are

similar to aerodynamic buffeting of the controls and are difficult to misinterpret.

Arl.Ifgijl o- Automatic Stall Prevention

For some airplanes, particularly large transport and passenger types, stalling

maneuvers may be structurally or aerodynamically unsafe. In order to guarantee

adequate flight safety even under abnormal flight conditions, such as strong, suc'den

pull-ups or abrupt longitudinal attitude changes caused by gusts, these ait planes may

be equipped with a "stall prevention" system. Stall prevention systems are used

quite commonly in "T-tail" airplanes.

Any artificial stall prevention system should satisfy the following reqtirements:

I. The system should be capable of stall prventuon for any airplane

cownfiguration, airspeed, altitude. normal acceleration, sideslip, bank angle,

amnd powr wttaieg, The system should not be susceptible to atmospheric

influwi:e, su&h as rrmperaturp or pressure variations, precipitation, and

itari

2. The system should provide a large nose-dowvn pitching moment at the stall

or just after the stall; however, the pilot should be able to "override" the

system it he desires. The "override" force should be large enough to

discourage inadvertent "override" and associated "deep-stall" penetration.
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'-K 3. Inadvertent operation of ihe system should rot lead to dangerous flight

conditions. This is particularly applicable +o tha -akc-off and landing

I. evolutions.

4. The system .iould be easy to maintain and easy to calibrate on th, round,

A commonly used stall prevention device is a "stick pusher" arrn arrnent which

is activated through a signal from an angle of attack or pressure senisor.

No matter how well-designed and how reliable it may be, a stall prevention

system represents added complexity in the airplane. Unless safety or (.¢erridig

design considerations dictate otherwise, stall prevention systems should be avoided.

IL

Il
wow
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TEST PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

Successful stall investigations can be accomplished orly after thorough preflight
planning. During preflight planning, the purgose and scgo of the tests must be

clearly defined. After purpose and scope are clearly understood, a "plan of attack"

or test method can be formulated.

Preflight planning should start with research. This includes a study of the

airplane - many stal: characteristics can be predicted by studying various design

parameters of the airplane. All available information on stall characteristics should

be reviewed. Much useful information may be gained by conversations with pilots

and engineers familiar with the nirp!n,.

The test conditions - altitude, configuration, center of gravity, and trim

airspeds - rmust be determined. Test conditions should be commensurate, as much

as possible, with the m•,•p eo1virognment of the airplane. However, safety

considerations dictate that invest:gations of stall characteristics be performed in such

a manner that the most criticM, conditions are tested only after a reasonable build-up

program Aititudo at stall entry should never be lower than 10,000 feet above

ground level; however, a higher minimum altitude may be used if unusual

characteristic- are expected. Although center of gravity (CG) position may affect

bott the stall and the recovery, tests at the most forward and most aft operational

CG positions are generally adequate. However, if a lack of nose-down longitudinal

control or "pitch-up" at high angles of attack are suspected, forward CG positions

should be used for initial investigations. Because of possible adverse stall

characteristics resulting from high power settings and extension or activation of
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high-lift devices, a "clean" airplane configuration with low engine power settings

should be chosen for initial stall tests. Appropriate trim airspeeds should be chosen

for each configuration to be evaluated. For example, appropriate trim conditions for

an investigation of power approach configuration stalls would be those

corresponding to normal approach airspeed and angle of attack. Of course, the

effects of "trimming into the stall" and "out of trim" entries into the stall
should be determined also.

The amount and sophistication of instrumentation required will depend on the

purpose and scope of the evaluation. A pure qualitative investigation can be

accomplished with only cockpit and hand-held instruments. A portable tape

recorder for pilot comments is especially useful, If accurate quantitative information

is needed, or if Pre"'Mnap; studle ui-ajdiute very adverse stall characteristics,

automatic recording devices, such as oscillograph, photopanel, and telemetry, should

be utilized. The parameters to be recorded and ranges and sensitivity of test

V instrumentation will vary somewhat with each test program.

The final step in preflight planning is the preparation cf pilot data cards. An

example of a stall data card is presented in Figure '14. However, most test pilots

_. d-sihe to modify data cards to their own needs or construct data cards for each test.

At any rate, the data cards should list all quantitative infoimation desired and

should be easy to interpret in flight. F-or stall investigations in particular, several data

cards with adequate space for pilot comments should be provided.
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"FLIGHT TEST rgHNIQvgý

Stall h!taracteristics must be evaluated in relation t:o their influence on MJ1JsSAQfL

bccomol'shment. '"hus, both normal and accelerated stalls must be performed unde&r

entry conditions which could result from various rission tasks. However, prior to

evaluating sialls entured from these conditions, a more co testing approach

should be em,:Aoyed. This approach a!lows lower deceleration rates into the stall and

lower pitch attitudes at .t-.e stall, thereby reducing chances for "dc~ep-stall"

penetration without adequate buildup. After the controlfed_-LnyeveqL inn, if

stall characteristics permit, iJi•latd in4 d-LvertenL Itgi should be investigated under

conditions representative of operational procedures.

The Controlied Stail Test i Q.rnq

The easiest and safest apprcach to controlled stall testing is to divide the

I t inventigation into three distinct parts:

1. Approach to the stall

2. Fully developed stall

3. Stall recovery

po~roach tO t.!e S/t.

During this phase of the invzstigation, acdequacy of stall warning and retention
of reasonable airplane controllability are the primary items of interest. Assessment

of stall warning requires subjective judgement by t[e pilot. Only the pilot can decide

when he has been adequately warned. Warning must occur suffciently in advance of
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the stall to allow prevention of the stall by normal control applications after a

reasonable pilot reaction time. However, stall warning should not occur too far in

advance of the stall. For example, it is essential that stall warning for approach

configuration occur below normal approach speed. Stall warning which occurs tob

"early is not only annoying to the pilot but is meaningless as an indication of

proximity to the stall.

The type of stall warning is very important. Primary stall warning is generally in

the form of airframe buffet, control shaking, or small amplitude airplane oscillations

in roll, yaw, or pitch. Other secondary cues to the approach of the stall may be high

pitch atL tudP., large longitudinal control pull forces (of course, this cue can be

destroyed by "trimming into the stall"), large control deflectionsor sluggish control

response. In any case, stall warning, whether natural or artificial, should be

unmiýtakable, even under conditions of high pilot workload and stress and under

conditions of atmospheric turbulence. Ii an artificial stall warning device is installed,

approaw.h to the stall should be evaluated with the device operative and inoperative

to determine if the device is really required for normal operations.

During this phase of the evaluation, the test pilot must evaluate stall warning

with the intended use and operational environment in mind. He must remember that

he is specifically looking for the stall warning aindpr rnntrnoIpej rnnditmins. The

operational pilot probably will not be. This question must be answered: will

the operational pilot, preoccupied by other tasks and not concentrating on

stalls, recognize approach of the stall and be able to prevent the stall?
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The general flying qualities of the airplane should be investigated during the

approach to the stall as well as stall warning characteristics. Longitudinal, lateral,

and directional control etfectiveness for maintaining a desired attitude may

deteriorate significantly during the approach to the stall. L.oss of control about anj'

axis such as uncontrollable pitch-up or pitch-down, "wing drop," or directional

"slicing" may define the actual stall. During the approach to the stall, the test pilot

should be particularly aware of the amount of lorgitudinal nose-down control

available because of the cbvious influence of this chl)racteristic on tha ability to

"break" the stalled condition and make a successful rezovery,

This phase of stall investigation usually begins with onset uf stall warning and

ends at the stall; therefore, the test pilot will certainly be concerned with the
m.,nner n ,which thc 1irplas.. stalls and t-e eaze of recovery, However, primary

q is placed on obtaining an accurate assessment of stall warning and general

flying qualities durirng the approach to the stall. During initial investigations, it may

be prudent to terminate the approach short of the actual stall, penetrating deeper

and deeper with each succeeding apr oach until limiting conditions or the actual

stall are reached. In addition, the rate of approach should be low initially, !ess than 1

knot per second for normal stalls. Investigations of accelerated stalls should be made

by using the *constant normal acceleration" technique or the "constant airspeed"

technique. The constant normal acceleration technique is performed by selecting

and holding a desired g level while allowing the airplane to decelerate antil

the stall is encountered. Slow deceleration rates (typically 2 knots/secoTd)

are used foi initial investigations. As experience is gainedt faster

deceleration rates should be performed unless safety considerations dictate
otnerwise. The constant airspeed technique will be discussed in the STALL

TEST TECHNIQUES section.
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The test pilot should record at least the following cockpit data during the

approach to the stall:

1. Airspeed and angle of attack at stall warning.

2. Type and adequacy of stall warning.

3. Longitudinal control force at stall warning (either measured or estimated).

4. Qualitativc. comments regarding controllability and control effectiveness.

Fully Develooed Stall

During this phase of the investigation, the primary objective is to accurately

define the stall and the associated airplane behavior. The stall should be well-marked

by some characteristic, such as pitch-up or pitch-down or lateral or directional

divergence. In general, any pitch-up or directional divergence at the stall is

F "undesirable because pitch-up may precipitate a deep stall penetration and directional

divergence may lead to a spin. Pitch-down at the stall and laterai divergence may be

acceptable; however, §M= rolling, pitching, or yawing or any combination of the

thr.e arneobnviou's nProe chr ahCt.r oie."-'

Control effectiveness as evidenced by the pilot's ability to control or induce

roll, pitch, or yaw should be evaluated in the stall, ifaip.lane behavior permits this

to be done safely. Obviously, control effectiveness should be evaluated with a

suitable build-up program. Initially, control inputs only large enough to effect an

immediate coordinated recovery should be used. As experience is gained, the

o airplane should be maintained in the stalled condition for longer and longer periods

of time, and the effectiveness of all controls evaluated with larger and larger control

deflections.
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The test pilot should record at least the following cockpit data regarding the

stall:

1. Airspeed and angle of attack at stall

2. Load factor (accelerated stalls only)

3. Characteristic which defines the stall

4. Longitudinal control force at the stall (either measured or estimated). 1 he

ratio of longitudinal control forces at stall and stall warning is a rough

indication of longitudinal stability in the high angle of attack region and an

indication of the ease of inadvertent stalling.

5. Qualitative descriptive comments.

Stall _Rgepoverv
~|

During this phase of the investigation, primary items of interest are the ease of

recover (the pil.ot's. task), gcncra flying quaities duu,,,g the recuvery, altitude

required for recovery, and the determination of an optimum recovery technique. The

definition of stall recovery may vary with the configuration under investigation. For

example, the goal of recovery for configurations commensurate with combat

maneuvering may be to regain sufficient control effectiveness about all three axes to

perfurm offensive or defensive maneuvering tasks; the attainment of level flight may

not be critical in these configurations. The goal of recovery for take-off and

approach configurations should be the attainment of level flight with a minimum

loss of altitude and the regaining of sufficient control effectiveness ýo safely

maintain stall-free conditions. In each case, the test pilot must clearly define "stall

recovery."
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During initial investigation, the stall recovery procedures specified in pertinent

publications should be utilized and the ease of effecting recovery evaluated. If no

procedure has been developed, initial recovery must be accomplished with a

preliminary technique formulated from all available technical information'.

As experience is gained, various modifications to the recovery procedure

should be made until an optimum procedure is determined. Iii arriving at an

optimum procedure for use by the operational pilot, the test pilot must not

only consider the effectiveness of the technique (in terms of altitude lose

or maneuverability regained) but must aiso consider the simplicity of the

technique.

The test pilot should record at least the following data regarding stall recovery:

1. Qualitative comments on ease of recovery

2. Optimum recovery technique

3. Altitude loss in recovery

4. Qualitative comments on control effectiveness

Profile of the Controlled Stall Test Technique

The general flight profile of the controlled stall investigation is presented in

Figure 15. Points along the profile are further explained on the following page. It

should be remembered that until familiarity with stall behavior of the airplane is

gained, the profile ma- be broken off at any point.

14
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ENTRY

-- "" PPROACH

TRIM_• TE§T ALTITUDE,.-"• STALL., .-

fJ4 . UAION RIEVIEW

ENTRY APPROACH RECOVERY

FIGURE 15
GENERAL PROFILE OF THE CONTROLLED STALL INVESTIGATICN

Trim Point. The configuration under investigation should be established.

Ata, theI ui.wing items should be recorded in the cockpit:

1. Trim speed

2. Trim tab setting

3. Power setting

4. Fuel quantity

If automatic recording devices are installed, a "trim shot" should be made.

Entry Point Decide on an entry point which will result in the stall

occurring near the test altitude (L. 1000 feet). The entry procedures will be different

for normal 3nd accelerated stall investigations.
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Normal Stalls, Slow the airplane rapidly to about 20 KIAS above the estimated

stall warning speed. Power reduction or speed brake extension may be utilized.

Reestablish trim configuration at this new airspeed Make a slight pitch increase to

start the deceleration toward the stall. Using the visual horizon as a primary cue and

airspeed indicator as a crosscheck, establish the desired deceleration rate.

Deceleration rate should be one knot per second or less initially, but may

be increased as experience is gained.

Accelerated Stalls_ For initial investigations, the constant normal acceleration

technique is normally used. Select an entry normal acceleration commensurate with

configuration, flight conditions, and familiarity with the accelerated stall

characteristics. If appropriate and feasible, slow the airplane to about 40 KIAS

above the estimated stall warning speed for the selected load factor. Entry normal

acceleratioa should be increased to maximum allowable or attainable as familiarity is

gained. Establish a roughly level turn at entry normal acceleration. Maintaining

normal acceleration constant, establish the desired deceleration rate. The primary

reference should be the visual horizon, although the normal accelerometer, angle of ."

attack indicator, and airspeed indicator will have to be crosschecked frequently.

Deceleration rate should be approximately 2 knots per second or less initially, but

may be increased as experience is gained.

CApproach to the Stall. If automatic recording devices are utilized, they

should be activated at some convenient point prior to stall warning. The event

* marker may be used to mark stall warning on the recording traces. In order to aid in

remembering data, the pilot should call out the airspeed and angle of attack at stall

warning onset and mentally note the type and adequacy of the warning. For

approaches to normal stalls, utilize pitch control to maintain 1.0 g normal

"* ,.- acceleration and the predetermined deceleration rate. During approaches to
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accelerated stalls, a combination of bank angle and pitch attitude are used to

maintain normal acceleration and deceleration rates at predetermined values. An

increase in bank angle will slow the deceleration rate and a decrease in bank angle

will speed it up, providing the normal acceleration is m ainined constant.

® The Stall. There is a natural tendency to relax nose-up longitudinal control

as the stall is approached in unacce!erated or accelerated entries. This tendency

should be overcome by maintaining deceleration rate and normal acceleration into

the stall with positive pitch attitude control. If the stall is marked by pitch-down,

pitch attitude and normal acceleration should be closely monitored for accurate

detection of the stall. At the stall, actuate the event marker if automatic recording

devices are used and call out the airspeed, angle of attack, and altitude at the stall.

Mentally note the airplane behavior at the stall and initiate recovery control inputs

and configuration changes.

@ The Recovery. Follow the predetermined recovery procedure and effect

recovery. Qualitatively evaluate recovery characteristics. Call out final recovery

altitude and actuate the event marker if utilized. The automatic recording devices

should be deactivated when convenient

( The Situation Review. As the airplane is started toward the next stall test

point, the pilot should record at least the following cockpit data from the last stall:

1. Stall warning speed and angle of attack

2. Type and adequacy of stall warning
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3. Stall speed and angle of attack

4. Stall characteristics

5. Recovery characteristics

6. Altitude lost and airspeed buildup during recovery

Aiternpt. TechnicUe for Accelerated Stall Investigations

It is recommended that initial accelerated stall tests be performed utilizing the

"constant normal acceleration" technique described above; this technique allows a

gradual build.up to accelerated stalls at high levels of normal acceleration. After

experience is gained in the accelerated stall characteristics of the airplane, the

wind-up turn or "constant airspeed" technique may be utilized; this technique is

more expeditious and somewhat simulates inadvertent stalls in operational use. The

technique merely involves gradually increasing angle of attack or normal acceleration

at constant _airseed or Mac number in a wind-up turn until the airplane stalls. The

differetce between the angle of attack or normal acceleration at stall warning onset

and at stall is an additional measure of the adequacy of the stall warning.

Simuiated lnadvertent Stal

If the results of the controlled stall investigation indicate that inadvertent s1ils

will produce no dangerous flight conditions, simulate inadvertent stIlls should be

investigated from entry conditions which could result from various operational

procedures. These entry conditions will generally involve more rapid deceleration

rates during normal stalls and more rapid increases in normal acceleration during

accelerated stalls.
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The mission tasks most likely to result in inadvertent stalls should be used as

entry conditions. These mission tasks may be those required in air combat

maneuvering, gunnery exercises, missile attacks and reattacks, and conventional and

nuclear weapons deliveries. Other tasks peculiar to take-off and approach conditions

must also be used as entry conditions; these may include simulated catapult

launches, field take-offs, wave-offs or "bolters," and field or carrier approaches. Of

course, the mission tasks will vary widely in all test programs; these are presenLed as

examples for illustration. No matter what tasks are selected, all stalls should be

performed at a safe aititude (at least 10,000 feet).

By performing simulated inadvertent stalls under conditions representative of

operational procedure, more complete knowledge is gained of the adequacy of stall

warning, the characteristics of the actual stall, and the ease of recovery from the

stall. No rigorous stall investigation would be complete without this type of

evaluation.

POSTF LiGHT pROCEDURES

As soon as possible after returning from the flight, the test pilot should write a

brief, rough qualitative report of the airplane behavior in the region of the stall. This

report should be written while the events of the flight are fresh in his mind. The

qualitative opinion will be the most important part of the final report of the stall

characteristics,
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Appropriate data should be selected to substantiate the pilot's opinion. If

automatic recording devices have been utilized, stall time histories will be presented

in the stall report. The time histories should be of particularly well flown stalls, or of

stalls during which some unusual characteristics were observed. Examples of stall

time histories are presented earlier in this section (Figures 10 and 11). Stall data also

may be effectively presented in tabular form. An example is presented in Figure 16.

ITRIM CG ALT IAS A NALT LOSTCONF, tAs . A oA N2  =¶.st) INLVW Z.,, IN
COIFMW F) "VRECOVIE

lAS War ttll I______all(FT

rW

L!

FIGURE. 96

TYPICAL STALL DATA TABLE =
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IM SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for stall characteristics are contained in Section 3.4.2 of Military

Specification MIL-F-8785C of 5 November 1980, hereafter referred to as

FI

the Specification. The requirements of Section 3.4.Z may be modified by

the applicable akzplane Detail Specification. Comments concerning

individual paragraT n s are presented below.

3.4.2 E1i3hLtL91at Qig nles of ttack The requirements of 3A42 through

3.4.2.2 are intended to assure safety and the absence of any

compromise in the performance of any mission task due to stall

K warning, stall, and stall recovery characteristics.

-3.4.2.1 Stnlls. The stall may be defined either by airflow separation with

increasing angle of attack cauising loss of lift, control difficulty, or

excessive buffet/vibration (see 6.2.2 and 6.2.5) or by a minimum

permissible airspeed for safe execution of a specific mission ta)sk (see

3.1.9.2.1 ý. The maximumn obtainable angle of attack may be control

limited; h~e., lull aft stick applied, in which case the maximum

obtainable angle of att&tý defines the stall (see 6.2.5 a). The stall

may be defined in terms of airspeed or angle of attack but the

definition must clearly state which of the above conditions exist.

6m

3.4.2.1.1 SwiULAaproigh 1 For normal stalls, deceleration rates of up to 1 knot

per second should be used to determine compliance wihh the

Specification requirements. For accelerated stalls, the approauh rote
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should be a function of angle of atcack rither than airspeed. Rates

of increase of wing incidence angle of attack of 2 degrees per second

or less should be used to determine Specification compliance. For

both normal and accelerated stalls, greater deceleration or angle of

attack rates could be utilized during simulated inadvertent stalls

under conditions representative of operational procedures.

3.4.2.1.1.2 WfninQ Rangefor Accelerated Stalls. Conflict could arise here

between the defined Operational Flight Envelope and the minimum

angle of attack values at which onset of stall warning is permitted.

For TPS purposes, this requirement will be considered met if onset

of stall warning occurs within the angle of attack limits stated.

The va!ue of % may be determined in flight by recording a over a

range of normal load factors from -1 to +3 g and plotting the results.

The m-t,;cePt of the pm m tnt~hithe t "v,•v pt zern I d f a tnr nginves ._

ao,0 In most cases, oscillograph data will be required to obtain

accurate results. Ships service AOA gaupes will probably give a fair

approximation but may contain nonlinearities.

3.4.2.1.3 Stall Prevention and Recovet!,y The requirement here which needs

particular attention is that stall recovery technique shall be simple

and easy to apply and that there shall be no excessive altitude loss.

3.4.2.2 Post-StEll GyriofLnnsi an r•

3.4.2.2.1 .isjpjgLjQ 2s of Control
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3.4.2.2.2 Recovery from Post-Stall Gyrations and Spins. Tests to determine

compliance with these requirements will only be conducted at rS
if specifically briefed. Tests of this nature require a cautious and

progressive approach which is time-consuming and requires special

safety precautions. An indication of the probability of meeting the

intent of these requirements may possibly be obtained without

investigating the entries and control applications specified.

1I
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STALLS

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

CAMBER - The curvature of the mean line of an airfoil section from leading edge

to trailing edge.

THICKNES RATIO - The ratio of the maximum thickness of an airfoil section to

its chord length.

AUTOROTATION - Uncontrolled rolling or rotating, as in a spin.

ASPECT RATIO_- The ratio of the span of the wing to the mean chord.

TAPER - A gradual reduction in chord length from wing root to wing tip.

DECEPr A TALL- A Ilighu G'U"U|U11 III Wicuh On. warpwrwitu nUs attained an angie of

attack far higher than the angle of maximum lift coefficient, 1A

SLAT - Any of certain long, narrow vanes or auxiliary airfoils. The vane used in an

automatic slot

SLO - A long and narrow opening, as between a wing and a deflected Fowler flap.

A long and narrow spanwise passage in a wing, usually near the leading edge, for

improvement of airflow conditions at high angles of attack.

fENDPLAIE - A plate or surface at the end of an airfoil attached in a plare normal

to the airfoil that inhibits the formation of a tip vortex, thus producing an effect

similar to that of increased aspect ratio.
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REYNQLDS NUMBER - A nondimensional parameter representing the ratio of the

momentum forces to the viscous forces about a body in motion. Reynolds number

decreases with increase in altitude and increases with increase in true velocity, if the

dimensions of the body remain constant.

PQT-STALL GYRATIONJS_ - Random oscillations of the airplane about all axes

following departure from controlled flight

SHOCK STALL - A stall brought on by compressibility burble; i~e., by separation

aft of a shock wave.

-l.
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STALLS
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SPINS

INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain the maximu-n capability from tactical airplanes, it is

necessary to fly them near the limit of their flight envelopes. This includes lift

boundarids, structural limits, and minimum and maximum airspeed limits. This type

of flying will often result in inadvertent stalls and occasionally in inadvwitent spins.

If the tactical pilot has confidence in his capability to successfully recover from any

uncontrolled flight maneuver which may be inadvertently entered, he will not

hesitate to fly the airplane near the limits of its flight envelope. If, however, the

pilot does not have this confidence, and does not know whether or not he can

recover his airplane from a spin, he will probably allow himself a greater margin of

safety and not fly his airplane to the extreme edges of the tactical envelope. On the

other hand, any airplane which cannot be consistently recovered from a spin or a

depa.dure after an accelerated stall will also not be flown to its utmost tactical

advantage. In both cases, a significant and extremely important portion of the

airplane's tactical capability will be negated. 4t is of primary importance, therefore,

that all U. S. Navy tactical and training airplanes be evJuated by Navy pilots in

comprehensive spin programs. In this manner, spin recovery techniques and

optimum spin avoidance maneuvers can be determined, thus providing the fleet pilot

with the information he needs to gain confidence in his airplane's tactical

capabilities. Even if an airplane is never clearer! for intentional spins, the results of a

ndJ• •llfl ;ntlel| n..;nt| nn tni v I *pl V~ls t.fl % . nre rJt MUnt ,-b tn | *k $Inat an. 
4  
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handbooks which will show tactical pilots that the airplane has been spun and

recovered successfully.
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THEORY

GENERAL

There is probably no other aerodynamic maneuver about which exists more

misinformation and confusion than the spin. While the interaction of

aerodynamic and inertia forces in a spin involves long and complex

equations of motion, the factors which cause spins are in themselves

relatively simple. It would be well at the start of this discussion to dispel

any confusion by definhig clearly those terms which will be used in this

discussion of stalls and spins.

STALLS

An aerodynamic stall is defined as a condition in which the wing attains an

angle of attack greater than the angle of attack for maximum lift, resulting in a loss

of lift and en increase in drag. Stalls may be either erect, inverted, normal, or

accelerated. For purposes ot this discussion, normal erect staiis are those stalls
4.

entered in positive angle of attack flight at a load factor of one g or less by

decreasing airspeed (including both slow and rapid deceleration). Normal inverted

stalls are similar with the exception that the angle of attack and load factor have

negative values. Erect accelerated stalls are those stalls entered at load factors greater

than 1.0 g and inverted accelerated stalls are those entered at less than -1.0 g.

Inverted accelerated stalls are rarely seen due to difficulties in pilot technique, pilot

discomfort, and control effectiveness limitations which usually restrict or prevent

these maneuvers.
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POST-STALL GYRATIONS

Post-stall gyrations are maneuvers entered after stalls which are different from

spins. These gyrations are often extremely violent and result in random pitch, roll,

and yaw oscillations. In many cases, the characteristics of post-stall gyrations are

determined by the steady state spin speed of an airplane. The steady state spin speed

is that speed attained by the airplane in a steady state spin (defined below).

Post-stall gyrations which occur at airspeeds faster than steady state spin speeds are

those which normally occur after accelerated stalls. In these entries, the post-stall

gyration acts to dissipate the kinetic energy prior to the airplane entering an

incipient spin. Post-stall gyrations occurring below steady state spin speeds are

normally associated with nose high, low airspeed conditions during which inertia

forces become more powerful than aerodynamic forces. Low speed post-stall

gyrations are usually more unpredictable and cause the pilot the most concern due

to the fact that his aerodynamic controls are less powerful than the inertia forces

acting on the airplane. Erratic angle of attack and random, unpredictable

airplane motion are the most pronounced characteristics of a post-stall

gyration.

SPIN DEFINITION

The spin is a maneuver during which the airplane descends rapidly toward the

earth in a helical movement about a vertical axis (called the spin axis) at an angle of

attack between the stall and 90 degrees. The steady state spin is always characterized

by autorotation (defined below). Spins are of two distinct types, erect and inverted.

Erect spins differ from inverted spins in the sign of the angle of attack and load

factor; that is, in an erect spin, there is a positive angle of attack and load factor,

whereas in an inverted spin, there is a negative angle of attack and negative load

factor.

111-3
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Each spin is divided into two phases; incipient and steady state. The incipient

phase of the spin is that portion of a spin occurring after post-stall gyrations, if any,

have ceased and the airplane commences a spin-like motion; however, the

aerodynamic and inertia forces have not yet achieved a balance. In a steady state, or

fully developed spin, the aerodynamic and inertia forces have reached a balance. The

pitch attitude, angle of attack, vertical velocity, and yaw rate reach constant, average

values, or changes in any of these parameters are uniformly repetitive. Some

airplanes never reach true steady state or fully developed spins, but attain only

partially developed spins. The difference is that in the partially developed spins,

stabilization is lacked in one of the parameters listed above. For example, pitch

attitude or yaw rate might fluctuate in a random, nonrepetitive fashion.

FACTORS CAUSING SPINS

Spins are caused by a combination of two primary factors: exceeding stall

angle of attack and sideslip. These two factors result in a phenomena known as

autorotation. Autorotation is defined as rotation which occurs without lateral

control input. It is a result of unequal angle of attack distribution between the wings

of the airplane. Figure 1 shows a lift coefficient (CL ) angle of attack (a) curve for a

typical airplane.

I' ~STALL

o 
A

j
L 0

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK, a

FIGURE I

TYPICAL LIFT SLOPE CURVE
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At angles of attack lower than the stall (Point A), any change in angle of attack

between the wings due to sideslip tends to raise the lower wing. This is called

dihedral effect or lateral stability. Once the stall angle of attack is exceeded (Point

B), any sideslip which induces an apparent change in angle of attack between the

wings results in the opposite restoring moments and causes the airplane to rotate in

the direction of the low wing. This rotation in turn increases the angle of attack

difference between the two wings and the maneuver becomes self-sustaining. The

drag on the downgoing wing also becomes greater due to the increased angle of

attack and in turn causes yawing moments in the direction of rotation. The motions

in roll, yaw, and pitch are opposed by, or coupled with, inertia moments until

eventually a balance of forces and equilibrium is achieved. Figure 2 shows an

example of this sort of aerodynamic and inertia balance.

AERODYNAMIC MOMENTS
INERTIA MOMENTS

C - I,=

A IS SPIN

AERODYNAMIC

PITCHING INERTIAMOMENT PITCHING
NMOMENT

NOSE UP

III

AIRFLOW

FIGURE 2

BALANCE OF AERODYNAMIC AND INERTIA ?ITCHING
MOMENTS IN A SPIN
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The airplane mass may be illustrated by fly balls or a series of weights. As this series

of weights rotate about the spin axis, a nose-up inertia pitching moment is caused.

This moment balances out the aerodynamic nose-down pitching moment. The other

axes of motion contain corresponding balances of aerodynamic and inertia

moments. A discussion of spin tunnel research on this subject is found in Reference

1.

It is important to realize that the airplane mass distribution has an extremely

strong effect on the spin and spin recovery characteristics. This mass distribution is

normally discussed in terms of the inertia yawing moment parameter, IYMP. This

term is equal to Ix - ly L mb2 , !x and ly being the moments of inertia about the x

and y body axis, respectively; m, the mass of the airplane, and b, the wing span.

Present trends in modern aircraft usually result in large negative values of inertia

yawing moment parameter (i.e., fuselage-heavy airplanes). This is the result of thin

wings, high density jet engines, and fuel cells in the fuselage of the airplane. Inertia

yawing moment parameters will change greatly in many airplanes by fuel
UU,-MtIU1, dUd LIUII Uo-------- -- ----•-f- -,al s-O-ES, etC. "ae efcts f ,--ass

U distribution should be determined prior to actual spin testing and initial tests should

be performed in those loadings considered least critical from the inertia yawing

moment parameter standpoint. There may well be some loadings in which spin

recovery will be impossible. For example, spin recovery in the A-1 was impossible or

unacceptable with heavy wing loadings. However, recovery could be accomplished

easily when wing stores were jettisoned.

Sufficient spin tunnel data has been accumulated to show strong trends in the

capability of various control combinations to recover airplanes versus the magnitude

cf the inertia yawing moment parameter. In general, airplanes with fuselage-heavy

loadings will require use of lateral, as well as directional and longitudinal control, for

spin recov !ry. In airplanes of this type, lateral control often becomes a more

powerful spin recovery control than the rudder. Additional information on this

theory may be found in References 2 and 3.
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TEST P;'OCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

PRELIMINARY DATA

Navy spin programs occur only after the contractor has demonstrated

satisfactory spin recovery characteristics of the particular airplane involved. During

the spin demonstrations, a wealth of important information is obtained which

should be fully exploited and utilized by the Navy test pilots. In addition, any areas

which are not clear or need fui-ther amplification should be discussed with the

contractor pilot who flew the spin demonstration. A great deal of information is

obtained in spin tunnel evaluations which are performed on scale models of nearly

all new airpilines prior to the contractor's spin work. The spin tunnel reports are

available to the project pilot and should be studied thoroughly.

It is extremely important for the project pilot to pay particular attention to any

changes that are made to the test airplane configuration between the demonstration

by the contractor and the Navy spin evaluation. Changes to the demonstration

configuration are often made as a result of deficiencies found during NPE and BIS

trials. These changes may appear to be entirely unrelated to the spin evaluation but

may nevertheless seriously affect the airplane spin characteristics. If, in the opinion

of the project pilot, these changes are significant, the contractor should be required

to conduct additional spin demonstrations in the most recent configuration.

Exal-pes u, these fay be -aes I -,-y e-. ,- udJ L-I.. . I

addition of various stores, modification of high lift devices, revision of CG limits,

and other oDvious changes which would affect the stability and mass distribution of

the airplane. Unless the project pilot is positive that the changes are inconsequential,

additional demonstrations in the modified configurations should be required.

L 111-7
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"EST INSTRUMENTATION

Having a properly instrumented airplane is of maximum importance in spin

testing due to the rapidity with which parameters change. External and internal "

photography will also be extremely useful in both analyzing the spin characteristics

and in subsequent training of squadron pilots.

Primary internal instrumentation may include magnetic tape, oscillograph, and

photopanel. Pertinent parameters include control positions and forces, angle of

attack, sideslip, airplane attitudes, rates, and so on. One unique parameter for spin

tests is turn count or azimuth angle. Measurement of this parameter requires

installation of a turn count gyro or photoelectric celi. A list of typical spin test

instrumentation parameters is presented in Figure 3.
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"Quantities Measured

Mag Tape/ Photo Pilot's
Oscillograph Panel Panel

Film Frame Counter X X A
Oscillograph Burst Counter X X X
Pilot Signal X X
Running Time X
Longitudinal Stick Force X
Lateral Stick Force X
Left and Right Rudder Pedal Force X
Longitudinal Stick Position X
Lateral Stick Position X
Rudder Pedal Position X
Left Elevator Position X
Left Aileron Position X
Rudder Position X
Left and Right Elevator

Trim Tab Positions X
Rudder Trim Tab Position x
Normal Acceleration X
Pilot's Seat Acceleration X
Angle of Attack X
Angle of Pitch X
Angle of Bank X
Angle of Sideslip X
Rate of Pitch X
Rate of Roll x
Rate of Yaw X
Spin Turn Count X
Left and Right Engine Oil Pressure X
Left and Right Engine Fuel Used X X
Noseboom Airspeed X x
Noseboom Altitude X X
Production Airspeed X
Production Altitude X
Critical Structural Loads X

FIGURE 3

TYPICAL TEST INSTRUMENTATION
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The test airplane cockpit should be instrumented to provide the pilot with

controls for activation of data recordc and primary and secoodary emergency

antispin device actuation. In addition, there are several devices which may be

installed to provide the pilot with orientation cues and warning signals. These -

devices include oversized, centered, turn needle (or roll and yaw lights), single

pointer aitimeter (such as a glare shield mounted cabin pressure altimeter hooked to

the regular static source), low altitude warning lights and aural warnings, and direct

readouts of any parameters considered critical. The pilot should be provided with a

kneeboard or cockpit mounted tape recorder or telemetry voice recorder channel.

The recording device permits the pilot to make a running commentary of the spin as

it progresses through its various phases. Because so much is hapnening in a short

period of time, the pilot is not usually able to write down all his observations and

comments. The recorder is particularly valuable for mission suitability observations.

internal motion picture or pilot's-eye cameras and externally mounted cameras

should record the relative motion of the outside world. These films are useful in

recOnlstuclng I alirpI~lane I'jlI0CIs al-l 41.1LIG lmaivr v-ICLI ec ofJ. the maneuvers. in t

cockpit. --

External instrumentation usually includes telemetry, photo theodolite, and

chase plane film/tv coverage. Real-time telemetry will permit a project engineer to

monitor various critical parameters such as angle of attack, engine operation,

altitude, turn direction, control position, etc. A ground-based safety pilot

may usefully be employed! in the Eelekiery rece-'_ving fitadlioni, ...... . L1th

test pilot by duplex (two--way) continuous voice radio communications.

Motion picture films are, of course, very useful in showing the real life sequence

of the spin and provide the capability of slow motion analysis of airplane motions.

The films may subsequently be used along with cockpit films for spin training films

and other presentations.
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CHASE PLANE REQUIREMENTS

A chase plane is mandatory on all spin flights in a Navy spin program.

Consideration should be given to assure that the chase plane is compatible with the -

test airplane. Using a chase airplane that has large disparities in performance with the

test airplane can result in unnecessary flight delays waiting for the chase plane to get

in position. On the other hand, a chase airplane with inferior low speed handling

qualities (to the test airplane) may result in inability to closely monitor the test

airplane in slow speed flight and in the spin. The chase pilot is used to maintain

surveillance of the test area, count spin turns, and act as a safety backup by

monitoring altitude and inspecting the test airplane at frequent intervals

for any external signs of damage or stress.

ANTJISPIN DEVICES

Each airplane to bc utilized in a Navy spin program must be fitted with an

appropriate anti-spin device. This is an emergency device utilized by the pilot when

aerodynamic controls are ineffective in recovering the airplane from the spin. Most

commonly used is an anti-spin parachute which is deployed behind the airplane to

slow the yaw rate, lower angle of attack, and thereby recover from the spin.

Anti-spin parachutes are of many types and sizes an•d the requirements for a

particular chute are usually predicted on spin tunnel research. Chutes may be

deployed and opened ballistically in certain cases. Other devices utilized are anti-spin

rockets which can be used either as anti-yaw devices or as pitch devices to lower the

angle of attack and subsequently stop a spin. Another possible consideration is the

use of vectored thrust as a method of lowering angle of attack and breaking a spin.

In any event, the anti-spin device decided upon should be demonstrated by the

contractor during the spin demonstration. The device should be tested on the

ground and in flight prior to the commencement of the spin tests.

Ill-il
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SPIN FLIGHT TESTING

The evaluation of deep normal and accelerated stall characteristics should be

the start of the spin program. In some cases, this will be the initial Navy evaluation

of deep stalls. This will occur whenever an initial investigation of stall characteristics

indicates that the airplane has strong pro-spin tendencies in deep stall penetrations.

in any spin program, however, the buildup program for the spins should start with a

thorough investigation of deep stall characteristics. It is important for the test pilot

to remember that various criteria other than the actual aerodynamic stall may have

been used in previous evaluations to define stall speeds. In these cases, the

criterion will be some limiting factor based on the flying qualities,

performance stall speeds, or carrier suitability minimum usable speeds. It

is quite possible that true aerodynamic stalls may not have been fully

investigated in previous tests. The deep stall penetrations should,

therefore, proceed in a logical buildup sequence starting with normal stalls

at high altitude using low power settings.

It is important to keep the power settings low initially so that the nose of the 4,

airplane will be as low as possible at the stall. Thus, when the airplane stalls, the best

possible conditions for regaining flying speed will exist because the nose will already

be low. The pilot should build up to full control deflection in the stall with both

lateral and directional controls. In many cases, these large control inputs will induc-

post-stall gyrations or incipient phase spins. The gyrations and spins produced in this

fashion should not be permitted to build up to steady state conditions but should be

recovered from immediately.

The incipient phase spin testing should be commenced from one g, power off

stalls, in the loading which has been pre•,cted to be the least critica: insofar as

center of gravity and IYMP are concerned. Intentional spins are usually entered by

application of full pro-spin control deflections at or after the stall. Specific entry
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, procedures are d.•.ribed in the military spin specification, Reference 4. Entries and

types of spins may be modified by the detail specification for the airplane. It is

important to emphasize that the majority of testing should be concerned with

recovering from post-stall gyrations and the incipient phase spin characteristics. "

These regions of uncontrolled flight are those which the fleet pilot will see most

frequently in tactical use.

The test pilot should build up to steady state spins very slowly. A goodc

schedule for a buildup would be to initially look at spins for 1/2 turn, 1 turn, 1 1/2

turn,-, and so on, until steady state spins have been attained. Once the steady state

spin has been attained and the pilot has ascertained that he can recover consistently

from the spin, the evaluation should proceed to investigate the variables of

configuration and control changes. Included here are the effects of control positions

and configuration variations such as speed brakes, power, and flaps - both in the

spin and for recovery. Since lateral control position may be a powerful variant, the

C inputs should be made in an incremental buildup.

After a thorough and complete one g entry evaluation in the least critical

loading, the evaluation should move on to entries from accelerated stalls, then into

vertical entries. A gradual buildup in load factor and pitch attitude, respectively, is

again warranted. Occasionally, inverted spins may result from nose high entries. The

pilot should be aware of this. This point in the e,-aation mayi, n fact, be the

optimum place to evaluate inverted spins. Following this buildup, tactical entries

such as from high g reversals, improper nose high recoveries, and improperly

executed aerobatics should be investigated. Again, the emphasis should be placed on

defining the capability and requirements to recover the airplane in post-stall

gyrations and incipient phase maneuvers. Finally, the effects of inertia coupling at

low speeds should be investigated. These maiieuvers will probably present the most

violent post-stall gyrations and often result in inverted spins even though erect

pro-spin controls are utilized. Low speed inertia coupled maneuvers are entered by

applying abrupt pro-spin control deflections during low speed rolling maneuvers.
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Once the complete spectrum of entries, control positions, and tests heve been

completed in the least critical loading, the data should be spot-checked in a buildup

I tprogram at the other loadings concentrating on normal service utilization. It is

important to remember that changing the external loading of the airplane may well

change the spin and spin recovery characteristics radically. A !ogical buildup for each

new loading is again warranted, especially in the area of asymmetric loads.

MIS•CELLANEOUS TEST_

A complete spin evaluation will require the investigation of several

miscellaneous areas. Some of these areas will be unique to only one airplane and the

project pilot will be required to use his imagination to insure that he has considered

all logical conditions. Some examples are discussed below.

Power Effects and Engine Opergtion

Power effects may be negligible or extensive and engine operation may vary

drastically between various power settings. Pro and anti-spin asymmetric power

should be investigated on multiengine airplanes. Asymmetric power may be an aid or

hindrance to spin recovery. The various combinations of tests and possible

ramifications should be obvious. In many cases, high angle of attack and/or sideslip

will cause erratic engine performance, stalls, chugs, and flameouts.

Confi__uratiogn Changes and Nonootimum Recoveries

The project pilot should evaluate the effects of various configuration changes

on spin and recovery characteristics. Items here include effer;ts of flaps, speed

brakes, and so on. Past experience has shown that actuation of these items may

either prevent or produce spin recovery. In many cases, they will have little or no

effect. In any event, it is important to know these effects and the evaluation should

not overlook this important area of investigation.
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Nonoptimum recovery variations should also be investigated in detail. This will

assist in determining critical recovery parameters. Nonoptimum recovery variations

include utilizing less than full recovery control deflections, various combinations of

recovery controls, control releases, control neutralization, etc. The timing of

anti-spin control application should also be investigated. For example, application of

stpady state spin recovery controls in a post-stall gyration or incipient phase spin

may actually act as pro-spin controls. These data are obviously of importance to the

fleet pilot.

Degraded Systems _Oprationa

Insofar as logical and feasible, the project pilot should investigate spin

recoveries under condition, of degraded systems operation. Loss of flight contr

boost, stability augmentation, and so on, could produce significant variations in spin

recovery capability. Spin maneuvers may have side effects on systems operations and

it is appropriate for the project pilot to comment on the mission suitability aspects

involved. Examples ifnclude tumbling of attituide gyros, illumination of various

warning lights, loss of fuel through venting, adequacy of pilot restraint system, and

so 0or.,

REQUIR Eli DATA

There is a myriad of data pertinent to any spin program. There data are

normally presetted in the report as time histories of various important rates,

positions, control deflections and forces, altitude, etc. Qualitativo data presented by

the pilot, however, are the most important data presented. The description of how it

feels in the cockpit, the ability of the pilot to stay orientated ;r. the spin recovery,

and so on, are the most important portions of the evaluation from the pilot's point

of view. For exampie, use of angle of attack for dive pull out following spin recovery
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may be extremely critical. If this is true, it is important for the project pilot -o

define the limitation in terms of cues available. Use of a cockpit tape recorder with

which the pilot can make a running commentary of his spin is invaluable for this

purpose. Nose position, turn needle position, altitude loss per turn, yaw rate, various

recovery techniques, and so oncan be discussed as they occur. Occasionally, various

engine parameters may not be instrumented and it wile be important for the pilot to

observe engine operating characteristics during the spin. It is up to the project pilot

to insure that his important cockpit observations are not lost in a maze of

quantitative data. A pilot-oriented, qualitative assessment of the spin entry

characteristics, the spin characteristics, and the spin recovery characteristics must be

foremost. A checklist of some of the important data to obtain in spin testing is

presented at the end of this section.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS IN SPIN PROGRAMS

There is probably no other type of flight testing which requires a more

comprehensive and logical buildup program than spin evaluations. This buildup

program should begin by & complete pilot study of all previous spin data on the

plane he will be evaluating, as well as a look at earlier spin reports to observe and

look for various problem areas which occurred in these previous evaluations. The

project plot should provide himself with several spin familiarization flights in

airplanes cleared for intentional spins.

As stated earlier, prior to commencing a spin, ii is necessary for the pilot to do

stall work which logically and reasonably proceeds in a planned buildcun to a

complete spin evaluation of the airpian: in the least critical loading. Following this

initial series of tests, additional loadings may be evaluated in a reasonable buildup

program.
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"[. Prior to commencement of actual spin tests, the project pilot should devote

some flights to dive pull-out data at various airspeeds, angles of attack, and power

settings with and without speed brake. A dive pull-out table should then be prepared

j and utilized by the project pilots. From this dive pull-out table, decision altitudes

should be established. Decision altitudes should include: altitude at which to stop

other than optimum recovery tests, altitude for anti-spin device deployment,

ejection or bailout altitude. It is important for the pilot to have these altitudes fixed

firmly in his mind prior to doing any spin testing. If a certain critical altitude is

reached, the pilot will have a preplanned course of action to follow and will not

delay in making th•e proper decision as to emergency spin recovery actuation or

ejection, if necessary.

In many cases, unusual or erratic engine operation may ocrur during spin

testing. It is not unreasonable to expect this because of the extreme high ang!es of
attack, high yaw rates, and sideslip angles associated with spin flights. The pilot

must, therefore, be very familiar with procedures for clearing compressor stalls,

airstarts, flame-out landing pattern, etc. In some cases, it may be necessary to fit the

airplane with some auxiliary power devices. For example, an air driven ram air

turbine for emergency electrical power may not operate if deployed in a spin.

Therefore, it may be necessary to install a battery to provide for ignition, critical

electrical demands, or possibly even run auxiliary hydraulic pumps to provide

adequate flight control. If the airplane is prone to engine flameouts in a spin, it may

be valuable to fit it with a continuous ignition circuit. In any event, these factors

should be considered. The pilot should practice flameout landing procedures, air

starts, and various forms of degraded systems flight It is logical to assume,

therefore, that the spin testing should be done near a field to which an emergency or

flameout landing can be made quickly.
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Use of the chase plane for data and safety purposes was discussed previously. It

also serves as a very important extra pair of eyes to maintain surveillance of the spin

area and warn the spin pilot of any possible intruders. Additionally, radar coverage

may be used to assist in keeping the area clear.

Finally, project pilots of spin airplanes should have a reasonable amount of time

in the test airplane prior to commencing any spin test.

THE INVERTED SPIN

INTRODUCTION

Inverted spins have always provided an interesting and frequently spectacular

realm of flight; however, it is also a realm of relative unfamiliarity to most pilots. It

has been well documented that spins cannot be prevented by a handbook entry that

"4intentionai spins are prohibited." Alsue,invrted spints cannot -._ prem.ted by

handbook entries that "the airplane resists inverted spins." Someone will always find

a way to end up inverted in uncontrolled flight. Because of this, snin testing,

including inverted spins, will always remain an important part of the test programs

for new tactical airplanes.

The same general rules that apply for upright spins also apply when flight

testing inverted spins. However, a few other considerations should be taken into

account. The first area to consider is the disorientation that occurs to most pilots

when initially exposed to inverted spins. In some airplanes it may be difficult to tell

whether the spin is upright or inverted, particularly if significant pitch oscillations

are superimposed on the spin (yaw) motion. The direction of the spin may also be

difficult to determine. Specifically, this may be caused by the fact that the airplane

rolls in the opposite direction from the spin; i.e., the airplane rolls left when in a

right inverted spin. In an erect spin, if the roll rate is not oscillatory, the spin

direction and roll direction are the same.
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"This problem of disorientation can be reduced or eliminated by several means.

A solid buildup program in a spin trainer is essential before spinning a new airplane.

The number of flights required to become acclimated to the spinning flight regine,

and the inverted regime in particular, will vary with the experience and ability of the "

test pilot. The cockpit instrumentation of the test airplane is also important and

should include a turn or turn rate indicator. This instrument is similar in function to

the turn needle in the turn and slip indicator. In every case, whether erect or

inverted, the direction of the spin is indicated by the turn needle. Additionally, the

pilot should be able, after the proper buildup, to determine the spin direction by the

movement of the nose across the ground. The airplane should also be equipped with

an angle of attack indicator. In the standard Navy AOA systems, the indicator will

be pegged at zero during an inverted spin. In an upright spin, the indicator will be

pegged at 30 units. If the airplane is equipped with a flight test sensitive angle of

attack indicator, the readings will vary, depending upon the measurable range of the

The standard pilot restraint systems in most Navy airplanes are totally
inadequate in the inverted flight/spin regimes. Aditional means must be supplied to

hold the pilot in the seat during negative g flight conditions. Besides being

uncomfortable when not properly restrained, full rudder throw can be denied the

pilot if he is not held in his seat and is allowed to float to the top of the cockpit.

The usual method to provide adequate restraint is to install an additional lap belt or

negative g strap which is attached either to the seat or to the seat pan.

Under negative or zero g conditions, many aircraft systems become degraded or

are severely limited and this must be taken into account during inverted spin testing.

Typically, oil pressure on many jet engines goes to zero during inverted spins. In

addition, most airplanes have negative and zero 9 time limits due to the limited fuel
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tank capacity. During violent maneuvers sometimes encountered during spins, gyros

may tumble and present misleading information to the pilot and the negative g

structural limits of many airplanes can be easily exceeded. These limitations should

be taken into account and approached cautiously through an appropriate buildup-

program.

INVERTED SPIN ENTRY TECHNIQUES

Conventional Enty

The conventional method of entering an inverted spin consists of stalling the

airplane inverted and applying pro-spin controls. If the inverted stall cannot be

achieved due to inadequate elevator effectiveness, pro-spin controls are applied as

the nose begins to fall through with full forward stick. Pulsing the rudders back and

forth during deceleration may be somewhat effective in aggravating the yaw at spin

entry. This conventional entry involves primarily the use of aerodynamic forces to

enter the spin, although some inertial effects may also be present. In the case ot the

elevator-limited airplane, an inverted spiral vice the inverted spin may result and

some airplanes simply will not spin inverted using this entry technique.

Recovery controls will vary for different airplanes but will always include full

rudder opposite to the spin direction (opposite to turn needle deflection). Unlike

erect spins in many of our current airplanes in which th3 rudder is only marginally

effective in spin recovery, the rudder in an inverted spin will (except possibly for a

few T-tail types) be highly effective since it is in "clean airflow;" i.e., undisturbed by

the wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail. This is illustrated in Figure 4. However, this

should not be misinterpreted to infer that any airplane can be recovered from an

inverted spin by use of opposite rudder only. Anti-spin aileron is required in many

high inertia types.
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Figure 4

Roll CoujIina Entry

Some airplanes are elevator limited in inverted flight and attempts to spin them

inverted using conventional entry techniques often meet with failure; i.e., inverted

spiral vice the inverted spin. However, the same airplane might spin inverted very

readily using a rolling entry executed in a manner to take advantage of inertial

coupling moments in pitch.

Use of inertia characteristics for spin recovery in high performance jet airplanes

has been commonplace for years. In fact, most supersonic and many subsonic

airplanes will not recover from a steady state spin unless recovery inertia moments

are generated in yaw to augment weak arrodynamic yawing moments produced by

the rudder. It logically follows that inertia coupling can be used for spin entry. For

elevator-limited airplanes, the desired coupling moment is usually in pitch to

compensate for limited inverted flight elevator effectiveness. The simplified equation

of motion in pitch is:
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- I ) q = pitch acceleration4 -= + pr p = roll rate
yyr = yaw rate

q = pitch rate
M = aerodynamic pitching

moment
I = moment of inertia in

roll
I = moment of inertia in
Y pitch

I = moment of inertia inz
yaw

Analysis of the inertia term, pr in the equation reveals that roll
(ly)

rate opposite to yaw rate (opposite signs) produces a negative or nose down pitching

moment since Iz - Ix is always positve. This pitching moment then is in the desired

direction for an inverted spin entry. Now it can readily be seen that if the spin is

entered with some roll momentum opposite to the direction of yaw, or spin

direction, nose down (negative) aerodynamic pitching moments, as viewed from the

cockpit, are augmented with inertial coupling effects.
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It is important that the roll be made opposite to the direction of the intended

spin; i.e., right roll for a left spin and left roll for a right spin. Roll in the direction of

spin will have the opposite effect and produce pitching moments in the wrong

direction.

The roll-coupled entry can be exaggerated by increasing the roll rate and

creating as much roll inertia as possible. This roll inertia will then be dissipated in

the post-stall gyrations. These post-stall gyrations may be quite mild or they can be

totally spectacular and include pitching, rolling, arid yawing to such a degree as to be

indescribable. Needless to say, a suitable buildup program must be accomplished

prior to any roll-coupled entries. If the controls are maintained in the pro-spin

positions, the airplane will probably enter an inverted spin; however, experience has

shown that it also might enter an upright spin with the same controls applied.

In summary, spin testing is one of the most inter.estinn and rlhllrnnring '•c'W .-

test flying. In order to safely and effectively accomplish the objectives of any spin

program, total preparation and a thorough understanding of the principles and test

techniques involved is a necessity.
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SPINS
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PILOT CHECKLIST OF SIGNIFICANT SPIN DATA

Stall Characteristics

A. Normal Stalls

1. Stall warning

2. Configuration effects

3. Power effects

4. Angle of attack trends

5. Control effects

6. Deep penetration effects

7. Stall recovery (include optimum recovery)

B. Accelerated Stalls (as above)

C. Inverted Stalls (as above)

D. Validity of NATOPS Manual Stall Information

It. Post-Stall Gyrations

A. High Speed (Acce~erated Stall) Entries

1. Description of maneuvers

2. Do maneuvers progress to incipient spins or are they "norispin?"

3. Pilot orientation

4. Recovery and avoidance maneuvers
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Ill. Erect Spins

A. Entries

B. Incipient Phase

1. Descripton

a. turns (duration)

b. yaw rates

c. alt lost

d. recovery

e. orientation

f. control torces, positions, and effectiveness

g. angle of attack and turn needle indications

2. Recover;from inripient nhaito

a. recover by letting go?

b. recover by neutralizing?

c. optimum recovery

C. Steady State Phase

1. Data as above

D. Recovery Phase

1. Recovery Variations

a. varying positions of longitudinal, lateral, and rudder controls

b. varying power and auxiliary aerodynamic devices
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c. optimum recovery procedure

(1) critical recovery parameters (if any)

(2) progressive stall/spin tendencies

d. spin recovery capability under simulated IFR conditions

IV. Inverted Spins

A. Data as for Erect Spins and Recoveries

V. Inertial Coupled Maneuvers

A. Susceptibility of Entering

B. Techniques for Entering

C. Recovery and Avoidance Procedures

VI. Spin Avoidance

A. In Normal Stalls

B. In Accelerated Stalls

C. Inverted

D. Nose High Attitudes
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VII. Miscelianeous Parameters

A. Power Effects

B. Engine Operation

C. Configuration Effects

1. Speed brakes

2. Flaps

3. Slats

4. Spoilers

5. Etc.

D. Artificial Stabilizer or Damper Effects

E. Structural Integrity

F. Pilot Restraint Provisions

G. Side Effects

1. O'n attitbirin nurr•r-

2. On warning and caution systemb-

3. On radio/ICS fidelity

4. On fuel/vent system
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INTRODUCTION

The investigation of longitudinal stability and control involves the study of

characteristics exhibited in the airplane's plane of symmetry. This plane of

symmetry divides the airplane into two essentially symmetrical halves and contains

components of motion only along the X and Z axes and abQut the Y axis (see Figure
1).

FIGURE I
AIRPLANE AXIS SYSTEM AND PLANE OF SYMMFTRY

Airplane motion in the plane of symmetry, i.e., longitudinal motion, generally

results in insignificant motion in the plane of asymmetry, i.e., lateral and directional

motion. (There are important exceptions to the last statement which will be

discussed in a subsequent section on coupled motions.) Therefore, longitudinal

stability and control can be investigated apart from lateral-directional stability and

control.
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Longitudinal flying qualities must be investigated from eouilibrium and

non~luilibrium flight conditions. From equilibrium flight conditions, the stativ.

Loj~itudinal stability characteristics may be determined. These characteristics are:

1. Variation of longitudinal control forces and elevator positions with

airspeed variations from trim in unaccelerated flight (longitudinal control

force and elevator position stability).

2. Variation of longitudinal control forces and elevator positions with normal

acceleration at a constant airspeed (longitudinal maneuvering stability, or

"stick force per g" and "elevator position per g").

3. Variation of normal acceleration with angle of attack at a constant speed.

In order to change from one equilibrium flight condition to another, the pilot
-es; ong .., ;•.÷,.• m odef ,,,itn ,, are suippiesue in equilibrium flight. -

The characteristics of th#se modes of motion greatly influence the dynamic

longitudinal stability chalcteristicss of the airplane; these characteristics are

determined from noneauilib!iurn flight conditions. The longitudinal modes of

motion are called the "airplane short period" and the "long period" or "phugoid"

motions. The characteristics of these motions to be investigated are:

i. Frequency or period of the motions.

2. Damping of the motions or lack of it.
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The pilot's opinion of longitudinal flying qualities depends on all the static and

dynamic longitudinal stability characteristics mentioned above P!iYL the

characteristics of the longitudinal control system. Therefore, it is not possible to

state concluivly that one or two of the characteristics are overwhelmingly

dominant in a particular flight condition. However, it is possible to rationalize that

certain characteristics will affect flying qua!ities more than others in certain

circumstances. Therefore, the investigation of longitudinal flying qualities divides

nicely into the study of "Nonmaneuering Tasks" and "Maneuvering Tasks."

Nonmaneuvering tasks are defined as those tasks during which the transition

from one equilibrium flight condition to another is accomplished smoothly and

gradually. Nonmaneuvering tasks result in essentially unaccelerated flight conditions.

Tasks which can be classified as nonmaneuvering are:

1. Take-off

2. Climb

3. Cruise

4. L..otcr

5. Glide

6. Descent

7. Approach

8. Wave-off
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In general, the pilot's opinion of longitudinal flying qualities during nonmaneuvering

tasks is most affected by the characteristics of the longitudinal control system, --

longitudinal control force and elevator position stability, and the frequency and

damping of the long period or "phugoid" mode of motion. (The initial resoonsoIf

the airplane to a longitudinal control input is greatly dependent on the

characteristics of the airplane short period motion. However, during the study of

nonmaneuvering tasks, the initial response characteristics may be temporarily

ignored. The main areas of concern during nonmaneuvering tasks are the long term

stability of the airplane and associated airspeed changes between equilibrium flight

, conditions.)

Maneuvering tasks are defined as those tasks which result in accelerated flight

conditions; during maneuvering tasks, transitions from one equilibrium flight

condition to another are made quickly, and possibly, somewhat roughly. Tasks

which may be included in this category are:

1. Air-to-air combat

2. Ground attack

3. Reconnaissance

4. I alvAD a;ltltu irl t+rroinifnIln .,in ant. oo,n,4anr

5. In-flight refueling

In general, the pilot's opinion of longitudinal flying qualities during maneuvering

tasks is most affected by the characteristics of the longitudinal control system,

longitudinal manuevering stability, variation of normal acceleration with angle of

attack, and frequency and damping of the airplane short period motion. The main
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areas of concern during maneuvering tasks are the initial response of the airplane to

a longitudinal control input (short term characteristics) and associated normal

acceleration changes between equilibrium flight conditions.

The total mission of any airplane will require the pilot to perform some

combination of maneuvering and nonmaneuvering tasks. The various tasks required

for mission accomplishment must be determined in order to establish the scope of

the longitudinal flying qualities investigation. Since mission accomplishment for all
airplanes requires numerous nonmaneuvering tasks, the investigation of the

longitudinal flying qualities during these tasks will comprise a large part of any test

program. Maneuvering tasks are not so universally required in all missions; therefore,

the !origitudinal flying qualities during these tasks will be rigorously investigated in

some airplanes and less stringently investigated in others.

K The provision of satisfactory longitudinal stability and control characteristics is

probably the single most important duty of the stability and control design engineer.

The pilot exerts a majority of his effort to controlling the longitudinal modes of

motion. When an optimum blend of longitudinal stabilitV and controllability is

provided, the pilot finds the airplane easy and pleasant to fly. This allows theI...I

performance of mission tasks with simplicity and precision, thus enhancing

overall mission effectiveness.

[ 14
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THEORY

NONMANEUVERING TASKS

STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL IN

UNACCELERATED FLIGHT

For simplicity, the concepts of static longitudinal stability will first be

presented for an airplane in gliding flight (power off) with no propeller and with the

longitudinal control surface rigidly restrained in one position. Later, the effects of

power and freedom of movement of the longitudinal control surface will be

introduced.

Stick-Fixed or Elevator-Fixed Longitudinal StabdIjty

The variation of static pitching moments about the airplane's center of gravity

92with lift coefficient is the principal measure of the airplane's static longitudinal

stability. The manner in which the total pitching moment varies with lift coefficient

depends on contributions from the wing, fuselage, and nacelles, and the horizontal

tail for a given configuration and flight condition. Generally, the contributions of

the wing, fuselage, and nacelles is detabiliijng; together these components

generate nonrestoring pitching moments when changes in lift coefficient occur. If

the airplane is to poqs ctatic Iongitudina I S.abilit, the horizontal tal must be

designed to overcome the destabilizing influence of the remainder of the airplane's

components. The contribution of the horizontal tail to static longitudinal stability is

powerful and almost always strongly stabilizin . The design and location of the

horizontal tail determine the magnitude of the contribution which is normally

expressed through the following nondimensional parametars:

St 
t

- tail volume coefficient -3- -
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where St = area of horizontal tail in square feet

Sw = area of wing in square feet

Y•t distance from airplane center of gravity to the

aerodynamic center of the tail, or "tail arm" length,

in feet.

C = average chord length oi wing in feet

Tail Volume Coefficient is a measure of the size and location of the horizontal tail in

relation to the size of the wing and the center of gravity, respectively.

lqt = tail efficiency factor =_qLq

where qt = dynamic pressure at horizontal tail in pounds per

square foot

q dynamic pressure of free stream prior to encountering

the wing and fuselage of the airplane in pounds per

square foot.

Tail Efficiency Factor is a measure of the change in energy level of the airflow. The

dynamic pressure of the airflow at the horizontal tail is reduced because the airflow

must first encounter the wing, fuselage, nacelles, and other protrusions prior to

reaching the horizontal tail. Lift curve slope of the horizontal tail is denoted as

follows:

dCL

t
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The angle of attack at the horizontal tail will not be the same as the wing angle of

attack because of differences in wing and tail incidence, and downwash created by

the wing lift production (Figure 2).

SHORIZONTAL TAIL
WING " ''J--atf- '"-

- ----- ••.. A4GTUDINAL

RWW of =aW -4o (it -iw)

FIGURE 2

RELATIONSHIP OF WING AND TAIL ANGLES OF ATTACK

at = angle of attack at horizontal tail

Q w a angle of attack at wing

E a downwash angle

it incidence of horizontal tail

tl
i a incidence of wing

RW a relative wind at wing"w

RWt - relative wind at tail
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Classical relationships of pitching moment coefficient with lift coefficient are

shown in Figure 3. Several interesting observations may be drawn from a study of

this figure. (The sign convention used here is arbitrary; i.e., nose-up pitching

moments are assigned positive signs, nose-down pitching moments are negative.-

Static stability is thus indicated by a negative slope of the

CmcG CL relationship.)

Nose Up

.1-

4 --WING Sk FUSELAGE

. -- U- WING ALONE

6!. COMPLETE
a: ,- ,,' A!•_A

A010 .....

E AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT

ILL

CL TAIL A ANE

FIGURE 3

CLASSICAL LONGITUDINAL STABILITY RELATIONSHIPS

As previously mentioned, the wing and fuselage contribution to static

longitudinal stability is usually destabilizing, while the horizontal tail contribution is

usually strongly stabilizing. As shown in Figure 3, the complete airplane possesses

some degree ot static longitudinal stability. The airplane is in trim, i.e., the pitching

moments all add up to zero, at the point where the complete airplane curve crosses
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the horizontal axis. It can be seen that in order to exhibit both static longitudinal

stability (negative slope) and a trim condition (cross the horizontal axis), the

complete airplane curve must intersect the vertical axis at a positive value of Cmca

(It should perhaps be pointed out that although the intercept at CL= 0 is a usefuL

reference point, it does not correspond to a condition that can be achieved in

equilibrium flight.)

The longitudinal stability equation which defines the slope of the pitching

moment coefficient-lift coeffir~ient relationship may be written as follows for the

airplane in gliding flight with fixed controls and no propeller:

dC CG Xa cy dX + dCn I-
~1L Luslg W

AirplaneAiI'p erieNace.lle

who "_ = wing contribution, a measure of the location of the

C aerodynamic center of the w;ng in relation to the

center of gravity of the airplane (Figure 4).

dCm = fuselage and nacelle contribution.

Nacelle

at Wt dE) horizontal ta.il contribution.

at lift slope curve of horironiral tail.
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aw = lift curve slope of wing

V tail volume coefficient

lit =tail efficiency factor

d= change in downwash angle with change in wing angle
dct

of attack.

, I
• MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD -.

W- •ac

k9'WN a AIRPLANE CG

XCGe G

FIGURE 4

RELATIONSHIP OF WING AERODYNAMIC CENTER TO
.AiR-PLANE CENTER OF GRAVITY
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For any given airplane configuration, the longitudina! stability equation is fixed

except for the wing contribution, which can be changed markedly by movement of
the airplane center of gravity (CG). A shift of CG has a very small influence on the

,ail contribution (through the tail volume coefficient, V) and negligible influence on-

< fuselage and nacelle contribution. However, for every percent of the mean

dynamic chord that the CG is moved aft, (dCm/dCL) wing increases positively

(destabilizing) one percent. Center of gravity movement, therefore, has a powerful

influence on the a-rplane's static longitudinal stability and is probably the single

most important variable in static longitudinal stability. The effect of CG shift on the

pitching moment coefficient-lift coefficient curve is shown in Figure 5. It should be

noted that all the curves rotate about a constant pitching moment coefficient at a

lift coefficient of zero.

An examination of Figure 5 shows that as the CG is moved aft, the slope of the

pitching moment curve becomes more positive; i.e., less stable, A CG position will be

reached at which the slope becomes zero. This CG position, at which the airplane

exhibits neutral static longitudinal stability with the cockpit control stick or

loncitudinal contrrol surface fixed, is callea the sick-fixed or elevator-fixed neutral

oint and is denoted by the symbol (No). Once the neutral point is known, the slope

of the pitching moment curve, i.e., the ..idex of the longitudinal stability of the

airplane, can be obtained for any airplane CG position with good accuracy from the

following relationship:

dMCG XCG

Airplane
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I--iNose Up !

CG 30% M AC 0-=
• ~dCL = 0.-

It

LW& M- CG MOVING CG=23% MAC • =-7a.•

, .- FORWARD

z L) .5 1.0 1.5

CG:J G 19%-MACS0

AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT_Uo CL

FIGURE 5

CENTER OF GRAVITY EFFECTS ON STATIC
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

This distance between the actual CG and the neutral point of the airplane, expressed

in percentage of mean aerodynamic chord, is called the static margin. (For the case

just presented, i.e., the stick-fixed case, the distance would be called the stick-fixd

static margin.)

Longitudinal Control

The static longitudinal stability presentation has not, to this point, included

discussions of the effects of providing a means of longitudinal control nor the effects

of power. The scope of the presentation will now be expanded to include

lonitudinal COrrtrol; however, power effects will still be neglected for the time being.

For a typical airplane, the curve of pitching moment coefficient versus lift

coefficient is shown in Figure 6. This airplane, in the condition shown, possesses

static longitudinal stability.
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Nose Up

-. .10

w, CcG:_.O5 1.5.0

W -. 0 --

vT• w AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT
SG -.. 05CL

0.

FIGURE 6

TYPICAL VARIATIONS OF C VERSUS CL

However, it is in equilibrium at only one value of lift coefficient (point A). If the

pilot wishes to decelerate and fly at a lift coefficient of 1.0 (point B), the airplane

must be equipped with some means of overcoming the nose-down pitching moment

(CmCG =7'05). The nroblem then is to find - means of changuin, t1he l:if .f....ierit

for zero pitching moment from point A to point C. The best means of doing so is to

merely shift the curve up without changing its slope. (If the slope is changed, the

stabilit of the airplane is changed.)

Obviously, the more stability the airplane possesses, the more powerful must be

the means of overcoming the restoring pitching moments. This situation may place a

l...imi on t'e amount of stabluiy permissible in any airplane.

To find a means for overcoming the restoring pitching moments, the

equilibrium equation of static longitudinal stability is presented (propelei oMf 9nd

power off for simplicity).

x

C =C + • CL + C q-at Vt t i
CG ac C CG Fus

Nac
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The three terms of this equation which might be used to change the lift

coefficient for zero pitching moment are CmaC, Xa/C, and at. The wing pitching

moment about its aerodynamic center (CniaC) is a function of wing camber and

aerodynamic twist of the wing. This moment can be controlled by a flap at the wing

trailing edge, a common control used by airplanes without horizontal tails. For

several reasons, it is not a practical longitudinal control for airplanes with horizontal

tails.

The term Xa/C is purely a function of CG position, and the mechanical

complexity and change of stabilijy associated with shifting CG positions rules out

"CG shifting" as a means of longitudinal control.

The final term to consider is the tail angle of attack, ct. Tail angle of attack can

be changed by utilizing a moveable horizontal tail (sometimes called a "slab tail") or

by providing a moveable flap on the trailing edge of a fixed horizontal stabilizer.

Changing the angle of attack of the horizontal tail can produce large changes in

pitching moment without significant changes in longitudinal stability. It is the most

powerful and most commonly used means of longitudinal control.

The magnitude of the pitching moment coefficient obtained per degree

d•ftertion of the longitudinal control surface is called the !onaitudinal control oowr

aind i!, wiritten as follows for the "slab tail" and the conventional elevator:

-3-

UL-•M CG dC L
"IS-lab Tail"' C -T-G dCL -- a nlDV. di = - , t t

1 t t

d'c Mvt• • CG d'cL da tEFF._ Vrn -a I n tr

Ul evatc-r -4 ,EF - t t tn
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"where 6e = elevator deflection from neutral, in degrees, trailing

edge up considered negative.

dct f = rate of change of effective tail angle of attack with-
eff

dS elevator deflection, sometimes given the symbol -. Ite
is a function of the ratio of the area of the elevator to

the area of the entire horizontal tail; for the "slab

tail", - = 1.0.

Elevator control power, Cm~e will be used for the remainder of the discussion

of static longitudinal stability. The change in equilibrium lift coefficient due to

deflecting the elevator may be studied by again referring to the equilibrium equation

of static !ongitudinal stability. The only term affected by the elevator deflection is

the tail angle of attack,ac, which can be broken down in terms of wing angle of

attack, downwash angle, tail and wing incidence angle, and change in angle of attack

PC. due to elevator deflection:

Qt aw a W -C w + it + T6

Thus, the power off, propeller off equilibrium equation can be rewritten:

Cm C + "- CL + C - a (a -E- iw+ i + T6)V

Nac

The control of the equilibrium lift coefficient is obtained through the influence

of the term T~e of the equilibrium equation. It is important to note that a change in

elevator deflectiQn .does not change the slope %f the Ditching rmomentc..

(dCj-ncG/dCL).
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An example of the curves of pitching moment coefficient versus lift coefficient

for several elevator angles is shown in Figure 7. The airplane can now be flown in

equilibrium flight at any lift coefficient in the unstalled range by merely changing

ehe elevator position. It should also be noted that, at least for the power off case,

elevator deflectior, has no effect on static lonaitudinal stability.

SNose Up.15 ,1 NEGATIVE SIGN INDICATES

S~-7.- I TRAILING EDGE; UP
,POSITIVE SIGN IN•,ATES

5 RALNGEGEOWUCj W .05 _
S-o.5 " LO L' 5 20I-4

AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT

FIGURE 7
CLASSICAL VARIATION OF CmCGVERSUS CL FOR VARIOUS

ELEVATOR ANGLES

The in-flight measurement of pitching moments about the airplane CG for
different values of lift coefficient (or airspeed) would be a tedious, if not impossible,

undertaking. This measurement can be made to some degree of accuracy in a wind

tunnel. However, an in-flight method is needed to determine or estimate the static

longitudinal stability of the real airplane. Using the principles already presented, a

methcr d can now be developed.
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Elevator Position Stability or Longitudinal Control Position Stability

First, a cross-plot is made of the elevator angle required for equilibrium versus

equilibrium lift coefficient (from ;-igure 7). The cross-plot is presented as Figure 8.-

It must be emphasized that equilibrium conditions, i.e., zero pitching moments

about the airplane CG, is represented by every point on the curve of Figure 8.

(Equilibrium conditions do not necessarily imply, of course, that the airplane is

"force trimmed" from the pilot's standpoint.) The elevator position versus lift

coefficient curve can be analytically represented by:

dC

,s 6 + _\% C
C L

eL - 0 M6E-"C

where OeCLý0 is the elevator angle required for zero lift coefficient, and is a

constant. Although zero airplane lift coefficient cannot be attained in equilibrium

flight, the fact that 6eCL=Ois a constant is an important aid in the analysis of flight

test data, as will be seen later.

f TrEO 10 8'CL=°
- 5I

W 0
dog 0. 0.. 1.5 2.0

TEUL AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT
"C- L

FIGURE 8

ELEVATOR POSITION FOR ZERO PITCHING MOMENT
VERSUS AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT
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The slope of the curve of Figure 8 is obtained by differentiating the last

equation with respect to lift coefficient:

-dC Md6 MT--
d66

e

The elevator position required to vary the equilibrium lift coefficient (or

equilibrium airspeed) varies directly with the stick-fixed (or elevator-fixed) static

longitudinal stability, dCmnCG,/dCL, and inversely with the elevator control power,

C ne. This relationship of eievator position versus lift coefficient or airspeed in

equilibrium flight is often termed elevator position stability or longitudinal contrQL

Position stability. By measuring this relationship in equilibrium flight, a

determination of the sign, but not the degree, of the stick-fixed static longitudinal

stability may be made. The degree of stability cannot be determined unless the

numerical value of the elevator control power is known. From the last equation, it is
S tha.t, ; f .4f ' ,-A -/, *.:., S: %. 5 5_ U. U.. b^ u÷:^l . ai..^.I . . .. L I o I--

of the elevator position versus lift coefficient curve will also be zero (Figure 9). This ,.-

fact will be used later to estimate the airplane's stick-fixed or elevator-fixed neutral

point. The neutral point determined from elevator positioti versus lift coefficient

plots is often, more correctly, called the elevator position-neutral .oinLt r

longitudinal control gositigln neutral ooin-

IO0- - cG AO:CTI0 OTEDt 1"/tCG; AT ELEVATOR POSITION K;-w ý,,.,L POMeTI

00

_j TEU AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT
CL

FIGURE 9

CLASSICAL CG EFFECTS ON ELEVATOR POSITION STABILITY
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Stick-Free or Elevator-Free Longitudinal Stability

In the previous discussion, static longitudinal stability was related to the

variation of elevator position or longitudinal control position with lift coefficient or

airspeed. This variation was shown to be a function of the stability criterion,

dCmCG/dCL, with the longitudinal con trol rigidly restrained in a fixed oosition. The

discussion will now be expanded to include the effects of allowing the longitudinal

control surface to "float" in response to some variable in flight conditions. The

classical definition of control surface float is "to ride freely in the airstream,

changing position in response to pressure distribution over the surface." The classical

definition would apply only to a reversible control system, since the irreversible

control system incorporates no control surface response to surface pressure

distribution. However, many irreversible control systems incorporate features

(stability augmentors) which move a control surface, independent of pilot action, in

response to dynamic pressure, normal acceleration, angular rates, or various other

flight variables. This movement of control surfaces in irreversible systems can also be

thought of as control surface "float." At any rate, freeing the longitudinal control

surface, i.e., allowing it to respond to some flight variablemay have profound effects

on the static longitudinal stability of airplanes equipped with either reversible or

irreversible longitudinal control systems.

Stick-Free Static Longitudin ;alStpblitv - Reversible Control System

If the airplane is equipped with a reversible longitudinal control system, the

longitudinal control surface may float with or against the relative wind at the

horizontal tail. The direction and degree of float will depend upon the pressure

distribution over the control surface and the hinge moments created at the control

surface hinge line by the pressure distribution. The pressure distribution, and

therefore the hinge moments, are governed by two major variables - the angle of

attack of the horizontal tail and the deflection of the elevator with resooct to the

horizontal tail.
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If the elev.;tor is uncambered and hinged at its leading edge, the variation of

hinge moment with horizontal tail angle of attack for zero elevator deflection will be

as shown in Figure 10. As angle of attack is increased positively, the pressure

distribution creates a hinge moment which tends to make the elevator float up.

S+at -HM

REATV +IN

-J --

r -I..

ANGLE OF ATTACK OF HORtZONTAL TAIL
at

FIGURE 10
HINGE MOMENT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

I

Now, it horizontal tail angle of attack is maintained at zero and the elevator is

deflected, hinge moments will be created as shown in Figure 11. As elevator

deflection is changed from neutral, the pressure distribution generates a hinge

moment which tends to restore the original elevator position.
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S+ -HM
S~~RELATIVE WIND 1

ELEVATOR DEFLECTION
so

DEGREES

FIGURE I I
HINGE MOMENT VARIATION WITH CONTROL DEFLECTION--

The total hinge moment, HM, is obtained by the addition of the two effects
noted above. In coefficient form, this relationship may be expressed as follows:

e OLt •

where Che =total hinge moment coefficient, elevator.

Ch 0' hinge moment coefficient variation with angle of

attack at zero elevator deflection, normally carriesngtv ain

Che = hinge moment coefficient variation with elevator

6e deflection at zero angle of attack, almost invariab ly

carries a negative sign.

"• i ', IV -1 7
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When the total hinge moment coefficient is zero, an equilibrium condition is

attained where the "floating tendency," Cot, is just opposed by the "restoring

tendency," qh6 . When this equilibrium condition is attained, the elevator angle is

called the "float angle" and may be expressed analytically as follows:

- Ih

e Float Ch6 t

If Ch and Ch e both have negative signs, the elevator will float up as angle of
attack increases positively and float down as angle of attack increases negatively.

This effect reduces the 5tatic longitudinal stability of the airplane (Figure 12).

Analytically, the relationship between static longitudinal stability with st~ck- or

elevator-f ee and stick- or elevator-fixed may be expressed as follows:

dC dC d 6
dCG d e Float
S" dC

Fre L 6 LFree Fixed e

+Act (INCREASE IN CL, DECREASE IN V%) - a1 (DECREASE INC INCREASE IN V)

FLOAT

When the elevatoi is unrestrained, and floats s,., as to align itself with the
relative wind, the float phenomenon reduces the stabilizing pitching
moments generated by the horizontal tail. This effect reduces• the tatic
longitud;nal stability of the aipla-ne, i.e., stick-free stability is less than
stiwk-fixed stability.

FIGURE 12

EFFECT OF ELEVATOR FLOAT ON STABILIZING
INFLUENCE OF HORIZONTAL TAL
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If the elevator control power coefficient (c1ne ) and change in elevator float

angle with change in lift coefficient (d6eFloat /dCL) assume their normal sign

(negative), it can readily be seen that stick-free static longitudinal siability will be

less than stick-fixed static longitudinal stability (Figure 13).

<o• • .15I-

cc

Q0:' .05 STICK OR ELEVATOR
"• .O5  

FREE0 Q

,. 05 lb.

LJ ".05- STICK OR EL'EVATOR-"I
9 FIXED3E ,n,.

w AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT

T .15L CLCLL

TYPICAL REDUCTION OF STATIC LONGITUDINAL
STABILITY DUE TO FREEING ELEVATOR

Center-of-gravity movement has the same profound elfect on stick-free stability

as it had on stick-fixed stability. As the CG is moved aft, stick-free stability is

reduced. If the CG is moved far enough aft, the slope of the pitching moment-lift

coefficient curve becomes zero with the stick or elevator free. This CG position, at

which the airplane exhibits neutral static longitudinal stability with the elevator free.

to float, is called the stick-free or elevator-free neutral point and is denoted by the

symbol (No'). Because the effect of elevator float on static longitudinal stability is

generally destabilizing, the stick-tree neutral point is usually forward of the

stick-fixed neutral point. Once the stick-free neutral point is known, the stick-free

static longitudinal sxability can be obtained for any airplane CG position with good

accuracy from the following relationship:

dC
m CG ~ X - NomCCG-dC L =CG -N

L Free
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The distance between the actual CG of the airplane and the stick-free neutral point

is called the stick-free static margin,

It is obvious that an in-flight method of measuring or estimating the stick-free

static longitudinal stability is needed. A method can now be developed to estimate

this important characteristic.

Stic',,-Force or Ionaitudinal Control Fo!rie Stablity

It is convenient again to study curves of stick-fixed and stick-free static

longitudinal stability (Figure 14).

.10 -

W STICK-FIXED -05
.05 STICK-FREE

-0.51.

I LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCE=O

-- -J AIRPLANE LIFT COEFFICIENT

CL

FIGURE 14
CTrIl.eC*vCr% A&Ir% tt'r 1 % -- W % • o • .- ..........

1, ,%",, , ,,^,- ml" -:2 1,r--r r MC .. 1 S4 I1%. LVNMI I UUINAL STABILITY

In this case, assume that the airplane is trimmed for zero longitudinal control forces

for both the stick-fixed and stick-free cases at the same lift coefficient or airspeed
(point A). If the pilot now wishes to decelerate and fly at a lift coefficient of 1,0

(point B), he must overcome the stabilizing pitching moment represented by the

distance between the stick-fixed curve at point B and the horizontal axis (CmcG=

.05). Now, if the elevator is free to float, the pilot will only have to overcome the
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stabilizing pitching moment represented by the distance between the stick-free curve

and the horizontal axis (CmcG - -.025). The pilot must overcome the stick-free

stability with a change in elevator position from the float position to the position

for zero pitching moments at CL = 1 .0. If he does not change the longitudinal trim.

setting, stick-free stability will be indicated by the longitudinal control force

required to move the elevator from its float position to the position for zero

pitching moment (Figure 15).

8 IfWfT N IUaIUMW

VII

V2 <V 1

FLongitudinal control forces are generated by the requiremnent to move thc.

elevator from its float position to the position for zero pitching moments
for V-, airspeed. The float angle, 6 e Float, cannot be determined in
flight. liowever, the longitudinal control force required to move the
elevator from float to equilibrium is an index of elevator float, thus

it is an index of stick-free stability

FIGURE 15

GENERATION OF LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCES - REVERSIBLE
CONTROL SYSTEM

Thus, the variation of longitudinal control forces with airspeed about f f0orce-

trim airsoeed is indicative of the stick-free static. long~ inaI stability. This

relationship can be expressed analytically as follows:

dF5  w Ch6  dC V
= ( 7 U')

e m6 e LFREE eTrim
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where dFs/dVe longitudinal control force variation with equivalent

K airspeed about a force trim airspeed, Veti.": "trim'

K a constant dependent on gearing ratio between the

elevator and cockpit control stick, size of the

elevator, and horizontal tail efficiency factor.

(K = -GSe Ce .

Ch 6e = elevator hinge moment coefiicient variation with

elevator deflection.

"W wing loading, ratio of gross weight of the airplane to
s

the total planform area of its wing.

dC mCG stick-free stability.
dCLF,..

Cm elevator control power.

S From a sturtj of INs cqjation, it is obviouý that th, variati'on of longitudinal

,odtrol foice about a trhn. airspeed will at -sz :,icate whether the static 0
lorgitudinai ctabil!ty of the airplane with the elevctor f¶ix to flout is po;sitive,

neutral, or negative. Hlowevrr, this vuriet~cn •-ii nol ir'.icate the •.QZQ£tt 19kJlJW
(PlebS the nurmer;cal VIUes O Ccn- , W/S, K, and (h1 are kngwn. The relation.;h

of loonituiral 0ontrol force versus airspettd in equilibrium flight about a t101

a!I.pte:s ,s often terrced ;tick f tsAAijty _oZLn~gi & iLdpn.cr _fvcr g Z I.t

Gj obvious that if (dCmcnwdCL)Frw_ 0, i.e., the CG is at the sti:k-tree neutuat p:iri.,

the slope MA the iongitudrnal control fe versus Lih$lieed curv'e will v1so be zero

(Figura 'IC). This fwzt will be usGd later t.o ostima', the airp'ane'u stick-fre,- neutral

point.
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The neutral point determined from longitudinal control force versus airspeed

plots will be the stick-free neutral point if, and only if, the longitudinal control

system incorporates no force feel "gadgetry," such as springs or bob weights.

The neutral point determined from longitudinal control force versus airspeed

plots is often, more correctly, called the stick force neutral point or the Ionqitudinal

control force neutral point.

15-

CG AT LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCE NEUTRALIO0- POINT

_--LFLo 0CG MOVING AFT

0
5-

o ,o

t PUS7

- 15L EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED

KEAS

FIGURE 16

CLASSICAL CG EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
FORCE STABILITY

Minimizing Longitudinal Control Surface "Float" in the Reversible Controi System

The floating characteristics of the longii:udinal control surface depend on the

magnitudes of the parameters Chert and (4;he. It is important to reduce the floating

t;;ndency of the control surface as much as possible in order to minimize the

variation in static longitudinal stability between the stick-fixed and stick-free cases.

This means the ratio of Ch iC1 6e should be as small as possible.

~%

eFloat= ih5
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Also, q41  must not be too large or the I'ct;,itudinal control forces wkil be

excessive. Methods of controlling the rnaon:tude of the hinge moment parameters.

are referred to as methods of aer.fgdnsfa__pq n .inq.

Common methods of aerodynamic blnancing are showi in Figure 17. These

methods all result in reducing the hinge moments created at the elevator hinge line

when changes in angle of attack and elevator position occui. Aerodynamic batancig

not only reduces the floating tendency but reduces longitudh'dl contro! forcer

required to deflect the surface.

ELEVATOR

(A) SET-SACK HINGE

\ IN

(8) HORN SALaNCE

SEAL

(C) INTERNAL SEAL

BEVAL

(0) BEVELED TRAILING EDME

FIGURE 17

PETNOOS OF '%ERODYNAMIC DALANCE
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* ;~~'icksr~C j=91,2~ Ij I~ t -T~j~s - Irreversible Cpnr I System.

For airplarte.s ýquirpped witlh irrnvrsible longitudinal control systems, freeing

ýhe g~uf~lcon-trol surface, iLe., allowing it to respond to some flight variable,-

mray have profound O'fects on static longiitudinal stability. The nature of the

irireveribie control systern, however, does not allow a control surface to nmove

djre IV in respo.-Isf- te a flight variable, in comparison to the reversible longitudinal

control whicri may respond A~r~gliy tc surf ice pre!;sure distribution by floating with

or against the relativte wind. Pic. moveme.nt of the control surface in the irreversible

system~~~~~ muste~ ) pr-gmd~Tj h or.lssem, This is accomplished by

providing sensors in the airplane to meallure flight pairameters, then feeding signals to

the irreversib-e power control cylinders to move the control surface independent of

the pilot's actions, This aftftfial "float" or stalic stability augmentation is almost

always incoi-por-atecl to attempt to correcZ §j~ci-fixed static longitudinal instability.

i.e.; an unstable elevator pasiton - airspead relatcionship. The acceptability of such

'a j -E., 11ubt De dewl niner in v~ew ol its reliability, the improvemnent in flying

qualities which results, and the increase in mission effectiveness which can be

realized. Genera~Iy, the use of such devices add s a marked degree of complexity to

the t.ontrol system.

For illustrative purposees, the fo~iowing example is presented of an irreversible

control systeri incorporating a device to provide artificial longitudinal control force

sl-ability. Assumne that the airplane in some flight condition exhibits the unstable

6,:vator position-airspeed relationship shown by the solid line of Figure 19. It is

obviou,, that th~e elevator posibior, instability would precipitate longitudinal control

force instability for a "classical" iirreversible control system in which longitudinal

control force is a direct function of- elevator position. However, devices can be

incorporated in the longitudinal control system to change the elevator position,

independent of pilot action, to an artificial "float" position as airspeed is varied

about trim. One Ttearis of prov~ding the artificial "float" is to incorporate an
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airspeed and altitude sensor with an "extendable link" in the longitudinal control

system. These devices, then, can program "artificial elevator float" as airspeed is

varied about trim - shown by the dashed line of Figure 18. Since an extendable

link in the control system is utilized, the "artificial elevator float" does not result in -

cockpit control stick motion. Longitudinal control forces are generated by the

requirement for the pilot to move the elevator from the "artificial float" position to

the position required for equilibrium. As shown in Figure 18, this movement is now

in the direction which results in a positive or stable longitudinal control

force-airspeed variation about trim (Figure 19). For a further discussion of the use

of extendable links on irreversible control system, see pages IV-49 through IV-50.

I-

ARTIFICIAL ELEVATOR "FLOAT"
CAUSED BY EXTENDABLE LINK , -- "-

Z W~

cc INCREASMI

ELEVATOR POSITION , "N,.,, I
5 REQUIRED FOR TRIM AIRSPEED

..> EOULNU
4• AtRSPEED

KIAS

FIGURE IS

TYPICAL MEANS OF PROVIDING ARTIFICIAL LONGITUD-
INAL CONTROL FORCE STABILITY
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TRIM
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FIGURE 19

DEVICES IN THE IRREVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEM CAN
PROVIDE LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCE STABILITY EVEN
WHEN ELEVATOR POSITION INSTABILITY EXISTS

ePowrEfecs on Static LongitudinalStailit

The effects of engine operation on static longitudinal stability may be very

significant. Propeller power effects will be considered first; these effects may be

dLrect or indirec.

The direct propeller contribution arises as a result of the forces created by the

propeller itself. The components of the force created by the running propeller at

some angle to the relative wind are the thrust force, Tp, and the normal force, N p

(Figure 20). The generation of the thrust force is obvious. The normal force is

generated as a result of the airflow being turned more perpendicular to the propeller

disc as it passes through the disc. This effect is sometimes referred to as the

"propeller fin effect."
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FIGURE 20

FORCES CREATED BY THE RUNNING PROPELLER

From a study of Figure 20, it may be rationalized that the effect of prfpeller

power on static longitudinal stability depends on the location of the propeller with

respect to the airplane center of gravity (CG). If the propeller is positioned ahead of

and beiow the CG, direct propeiier effects are destabilizing.

The irdirect propeller effects are a result of slipstream interaction with the wing

and horizontal tail and are composed of the following major contributions:

1. Effect of slipstream on wing-fuselage moments.

2. Effect of slipstream on wing lift coefficient.

3. Effect of slipstream downwash at the horizontal tail.

4. Effect of increased slipstream dynamic pressure on the tail.

Ir. irect propeller effects are difficult to predict. Their contribution to static

longitudinal stability may ba stabilizing or destabilizing, depending largely on

whether the lift from the horizontal tail is acting up or down.
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Direct and indirect propeller effects on static longitudinal stability are generally

significant. For "conventional" propeller airplanes (propeller ahead of CG), the

combined effects are usually dj ilizing,

The effects of power on the static longitudinal stability of the jet propelled

airplane are somewhat simpler to analyze. The turbojet unit generates three major

contributions. These are the direct thrust effect, the direct normal force effect at the

air inlet, and the effect of the induced flow at the horizontal tail due to inflow

toward the jet exhaust.

The direct effects of thrust and normal force are the same as previously

discussed for the propeller driven airplane (Figure 21). Whether the direct effects are

stabilizing or destabilizing depends entirely on the vertical and horizontal position of

the airplane center of gravity.

N AIRPLANE CG

TJ

RW -hj

FIGURE 21
FORCES CREATED BY THE JET ENGINE

The indirect jet effect on static longitudinal stability is due to the jet exhaust

creating an inclined flow pattern around itself. If the horizontal tail is located in this

area of "exhaust inclined" flow, its angle of attack will be changed, thereby creating

moments that influence the static longitudinal stability of the airplane. This indirect

effect, sometimes called the "entrainment effect," is uuially slightly destabilizing.

The total influence of direct and indirect jet effects on static longitudinal stability is

usually destabiiizing.
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DYNAMIC LONGITUDINAL STAILITY AND CONTROL IN

NA•CELERATED FLIGHT

The previous discussion of longitudinal stability has been concerned only with

eguitibrium flight conditions. The discussion will now be expanded to study the

means by which one equilibrium flight condition is ghanudeto another equilibrium

flight condition. This study of dyngmic longitudinal stability and control

characteristics will require the investigation of nonequilibrium longitudinal flight

conditions.

The means by which the airplane may be stabilized at various lift coefficients

and airspeeds has been previously developed. A tiyical re.so-e of the airplane in

angle of attack and airspeed to a longitudinal control input through the two

longitudinal modes of motion is shown in Figure 22. The control input (nose-up in

this case) generates pitching moments which initially cause only changes in pngle of

attack. This is in response of the airplane through its shj0l r erigd mode of

motion - airspeed is essentially constant for this response because the short time

interval does not allow speed changes. This mode of motion affects both

maneuvering and nonmaneuvering tasks because of its bearing on the initial resoons

of the airplane. However, its characteristics are most critical for maneuvering tasks;

therefore, the short period mode will be investigated in the subsequent section of

longitudinal flying qualities during maneuvering tasks.
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FIGURE 22
TYPICAL AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO LONGITUDINAL CONTROL INPUT

The long period response of the airplane occurs after the short period motion

has diminished to a near steady state condition. This typical long period motion is

seen to be a it . nd order resWonse composed of airspeed variations at an essentially.

constant anule of attack;. Of course, altitude and attitude will vary.

In normal flying of the airplane, the pilot would not allow the long period

motion to cause the airspeed oscillation presented in Figure 22. If the pilot desired

to restabilize at 260 KIAS, he would apply a small longitudinal control input to

suppress the long period motion at about 10 seconds. However, it should now be

apparent that the long period or "phugoid'" 1 mode of motion is utilized by the pilot

to make airspeed chanoes Since a great deal of the pilot's effort during

nonmaneuvering tasks will be directed toward making airspeed changes in level

flight, the pilot will devote much of his attention during these tasks to controlling

the long period mode of motion.

1The long period mode of motion was first described and named b, F. W.

Lanchester. Phugoid is from the Greek root for flee. It is believed Lanchester really

wanted the Greek ro')t for fly.
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The remainder of this discussi. will be directed toward describing the origin,

-.huracteristics, and paramett affecting the long period mode of motion.

i.of the Phugoid Moqde of LongitOdinal Motion

'.';thout derivation, which can be fo-und in appropriate literature, the

determina.-t of the transiormed lon~itudina• characteristic equation of motion for
"small" d&stu-hances may be written as shown in Figture 23.
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DrgS +D ~ Dg• / ,. Charact e~ist tCSu

Li ft - --•
_if L /u S+Lu - s

Characteristics U

Pitching Moments N - N

Ctaracteristic- -- ,

Terms Generated By - Tcins Generated By
Changes In Horizontal Velocity Changes in Pitch Attitude

Terms Generated By
Changes in Angle Of Attack

S = Lapltce Operator.

g - acceleration due to gravity.
u - horizontal velocity Cu0 - initial horizontal veloci.ty).

u= a change in drag wtith change in horizontal velocity

divided by the mass of the airplane.

D = - - change in drag with change in angle of attacka a
(r divided by the mass of the airplane.

L a change Wi lift with change in horizontal velocity
U N divided by the mass of the airplane.

L a change in lift with change in angle of attacka 16 divided by the mass of the airplane.

Mu a "N U change in pitching moment with horizontal velocity
yy divided by the moment of inertia in pitch, a

speed stability term.

= a - change in pitching moment witit angle of attack
yy divided by the moment of IaortiAa in pitch, an

.angle of attack stability term.

H a change in pitching sneont with rate of change of
yy angle of attack divided by the moment of inertia

in pitch, a'liownwash lag" term.

NL - change in pitching mment with rate of change of pitcn
yy divided by the moment Of inertia in pitch, a pitch

rate damptng term.

FIGURE 23.
THE LONGITUDINAL DETERMINANT
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Before proceeding, a few comments are in order concerning angle of attack

stability and speed itYikty. These terms will be used extensively in discussions of

longitudinal dynamics. Angle of attack stability may be expressed in coefficient

form as a cn/a a or Cn• ; i.e, the changein pitching moment coefficient with change in
angle of attack ata _constantLsnen. Angle of attack stability normally carries a

negative sign; i.e., positive increase in c(nose-up) generates a negative (nose-down)

pitching moment. Under restricted conditions (poweroff gliding flight at a low

Mach number) where CL is a unique function of a, angle of attack stability can be

related directly to the familiar static stability criteria dCm/dCL as follows:

dC /dCL- /

Thus, for these conditions, static longitudinal stability (dCm/dCL<0) guarantees

angle of attack stability (3Cm/•aa < 0).

Speed stability may be expressed in coefficient form as a___ or Cmu; i.e., the

change in pitching moment coefficient with change in horizontal velocity 5tAKc3nstant anale of attack. The Cmu term is normally very small for the moderate and

low subsonic Mach numbers. In the high subsonic regime, Cmu is normally negative

and in many instances large enough to make the airplane statically unstable.

The solutions of the longitudinal determinant will provide useful information

about the longitudinal mcdes of motion. The classic long period or "phugoid"

approximation is of concern at present. In order to make this approximation, several

assumptions must be made. These assumptions, based on flight experience and

logical reasoning, are as follows:
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1. The angle of attack stability, IV6, is large enough so that very small changes

(i.e. near zero) of angle of attack are required to counter pitching moments
generated by pitch rates, pitch accelerations, and velocity changes. This

implies Mu is quite small and that the frequency of the phugoid is quite

low.

2. The previous argument justifies the assumption that the angle of attack is a

constant during the phugoid oscillation.

3. The assumption that little compressibility effects occur enhances the

approximation.

If the above assumptions are valid, the lift and drag portions of the longitudinal

determinant are the controlling factors for the long period motion. The classic long

period approximation or "phugoid minor" may then be written as follows:

S +*Du

=0V. ==

L U/U - S

Solving the determinant yields the following second order characteristic

equation:

S2 + DuS + g L u/U = 0
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Theiefore, the unanLm ralfcUeinc Ea~aanm4o lh Q phugoid

mode of motion may be develapeod1 as follows:

Undamped phugoid fus~quency .f z.
U U

C =phugoid damping rrxtic,' .L ~D

For a iighil dampfl-ed oscillation, tt'ýe d~_= _rayý~~C~ is

approximately equal to theu~~ -ji ary so:

LO dampeod natural frequency 24

T he period of the ion; period miotiojn is thus appr~ximnate6 by:

P (sec) .138 u. (wtiere u 0 is in feet per sec.)

7Thus, the period kU the p'auigoid iz; seen to be :j function of horizontal veloit

(u0  or atnqng..q MV, iibout which !be motion oscillates. This ip a reasonable

approxirrfiflion tor the phugoici period. It is readily seon that tfl .~eciW 91ijfl

L n-Kc PPM MI tjQflQI LLS 'ierfsg.

The dlamping rutio, of the phugoid motion may be npptoximated by the

following relationship:

* .707

1 S'everal ma i-emnaf czt man*pulationc Ki,&e be.ri omitted.



This approximation for phugoid damping ratio is not as accurate as the

approximation for the phugoid period. However, it does point out that phuuoid

damiina varies inversely with the ratioL/D.. The phugoid mode of motion, if

allowed to persist, therefore exhibits a prolonged oscillation that damps very slowly.

Characteristics of the Phugoid Mode

Additional insight into th6 long period or "phugoid" mode of motion may be

gained by studying the flight path of an airplane during a phugoid motion which is

allowed to persist. The actual motion involves alternate climbing and diving and

airspeed variations between an excess at the bottom of a cycle and a deficiency at

the top. During these oscillations, the airplane trades kinetic for potential energy

and vice versa - corresponding to airspeed and altitude variations. To an observer
with ..... ..... .... n pon, - airplante ,-ootiLFi durirng a iongitudinal phugoid

would appear as shown in Figure 24.

t- 21

~20

19,

AIRSPEED DECREASIN AIRSPEIED INCREASMN

.. J•II A •0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE - THOUSAND FEET

FIGURE 24

TYPICAL PHUGOID FLIGHT PATH (STATIONARY VIEWING POIN T)
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If the observer were flying alongside at constant airspeed, the airplane long

period motion would appear as in Figure 25.

5'•'-"-' IF OSCILLATION EXiIITS ZERO
I14 M, PATH OF MOTION

"--- = .•t== WILL. BE ELLIPTICAL.

\I~POBSIRVER'S r'OSrraorN

I SILTMIS !WAPED, PATH OF 4
vMOT3N WILL BE A SPIRAL TOWARD

T14L CENTERI

FIGURE 25

TYPICAL PHUGOID MOTION (MOVING VIEWING POINT)

From the moving viewing point, tha airplane will appear to rise and fall like a

mass suspended on a spring. For a constant angle of attack, the excess airspeed on

the downswing produces excess lift; the deficiency of Airspeed on the upswing

results in less iift. These variations in lift result in net downward forces at the top of

the oscillation and net upward forces at the bottom. These forces may be thought of

as the ettective sorina gqonstun in the sysem.

Drag forces vary also as the airplane oscillates in, the iorg poriod motion. At the

top of the cycle, where airspeed is reduced, dra9 is reduced. This results in a nDg

forward force. Conversely, a ne bk-r _iert is generated by the increase in drag
at the bottom of the cycle. It is easily seen that thse chg gq.nrp2 a'OLd trnd to

damp the forward a.-d backward components of motion. This would cause the

elliptical path to degenerate into a _i-a! path toward the "rter oppo•;te ths

observer's position (Figure 25).
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:i;'aLj nParametrs Affecting the Phugoid Mode of Motion

"The discussion of longitudinal long period motion to this point has included no

consideration of varying CG, angle of attack stability (Ma), or speed stability (Mu)

or the effects of pgwr, The effect of varying these parameters will now be shown

by utilization of the convenient root locus plots. The "classic" phugoid roots with

the characteristics previously developed are shown in Figure 26. The "classic" short

period roots are shown for completeness; however, the main concern here is the long

period motion.

The long period mode of Figure 26 iN typically stable, oscillatory, and lightly

damped. The CG is somewhere forward of the stick-fixed neutral point. (Note: The

stick-fi --e case could be used; however, the influence of the free elevator on phugoid

characteristics is usually negligible. The stick-fixed case was chosen arbitrarily for

IMAGIWARYAP X AXIS

543"T PERMO

ROOTS

REA AXIS£V

FIGURE 26

COMPLEX PLANE REPRESENTATION OF CLASSIC PHUGOI!)
AND SHORT ,PERIQ"OU MODES OF MOTION
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Now, if the CG is moved progressively further aft toward the neutral point, the
freauency of the PhuQoid mode decrease (Deriod becomes longer) and the damping

remains essgntiallv contant (Figure 27).

IMAGINARY

AXIS

V

REAL.
AXIS

II

FIGURE 27
EFFECT OF AFT CG MOVEMENi ON PIUGOID

if the C6S is moveu far enough aft, the oscullatory Dhuaoid mock degenerates

into a pa~r of @geriodic jQ&L represented by the branches AB and AC OT Figure 28. V

The CG position at which t~ho phugoid becomes aperiodic (Point A) is generally Just

slichtly forward ol' the neutral poira. When the CG is moved aft of the neuit-ro rý-Mnt,

the branch of the aperiodic mode AC crosses the imagirlaiy axis representing a

divernence tanr.d - i.e., the airplane ;, statically unstaLle when the CG is 8tLý of the

neutral point. TiKtb situation is sai~y -io -46ualize - any change of airspeed from a

trimmed condition for- a staL'ically ur~stable dirplane results in a further pure

divergence ir, airspeed.
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• .IMAGINARY

AXIS

I
I

I
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I0 AXI3

I

I

I

I
A'

FIGURE 28
DEGENERATrIV OF PHUGO'D PMOd ,ITr APCEC-,rDICI - N ..W . .L , , 1 1 1 1V I '• % J P F L r -% ,W I . 1I C

MODES

If the CG is moved further aft past the neutral point, the branches of the
phugoid mode and short period mode meet. At this point, a new oscilagtory mode
arises corresponding to the branches DE and DF of Figure 29. This is a stable
oscillation whose darnping and period both lie somewhere between those of the
short period and phugoid. This mode of motion is of academic interest only since
this iar aft CG position is seldom encountered due to the strong static instability
which would exist.
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IMAGINARY

AXI

b -I D REAL
[ AXI3

I F
I

I
I.
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FIGURE 29

GENERATION OF THE "THWRD LONGITUDINAL OSCILLATORY

MODE
The effect of varying angle of attack stability, M., can be studied by first

assuming the Mu is zero, then allowing Ma to increase negatively from zero. (This is

the normal sign of Ma, since, for stability, positive (nose-up) increases in angle of

attack must generate negative (nose-down) pitching moments.) The effect of

increasing angle of attack stability is shown in Figure 30, and is seen to be exactly

the same effect as moving the CG forward from the stick-fixed neutral point.
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IMAGMIRY

AXIS

REAiM

- AXIS

[mi.o]

FIGURE 30
EFFECT OF INCREASING ANGLE OFATTACK

STABILITY, Ma
ILI

The influence of changing speed stability- M. on Innn pnrind h is
mainly to change the frequency (or period) of the motion. If the roots are initially
positioned according to the "classic approximation," and Mu is reduced (decreasing
speed stability), the effect will be shown in Figure 31. If the product MuL.I becomes
greater than M( Lu, a branch of the long period mode crosses the imaginary axis and
the motion becomes a nonoscillatory pure divergence. This phenomenon is easy to
visualize - an increase in airspeed would generate nose-down pitching moments. The
RimlLne po1s.ssi. s - . , y be diffiut to fly. This depends on the rate
of c':3rgence. Speed instability is quite often encountered in the transonic flight

regime.

b
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iMAGINARY
AXIS

I M'Lu- MuLg t0

___ _,__REAL"•• AXiS m --

Me (STABLE)

X

FIGURE 31

INFLUENCE OF REDUCING SPEED STA.8,..ITY,
Mu .=

If the roots are again initially positioned according to the "classic

approximation" and Mu is increased post•,r.!y, the effect may be as shown in Figure

32. If M1, is increased p-.xitively o suifficient amount, and if Ma, is not too large, the

long peri,•Irantinn may hornima 2n nenillf~tnn, efivarnanno If tho Mntinn ic vpr,

divergent, flying qualities may be seriously degraded, although usually not

as much as the condition of nonoscillatory pure divergence.
IMAGINARY

AXIS

N REAL

AXIS

S n

FGURE 32

POSSIBLE EFFECT OF INCREASING SPEED
STABI.TY, M '
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For the propeller driven airplane, engine operation may have a large effect on

damping of the long period motion. For a constant brake horsepower, thrust

increases at decreased airspeed adding a net forward force at the top of the cycle and

vice versa. This phenomenon increases the damping of the phugoid oscillation. Jet-

engine operation has negligible influence on phugoid characteristics.

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SYSTEM INFLUENCE ON LONGITUDINAL

FLYJNG QUALITIES DURING NONMANEUVERING TASIK$

Longitudinal control system design will have a profound effect on longitudinal

flying qualities during nonmaneuvering tasks. A thorough understanding of the

effects of control system "gadgetry" on longitudinal flying qualities is essential for

the flight test engineer and test pilot.

The simple sprinq is often used to provide a steeper gradient of longitudinal

control force versus airspeed and to provide good control stick centering. A simple

spring arrangement and its effect on longitudinal control force stability is shown in

Figure 33.

W PULL WITHOUT SIMPLE SPRINGv-,--1,.,4 F (PI, I I L III

0KW I WITH SIMPLE SPRING

(SPRING CONSTANT) K WI

0
Co

0

S~trimj TO ELEVATOR t-J
T VPUSH EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED. KEAS

FIGURE 33
SIMPLE SPRING ARRIONGEMENT AND INFLUENCE ON
STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
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The preloaded downspring arrangement has a similar effect on longitudinal control

forces as can be seen from Figure 34. When utilized in a reversible control system.

the downspring has a tendency to "drive" the long period or phugoid motion

divergent with controls free.

FULL

AFS (PULL) P WITHOUT PR E-LOAOED OOWNSPIRINO

s .CONST U . WITH PRE.LOAOEDOWNSM1

0

t TO ELEVATOR *

PUSH EQUIVA.ENT AiSWD, KEAS

FIGURE 34
PRE- LOADED DOWNSPRING ARRANGEMENT AND INFLUENCE ON

STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABLITY CHARACTERISTICS

" This due to the Stady unbuldiluiny fuaue whiC1h is alwayvi dppliettd to the

I It longitudinal control system. This unbalancing force is "trimmed out" by the pilot at

the control force trim speed; however, the force becomes a factor as airspeed varies

in the long period oscillation and may precipitate elevator inputs sufficient to

destabilize the oscillation.

Although the bob weight is normally used to influence maneuvering

characteristics, it has some effect on longitudinal control force stability as shown in
4I Figure 35.

A
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- - -.- -_-."... . . - ..-.. -. .-- ..- . - "-. ...- -.-. . .. •' _ .. -.

L

011 (PULL) SPULL N,..,WTH POSITIVE BOBWEIGHT

POSITIVE BOBWEIQIIT NEGATIVE BOBWEIGHT W H NEIGT I

k WITH NEGATIVE BOOWEIGHT

Wb Wb eti

EQUVALENT AIRSPEED, KEAS

"FIGURE 35
BOBWEIGHT ARRANGEMENT AND INFLUENCE ON STATIC LONGITUDINAL

STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

Gadgetry Used Only In Reversible Longitudinal Control Systems

The blow-down vt- may be used to increase the gradient of longitudinal control

force versus airspeed. As shown in Figure 36, the blow-down tab remains "on the
stop" until the airplanp has accelerated tn A Rnnp.r where the spring force is

overcome. This speud must be slower than take-off speed or the pilot will be

confronted with serious longitudinal control force nonlinearities at flying airspeeds.

K

WPULL I TAB COMES OFF STOP

BLOW DOWNTAB.L" N
FORWARD TLOW-DOWN TAB - AB

TO COCKPIT

PUSH EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED V

FIGURE 36
BLOW-DOWN TAB ARRANGEMENT AND EFFECT
ON STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILI TY CHARACTERISTICS
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Another means of modifying longitudinal stability and control characteristcs is

through the use of laQgina and leading tak§. These arrangements have a dual effect in

that they modify elevator float characteristics as well as changing longitudinal

control force requirements (Figure 37).

TO COCKPIT mACK STICK LEADING ASANSEMENT
ELEVATOR /PULL BASIC ELEVATOR

-~ -i i ~.~7 ... LEADINN TA B ADDED

LAGS100' TAB ADDNQ V1

LE DN A IN E EN N R A E ./ % REDUCES II 6 FLOAT

LAGGING TAII ARRANKNIENT DECREASES dI%/dve W4CREASES 8*
'FLOAT

FIGURE 37
LEADING AND LAGGING TABS

The longitudinal servo tAb is frequertly used in very large a~rplarses; or

medium-sized airplanes capable of high subsonic airspeeds. With a servo tab

arrangement, the pilot moves the servo tab through control stick motion. Movement

of the servo tab generates forces and moments which cause the elevator to move

(Figure 38). By use of the servo tab, longitudinal control forces required of the pilot

are very greatly reduced.

PULL

FREE To ROTATE

LONGF~~UDINWIT SERVO TATRRNEMN
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Another arrangement used to modify longitudinal stability and control

characteristics is the preloaded soringlib, which is a modification of the servo tab

described above. The preloaded spring tab does not modify longitudinal control

forces about the trim airspeed until the preloaded force is exceeded (Figure 39):

Once longitudinal control forces are greater than the preload of the spring, the servo

action of the tab reduces the longitudinal control force-airspeed gradient.

FREE TO ROTATEWIHUSEVACONVOI

*TO COCKPIT +v

P ISi trimt

FIGURE 39
rrnlE L-VJMLJC4J Z)W7¶ING TIAB ARR~ANGEMENT

Gadgetry Used Only In Irreversible Longitudinal Control Sysemrs

Fully irreversible longitudinal control systems generally incorporate simple

springs, bob weights, and viscous dampers to provide the pilot with longitudinal

control "feel." In addition, other control system gadgetry may be utilized to

improve longitudinal stability and control characteristics. Some of these

arrangements are discussed below.

The extendable link may be utilized to provide longitudinal control force

stability even though the airplane exhibits elevator position instability. A typical

extendable link arrangement is shown in Figure 40.
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POSITIVE BOAWWEIGHT

TO
-0-ELEVATOR

FIGURE 40

IRREVERSIBLE LONGI TUDINAL CONT ROL SYSTEM WITH
EXTENDABLE LI.NK

The extendable link mechanism may be used to program an artificial "float"

into the longitudinal control system as airspeeGU is varied about trim (Figure 41).

Since the pilot moves the elevator from the "float" position to the posixion required

for equilibrium, longitudinal control forces are in the correct direction.

t TEU APrLt.& EXHIBITS PILOT ACTION Pt

1ELEVATOA POTIlO14 INISTABUTY/

jjI II _

r;*ARTIFICIAL *FI.A WWRODUCED
WITH EXTENDAULE ufrK

%a TED AIRSPEED, KIAS Pusp APIPEED, KIAS

FIGURE 41

EXTENDABLE LINK CAN iRROVIDE ARTIFICIAL CONTROL FORCE STABILITY
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Other devices sometimes used in irreversible longitudinal control systems are

the mechanical advantaae chancier and the "-q - b&lows." Both these devices are

used to cope with poor basic airplane characteristics, such as neutral or negative

elevator position gradients or nonlinearities in relationship of elevator position with"

airspeed about trim. One of the characteristics usually generated by the action of

both these devices is cockpit stick motion. However, this motion is usually so slight

that it is not objectionable and usually is not noticeable. Certain types of

"q - bellows" systems have demonstrated a propensity toward failure through

atmospheric icing.

r--
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TEST PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

NONMANEUVERING TASKS

PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

A rigorous investigation of longitudinal flying qualities during nonmaneuvering

tasks must begin with thorough preflight planning. The purpose and scop of the

investigation must be clearly defined, then a plan of attack or method of test can be

formulated.

Preflight planning must start with research. This includes a study of the airplane

and a thorough study of the longitudinal control system - including stability and

control augmentation if installed. All available information on longitudinal stability

and control characteristics should be reviewed. Much useful information can be

gained by conferences with pilots and engineers familiar with the airplane.

The particular nonmaneuvering tasks to be investigated must be determined and

clearly understood by the flight test team. These tasks, of course, depend on the

mission of the airplane. It is particularly important during the investigation of

nonmaneuvering tasks to determine if these tasks will be performed in instrument

flight IIFR) conditions or merely visual flight (VFR) conditions in operational use.

Certain undesirable characteristics can be accepted for VFR missions, but are not

acceptable for I FR missions.

The test conditions - configuration, altitude, center of gravity, trim airspeeds,

and gross weight - must be determined. Test conditions should be commensurate

with the mission environment of the airplane. Center of gravity position is extremely

critical for longitudinal stability tests. If flight test time permits, tests at the most aft

and most forward operational CG positions should be performed after adequate
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build up. If flight test time is limited, tests should be performed at the most aft

operational CG position (aft critical loading). Note: If the test program is aimed at

determining forward and aft CG limits for operational use, appropriate CG limits

will be promulgated or recommended by the test activity or higher authority.

The amount and sophistication of instrumentation will depend on the purpose

and scope of the evaluation. A good, meaningful qualitative investigation can be

performed with only production cockpit instruments and portable

instrumentation - hand-held force gauge, stopwatch, and tape measure. Automatic

recording devices, such as oscillograph, magnetic tape, and telemetry, are very

helpful in rapid data acquisition and may be essential in a long test program of

quantitative nature. Special sensitive cockpit instruments are also very useful, not

only aiding in data acquisition but also aiding in stabilization for equilibrium test

points.

The final step in preflight planning is the preparation of pilot data cards. An

example of a longitudinal stability and control data card for the investigation of

nonmaneuvering tasks is shown in Figure 42. Many test pilots desire to modify data

cards to their own requirements or construct data cards for each test. At any rate,

the data cards should list all quantitative information desired and should be easy to

interpret in flight. Blank cards should be utilized for appropriate qualitative pilot

comments.
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LONGITUDINAL STABIlLITY AND CONTROL RECORD •CARD NUMBER

11ON-.4ANMEUVERING TASKS

A/ AI RPL.ANE TYPE PILOT PTR'I s

i K / RE A U N U M B E R I . . GW' ' -• ,T 7 TE.

GEAR DOW-_ S,_AC GEAR UP_ I4AC TTIME LAND TIME

EXTERNAL LOADING CONFIGURATION

TRIM AIRSPEED MACH.... PWER ALST.A.B jLT . TRIM
I•fCATWIT I CNITRDtL YS¥•EM MfCHMN :L CAATRIf= FREEPLAY

AISE aMlC TBLT RATE OF CLIMB
- LG- . CONTROL FORCEJELEVATOR POSI TIOiDS

MCNoINN HFs FSTICK POSITION, 66 RATE OF DESCENT

"TRIM FUEL.. I ACCELERATION- DECELENATION HAX_ MIHI

SLOW START PHUGOID FUELL ____ FA3T START PWIJGOID FUEL V.-

ELAPSED TINE, SEC AIRSPEED. Vo ELAPSED TIME, SEC AIRSPEED, Vo
-"o { _0__

TR;M TRIN

TRIM TRIM

TRIM TRIMN

. ELEVATOk FLOAi WiRING PHUGOI D TRIMMA|I LI TY

EA3 OFP~S II T .... TRIM RATE
Fs = 0 TRIM SENSITIVITY

"LONG TERM TRIM HOLDING TRIM SPEED BAND LOCATION OF TRIM DEVICE

FIGURE 42

"LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL RECORD FOR
* NON-MANEUVERING TASK.
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FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES

The Qualitative Phase of the Evaluation

Longitudinal stability and control characteristics must be evaluated in relation

to their influence on various nonmaneuvering mission tasks. Therefore, the test pilot

must devote a portion of the evaluation to pfffrfo._pa or simulating the

nonmaneuverina tasKs which have been selected. While performing these tasks, the

test pilot gains the essential qualitative opinion of the longitudinal flying qualities

and should assign handling qualities ratings. Without recording a single item of data,

the test pilot should be able to form a good opinion of the migsion effectiveness of

the airplane, at least for the particular task being evaluated. This opinion will be

based on the amount of attention and effort the pilot must devote to "just flying

the airplane." Due consideration must be given during this phase of the test to the

following factors:

1. Whether the mission task will be performed in VFR and IFR weather, or

strictly in VFR conditions.

2. The availability of an autopilot or automatic flight control system for pilot

relief.

3. If stability or control augmentation systems are installed, the consequences

of their failure.

The tesi pilot's qualitative opinion of the airplane's longitudinal flying qualities

in relation to the selected mission task is the most important information to be

obtained. Therefore, this phase of the test must not be overlooked. The test pilot

probably will have some ideas as to the particular characteristics which make the

airplane easy or hard to fly even before proceeding to the auantitative phase of the

testing. Use of the quantitative test techniques to be discussed below hopefully

allows the test pilot to substantiate his qualitative opinion.
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Measurement of the Mechanical Characteristics of the Longitudinal _Control System

Mechanical characteristics of the longitudinal flight control system have a major

influence on longitudinal flying qualities. The mechanical characteristics to be'

evaluated are defined as follows:

1. Breakout forces including friction: The longitudin3l cockpit control force

from the trim position required to initiate movement of the longitudinal

control surface.

2. Friction: Forces in the longitudinal control system resisting the pilot's

effort to change the control position.

3. Freeplay: The longitudinal cockpit control motion from the trim position

that does not initiate movement of the longitudinal control surface.

4. Centering: The ability of the longitudinal cockpit control and the

longitudinal control surface to return to and maintain the original trimmed

position when released from any other position.

5. Control System Oscillations: Oscillations in the longitudinal control

system (elevator and cockpit control stick) resulting from external or

internal disturbances.

Breakout Forces. Including Friction. Friction in the longitudinal control

system is unavoidable, however, it should be kept as low as possible. The effect of

friction (without breakout) on longitudinal flying qualities can be rationalized by a

study of Figure 43. The true variation of longitudinal control force versus airspeed is

represented by the solid line and the superimposed friction is represented by the
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dashed lines. In this case, the combination of a shallow control force gradient and

- significant longitudinal friction ((+) 1.5 pounds) create poor control characteristics

about trim airspeed. These characteristics would be as follows:

1. Poor longitudinal control "feel" about trim in that the friction masks the

longitudinal control force stability from 150 to 190 KIAS.

2. Poor trimmability in that the airplane will stabilize at any speed from 150

to 190 KIAS Vith.the same longitudinal trim setting. This band of airspeed

is called the "trim speed band."

By judiciously adding some breakout force to the longitudinal control system,

the undesirable effects of friction in the control system may be eliminated.

This effect may be rationalized by a study of Figure 44., which is the same

plot as Figure 43 except for the addition of a breakout force and is a

typical plot of longitudinal control force variation with airspeed for a real
C-7 airplane. In this case, the addition oi a breakout force equal to the friction

force reduces the poor control "feel" about trim and reduces the trim speed

band to zero. There are other advantages to having some breakout in the

longitudinal control system. Breakout forces allow the pilot to rest his hand

on the control stick without introducing inadvertent longitudinal control

inputs.
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
FORCE STAGILITY MASKED

~PULL. BY FRICTION

0-5

PUSH AIRSPEED, KIAS

FIGURE 4 3
LONG[-TUDINAL CONTROL FRICTION MASKING CONTROL

FORCE STABILITY

2 5- RAKOUT, INCLUDING FRICT101G± 5185

AIRSPEED, KIAS-

FIGURE 44

ADDTION OF BREAKOUT FORCE 1-0 THE LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL SYSTEM
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, However, breakout forces must not be excessive or longitudinal flying qualities

will again be degraded. For example, breakout forces must be suitably

matched to the longitudinal control force stability. A combination of high

breakout and very shallow longitudinal control force variation with-

airspeed (Figure 45) results in a noticeable control force nonlinearity about

trim airspeed. This results in poor control "feel" about the trim airspeed.

Since the pilot trims the airplane through stick force "feel," the high

breakout force may result in poor trimmability. This is because the pilot

has difficulty in determining when his applied stick force is equal to the

breakout foi-ce (a criterion for trim) if the breakout is large.

_ •FRICTION= 1.5 LBS

LBREAKOUT, INCLUDING FRICTION= t6.51_

1 130 150 f 170 190 210

0 AIRSPEED, KIAS

FIGURE 45

POOR MATCHING OF STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITYS~AND BREAKOUT FORCES

In general, friction should be as small as possible in the longitudinal control

system; some breakout is generally beneficial, but too much results in undesirable

characteristics, Breakout forces, including friction may vary with atmospheric

conditions, such as temperature and humidity, as well as trim conditions, such as

longitudinal stick position. However, this variance is usually very small. For the

irreversible longitudinal control system, breakout forces, including friction, usually

do not vary from static condition (on the ground) through the airplane's entire flight

envelope.
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It should be obvious from studying Figures 44 and 45 that breakout force can

never be measured alone, unless there is zero friction force. Therefore, breakout

forces, including friction,are measured at the trim airspeed of the test, and friction

alone is measured at stabilized airspeeds above or below trim airspeed. Breakout

forces, including friction, are measured in flight with the hand-held force gauge by

carefully stabilizing at the trim airspeed, then applying slow and smooth forward

and aft longitudinal control forces in turn until movement of the elevator is

detected. Movement of the elevator can be detected by visually observing elevator

movement, use of an elevator position indicator, or by observing airplane pitch

attitude changes. If the latter method must be used, extremely slow and smooth

control force inputs should be made in small increments until pitch attitude

response is noted. Caution must be exercised because the airplane will require a

finite time interval to respond in pitch attitude to the elevator movement. This

becomes particularly critical in !arge, slow responding, transport and patrol

airplanes; therefore, for such airplanes, incremental force increases of approximately

1/2 pound are recommended. If automatic recording devices are utilized, breakout

fulrav, iuticuding friction may be measured from the recording traces as shown in

Figure 46. More rapid longitudinal force inputs will allow trace

"breakaways" from the trimmed condition to be more easily identified but

will aggravate the effect of time delays in the control system (for

example, hydraulic actuator response lag) causing an increase in the

apparent breakout (including friction) force.

I
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< ELE JAOR POSI 4O Tf AGE

LGOWITU9104 C07 FORCE TRACI !AKOUT 101L.401"

TWHE. TENTHS OF SECONDS

r FIGURE 46
USE OF AUTOMATIC RECORDING TRAClE FOR

DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDINAL BREAKOUT
FORCES, INCLUDING FRICTION

F4
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Friction forces may be measured by stabilizing at airspeeds above or below trim

airspeed (outside of the influence of breakout). After stabilizing at an airspeed above

or below trim, the pilot slowly varies stick force until he observes elevator

movement or airplane pitch attitude change. Longitudinal friction will be measured

as.. the difference between maximum and minimum longitudinal controi forces

required to maintain the stabilized airspqed (see Figures 44 and 45).

Breakout, including friction, may be measured on the ground for airplanes

equipped with .irreversible longitudinal control systems where longitudinal control

force is merely a function of longitudinal control deflection. However, ground

measurements should be checked with an in-flight measurement. It is obvious that

in-flight measurement at various airspeeds is the only means of accurately

determining these characteristics for the reversible control system.

Freeplay. Freeplay in the longitudinal control system should be as small as

possible. Excessive freeplay will cause difficulty in performing precise maneuvers

such as level accelerations or decelerations and tracking. The pilot will generally

resort to flying the airplane "out of trim" during precise maneuvers to avoid the

necessity to continually move the longitudinal control stick through excessive

freeplay. Freeplay, expressed in inches or degrees of longitudinal cockpit control

movement, is measured in flight at the trim airspeed much the same as breakout,

including friction, was measured. Ground measurements may also be made for

irreversible control systems.

Centering. Positive centering of the longitudinal control system is

shown by an inital tendency of the cockpit control to return towards the

trimmed position when released from a displaced position. If the control

returns exactly to the trimmed position, then absolute centering is

displayed. The longitudinal control system should exhibit positiv 3 centering

in flight at any stabilized trim airspeed. Poor centering generally results in

objectionable tracking characteristics or large departures in airspeed
- * without constant pilot attention to the control of the airplane. Centering is
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qualitatively evaluated in flight at the trim airspeed by displacing the

longitudinal cockpit control smoothly to various positions and observing its

motion upon release. If poor centering is apparent, measurements of the

difference between the trim position and the position attained after

release may be made with automatic recording devices or hand-held

cockpit instruments, such as a tape measure. Irreversible control system

centering characteristics may be evaluated on the ground.

Control System Oscillations. Oscillations in the elevator control surface and the

C. entire longitudinal control system, initiated by either external perturbations or pilot

action, should be well-damped or deadbeat. Lightly damped or undamped motion

can result in annoying and dangerous oscillations in normal acceleration, particularly

during flight in turbulent air. Damping of the control system is measured in flight by

abruptly deflecting and releasing the longitudinal cockpit control (sometimes called

a "rap" input) and observing the resulting motion in the control surface and/or the

cockpit control stick. Use of automatic recording devices or a cockpit mounted

clev r post.on. ;•ndcator ads 4un data acquisitiuri. if these are not avaiiabie, the test

pilot must resort to observing the motion of the cockpit control stick. It must be

remembered, however, that motion of the control stick may or may not be the same

as motion of the elevator, depending on the amount of freeplay in the longitudinal

control system. Irreversible control system oscillation characteristics may be

checked on the ground; however, these characteristics should be evaluated in flight

to insure there is no coupling between airplane motion and control system

dynamics.

Measurement of Longitudinal Control Force Stability.,Elevator Position Stability,

and Flight Path Stability

It should be apparent that some degree of longitudinal control force and

elevator position stability is desirable. These static longitudinal stability

characteristics contribute to good longitudinal trimmability and maintenance of the
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trimmed condition. In addition, the longitudinal cockpit control forces and motions

required in changing flight conditions are simple and natural if longitudinal control

force and elevator position stability are present. However, if too much stability is

present, the airplane may be very diffiqult to control in that large longitudinal

control forces and position changes may be required to change airspeed in

unaccelerated flight. The degree of longitudinal cont.rol force and elevator position

stability which is desirable or acceptable in any airplane depends on the mission of

the airplane and the multitude of pilot tasks required to accomplish that mission.

However, it can be rationalized that for the nonmaneuvering tasks under evaluation,

some degree of static longitudinal stability is desirable for pleasant longitudinal

flying qualities. In addition, plots of longitudinal control force arid elevator position

versus airspeed should be smooth and their local gradients stable within a reasonable

airspeed band about trim airspeed.

it is deesirab!e that w'hcn the plt chne arped-uý f1 ~ao

control alone, increases in airspeed are accompanied by decreases in flight path angle

(Y) (i.e., less climb or more dive) and decreases in airspeed are

accompanied by increases in flight path angle (i.e., more climb or less

dive). This characteristic is referred to as flight path stability and is really

a performanice characteristic; i.e., it is dependent on whether the airplane

is operating on the "front side," "back side," or "flat portion" of the power

required curve. However, it may have a major influence on pilot workload,

particularly in approach configuration where "back side" or "flat portion"

operation may require continuous throttle and longitudinal control inputs to

maintain desired airspeed and rate of descent. Flight path stability may be

conveniently measured during static longitudinal stability tests by noting

rate of climb or rate of descent at each test point. A plot of change in rate

of climb or descent versus airspeed indicates flight path stability or

instability (Figure 47).
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FIGURE 47

MEANS OF PRESENTING FLIGHT PATH STABILITY DATA

In analyzing flight path stability in the landing approach phase, a plot of

flight-path angle versus true airs'ieed is used to determine specification compliance. " -

The requirement is that the flight-path angle versus true-airspeed curve shall have a

local slope at the minimum operational approach speed (Vomin) which is negative or

less positive than:

a. Level 1 - 0.06 degrees/knot

b. Level 2 - 0.15 degrees/knot

c. Level 3 - 0.24 degrees/knot.
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The thrust setting shall be that uequired for the normal approach g!ide rith at

Vomin, The slope of the flight-path angle versus airspeed curve at 5 knots slower

than Vomin shall not be more than 0.05 degrees per knot more positive than the

slope at Vomin, as illustrated by Figure 48.

ECE V (T0S), KT

"';-YPA

Y IIGRUR AIRSPEED48

L REGIPT SF RENG ION PAOIFFEEHCEIH •' / ]POSITIVE .,,.- --- NEGATIVE
SLOPES WOT TO - -7'-- LE L•

.•"EXCEED .05 DE"T

FIGURE 48

FLIGHT PATH STABILITY DATA IN CONFIGURATION PAi

Several methods have been utilized for obtaining static longitudinal stability

data in flight. Three will be presented here. The first method is called the stabilized

point technique. It involves measuring data at a constant power setting and constant

trim setting while varying airspeed about trim by varying altitude (or rate of climb

or descent) with elevator position. The technique is performed as follows:
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1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic recording devices, a "trim shot" should

be taken. Record appropriate data such as power, longitudinal trim setting,

elevator or stick position, and fuel Quantity. If a true airspeed indicator is

not installed in the test airplane, OAT should be noted to determine true

airspeed.

2. Without changing power or trim settings, vary airspeed to predetermined

points about trim airspeed by varying altitude. The off-trim speeds used

should cover a range of at least + 15 percent of the trim speed or + 50

KEAS whichever is less (except, of course, where limited by the service

flight envelope). For power approach or land configuration, the range of

airspeeds should extend to the stall speed. (A reversal or shallowing of the

gradient of longitudinal control force versus airspeed could precipitate a

tendency toward inadvertent stall in these configurations.) It is

recommended th-at at 1ast thrcc cquafy spa=d point.^ (preferably four)

be selected at speeds both faster and slower than trim in order to

adequately define the relationships to be plotted. At each selected point,

airspeed must be carefully and precisely stabilized. After stabilization, a

short automatic recording burst should be taken, and/or the following

cockpit observations recorded on the data card:

a. Longitudinal control force (maximum and minimum, if friction is

measurable, in order to aid ii. fairing the data). Measurements may be

made with the hand-held force gauge.

b. Elevator position or longitudinal cockpit control position.

Longitudinal cockpit control position may be measured with a tape

measure.

c. Rate of climb or rate of descent.
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Altitude variance during these tests should not exceed + 1000 feet from the

base altitude. For configurations requiring power for level flight, acquiring data at

first fast and then slow test airspeeds, etc., will facilitate remaining near the base

altitude.

The second method is called the Slow Acceleration-Deceleration Technique

and can be utilized only with automatic recording devices. However, it allows rapid

data acquisition, particularly if the airspeed range is large, This method is not as

accurate as the stabilized point method since true equilibrium conditions are never

attained except at the trim airspeed. Nevertheless, if the acceleration and

deceleration are performed slowly and smoothly (approximately 2 knots/second or

less), the data obtained will be adequate for most flight test programs. The

technique is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration Ct the desir^d

flight condition. Record appropriate cockpit data - power, longitudinal

"trim setting, and fuel guantitv.

2. Start the automatic recording device and activate the event marker to

denote a "trim shot." Leave the recording device running and initiate a

slow acceleration or deceleration by applying a smooth longitudinal

control force Input. Power and trim settings should remain at the trim

conditions. Adjust the acceleration or deceleration rate and actuate the

event marker at predetermined airspeeds to simplify data reduction. The

visual horizon should be used to maintain a constant acceleration or

deceleration with frequent reference to the airspeed indicator. (If the

process is done very slowly, or if the airspeed range is large, the pilot may

desire to turn off the automatic recording devices between predetermined

points.) Continue the acceleration or ueceleration to one end of the

airspeed range, then reverse longitudinal control force and proceed to the

other extreme. The process should always terminate at the trim airspeed.
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DatR obtained by the Slow Acceleration-Deceleration Technique may be

presented as shown in Figure 49. This particular method of data presentation, where

every point on the plot is a data point, is sometimes called "shot gunning" data..

Plots like this are easy to derive if automatic data reduction facilities are available; it

is apparent that obtaining the same plot by manual data reduction would be

extremely laborious.

L6 a 10

• J 3W0 310 320 &W0 340 \3W0 390 400

Z 5,

(L• 15 INDICATED AIRSPEED, KIAS

FIGURE 49

TYPICAL LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCE STABILITY DATA

FROM A SLOW ACCELERATION - DECELERAION

The third method is called the Power Acceleration-Deceleration Technique and

can be utilized only with automatic recording devices. This method is not as

accurate as the stabilized point method since true equilibrium conditions are never

obtained and power effect! are not constant. Power effects can be observed in the

data, however, since the data is obtained with maximum and minimum power. The

technique is performed as follows;
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1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. Record appropriate cockpit data - power, longitudinal

trim setting, and fuel quantity. Start the automatic recording device and

activate the event marker to denote a "trim shot."

2. Retard the throttle slowly and smoothly to idle allowing the airplane to

slow down. Leave the recording device running and actuate the event

marker at predetermined airspeeds to simplify data reduction. A zero rate

of climb is desired but a slight rate of climb or descent is acceptable if it is

constant. If the airplane controls are moved back and forth between climbs

and descents, additional errors will be introduced into the elevator position

and stick force readings. A rapid crosscheck between the visual horizon and

the rate of climb indicator will assist in maintaining the proper airplane

rotation rate.

3. At predetermined minimum speed slowly and smoothly advance the

throttles to full military power (maximum power if desired). As the

airplane accelerates again, activate the event marker at the predetermined

airspeeds. When Lhe maximum desired velocity is reached again slowly and

smoothly retard the throttles to idle and transverse the speed range back to

trim airspeed.

4. If the airspeed range is large and the acceleration/deceleration rates slow,

the pilot may desire to turn off the automatic recording devices between

the predetermined points.
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Measurement of Long Period or Phucgoid Qhzracteristiga

Damping and frequency (or period) of the long period longitudinal mode of

motion have been shown to have little effect on longitudinal flying qualities in visual

ffigt. 1 Under flight conditions where the pilot maintains close control over nitch

St he effectively damps the long period motion before it has a chance to cause

airspeed or altitude variations.

Unfortunately, pilot opinion of instrument flight characteristics is considerably

affected by phugoid damping. Typical adverse effects on instrument flight of

decreasing phugoid damping are:

1. Deterioration in the pilot's ability to trim at a precise desired airspeed.

2. Deviations from equilibrium trim conditions (altitude and airspeed)

become more frequent and annoying.

3. The pilot's instrument flying technique may change. He may be required to

monitor with increasing frequency the airspeed indicator, altimeter, and

rate of climb indicator. With extreme "negative damping," the pilot may

find it necessary to nonitor very closely the horiznn bar of the attitude

gyro.

1 However, if the period of the phugoid is low and the period of the airplane short

period motion is high - such that Pp < 10 PSp, the pilot is likely to continually

f excite the phugoid in normal maneuvering flight. This is generally not the case for

most airplanes.
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One study of the 'nfluence of phugoid damping on instrument fliiht

characteristics revealad that the pilot utilized ten times more elevator inpnuts when

* . the pliugoid damping im'as negative (-0.23) than when it was positive (+ 0.50). This

rc~lects the increased 1202t workloa associated with poor long period

characteristics.

The test technique for measuring pliugoid characteristics (period and damping

ratio) is v.ery simple. The airplane is first stabilized and trimmed in the desired

configuration at the desired flight condition. The elevator control alone is then used

to stabilize at an airspeed approxirnat'ply 15 KIAS s!ower or faster than the trim

airspeed. Phugoids should be initiated ftrom airspeeds both slower and faster than

trimn for each trimi airspeed be'ng evaluated. Trim tab settings ind power are

maintained at the trim condition. The elevator control is then smoo..oly returned to

the trim position and released to initiate the controls free oscillation; the 60-second

swmeep Stnru'int H ; Cta..td mul~tjftncously. The pIJI I L IIIIii ieriy IfuI a th uI

history of airspeed (and altitude, if desired) until enough cycles are completed to

define completaly the characteristics of the oscillation (at least two cycles). Elapsed

time and airspeed should be recorded at minimum airspeed, maximum airspeed, and

trim airspeed points. Airspeed changes occur very slowly at minimum and maximum

airspe9Ld points; therefore, Ditch attitude should be monitored to aid in recording the

correct elapsed time at these points. Minimum and maximum airspeeds will occur at

the point where Ditch aLtude is a proximately the samne As the, initial Irimmed pitý

6 jitude(refer to Figure 24 in the Theory Sectionl.

The pilot must keep the wings of the airplane completely level during the

phugoid measurements w ithjokt iroducing any longitudinal control inults. This

may be accomplished by use of rudder inputs, lateral trim inputs, or side pressure on

the cockpit control stick.
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If the elevator is observed to "float" during the controls free oscillation, the

phugoid characteristics should also be measured with the longitudinal cockpit

control rigidly restrained in the trim position. (Instead of releasing the cockpit

control stick after it is returned to the trim position, it is returned smoothly to the-

trim position and restrained there.) The effect of elevator float can be seen as the

difference between the phugoids performed with controls free and controls fixed.

Automatic recording devices may be utilized to record phugoid characteristics.

However, the long period and low damping of the phugoid require continuous

operation of the automatic devices for a iong time interval. Careful manual data

acquisition yields results of usable accuracy.

Measurement of Longitudinal Trimmability

Longitudinal trimmability, as related to nonmaneuvering tasks, is indicated by

the ease with which the pilot can reduce longitudinal control forces to zero at a

precise airspeed and the ability of the airplane to maintain that trimmed condition

without pilot attention. Trimmability depends on all the characteristics previously

discussed. In addition, it depends on the ; qf ooeratioq,1 and sensitivit 2 of the

longitudinal trim device as well as the physical location and ease of operation of the

trim device in the cockpit.

1 Movement of the trim tab per unit time. This characteristic is independent of the

flight conditions.

2 Response of the trim device to a pilot trim input as indicated by the degree of

longitudinal control force response to the trim input. This characteristic is a

function of flight condition (dynamic pressure) as well as design of the trim system.
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"Trimmability determination is mainly a qualitative assessment by the pilot.

However, measurement of the "trim speed band" is quantitative and requires some

explanation.

Ii
The "trim speed band" is bounded by the maximum and minimum airspeeds at

which the airplane will stabilize at a given trim setting without pilot applied forces.

The technique for determining the "trim speed band" for a given trim airspeed,

configuration, and altitude is rather difficult to explain on the 4ground but easy to

understand in flight. The airplane is first very carefully trimmed at the desired trim

airspeed, configuration, and flight condition. Power and trim tab settings are

maintained at the trimmed conditions. A very small longitudinal control force input

is then applied in the nose-down direction and the airplane restabilized at an

airspeed about 2 KIAS greater than trim airspeed. The longitudinal control is then

released and the pitch attitude response and airspeed response of the airplane noted.

If pitch attitude and airspeed remain at the new stabilized conditions, the limits of

the trim speed band have not been exceeded. If pitch attitude and airspeed start to

return to trim immediately upon releasing the longitudinal control, the limits of the

trim speed band have been exceeded. The trim speed band is thus determined by

both increasing and decreasing airspeed from trim until the limits are reached. The

speed band below and above trim airspeed may not be the same since the trEi

airspeed may be anywhere in the trim speed Land irF;iur . 0.t
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LL 10 JE..A TRIM SPEED 1BAND

5

B. 15

THE TRIM AIRSPEED AT WHICH THE AIRPLANE STABILIZES
INITIALLY MAY BE 148 KIAS. THE TRIM SPEED BAND MEASURE-
MENT WOULD THEN YIELD -IKIAS AND #5KIAS AS THE LIMITS.
HOWEVER, THE SAME TRIM SPEED BAND OF 6KIAS WOULD BE
REPORTED.

L FIGURE 50

THE TRIM SPEED BAND

POE TFI IQ1HT PR OEE'

As soon as possible after returning from the flight, the pilot should write a

brief, rough qualitative report of the longitudinal flying qualities exhibited during

the mission tasks under evaluation. This report should be written while the events of

the flight are fresh in his mind. The qualitative opinion of the test pilot,

appropriately related to the mission tasks under evaluation, will be the most
importanx part of the final report of the longitudinal flying qualities.

r
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Appropriate data should be selected to substantiate the pilot's opinion.

Methods of data presentation are as numerous as flight test activities. No matter

what method is used, the presentatien shouid be clear, concise, arid complete. The

data presentation to be discussed here is only suggested and may be modified as

desired by the test activity.

Mechanical Charactleristics of the Lonpitudinal ContrQly stem

Mechanical characteristics are effectively presented in tabular form as shown in

Figure 51. Longitudinal control surface damping is also effectively presented on a

time history if automatic recording devices are utilized (Figure 52).

BREAKOUT. INCLUDING FRICTION
LBS ODAMP ING

S~CCIO:CAT;W I ~ rA DANP!Mg RAT!9

MEASURED MIL.SPEC, . (FWO AFT) CENTERING

(FORWARD & AFT) INCHES COCKPIT
MIN MAX ELEVATOR CONTROL

5 1/2 1/2 3 1/2 DEADBEAT .45 POSITIVE

FIGURE 51

SUGGESTED TABLE FOR PRESENTING CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTI S

20-
RAP INPUT

U) 10- TRACE
0) DEADBEAT DAMPING
o.w\ ' ; •c

015 ID
L• • TIME (SEC)

I0

FIGURE 52

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SURFACE DAMP-
ING PRESENTATION
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Static _itudinal Stability Characteristics

Static longitudinal stability characterisitcs may be presented as plots of

longitudinal control force stability, elevator position stability, and flight path"

stability. (Flight path stability need not be presented in all cases. It should be

presented for all Power approach configuration tests, however, as previously

described in Figure 48.) Longitudinal cockpit control position variation with

airspeed or Mach number about trim may also be presented. Typical plots are shown
in Figure 53. Ui. 'Ic RCAKOUT " INCLUDING FRICTION, ti LE

. RICTION NEGLIGIBLE

0

- 5.5 I__SI _-
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U0
"0 11 1 1

-I I• " "
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FIGURE 53

STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
MODEIL - AIRPLANE

m1 No -

CONFIGURATION' CRUISE GROIS WEIGHT: 23.600 LEE

LOADING: NORMAL FIEHTER STAG AUG: ON
Cd: 34% MAC ALTITIJO, 3,,OOOFT
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The effectiveness of longitudinal stability plots depends a great deal on the

scales chosen. The gradients may be made to appear steep or shallow merely by

changing the scale relationship of horizontal and vertical axes. Scales should be

chosen so that the plots are compatible with the pilot's qualitative opinion; i.e., if

the longitudinal control force variation with airspeed felt "light" or "shallow" to the

pilot, scales should be chosen so that the relationship agpears shallow.

Discussion of static longitudinal stability characteristics in the report of the test

must be worded with care. The report must not imply that some characteristic was

measlured, where, in actuality, flight test data only indicated the characteristic. For

example, in flight test work, the parameters recorded, such as longitudinal control

force and elevator position variations with airspeed about trim, are only indications

of stick-free and stick-fixed static longitudinal stability, respectively. In general, the

use of the terms "stick-fixed," "elevator-fixed," "stick-free" and "elevator-free" is

not recommended for the reporting of static longitudinal stability characteristics

determined from flight tests. The terms are used extensively, of course, in text

books, classroom work, and wind tunnel investigations. The language of the report

should reflect the prameters which were actually m asured. As an example, the

following introductory sentence might be used in the report: "Static longitudinal

stability, as indicated by the variation of longitudinal control force and elevator

position about the trim airspeed, was slightly positive in all configurations tested."

Caution mus.t lot beexerci-cd wh• 4;.SCUS;.g th- A.. .g- h....-- which

commonly occur at airspeeds below and above trim airspeed. As an example, the

longitudinal control force stability plot of Figure 53 shows a reversal in the gradient

at approximately 145 KIAS. This gradient reversal should mosl emphatically not be

reported as static longitudinal instability. longitudinal control force instability, etc.

If the author desires to discuss the reversal in gradient, it should be reported exactly

as it exists; i.e., "The variation of longitudinal control force with airspeed exhibited

a slightly stable gradient through trim airspeed; however, the gradient rewvrsed

smoothly at 15 KIAS faster than trim and push forces decreased to one pound at 30

KIAS faster than trim."
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Static longitudinal stability data is sometimes presented in tabular form when

many loadings, configurations, altitudes, trim airspeeds, and CG positions have been

utilized. An exampie is presented in Figure 54. Expression of longitudinal control

force gradients in "pounds per knot" has particular merit for comparing the static

stability characteristics for various configurations and CG positions.

Loading Confiquration Altitude Trim Airspeed CG Position Gradient(l)
(ft) (KCAS/M) (% MAC) (lb/kt)

A CR 40,000 .77 21.6(3) .18
A P 40,000 .86 24.7 0
A P 35,000 .91 18.1 -. 15,trim

0 'trim
C CR 30,000 .67 23.3 .12
C CR 30,000 .77 22.9 .09
A CR 20,000 277/.60 25.2(3) 0 -trim.20<trim •

G 20,000 211 22.9 0 -trim
.19<trim

D(2) 20,000 212 24.2 .16

A CR 10,000 261 15.5(3) .03,trimn
.13,trim

A CR 10,000 289 25.5(3) .0 -trima
.09,trim

A P 10,000 454/.83 21.0 0
A P 10,000 461/.83 16.8 0 -tri_

P 10,000 524/.94 24.1(3) -. 243trim

.0 7 ,trim
C CR 10,000 291 25.3 .04
C C1 10,000 297 20.5 .13
C P i0,000 445/.80 23.2 .09

A TO 10,000 139 26.5(3) -. lltrim
. .15-trim

C TO 30,000 166 25.4(3) .13
A PA 10,000 147 21.7 .06
C PA 1Q,000 135 21.5 .20
A WO 10,000 116 22.2 .14
C WO 10,000 124 24.1 .24

(I) Longitudinal Control Force Gradient Through Trim Airspeed.
Stable Gradients Carry a Positive Sign; Unstable Gradients
Carry a Negative Sign.

(2) IDLE Thrust.

(3) See CG-Gross Weight Relationship Shown in Appendjk IV, Figure 1.

FIGURE 54

STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY TABLE
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Dynamic Longitudinal Stability Characteristics - Long Period Oscillatio_§n

The phugoid or long period data are presented as time histories of airspeed for

the controls free and controls fixed (if applicable) oscillations. Altitude may also be

plotted on the time histories if desired. An example of long period data presentation

is shown in Figure 55. Characterisitcs of the oscillation (period, damping ratio,

time-to-half amplitude or time-to-double amplitude, cycles-to-half amplitude or

cycles-to-double amplitude) may be presented on the time history if desired. The

altitude or airspeed variation on the time history may be used to measure the

characteristics; in Figure 55, the airspeed trace was arbitrarily chosen. Note that the

phugoid motion oscillated about airspeed and altitude different than the assumed

trim conditions. This could be caused by a large trim speed band or poor

longitudinal control centering. However, the data is still usable.
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Longitudin11 "rimmabili y

The determination of trimmability as presented herein is based on the test

pilot's qualitative opinion. Therefore, a qualitative discussion of trimmability in the

technical report is appropriate. The trim airspeed band may be shown on the plots

of longitudinal control force stability, if the author desires (refer again to Figure

50).

Determination of the Elevator Position and Lonqitudinal Control Force NeutraL

Points

If plots of longitudinal control force and elevator position stability have been

obtained at more than one CG position for one configuration, altitude, trim

airspeed, and power setting, neutral points may be computed. In order to obtain the

most accurate neutral points, the following points should be remembered in the

conduct of the static lonaitudinal stability tests:

1. Although tests at only two CG's are theoretically sufficient to obtain

neutral points, the flight test engineer should insist that the airplane is

tested with the CG in at least three widely separated locations. If it is

feasible to place the most aft CG behind the neutral point, the neutral

point can be determined by in jeroolaticn vice extrapolation, which should

improve the ov.rall accuracy.

2. The CG positions chosen should be evenly spaced (if possible) since even

increments of CG travel result in even increments of eievatorposition at

the same lift coefficient (see Figure 56). This fact aids in fairing plots of

elevator position versus lift cogefficient.
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3. Airplane gross weight should be maintained near constant for the various

CG positions, since the neutral point may vary with angle oft_ and

power setting. This is not too critical, however, since plotting the variables

(elevator position and longitudinal control force) versus IifLq.Lffjcjet

tends to eliminate the etfect of variations in Qrgss weight.

4. The in-flight tests are performed exactly as previously described for

longitudinal control force and elevator position stability. Power ard trim

setting should not be altered as airspeed is changed about the trim

conditions. In addition, power should be the same at trim for all CG

positions tested to eliminate power effects. The small differences in climb

or descent angles which result should not have a significant influence on

the accuracy of the data.

5. The pilot may have difficulty in attaining the same trim airspeed for the

various CG positorns tested if the trim speed band of the airplane is large.

This will be evident in the longitudinal control force versus airspeed data.

However, this inconsistency is eliminated when the curves of Fs/q are

replotted versus lift coefficient. The slopes of such curves are independent

of the initial trim condition.

6. Accurate elevator position data is easy to obtain. However, accurate

longitudinal control force data is extremely difficult to obtain because of

P friction in the control system. The test pilot must exercise care to insure

that the forces measured are correct. If friction is large, maximum and

minimum forces for equilibrium conditions must be measured at each

stabilized point faster and slower than trim airspeed.
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7. Data accuracy will be enhanced if Lijpi it maintained constant as

airspeed is varied about trim. Changes in pitching moments are generated

by the horizontal tail moving in relation to the slipstiean of propeller

driven airplanes. This is not a particularly important point in testing pure'

jet airplanes.

8. Plotting the elevator position data versus lift coefficient vice airspeed tends

to linearize the relationships. Also, the elevator position at zero lift

coefficient is a constant. This is a useful fact in fairing the curves.

The graphical determinations of the elevator position and longitudinal control

force neutral points are presented in Figures 56 and 57.

I k

I8
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(1) Determine CL from various

TED values ofVe1k -CONSTANT CL 1/s Ve2

CG MOVING AFT (2) Plot 6e versus CL for all CI
L -positions tested.

TEui AIrPLANC LIFT COEFFICIENT. C,.

(3) Fair lines using rules shown
on f igu re.

ZU (4) Using selected CL values from

the faired 6e versus CL curve,

W determine Ve at each CG

position.W,.o C0 MO WlN I AF y

TeE~r +=• E~uovIALT AINSPEEDOtt*l (5) Plot 6e versus Ve for all CG

positions tr.it•

(6) From the 6e versus CL curves,

at selected CL and CG values.

* TEST CC POSITIONS determine dCL- If relationships

dcL are linearA- is constant for
LINES Of CONiSTANT CL dCL

DE.GIRFES given CG position. Therefore,
-NEUTRAL POINTS

the neutral point is independent
0 CO POSITION, %MAC AFT-oC,

Of CL.

S(7) Plot versus CG for various

O-Z

; •;2 lines of constant CL.ZI
-4> (8) CG positions where dCL

WILJE is zero for each CL is the neutral
LUFT x;_0FFICIENT,CL +CL'.. point for that CL, Deterrine

FIGURE 56
GRAPHICAL DETFRM 2N ATION OF THE ELEVATOR POSITIONne t a po tsf r ev al C v lu .NEUTRALneutral points for severl L values.

"(9) Plot neutral points versus CL.
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(1) Compute q = 1/2 pssl Ve2

• .=.(2) For each CG value, compute

CL =

P~iq(3) Compute FsIq

(4) Plot F5/q versus CL for each
LB PULL AIRPLANE" LIFT COEFFICIENTCL.

S CG position (include breakout

including friction for ;rriversible

control systems).
dF and

(5) Measure the slopes, -dC . and

plot as a function of CG position

8FY4 TESTCO;;il•:N for various CL values.
- TEST CO POSlT;ONS

dCe sNS OF CONSTANT CL (6) The CG positions where dF/q

NEUTRAL POINTS is zero for each CL is the control

""5 A force neutral point for that CL.

Determine neutral points for several

CL values.

(7) Plot control force neutral points

versus CL.

(8) Also plot Fs versus Ve for each CG

position (inciude breakout including

_j friction for irreversible control systems).

aw W This plot will aid the reader's understanding

0 €.of the data.

AIRPLANE LIFT COEFrIvIENTCL +C,

FIGURE 57

GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDINAL GONTRULL FORCE
NEUTRAL POINT
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The elevator position rutral Doint is exactly the same as the stick- o

elevaptr-fAxe neutral Point if these neutral points are defined by a neutral gradient

of airplane pitching moment coefficient versus airplane lift coefficient. The

longitudinal control force neutral goint is almost always never exactly the same as

the stick- or elevator-free neutral point because of gadgetry in the longitudinal

control system. Adding various gadgetry results in an additional term being added to

the longitudinal control force equation and an additional value being added to the

relationship dFs/q
dCk

IV8I.=
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SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Reauirements for static and dynamic longitudinal flying qualities during

nonmaneuvering tasks are contained in the following applicab'e paragraphs of

Military Specification MI L-F-8785B(ASG), of 7 August 1969, hereafter referred to

as the Specification.

3.2 Longitudinal Flying Qualities (except 3.2.1.1.1)

3.2.3.1 Longitudinal control in unaccelerated flight

3.5.2 Mechanical Characteristics (control system) (as applicable)

3.5.3 Dynamic Characteristics (as applicable)

3.5.4 Augmentation Systems (as applirable)

3.5.5 Failure of augmentation systems

3.6.1 Trim System (as applicable)

6.2 Definitions

6.5 Engine Considerations

6.6 Effects of aeroelasticity, control equipment, and structural

dynamics.
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The requirements of the Specification may be modified by the applicable

airplane Detail Specification. Comments concerning individual requirements of the

Specification are presented below.

3.2.1.1.1 ExceDtion in Transonic Flight. This paragraph is self-explanatory. It

will be discussed more thoroughly in a subsequent section on Transonic and

Supersonic Flying Qualities.

3.2.1.3 Flight-Path Stability. The intent of this paragraph is to prohibit

rapidly increasing descent rates at airspeeds below normal approach speed that might

result in dangerous flight conditions or require excessive pilot workload to maintain

glide path. From previous investigations, it has been determined that if the slope

requirements of this paragraph are met, the pilot will be able to effectively use the

elevator control alone to make small glide path adjustments.
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LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES - NONMANEUVERING TASKS

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

MODE OF MOTION - Manner of doing, method. In this case, a method ,'f chanting

flight conditions in the airplane's plane of symmetry.

FREQUENCY - Number of cycles per unit time. A measure of the "quickness" of

the motion.

PERIODI - Time required per cycle. Inversely proportional to frequency.

_DAMPING - Progressive diminishing in amplitude. A measure of the subsidence of

the motion when excited.

NONMANEUVERING TASKS - Those tasks during which the transition from one

equilibrium flight condition to another is accomplished smoothly and graduaily;

results in essentially unaccelerated flight conditions.

INCIDENCE - The acute angle between a chord of an airfoil and the longitudinal

axis of the airplane.

TAIL VOLUME COEFFICIENT - A measure of the size and location of the

horizontal tail in relation to the size of the wing and the airplane center of gravity,

respectively.

TAIL .FFICIENCY FACTOR - A measure of the modification in energy level of

the airflow between the point where the airflow first encounters the airplane until it

reaches the horizontal tail.
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"NEU-RLP-_Qij - The location of the center of gravity of an aircraft for which

static longitudinal stability would be neutral. The neutral point may be described as

"stick-fixed," "stick-free," "elevator-fixed," "elevator-free," "elevator position," or

"longitudinal control forze" depending on the manner in which it was determined.

_ATIC MARGIN - The distance between the actual center of gravity and the

neutral point of the airplane usually expressed as a percentage of the mean

aerodynamic chord.

LONGITUWNAL CONTROQLPWM.R - A measure of the pitching moment

coefficient change per degree deflection of the longitudinal control surface.

F.LOAIF - As applied to the control surface of a reversible control system: to ride in

the airstream.

6"AERODYNAMIC BALANCIN - Methods of controlling the magnitude of the

hinge moment parameters.

UNDAMPED NATURALi EREQQL Y - The frequency of a dynamic system if

zero damping is exhibited.

qAMPING RATIO - Ratio of the damping exhibited to the critical damping.

;__•RNN_.hONSTANT - As applied to a dynamic system, a measure of the static

restoring tendency.

APER IODIC DEADBEAT - A motion which dees not exhibit periodic oscillations.

QSCýTLLA QY - Characterized bV periodic motion.
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LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES- NONMANEUVERING TASKS
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THEORY

MANEUVERING TASKS

STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL IN ACCELERATED FLIGHT

The previous discussion on static longitudinal stabiiity and control considered

the airplane flying on eguilibrium unaccelerated flight paths. It is now necessary to

study static longitudinal stability and control along curved flight oaths. Obviously,

every airplane must be capable of turning at least to some degrce. The subject of

turning lerformance will not be considered here, although it is a subject of major

interest in the perforrnance testina of many airplanes. The assumption is made that

the turning performance of the airplane is not limited by stability and control

characteristics, but by engine or airframe characteristics. The areas of interest in this

discussion are the static longitudinal stability and control characteristics exhibited

by the airplane when it is subjected to cce leratpd flight condit. . is with the lift

' greater than or less thai the weight; i.e., in maneuvering flight. It is essential that

airplanes exhibit stability and controllability in maneuvering flight along curved

flight paths. Obviously, if the mission of the airplane involves a great deal of

maneuvering, the investigation of longitudinal maneuvering stability and controj, will

consume a considerable amount of flight test time. Since all airplanes are required to

I perform some maneuvering, it is necessary to investigate these characteristics to

"some extent in ever\ airolane.

The flight path of the airplane may be curved by the pilot by performing wings

level oull-un)s or push-ove~rs or by bankinq the airolan.e or by performing a

combination of these maneuvers. For this study of static longitudinal stability and

control in accelerated flight, consideration will be given to steady pull-ups and

"a lyQ LO.urns at a constant airspeed. Several relationships will be developed first for

"the steady Pull-up maneuver; these relationships will then be expanded to the tepady

"turn maneuver, The relationships for steady pull-ups are applicable also to stead

push-o Ur.
F4
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Consider that the airplane is initially trimmed in straight and level flight. if a
climb, then a dive with a wings level pull-out at the bottom are performed such that
(at least for an instant) the o.rJgjji trimmed values of altitude and airspeed are
regained, the airplane's original equilibrium conditions will have been modified in

two ways (Figure 59).

1. The land ijtLj, kQ will be greater since extra lift is

required to sustain the curved flight path.

2. The airplane will exhibit a steady nose-up .t of jo.. (pitch rate)
about its center of gravity. This pitch rate will be equal in magnitude to the
rate of rotation of the airplane about the center of the pull-out.

L= nW
1 /WNOSE UP ROTATION

FLIGHT
PATH

w w

(a) LEVEL FLIGHT (b) MANEUVERING FLIGHTL wz V
n=! 72 >=

L >W
n >1

n NORMAL ACCELERATION

FIGURE 59
RELATIONSHIPS OF UNACCELERATED AND ACCELERATED FLIGHT
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""-"Both these modifications generate changes in pitching moments about the

airplane center of gravity which hopefully act so as to tend to restore the originl•

unaccelerated flight condition. Of course, in order to stabilize the airplane in the

acceleratea maneuver, the pilot applies and holds the necessary amount of elevator

defltIeson and Iongitudinal control force. Thus, the amount of elevator deflection

and longitudinal control force required are indications of static longitudinal stability

of the airplane in maneuvering flight. The increase in lift coefficienL generates

changes in pitching moments according to the familiar airplane static stability

criterion in unaccelerated flight, (dCm/dCL). The fact that the airplane is mtaIjg

generates an additional contribution to the total pitching moment. This

contribution, usually quite powerful, is a result of the increase in effective anale of

attack at the horizonijtaltil, due to the horizontal tai! moving downward relative to

the air (Figure 60). (The air may be considered to be moving upward relative to the

tail.) The change in effective angle of attack at the horizontal tail during

r.an.euverrig generally contributes greatly to the sitability of the airpiane in

accelerated flight. It can readily be seen that this contribution is directly dependent

on the airplane pitch rate, 6, if airspeed is held constant. For the pull-up maneuver

just described, a constant angle of attack pull-up, the magnitude of the pitch rate is a

function only of normal acceleration if airspeed is held constant:

g (n-i)

0pull-up= v

where: 6 pitch rate, radians per second.

g acceleration due to gravity, f .sec2

n = normal acceleration, g.

V = True airspeed, fL
sec

Similarly, for the steady level turn. the magnitude of the pitch rate is expressed

as follows:

6 steady level turn = £{ n-.1-
V n
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L . It. t .-

FORWARD) RELATIWEK TAILA PITC Rate A IR FLO W tcr- HO~iZONTAL

AIR-PLANE ' RELATIVECG UWARDRELATIVE
CG (RESULTANT RELATIVE AIRFLOW DUE TO PITCH

AIRFLOW AT TAIL RATE

Aet = EFFECTIVE INCREASE IN ANGLE OF ATTACK OF HORIZONTAL TAIL

FIGURE 60

THE HORIZONTAL TAIL ANGLE OF ATTACK CHANGES WITH PITCH RATE

Because it is the pitch rate which causes the pilot to use moo--ý or Ih,,s tjM9or

iIEliýa and !ongitudina control fQrc during gat uveri•riAflb•j than was

required during nonmaneuverina flight, the airplane jnurmal acceleration, n, is

generally used as the independent variable in maneuvering flight, This is a direct

result of the last two equations, which show the fundamental relationships betwccn

pitch rate and normal acceleration in maneuvering flight Thus, in flight test work,

the parameters "elevator position per a" ' anJdonaiulcorolfrce zDer a are

measured at a constant airspeed as classicl indexes of the longitudinal maneuvering

stability of the airplane.

Elevator Position Maneuvering Longitudinal Stability

P The elevator positions required to stabilize the airplane at various values of lift

coefficient in accelerated flighi;at aoSgr£.aidLjrs_ eare generally not the same as

the elevator positions required at " arious .aluas of lift coefficient in unaccelerated.

f lih As stated previously, th: ingular rotation of the airplane in pitch during

curvilinear flight creates dli idditional increment in effective tail angle of attack,

which in turn generates an additional pitching moment about the center of gravity.

This pitching moment may be expressed as:
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MCG due to = -a -- qtS t

where: at = lift curve slope of horizontal tail

: t = "tail arm" length, in feet

qt = dynamic pressure at horizontal tail, in pounds per square feat

St = area of horizontal tail, in square fe,

(Note that tail arm length has a powr.rful influence on the magnitude of the

pitching moment).

In nondimensional coefficient form, "pitch rate dampinj,•damping in pitch,"

or "viscous damping in pitch" may be defined as:

mCG 2a T V
m. t t C

where: = the nondimensional pitch rate.

Tt = tail efficiency factor, nondimensional.

tail volume coefficient, nondimensional.

C average chord length of wing in feet.

Without derivation, the elevator position required in steady, winos level oull-ups

at a constant airspeed may be expressed as:
Ci

Ni'S dC M n *P&C 1)7 e = e " I " . 2 " e )- F I X E D n . (n - I )I
PULL-UPS o m 6 V SSL Ve L 4 W/S

where: I e = elevator angle required for zero lift coefficient and

zero pitch rate; a constant.
6e = elevator control power,

dC
stick-fixed static longitudinal stability.

"AL FIXED
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"The derivative of the last equation with respect to normal acceleration yields a

classical index of longitudinal maneuvering stability for steady, wings level pull-ups

at a constant airspeed:

d6 d
dn PULL-UPS 1C 1 2 2_447 e2

6% :F SL Ve L FIXED

Similarly, the elevator position required in steady turns at constant airspeed

may be expressed as: z ,/t L(dC C.pg
6 - ~ WiS (dCn Cpgc 1n0STEADY TU2NSsLVe FIXED 2 rt- 4-N"I0 e

Note that the only difference between the expressions for elevator angle

required in pull-ups and steady turns arises from the difference in expressions for

pitch rate, 0, presented earlier. Taking the derivative of the last equation with

respect to normal acceleration yields the classical index of longitudinal maneuvering

stability for steady turns at a constant airspeed:

edc %.irbPgE
IJ C 1 dC

STEADY TURNS e-SSL e2 FIXED n 2
e

Several important obseivations may be derived from a study of the equations

for (d6e/dn)PUlL.UPS and (c6e/dn)STEADY TURNS:

1. For lcri]itudinal stability in maneuvering flight, (d6e/dn) rmust carry a

negative sign; i.e., to sta;1lize the airplane at a higher val.e of .R=jye.j

normal acceleration, more tra.ting edge up (TFlJ - n.•Dgiyve direction)

elevator must be applied.

2. Both equations contain two parts (1ee Figure 61). The first part is a

"stability term" du& to the sticK-fixpd static longitudinal sta~iiitZy: -he

second part is a "damping iwtm" arising from the change in effective angle

of attack at the horizontal tail due Lo the pitch rate.
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"TEu r CONSTANT V/

CONSTANT ALTITUDE 61

W 4--- STABILITY TERM

1 2 3 4 5 6

NORIML ACCELERATION

FIGURE 61
CLASSICAL VARIATION OF ELEVATOR POSITION IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT

3. A little more elevator is required to pull the same normal acceleration

increment in steady turns than in pull-ups. The difference in the gradient

of elevator position versus normal acceleration is directly proportional to

"I2; therefore the difference becomes very small at high levels of normal
n 1
acceleration. (If n=5, = .04). (See Figure 62).

n

Center of gravity movement naturally has a profound effect on maneuvering

longitudinal stability through both the .tabiijty. termand the damping. term (Figure

63). As the CG is moved aft, (dCm/dCL)FIXED becomes smaller in magnitude.
When the CG is at the stick-fixed neutral pnint, the gradrient Id 6e/d_) ic onliy aS. . .. . .. .. ... .... ... .. .... I ,- 'Ulft, • - , -..

function of the damping term. (The damping term decreases slightly in mangitude as

the CG is moved aft because the tail arm lenath is decreased.) If the CG is moved far

enough aft, the gradient (d6e/dn) becomes zero; this CG position is called ft

stick-fixed maneuvering neu•tralOp L NM. Thus, th. stick-fixed maneuvering

DaIutral Doint NM, shLud always be aft of the stick-fixed neutral point, No. if dC M

in level flight is the same in maneuvering flight. L
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TEU CONSTANT V.

s 8 CONSTANT ALTITUDE N ADT
SDIFFERENCE IN GRADIENTS

7- ISPOOTIONAL TO &-

6 - NORMAL ACCELERATION

FIGURE 62
RELATIONSHIP OF MANEUVERING STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS IN STEADY

STURNS AND PULL-UPS

STEADY TEU

NRONSTANT ALTLTUDE A
CONSTANT WEIGHT 62

-T. OF CG MOVING
EAFT

NORMAL ACCELERATION

FIGURE 63
CG MOVEMENT EFFECTS ON (dS,/dn)
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The effects of altitude on the elevator position gradient in maneuvering flight

may be studied by considering a constant CG position and constant eauivalent

"ried while varying altitude. Altitude variation, for these conditions, has no effect

on the stability term, However, as altitude is increased, the damping term decreas

because of the ruQction -in y therefore the elevator position gradient i•i

maneuvering flight decreases with altitude increase at a constant equivalent airspeed

(Figure 64).

NORMAL ,ACCELERATION

•:' FIGURE. 64

ALTITUDE: . EFFECTS ON 1,16 n) AT CONSTANT Ve

(NM)E: The reader should not rerceive an erronv;ous impressiorn from t'-is
Sdiscussion. Pi~ots do not normally fly at the ,X._ len _•e.gd at high

altitudes as they fly at low altitudes. (Genegraly. Me ii l2es at high altitude. Therefore,

the pilox's natur~al impression • f t~he elevaior position variation with normal

acceleration at high altitudes may be that it is .q~gjtLn at o_ajtitudes.f This is

due to the fact that mere elevator deflectiorn is required to produce a unit change in

ifr:= 3ceeleration at the lower dynamic pie.,-ure ',lnvw~r eqluivak-nt air'speed)

existing at the higher altitude.) :f alt;tude is vra'ed at a ;Qn~tant Mach! n~umber, the

Selevator pstogrdetin maneuverinr! flight ircreases with increase in altit*ude as

shw postionguraei65t
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TEU CONSTANT M
OIrECTU4 CONSTANT CG

A INCREASING
ALTIT

Id I -/

NORMAL ACCELEftATION
n

FIGURE 65
ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON (d$ /dn) AT CONSTANT MACH

0I

This is due to a slight increase in the damping term and a considerable increase in the

stbility term with increase in altitude at a constant Mach number.

Airspeed variation has a very large influence on the elevator position gradient in

maneuvering flight since Ve 2 appears in the equations for d6e/dn. An increase in

equivalent airspeed decreases the gradient of elevator position with normal
TEU CONSTANT CG

SLOPE -2V 10 (SL4PE 1)

NORMAL ACCWIERTIN
F- n

FIGURE 66

EFFECT OF VARYING EQUIVAL.ENT AIRSPED ON (dbe/dn)
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Becauso of the large effecc of airspeed variation on the 3Ievator position gradient, it

is extremely important that the pilot maintain close control over airspeed during the

flight test measurement of maneuvering stability characteristics. Small errors in

airspeed can generate erroneous data as sown in Figure 67.

CONrSTANT CG.

TRUEIt 1_.

/ORSf MEASURED RIELATKI00A

mrpm~l -El ft AA&

Assume the test pilot desi-ed to measure the elevator

position gradient in rmaneuvering flight at 180 KEAS. If

he measured points 5 KEAS slow, on speed, and 5 KEAS fast

(in turn), the erroneous relationship shown above is a

possible result.

FIGURE 67
EFFECT OF POOR AIRSPEED CONTROL ON MANEUVERING
STABILITY DATA

Longitudinal Control Force Maneuvering Stability

The second criterion for longitudinal stability in maneuvering flight is the

longitudinal control force variation with norma, acceleration av a vonstant airspeed.

This paramoter, commonly called "stick force per g" has a tremendous effect on the

overall flying qualities of all airplanes. If the mission of the airplane requires

extensive maneuvering, the stick force gradient in maneuvering flight is perhaps Ihe

most im-portant single characteristic of the airplane,
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Longitudinal control forces in maneuvering flight are generated by the

requirement for the pilot to move the elevator control to the position required for

maintenance of the accelerated condition. If the control system is reversible

elevator "float" may modify the angle through which the pilot must move the

elevator. For the irreversible control system, classical elevator "float" is not a factor,

although artificial elevator float may be introduced by extendable link devices,

mechanical advantage changers, etc. Of course, longitudinal control forces in

maneuvering flight may also be modified by various other control system "gadgetry"

in reversible or irreversible control systems. In this manual, maneuvering control

forces will be discussed for the reversible control system, then the irreversible m.

control system. The effects of various devices and "gadgetry" on longitudinal
maneuvering forces will then be presented.

Sli__ Forces in Maneuvering FligI - Reversible Control System

For the reversible control system, the longitudinal control forces required in

steady wings-level pull-ups and in steady turns may be expressed as follows: P -

Sw (6 dC V2 ' 6
PULL.-UP K S 6 dC L FREE V 7 -RIM )

SCe 2 1 (n .fIM
C

where:

K a constant dependent on gearing ratio bnlpveen the elevator and cockpit control

stick, size of the elevator, and horizontal tail efficiency factor.

Ch elevator hinge moment coefficient varihtion with e&evator deflection.

C , elevator control power.
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dCm stick-free static longitudinal stability

L FREE

Ch elevator hinge moment variation with change in angle of attack of the
horizontal tail.

T = rate of change of effective angle of attack with change of elevator deflection..

Again, note that the only difference in the two equations arises from the

difference in expressions for pitch rate in steady wings level pull-ups and in steady

turns. The derivative of these equations with respect to normal acceleration (at a

constant airspeed) yields the following classical indices of longitudinal maneuvering

stability for the reversible control system:

dFs- W 6e dC +1K 1 -
'-tPULLUP K otg

L FREE
e

C dFs W e dC1 n1 Ch - e

n--)STEADY TURN= K ý C.- - K ý pg (1 ÷ 21

Several important observations may be drawn from a study of the last two

equations:

1. For longitudinal stability in maneuvering flight, increases in longitudinal

control pull force must be used to stabilize the airplane at higher values of

positive normal acceleration.

2. Both equations contain two parts (see Figure 68). The first part is a

"stability term" due to the stick-free static longitudinal stability. The

second part is a "damping term" arising from the change in effective angle

of attack at the horizontal tail due to the pitch rate.
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F 3. A little more longitudinal control force is required to pull the same normal

acceleration increment in steady turns than in pull-ups. The difference in

the gradien (dFs) is directly proportional to--2 ; therefore, the difference
dn

becomes very small at high levels of normal acceleration. (See Figure 69.)

L o CONSTANT Ve d,

0 CONSTANT ALTITU An SLOPEx (.daF

20-

Leto 5 77'
"10- DAMPING TERM

IL 5 - 'STABILITY TERM

1 2 3 4 5 6

NORMAL ACCELERATION

FIGURE b8
CLASSICAL VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCE INMANEUVERING FLIGHT

130-

241 STEADY TURNS
"- .f PULL -UPS

20( DIFFERENCE IN FORCE
REQUIRED IS PROPOR-in

e.C Nor I___.a__ _1-IF-RE M ii RAE

-.. 0 2 3 4 "
NORMAL ACCELERATION

n

FIGURE 69

RELATIONSHIP OF MANEUVERING STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS IN STEADY
TURNS AND PULL-UPS
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Center of gravity movement naturally has a profound effect on longitudinal

" control force requirements Li accelerated flight (Figure 70).

k6 CONSTANT V0
SICONSTANT A

CONSTANT WEIGHT

CG MVNG
AFT

+

NORMAL ACCELERATIQN

FIGURE 70
CG MOVEMENT EFFECTS ON (dFs/dn)

L) As the CG is moved aft, (DCm/dCL)FREE becomes smaller in magnitude. When the

CG is at the stick-free neutral point, the gradient dFs/dn is only a function of thea damping term. (The damping term decreases slightly in magnitude as the CG is

moved aft because the tail arm length is decrea f the CG is moved far enough

aft, the . radient (.. .ldn) becomes zero; this COG position is called the stigk-free

maneuverinQ neutral point, Nm'. The stick-free maneuvering neutral point generally

is aft of the stick-free neutral point, No'. In certain instances power or Mach effects

may cause this relationship to be reversed.

I-

V• The effects of altitude variation on the longitudinal control force gradient in
maneuvering flight at a constant CG and constant equivalent airspeed is shown in

Figure 71. For these conditions, altitude variation has nn effect on the stability term

of the equations; however, the damping term decreases because of the reduction in

density. Therefore, for the reversible control system, the longitudinal control force

. "--gradient in maneuvering flight dacreases with increase in altitude at a constant

equivalent airspeed.
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I .CONSTANT VS
CONSTANT CG

I:I ALTIlTUOC

NORMAL ACCELERATION

FIGURE 71
ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON (dF$/dn) AT CONSTANT Ve FOR THE
REVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEM

If altitude is varied at a cgnstant Mach number the longitudinal control force

gradient in maneuvering flight again decreases with increase in altitude for the

reversible control system. This is due to the decrease in the damping termn h-erm of n

the density decrease (Figure 72).

S CONSTANT M

t* CONSTANT C

ALTITUDE

NORMAL ACCELERATION
n

FIGURE 72
ALTITUDE EFFECTS ON (dF./dn) AT CONSTANT MACH FOR THE
REVERSIBLE CONTROL SYtTEM
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"The effects of airspeed variation on longitudinal control forces in maneuvering

flight for the reversible control system are interesting to study. First of all, the

classical equations were developed by assuming that the airplane was initially

trimmed in unaccelerated flight at a force trim speed, VeTRIM. As long as

Ve'VeTRIM, the longitudinal control forces required in maneuvering flight do not

vary as trim airspeed is varied if other factors remain constant (Figure 73). However

if Ve is allowed to vary from VeTRIM, the control forces vary considerably (Figure

74) (Ve 2 appears in the equations for longitudinal control force.)

It should be noted that (dFs/dn) does not vary even if airspeed varies from trim

airspeed. Because of the situation shown in Figure 74, it is extremely important that

the test pilot maintain precise control over airspeed during the flight test

measurement of "stick force per g." If airspeed is allowed to vary from trim

airspeed, erroneous impressions of maneuvering stability characteristics can be the

resuft (Figre 75r,

CNT*TALIUE CONSTANT ALTITUDE

CONSTANT C6 CONSTANT C6

INORMAi L ACEEAION + TIRIM AIRSPEE[D, KEAS

00

FIGURE 73
FOR THE REVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEM "STICK FORCE PER G" IS NOT
AFFECTED BY CHANGES IN TRIM AIRSPEED
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CONSTANT ALTITUDE

m i

Iii:• CONSTANT CGIUD •

ex Ve TRIM

S~ve < ve TR•, , /-...

L LU . 0 1 T R I M =Cmm

0 - dFs /dn :CONSTANT

NORMAL ACCELERATION +

n

""iGURE 74

AFFECT OF SPEED VARIATION FROM TRIM AIRSPEED
ON "STICK FORCE PER G"

,0 ii CUN51ANT CG
SCONSTANT ALTITUDE

VeTF4 180KEAS175,ISO
185

t /TRUE RELATIONSHIP FOR

- VeT., 180 KEAS

~MEASURED RELATIONSHIP

NORMAL ACCELERATION +

At.isw.ue the test pilot desired to mc&sure the longitudinal

control force variation with normal acceleration at a force

trim speed of 180 KEAS. If he measured points slow, on

speed, and fast (in. turn), the erroneous relationship shown

above is a possible result.

FIGURE 75
EFFECT OF POOR AIRSPEED CONTROL ON MANEUVERING STABILITY

DATA
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"* - Stick or[es in M1nguyering Flight-Irreversible Control SvystemI

Some of the characteristics of longitudinal control force variation in

maneuvering flight for the reversible control system are the same for the jkrreriblig_

control system. These are:

1. More longitudinal control force is required to pull the same normal

nceleration increment in steady turns than in pull-ups. However, the

difference in (dFs/dn) between the two cases is very small at high normal

acceleration.

2. Aft CG movement decreases "stick force per g," if other factors remain

constant.

3. Poor airspeed control during the measurement of "-ticLk force pcrg" can

rnsuft in erroneous impressions of longitudinal maneuvering stability.

Equations for longitudinal control force variation in rridneuvering flight will

now be presented for two types of irreversible control systems. For simplicity, the

equations for steady turns only will be presented.

Assume the irreversib te control system is designed such that longituuiiial

control force is directly proportional to elevator deflection; i.e:

F.: = S :, e

where KI = a constant describing the characteristics of the system such as strength of

the feel spring, gearing ratio, etc. (This is one of the simplest and most widely used

longitudinal control systems, generally containing a linear feel spring.)
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For this type of irreversible longitudinal control system, longitudinal control

force variation with normal acceleration in steady turns at a constant trim airspeed

may be written as follows:

C
dFS I IJCmg

. s) •1 ______ ( __m ___ _

"l M V L FIXEDJ I W/S.
6S c TRIM(

The effects of trim airspeed variation on "stick force per g" for this type

control system are shown in Figure 76, for jo cmrossibility effects. Note the

difference between Figures 76 and 73. Also note that foi, the irreversihle control

system, longitudinal forces are dependent on stick-fixed stability vice stick-free

stability.

CNAWATTKE CONSTANT ALTITUDE
CONSTANT CG .jt%4 CONSTANT CG

•/ *** e. g'

U-I

UTRI

TRIM AIRSPEED I_ _ _
NORMAL ACCELERATION + TRIM AIRSPEED, KEAS +

NO COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS

FIGURE 76
EFFECT OF VARYING TRIM AIRSPEED ON "STICK FORCE PER G" FOR
THE IRREVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEM WHERE F. K8  Abe
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Consider now a different irreversible control system which incorporates a

dynamic pressure (q) sensor such that:

Fs - K2qA6e

where K' = a constant describing the ch3racteristics of the system, such as strength

of the feel spring, gearing ratio, etc. (This typa long•tudinal control system is

commonly called a "qt-feel" system.)

For this type of irreversible longitudinal contiol 3ytem, lungitudinal control

force variation with normal acceleration in steady turns Pt a constacit trim airspeed

may be writtern as follows:

dI. ! ((IC C
2 S ST I'gc

-)iSTE;ADY~ TOPfk + -. q (I - 2JM (6 L FULD) 4 n•

The hfluenco of trim airspeed variation on "slick force per g" for this type of

control system is the same as for the reversible corrol system (see Figure 73) if no

compressibility cffects are present.

Ef fects of Co.gpres i ility on Mang

The previous discussions have neglected comprn ssibilit/ efiects (high Mach

number flight) which may have a profound influence on marnedvering control forces.

Without Proceeding deeply into transonic and ... I. IL1•'h "7; ...... :,Pl C" e

discussed in a Subseq'ent section, compressib--ryl generates the following

phenomenon which influence the maneuverin.j force grcv'ent.

1. The wiig aerodyi imic center shifts aft in tlhe t.-- isonmr flight regime,

which increases ldCm/dCL). (This is analagous to;. t-rinard shift in airplane

center of gravity.)
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2. Shock wave formation and change in pressure distribtiten reduce the

V effectiveness of the longitudinal control surface, particularly if the surface

is an elevator vice a stabilator.

Both Vie effects listed above tend to increase "stick force per g" and "elevator

position per g" for both the reversible and irreversible control system. Typical

influence on maneuvering stabi!ity is shown in Figure 77.

-C.:• CONSTANT ALTITUDE
• 1 CONSTANT CG

0

"F

1 . . . _ _ _

MACH NUMBER, M 0 .,

FIGURE 77

COMPRESSISILITY INFLUENCE ON MANEUVERING STABILITY

Effects of Lonuitdinal on

•r.L !~olFojepi ManeuveringA Fliht

Longitudinal control system "gadgetry" has been introduced earlier in this

wction and its effEct on Ionjitudinal flying qualities during nonma'neuvering tasks

discussed. Schematics of these devices were presented in that part; therefore, many

of the schematics will not be reproduced, here.
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The most. cowmwlny usvd ireans of alerting lwoitud;nal control forces in

maneuvering flight is--thrvugh the use of bobwel~hts. The additior: of a "positive

bobweight" - a Iootweight mounted so aw to g_.glj2 mcvemert of the longitudinal

control dunng accalcrated flight - increases the "stick uGrce ;,r g" in ra..ieuaiing

fll'ght (r'i!Jre 78). Co, versely, tha negative tvibweight decrease "stick force per g."

FS (PULL ICONSrANT V.

POSITIVEC0TSITT A•0•UOZTPOMWEGlV" Is CONSTANT CG

Wb d IlePOSIT lVE aO6§&tJGHT

NWAM.AL AMLERATMON

FIG-URE 78

B6BWUGHT AnzRAN NT'r AND INFLUENCE ON LONGItDIBiAL
CONTROL FOf4tMES DURING MAWWVERING FLIGHT

The following devices, generally used to correct shallow longitudinal control

forte versus airspeed relation:ibips in unaccelerated flight, usually increase "stir;k

force per a" in a,:ccelerated ffinht:

1. simple spring1

2. downspring
1

1The constant load downsp-ing has no effect on "stick force per g9 if it m'-rely adds

a preload force :o the longitudinal control system. This is generuilly not thC case

since 5imle springs and oownsprings normally add fcrct' also as a function of stick

displacement. Of course. this avrangement doe, inc•,as "stick force per g."
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3. Leading tab

Lagaina tabs and .eroabs. generally used to reduce longitudinal control

forces in unaccelerated flight, also reduce longitudinal control forces in accelerated

flight.

The b .kwndatgb does not affect "stick force per g" as long as the pilot

maintains trim airspeed precisely during the in-flight measurement.

The Preloaded soring tab has an interesting influence on maneuvering control

forces in that it introduces artificial nonlinearity into the "stick force per g" plots

(Figure 79).

~ t SPRU46 CONSTANT = OD (SAME AS HAVING NO SPRING iMB)

_ "%SS SERVO/e ACTION4

P RtE L OAOD

NORMAAL ACCELERATION +

FIGURE 79

INFLUENCE OF PRE-LOADED SPRING TAB ON MANEUVERING
CONTROL. FORCES
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:';" I~Effects &If "Rgaid Mang~e,•rs" on Mainv~_.'_. y H,

The discussion of maneuvering stability has, to this point, considerod only

steady-state conditions where dynamic equilibrium has been achieved. Durirng

transient rmnneuver§ with jjgi•jL_iM_.U of stick force and elevator position

(sometimes called sudden oull-uns), the simple relationships previously presented no

longer ap.•ly. It is extramely important, of course, that the maneuvering stability

characteristics (particularly "stick force per g") during sudden maneuvers be such

that the airplane is not easily overstressed. In addition, the dynarnic characteristics

of the airplane (short period damping, in particular) and the piasing between the

pilot's force 'nputs to the control stick and thie resulting stick motion and normal

acceleration response must be such that the airplane is not prone to

pilot-Induced-oscillations in rapid maneuvering. Several factors affecting

maneuvering stability during abrupt maneuvering will now be oresentea.

" Consider an airplane equipped with a reversible Iongitu.dinal control system

with no bobweight. If the pilot applies arid holds a rapid input of longitudinal

control pull force to this system, the airplane response in normal acceieration will

generally b6 jM for the .dn force input than for the equivalent a_$jeyjorce

input. This is due to the fact that the elevator does riot have sufficient time to reach

its "flout" position in the rapfd maneuver. Therefore, the longitudinal control forces

are higher per unit Uiange in normal acceleration in the sudden maneuver as

tompared to the steady maneuver f the elevator is not over-bolanced (see Figure

80). (This is the same as saying the response in normal acceleration per u,nit input of

lonctudinal coavrol force is les,. in the sudden maneuver.) The difference in controi

;orce variation with normal accel.ration between steady maneuvering flight and

sudden maneuvering is 6ependent on the .. !i_ of the sudden input. This

difference is largest at low values of nuomal acceleration and smallest at high values.

(At high levels of normal aP.celeration, the steady pull--up or steady turn maneuver

must be fairly.api tn attain the high normal acceler3tion at a constant airspeed.)
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For the irreversible control system which exhibits no classic elevator float,

L. viscous dampers or other devices may be used to discourage rapid longitudinal

I control inputs. These devices tend to effectively increase maneuvering control forces

during rapid, abrupt maneuvering exactly the same as shown in Figure 80. If the

rapidity or' the suddenness of the input is increased, the difference between sudden

and steady control forces in maneuvering flIight is increased.

FINAL F.ILEVETR POSITION

FOR-SUDDEN INPUTRA STE;D 
IKrt 

rSCONINJ
FIITIAL (TRIMMED) POSITION

FLOAT ANGLEH fZ.ONTAL TAIL

Sudden Longitudinal Force Input in th(: -;trne as the Steady
Longitudinial Force lnp'Ai

For the Steady Mianeuver, Final. E~evator D-e-flection is Greater
because of' Float Angle, which Develops Ar'ter a Finite time

Interval.

LITUODEN M&J LVERS

STEADY MANEUVERS

NORMAL ACCEtJERATlON
n

FIGURE 80
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MANEUVERING CONTROL FORCES FOR
STEADY AND SUDDEN MANEUVERS FOR THE REVERSIBLE
CONTROL SYSTEM
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However, consider the reversible control system again where the elevator is very

closely balanced Jh6e) is very small). Satisfactory control forces in maneuvering
flight can be achieved for this situation by making Ch 1t slightly positive. This causes

the elevator to "float" opposite to the direction shown in Figure 80. However, in

rapid maneuvers, large elevator deflections may be obtained before the airplane's
response builds up the longitudinal control force through the floating tendency. This

will generate large normal acceleration changes for undesirably small control forces

in sudden maneuvers, while in the steady state maneuver, longitudinal control force

variation with normal acceleration may be satisfactory (see Figure 81).

LI

-•J

0
as

'CTSLJQEN MANEUVERS

0-J
+

NORMAL ACCELERATION

n

FIGURE 8I
TYPICAL "STICK FORCE PER G" CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE
CLOSELY BALANCED OR OVERBALANCED ELEVATOR-
REVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEM

The bobweight, previously introduced as a gadget used to tailor maneuvering

control forces in steady maneuvers, can have a serious degrading influence on

longitudinal flying qualities during rapid or sudden maneuvers. In any type ot

control system the bobweight tands to alter the phasing between the pilot's force

inputs and the resulting stick motion and normal acceleration response. Consider the

case of an airplane which obtains all or nearly all its maneuvering force gradient

(stick force per g) in steady maneuvering flight from a positive bobweight. In rapid
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maneuvering of this airplane, t whecockoiJt control stick can be moved with very small

force inpu&ts to initiate the sudden maneuver. As normal acceleration develops, the >.

bobweight, responding to the normal acceleration, attempts to pull the control stick

back to neutral. This requires the pilot to add increasing longitudinal pull forces to

maintain the control input. The same relationship between sudden and steady

maneuvers shown in Figure 81 again apply for this situation. In addition, the pilot

may induce objectionable high-frequency oscillations in normal acceleration in

attempting to perform rapid maneuvering tasks under these conditions. in extreme

cases, if the damping of the longitudinal control system is poor, the pilot feels the

control stick constantly slapping against his hand during rapid maneuvering.

In an attempt to alleviate poor control characteristics in sudden maneuvering

for control systems utilizing bobweights, the arrangement shown in Figure 82 is

sometirnes used. The bobweight is not only sensitive to normal acceleration, it is

sensitive to rate of change of normal acceleration, or pitch acceleration,',

AFT ST'rCK

AIRPLANE CG •0"_•---

FIGURE 82
BOBWEiGHT ARRANGEMENT U I ILILINL IUUWLiM I F ORUEL
AND AFT OF THE AIRPLANE CENTER OF GRAVITY

From a study of Figure 82, the rationalization may be made that during rapid

maneuvering (during which normal acceleration and pitch rate are changing), the

fore and aft bobweight arrangement applies additive forces to the control system

which Oppose the pilot's control innut This tends to increase maneuvering control

forces in sudden pull-ups, etc. During steady maneuvering flight (during which

nomial acceleration and pitch rate are constant), the fore and aft bobweights apply
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individual forces Lo the control system which tend to cancel each other. (Bobweight

W1 would increase "stick force per g" and bobweight W2 would decrease "stick

force per g".) The overall effect depends, of course, upon the relative size of the

bobweights, as well as their placement with respect to the airplane CG and the

cockpit control stick, However, the overall effect would generally be that shown in

F igu re 80.

DYNAMIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL A5 RELATED TO

MANEUVERING TASKS

The previous discussion of longitudinal maneuvering stability has been
concerned mainly with M flight conditions. The discussion will now be

expanded to study the means by which one equilibrium flight condition is changed

to another equilibrium flight condition.

The means by which the airplane may be brought into a condition of

equilibrium during maneuvering tasks has been previously developed. Further, the

typical response of the airplane to a longitudinal control input through the two

longitudinal modes of motion was presented earlier in the discussion of

nonmaneuvering tasks. It is convenient to again refer to this typical response (Figure

83). Note that the control input generates pitching moments which inijialjy cause

only changes in angle of attack (and normal acr elerqjojj) at a constant airspeed.

This is the response of the airplane through its _short period mode of motion. The

characteristics of this mode of motion greatly influence the pilot's ability to perform

both maneuvering and nonmaneuvering tasks. It's characteristics are particularly

criticl for m01 ingtaks, Characteristics of the Dhuqoid or Iona period mode

I"

f iave little influence during maevriatSks because:
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1, The pilot generally has close control over pitch attitude during

maneuvering tasks, which effectively damps the phugoid motion.

2. The pilot is continually changing the airplane's flight path during

maneuvering tasks. The short time interval between changes in the

airplane's flight path does not allow the phugoid motion to develop.

4 2

z-PHUGOID OR LONG PERIOD RESPONSE

HORT PERIOD RESPONSE

TIME 1

(SECONDS)

TIME

(SECONDS)

FIGURE 83
TYPICAL AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO LONGITUDINAL CONTROL INPUT

It should be apparent from a study of Figure 83 that the short period mode of

motion is a _Wcond order resoonse composed of angle of attack (arid norrinal

acceleration) variations at an essentially constant airspeed. Thus the pilot utilizes the

short period mode to make angle of attack and normal acceleration changes;

therefore, during maneuvering tasks, the pilot will devote much of his attention to

controlling the short period mode of motion.

The remainder of this discussion will be directed toward describing the origin,

characteristics, and parameters affecting the short period mode of motion.
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7 Oriain of the Short Period Mode of Longitudinal Mgtion

Without derivation, the determinant of the transformed longitudinal equation

of motion for "small" disturbances may be written as shown in Figure 84.

Drag S - 133

Characteristics u

Li ft 0I. L/fu S I i - , -
Characteristics 0 0 I,/uo

Pitching Moments --. •- A"1 M . S

Characteristicb

Terms Generatcd fY 1k- ne iceratcu By
Changes In lioriznntal Velocity Changes In Pitch Attitude

Terms Guncratcd Uy
Changees in Angie Of Attack

S ' Laplace Operator.

g*acceleration due to gravity.

u - horizontal velocity (u. initial horizontal veloclty).

D . )DA U - change in drag iath 0llange in hurizontal vulocity

divided by the ,i'x of thu airplane.

D - change in drag with change in angle of attack

divided by the mas, of the airplane.

L = ) L change in lift with change in horizontal velocity
U m' divided by thv msa,, of the airplane.

L ' LA change in lift with change in angle of attack
0m divided by the mass of the airplane.

a MAU
u r- change in pitching moment with horizontal velocity

yy divided by the moment of inertia An pitch, a
speed stability term.

M =•• -change in pitching moment with angle of attack

H yy divided by the moment of inertia in pitch. an
angle of attack stability term.

a Mba a
Md = change in pitching moment with rate of change of

yy angle of attack divided by the moment of inertia
in pitch, a'tiownash lag" term.

M0  " - change in pitching moment with rate of change of pitci

yy dlvid'd by ithc moment ef inertia in patch, a pitc-A
rate damping term.

FIGURE 64
THE LONGITUDINAL DETERMINANT
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The solutions of the longitudinal determinant will provide useful information

about the longitudinal modes of motion. The classic short period approximation is

now of concern. In order to make this approximation, several assumptions must be

made. These assumptions, based or; flight experience and logical reasoning, are as

follows:

1. Airspeed remains constant during the motion.

2. Short period motion is not affected by 2 j jtjja however, the short

period mode is sensitive to itch rate.

3. Drag characteristics have no influence on the short period mode.

4- Low Mach number (no compressibility effects).

If the above aswumptions are valid, the lift and moment portions of the

"longitudinal determinant (with airspeed tkrms set equal to zero) are the controlling

factors for the short period motion. The "classic" short period approximation may

tOwen be written a foiSows.

mL S s -1
W00

Solving the determinant yields the following second order characteristic

equation:
2 L L

S N6 -ma) S - (N * M6) . 0
Uo 0O

The undarnped naturplrgauenkv of the short period mode of motion may be

developed 1 as follows:

1 Several mathernatical manipulations hava been omitted.
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-" "n P undamped short period frequency

Pa 7M x
CCC

YY L
where: Syy C N

_ the ratio of the specific heat of a gas at constant

volume to that at constant pressu,'e (y is a constant,

V.nerally taken as 1.4).

P absolute pressure, pounds per square foot.
a

H Mach number.

CL = --an1111 liC11 111L per V t CHang in angie 0-1

attack (lift curve slope).

N nondimensional distance between the airplane CG

ard stick-fixed maneuvering neutral point.

(Sometimes called maneuver ma-gin or maneuvering

margin.)

A simpie exp,cssion foi short period dampe,. natural frecuency is derived if the

following i•ssumptions a(e n,ad;:
M. z 0

01/P

Toe.' undamped natural frequency of the short period mode of motion miy then

bI developed as follows 1:

Several importam relik.ionships can be gathered from a study of the equation

for unsp:

1Several mathematical manipulrtions have been omitted.
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1. The undamped natural frequency of the short period motion increases as. -

Mach number je thus the period decreases with increase in Mach

number. (The "quickness" of the motion increases.)

2. The undamped natural frequency of the short period motion decreases

with increase in pressure altitude at a constant Mach number.

3. The undamped natural frequency of the short period motion decreases as

the airplane CG is moved att toward the stick-fixed maneuvering neutral

point. This is analogous to weakening the spring in the spring-mass-damper

system. When the CG is at the stick-fixed maneuvering neutral point, the

undamped natural frequency is zero; i.e., the motion is nonoscillatory.

A. The .. nrl.mnpnnd na- .. 'l freqLurenyoih i'o-,pfod moionuiw decirfases

with an increase in rmoment of inertia in pitch. This is analogous to

increasinq the mass in the spring-mass-damper system.

5. Tun damped natural frequency of the short period motion is only

dependent on angle of attack stability, MW, it certain simplifying

assumptions. are valid.

The damping ratio of the short perirod mode of motion may be developed1 as

follows:

(C -2 2
2C C~ C.G N )Y

4 2I -

1Several mathematical manipulations have been omitted.
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where:

CLa lift curve slope coefficient

Cm -= pitch rate damping coefficient

Cm. = "downwash lag" term coefficient

Certain important effects are visible from this relationship:

1. Increasing lift curve slope, increasing pitch rate damping, and increasing the

"downwash lag" term increases damping of the short period mode of

motion.

2. Increasing angle of attack stability decreases short period damping.

3. Moving the CG forward dezreases short period damping.

4. Damping of the short period mode of motion is not a direct function of

airspeed or Mach number.

£bharaceristiýj of the Short Period Mode

Additional insight into the short period mode of longitudinal motion may be

gained by studying the flight path of an airplane during a short period oscillation.

Figure 85 shows a typical short period motion. It is so rapidly damped out that the

transient has virtually disappeared in a very short horizontal distance. The deviatiov.

of the flight path from the original flight path is generally small, the principal

feature of the motion being the rapid rotation of the airplane in pitch. (Compare the

short period flight path with the phugoid flight path presented earlier.)
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FIGURE 85
TYPICAL SHORT PERIOD FLIGHT PATH

Efji.Lcv/ _Various Parameters on Short Period Mode of Motion

The influence of varying several parameters on the short period motion will

now be shown using the convenient root locus plots. The "classic" short period

roots, as well as the "classic" phugoid roots 2re shown in Figure 86.

IMAGINARY
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FIGURE 86
COMPLEX PLANE REPRESENTATION OF CLASSIC SHORT PERIOD
AND PHUGOID MODES OF MOTION
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The short period mode shown in Figure 86 is typically stible, osillatory, and

well damped. It is assumr.d that the CG is somewhere forward of the stick-fixed

neutral point.

The effect of varying angle of attack stability, M4, can be studied by first

assuming the M. is z!ero, then allowing M. to increase negatively from zero. (This is

the normal sign for M., sir'ce, for stability, positive (nose up) increase.s in angle of

attack must generate negative (nose dcwn) pitching moments.) The effect of

increasing angle of attack stabiity is shown in Figure 87. (This is exactly the same

effect as moving the CG forward.)

MAAGINARY
AXIS

fIWREAS. w. "

DECREASES .P

_________-REAL AXIS

FIGURE 87

EFFECT OF INCREASING ANGLE OF ATTACK STABILITY, M a

A typical effect of airspeed variation in the ,,ubsonic flight regime on the short

period motion is shown in Figure 88. As stated previouily, short ý,eriod djunp'ng is

independent of airspeed, ilthough undamped natural frequency increases with

increasing airspeed.
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FIGURE 88

INFLUENCE OF INCREASING AIRSPEED ON LONGITUDINAL
SHORT PfERKK,. AMUD PHUG1o CHAlACTERISTICS

The influence of changing speed stability, MP, on short period characteristics is

showni ir Figure 89. The most apparent phenomenon to the pilot will be the

divergent, nonusc~llatory phugoid tendency if M is less than zero. Only in the

transonic flight regime i',: speed instab;lity (negative M ) generally enrountered. This

situation mnight ha characterized by a well-damped, high frequency shcrt period

motion, yet a pure divergence in airspeea if speed is altered from trim, at least for

small disturbances.
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INFLUENCE OF REDUCING SF-ED sTABILITY,

One of the means of artificially augmeiting short period ýPriping is through the
use of a pnitcgb_.Lrntm. This device senQe p{;ch rate and oppiie, prop•r.ionhil

longitudinal control inputs which artificiahy incre.,ses M6 The effect ii shown in

Figure 90.

Another means of artificia'ly jadirng shot* perioJ dcmpirg is via utilization of a

pure pitnh attitude sensor (Figure SU). "0his device is not genr•4lhy very gooh1 because

it also increases the frequencý of the bh,.rt tieriod mnotion c'nrsideiabli. lhis results

in c, very "rough rioe" in turbulent air, part cularly .t high dyoamnic preswar3.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND T-ECHNIQUES

MANEUVERING TASKS

PREFLIGHT PROCQEDURES

A thorough investigation of longitudinal flying qualities during maneuvering

tasks must begin with thorough preflight planning. The rpijrl cseand.usl~of the

investigation must be clearly defined, then a plan of attack or in~IhQd g te T can be

formulated.

Pref light planning must start with Lo1jL~fr This includes a study of the airplane

and a thorough study of the lonaitudinal f.ontrol sj'steM - including stability and

control augmentation if installed. The design of the longitudinal control system

should have a major influence on both the §gg.t-f the investigation end the

eMpha.5is -uing the investigation. The theory presarned earlier for longitudina!

maneuvering stability should provide excellent direction to the test pilot and

engineer in formolating a test program tor the ir-weitigation of longitudinal flying

q~ualities during m~aneu~aýrng ta-sks. Fc., exiemple, major _qduring

MW1,nIeuveing Mbihili.y let on' airp!ianes wit~i reversible control systemns should be on

te!ne.jjýv of ihe long. -trs~al control force variaý*on with normal acceleration at

several 5e!f%;-ed trim air-i~oveds. Conversely, for aifer'ves with ii'revrrsible control

:,ystems, rný,o, empha;;s 0iou~d be placed on the vyjrjbj:LQ1_of the lonnitudinal

ccutrzcl force .. normal acc~eieration fgradjnt (stick- force per 9) with altitude anti

airspead or Mach nuniter. *rhcory, ahlioogh not always compiete and not always

asially applicable to thi practical tests, aenerally lead., to tihe emphasis presented

^'v because of trio following:

1. NLnii~,9,o hinge nmomyent characteristics at large elevator 6viections and

hil~ Mach numbers can gnramte setiQois nonlinearities in maneuverir,-,

contiul forces for the air-planie eciiiipped w~ith a rrýversiblc lon,,itudinal
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control system. The nature of the irreversible control system results in no

aerodynamic force feedback to the pilot from nonlinear hinge moments.

2. Reversible control systems are usually utilized in airplanes with relatively

restricted flight envelopes. This fact, in conjunction with knowledge of the

characteristics of the reversible control system, !eads to the rationalization

that the gradient of longitudinal control force with normal acceleration

should not vary greatly throughout the operational flight envelope for

these airplanes. This is generally not so for the irreversible control system.

Because of the large flight envelopes usually associated with airplanes

possessing irreversible control systems and the characteristics of irreversible

control systems the g§[j= of longitudinal control force with normal

acceleration can vary drastically within the operational flight envelope.

Pretlight research also involves reviewing all available information on

longitudinal stability and control characteristics. Much useful knowledge may be

gained from conferences with pilots and engineers familiar with the airplane.

The particular myneuvering tasks to be investigated must be determined and

clearly understood by the flight test team. These tasks, of course, depend on the

miss.on of the airplane. Knowledge of the mission-and the man t asrin aks allows

deterrination of appropriate test conditions - configurations, altitudes, centers of

gravity, trim airspeeds, and gross weights. Test conditions should be commensurate

with the mission environment of the airplane. Center of gravity position is, of

course, extremely critical for these tests. If flight test time permits, tests at the most

aft and most forward -. --rational CG positions should be performed after an

adequate build-up program. If flight test time is limited, tests should be performed

(with care) at the most aft operational CG position (aft critical loading). Note:

Maneuvering longitutina! control force gradients (stick force per g) may actually
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linit forward and/or aft CG positions for operational use. If the test program is

aimed at determining these limits, aupropriate CG restrictions will be promulgated

or recommended by the test activity or higher authority.

The amount and sophistication of instrumentation will depend on the purpose

and scope of the evaluation. A good, meaningful qualitative investigation can be

performed with only production cockpit instruments and portable instrumentation -

hand-held force gauge and stopwatch. Automatic recording devices, such as

oscillograph, magnetic tape, and telemetry, are very helpful in rapid data acquisition

and may be essential in a long test program of quantitative nature. Special sensitive

cockpit instruments are also very useful, not only aiding in data acquisition but also

aiding in stabilization for equilibrium tests points.

The final steo in preflight planning is the preparation of pilot data cards. An .

example of a longitudinal stability and control data card for the investigation of

maneuvering tasks is shown in Figure 91. Many test pilots desire to modify data

cards to their own requirements or construct data cards for each test. At any rate,

the data cards should list all ouantitative information desired and should be easy to

interpret in flight. Blank cards should be utilized for appropriate qualitative pilot

comments.
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FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES

The Qualitative Phase of the Evaluation

Longitudinal stability and control characteristics must be evaluated in relation

to their influence on various maneuvering mi;sion tasks. Therefore, the test pilot
must devote a portion of the evaluation to performing or simulating the

maneuvering tasks which have been selected. While per-forming these tasks, the test

pilot gains the essential g.ail•iti opinion of the longitudinal flying qualities and

should assign handling qualities ratings. Without recording a single item of data, the

test pilot should be able to form a good opinion of the misicn effectiveness of the

airplane, at least for the particular task being evaluated. This opinion will be based

on the amount of attention and effort the pilot must devote to "just flying the

airplane." Due consideration should be given during this phase of the test to the

following considerations:

1. Whether the mission task will be performed in VFR and IFR weather, or

strictly VFR conditions.

"2 The amount of t nevime and eort the ilt,- m dvo;te* todutisAot÷.e-r tn-

"just flying the airplane" - duties such as setting up a weapons system,

coordinating multiplane tactics, communicating with other aircraft or a
controlling station, etc.

3. If stability o control augmentation systems are installed, the consequences

of their failure.

The test pilot's qualitative opinion of the airplane's longitudinal flying qualities

in relation to the selected mission task is the most important information to be
obtained. Therefore, this phase of the test must not be overlooked. The test pilot

kIV 13
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probably will have some ideas as to the particular characteristics which make the

airplane easy or hard to fly even before proceeding to the .guantijzaijyQ phase of the

testing. Use of thenu~antjitatvetest techniques described below hopefully allows the

test pilot to substantiate his qualitative opinion.

Measurement of the. Mechanical Characteristics of the

Lmngitudinal Control System

Mechanical characteristics of the longitudinal flight control system have been

previously introduced earlier in this section on Longitudinal Flying Q1ualities.

Therefore, test techniques for measuring mechanical characteristics will not be

restated. This discussion is mainly concerned with the direct effects of mechanical

characteristics on longitudinal flying qualities during maneuvering tasks.

BraolF1a W~dn rcin Friction in the longitudinal control

systemn, since it is usually small, generally has little or no effect on maneuvering

handling qualities. However, if friction (Without breakout) is very large, longitudinal

flying qualities during maneuvering tasks may be seriously degraded. A large amount

of friction would introduce poor control "feel" in maneuvering flight in that the

friction would necessitate significant longitudinal control force inputs before an

..r.!ane renwr woueld ha appiarant (ig.r- e 0~21 Thic wnrudd hi nartimalariy true

while maneuvering at low values of normal acceleration since the friction would

effectively "mask" the airplane's true "stick force per g" gradient, particularly if the

gradient were rather shallow.
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FIGURE 92
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FRICTION EFFECTS ON
MANEUVERING FORCE GRADIENT

A judicious amount of longitudinal control breakout force generally is

beneficial to longitudinal flying qualities during maneuvering tasks. It may reduce

excessive sensitivity in longitudinal control feel about trim for certain airplane flight

conditions (high natural frequency and low damping of the airplane short period

mode, low "stick force per g" gradient). Addition of some breakout force may

reduce otherwise severe oilot-induced-oscillation (PIO) tendencies for these flight

conditions. However, if too much breakout force is added, the pilot fels a "lag" in

the control system which may cause him to overcontrol (attempt to drive the

airplane to the response he desires) and generate pilot-induced-oscillations.

Breakout for-es. must be sithably matched to the l'ngit,,dinnl maneuvering

stability characteristics of the airplane. A combination of large breakout and shallow

gradient of longitudinal control forces in maneuvering flight (Figure 93) results in

artificial maneuvering force nonlinearity about trim. This generates very poor

longitudinal control feel when the pilot attempts to track precisely at low values of

normal acceleration.
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POOR MATCHING OF LONGITUDINAL MANEUVERING
FORCE GRADIENT AND BREAKOUT FORCES

In summary, some longitudinal breakout force is usually beneficial to

longitudinal flying qualities during maneuvering tasks, however, too mnuch results in
undesirable characteristics. Friction generally should be as small as possible in the

longitudinal control system. '"'

Ffreeplav. Freeplay in the longitudinal control system should be as small as

possible. Excessive freeplay results in difficulty in performing precise tracking tasks

at low values of normal acceleration about trim. The pilot will generally resort to

tracking slight!y "out of trim" during precise maneuvering to avoid continually

moving the longitudinal control stick through a large "dead band" of freeplay.

Centering. Positive centering of the longitudinal cockpit control stick

contributes to good longitudinal flying qualities during maneuvering tasks; positive

centering allows the pilot to change normal acceleration, angle of attack, and pitch

attitude toward the trim (one g) condition merely by relaxing forward or aft force

on the control stick.
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Control System Oscillations. Oscillations in the elevator control surface and the

entire longitudinal control system, initiated by either external perturbations or pilot

inputs, should be essentially deadbeat. Lightly damped or undamped motion can

result in annoying motion in the cockpit control stick during rapid maneavering, as

well as objectionable oscillations in normal acceleration.

Measurement of Longitudinal Maneuvering Stability. Longitudinal maneuvering

stability characteristics have been shown to have a major influence on the pilot's

opinion of the airplane during maneuvering tasks. In particular, the longitudina,

control force variation with normal acceleration, or "stick force per g", is a primary

"control feel" parameter. This parameter is of tremendous importance for airplanes

which will be maneuvered extensively in operational use; however, it must be

investigated to some degree in all airplanes, irregardless of their missions.

Stick Force .erg,. The pilot's opinion of the maneuverinn capabilities of the

airplane are directly related to the "stick force per g" gradient; therefore, it is

necessary to design the airplane very carefully to maintain this gradient within

accept3ble limits The acceptability of a particular airplane's "stick force per g"

gradient will generally depend on at least the following considerations:

1. The amount of maneuvering and the nature of the maneuvering tasks

required for mission a-ccomplishment. 1 the airplane is j.signed to be

maneuvered extensively, the "stick force per g" gradient must be low

enough so that the pilot is not fatigued excessively. However, the "stick

force per g" gradient must not be too low or the control feel may be too

light and sensitive. Additionally, there may also be inadequate protection

41 against inadvertent overstress with a low force gradient.

F
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2. The linit load factor, or "g- tolerance" of the airplane. Obviously, the

"stick force per g" gradient must be high enough to discourage inadvertent

overstress. "Stick force par g" gradients must be higher for airplanes with

low g - tolerances than for airplanes with high g - tolerances. The pilot

rightly expects untrimmed stick forces to be high when the airplane is

maneuvered near its limit load factor,

3. The type of cockpit longitudinal controller; i.e., whether the airplane is

equipped with a wheel or center-stick controller. A wheel or yoke grio is

usually located higher with respect to the pilot's seat than a center-stick,

therefore, the pilot is able to exert larger forces, even with one hand.

Considering also that the pilot is able to comfortably use both hands with a

wheel controller leads to the rationalization that the maximum acceptable
"stick force per g" gradients can be higher with a wheel controller than

with a center-stick controller. Similarly, the minimum acceptable "stick

force per g" gradient must generally be higher with a wheel controller

because the pilot's arm is usually unsupported. The pilot has very good

"vernier" control with a center-stick even with a low "stick force per gI"

gradient because the forearm is usually supported on the thigh.

4. There is some evidence trom flying qualities investigations to indicate that

"stick force per g" should be higher at low speeds than at high speeds. This

is probably due to the fact that the pilot maintains tight control over

normal accelerijtion at high speeds, then gradually switches to tight control

of !itch attitude at low speeds. Thus the pilot tends to use "stick force per

g" as a primary control feel parameter at high speeds, then switches to

oQngitudial •control force 1er unit change in anale gf jitack (Fs/a) as a

primary control feel parameter at low speeds. In order to utilize the same

criteria (Fs/g) for both slow and fast spctds, criteria for "stick force per g"
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at low speeds can be made inversely proportional to the parametern /.1

(change in normal acceleration per unit change in angle of attack, a direct

measure of how much rotation of the airolane is required to obtain the

normal acceleration response). Use of this type of requirement can be

I- justified by study of the following constant speed approximation:

Fs/•. = (Fs/n) (n/(x)

It is very desirable that the plots of longitudinal control force versus normal

acceleration be linear within the range of normal accelerations which would

normally be attained during maneuvering tasks in operational use. Some nonlinearity

must be expected in all airplanes; however, the departure from linearity should not

cause excessive differences between the local "stick force per g" gradient and the

.veU fg"stick force per g" gradient. The local gradient is defined by the slope of a

tangent to the curve at any point. The averaae gradient is defined by the slope of a

line drawn from the Ig point where breakout including friction is overcome to the

point on the curve under consideration (see Figure 94). In general, a departure from

r. linearity which results in the local grailent differing from the average gradient by

more than 50 percent is considered excess~ve.
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FIGURE 94
GRAPHICAL EXPLANATION OF LOCAL GRADIENTS AND
AVERAGC GRADIENTS CF STICK FORCE PER 6

1 n/(cis directly proportional to the slope of the airplane lift curve and the saurf of

the airplane velocity.
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Transient Qontrol Forces. During abrupt maneuvers, the longitudinal control

forces must not be too light, or the pilot may inadvertently overstress the airplane

while attempting to maneuver rapidly. A satisfactory "stick force per g" gradient in

steadv. smoothly controlled flight is not absolute assurance that transjentLcontrol

forces will not be too low. Essentially, it should be more difficult to overstress the

airplane during abrupt, sudden maneuvers than during steady maneuvers. Thus, one

requirement on transient longitudinal control forces is that the control force

required to attain a certain normal acceleration in a sudden or abrupt maneuver

should not be objectionably light and the buildup of control force during the

maneuver entry shall lead the buildup of normal acceleration. Another criterion

which has been developed is a requirement on the ratio of longitudinal control force

to normal acceleration during maneuvers in which the pilot sinusoidally pumps the

longitudinal control at various frequencies. This criterion states that these ratios

should always be gieater than 3.0 pounds per g for a center-stick controller and 6.0

pounds per g for a wheel controller.

Elevator Position per .. Of lesser influence on the pilot's opinion of the

airplane during maneuvering tasks is the variation of elevator position with normal

acceleration in maneuvering flight, or "elevator position per g". However, a positive

elevator position gradient in maneuvering flight; i.e., increasing trailing edge up

elevator deflection for increasing positive normal acceleration is essential for

satisfactory unaugmented longitudinal flying qualities; it is also indicative of good

basic airplane design. No maximum or minimum limits are placed on the elevator

position variation in maneuvering flight. The only criterion is that

increases in trailing edge up elevator deflection shall be required to

maintain increases in positive normal acceleration throughout the range of

attainable acceleration.

A"k
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- Stik Positign per a. The longitudinal cockpit control motion required in

maneuvering flight has some effect on the pilot's opinion of the airplane during

maneuvering tasks. Qualitative and quantitative criteria have been developed for the

variation of cockpit control position with normal acceleration in maneuvering flight.

"Stick position per g" should at least be positik >increasing aft cockpit control

position required to maintain incieases in positive normal acceleration - and the

cockpit control motions required should not be so large or small as to be

objectionable. A quantitative criterion that has been developed for Category A

Flight Phases is as follows: the average gradient of longitudinal control force per

inch of cockpit control motion during maneuvering flight should not be less than 5.0

pounds per inch for Levels 1 and 2 (this is actually designed to discourage excessive

control motion). However, flying qualities investigations have shown fairly

conclusively that s e finite "stick position per g" level is desirable during

maneuvering tasks. The main benefit of the stick motion during maneuvering is the

"filtering action" which the stick motion has on the pilot's control inputs. For

-. instance, if an airplane exhibits a shallow longitudinal control force gradient in

maneuvering flight and little or no "stick position per g" gradient, the pilot has little

longitudinal control "feel" in terms of either force or motion and he may tend to

overcontrol during precise maneuvering tasks. The "stick force per g" gradient for

this case may be optimum for the mission and characteristics of the airplane; if so,

increasing the stick motion during maneuvering flight may be the solution for the

overcontrolling tendency.

Steady Pull-uos Test techniques which may be used to measure maneuvering

stability characteristics - "stick force per S" "elevator position per g,/ "stick

position per g," and n/a. will now be introduced. The first technique to be presented

is the steady pull-up method.
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The steady pull-up method involves obtaining data at a constant power setting,

a constant longitudinal trim setting, and a constant airspeed (trim airspeed) while

varying normal acceleration by varying pitch rate during stabilized wings-level

pull-ups. It is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the clesired

flight condition. If using automatic recording devices, a "trim shot" should

be taken. Record appropriate data such as power, longitudinal trim setting,

trim elevator and/or stick position, and fuel guani'. Note any correction

to be applied to cockpit sensitive accelerometer readings ("tare" correction)

and set the floating pointers of the accelerometer to 1 g.

2. Without changing power or trim settings, decelerate in a climbing attitude

(zoom climb) then push over to enter a shallow dive toward the original

trim altitude. As the airspeed increases toward the trim airspeed, steadily

"apply a pull longitudinal control force to establish a nose-up pitch rate and

increase normal acceleration to approximately that selected for the test

point.

3. If using the hand-held force gauge on a center-stick controller, the force

input must be made throuygh the force gauge; i.e., with the force gauge

already applied to the control stick. The transient force innut necessary to
��n•�~t the rnt•;h rate mrna ho diffnrent fram the noodi, n ,,..,~~~~~frr the..... steady...... force ,rnu,

required to maintain the established normal acceleration. The test pilot

must keep in mind that the floating pointer of the force gauge will remain

at the maximum force applied, which may not be the steady force which

he desires to measure.

4. For a short period of time during the steady wings-level pull-up, airspeed,

longitudinal control force, and normal acceleration will be stabilized.

"During this period of time, the pilot should activate the automatic
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recording devices and mentally note stick force, stick or elevator position,

and normal acceleration. If using the hand-held force gauge, look at it

quickly during this period; do not rely solely on the floating pointer. For

wheel-or yoke-control airplanes, it is possible to establish the normal

acceleration with one hand while holding the force gauge in readiness with

the other. Then when stabilization is attained, the force gauge can be

applied quickly and the steady control forces measured.

5. Airspeed control is critical for this test. Deviations in airspeed from trim

airspeed of more than +_5 KIAS during data gathering is considered

b unacceptable.

6. Altitude should be within - 2000 feet of the base altitude during the

stabilized portion of the steady pull-up. Pitch attitude during the gathering

of data should be within +.15 degrees of the original trim pitch attitude.

7. The technique of arriving at the desired airspeed, altitude, and attitude

with approximately the desired g is difficult, but can be mastered with

practice. (Do not discard an otherwise perfect data point if the exact target

g is not attained. A reasonable s of normal acceleration is all that is

required.)

8. After the run, the pilot should decelerate in a zoom climb in preparation

for the next data point while recording appropriate information on the

pilot's data card: counter number (if applicabie), g attained, stick force,

stick and/or elevator posit on, and deviation from trim airspeed (if any)

during measurement.
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9. Normal acceleration should be increased in steps from near Ig toward the

maximum useable in operational use. The maximum useable may be

limited by structural considerations, severe buffeting, or stall. If any of

these limiting cases are reached, no further efforts should be made to

increase the applied normal acceleration. (Buffet onset normal acceleration

should be noted, if reached prior to maximum useable normal acceleration,

since it is indicated on the data plots. Nonlinearities in "stick force per g"

and n/c usually occur at normal acceleration levels past buffet onset.)

10. As applied normal acceleration increases, the deceleration prior to entering

the dive, the steepness of the dive, and the rapidity of the control force

input to initiate the pitch ratg must be increased. As a matter of fact, for

some airplanes, the pull-up for high-g points may have to be initiated at

airspeeds faster than trim airspeed because it may be impossible to keep

the airplane from decelerating as the normal acceleration is applied.

5teadyPushovrs. The steady pushover is probably the optimum method of

obtaining maneuvering stability characteristics at less than lo. This method is simply

a "reverse steady pull-up." It is performed exactly as the steady pull-up except:

1. A dive is entered initiaily to increase airspeed from trim, then a climb is

initiated toward the original trim altitude. As the airspeed decelerates

toward the trim airspeed, steadily apply a paill longitudinal control force

to establish a nose-down pitch rate and decreas normal acceleration.

2. For a short ocriod of time during the steady, wings-level, pushover,

airspeed, longitudinal control force, and normal acceleration wil! be

stabilized. Record or note pertinent parameters at this time.
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3. Minimum normal acceleration attainable during these tests will probably be

limited by the trailing edge down elevator deflection stops or the airplane

structural units.

Steady Turns. This method involves obtaining data at a constant power setting,

constant longitudinal trim setting, and a constant airspeed (trim airspeed) while

"varying normal acceleration by varying pitch rate during stabilized turns in both

directions. This method is somewhat easier than wings-level steady pull-ups because

the test pilot, has a better opportunity to stabilize exactly on trim airspeed and

normal acceleration. Additionally, because of the nature of the technique, the

stabilized condition can be maintained for a longer time period, which facilitates

obtaining all the required data. Steady turns are performed as follows:

1. Staolize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic recording devices, a "trim shot" should

be taken. Record appropriate cockpit data such as power, longitudinal trim

setting, trim elevator and/or stick position, and fuel cuantity. Note any

correction to be applied to cockpit sensitive accelerometer readings ("tare"

correction) and set the floating pointers of the accelerometer to 1g.

2. Without changing power or trim settings, roll the airplane slowly and

smoothly into a turn while simultaneously lowering the nose slightly to

maintain trim airspeed, If using the hand-held force gauge on a center-stick

controller, the longitudinal force input will have to be made through the

force gauge.

3. When well stabilized on trim airspeed, bank angle, and normal acceleration,

mentally note longitudinal control force, stick or elevator position, and

normal acceleration. If using the hand-held force gauge, look a it_ if

possible during this period. If the airplane is equipped with a wheel
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controller, stabilize with one hand while holding the force gauge in

readiness with tire other, then ap)ply the force gauge and measuru the force.

If automatic recording devices are utilized, "take a picture" of the

stabilized condition.

4. After the run, roll wings level and climb in preoaration for the next test

point while recording appropriate cockpit data: counter number (if

applicable), g attained, stick force, stick and/or elevator position, and

deviation from trim airspeed (if any) during measurement.

5. Airspeed again is the critical parameter for this test. The test pilot must

note or record data only when stabilized precisely on trim airspeed.

Deviation from trim by mcre than + 5 KIAS is considered unacceptable.

6. Stabilized data points should be obtained at 30, 45, and 60 degrees of bank

angle, then in approximately one-half g increments to the maximumi

useable normal acceleration. Again, do not discard a perfrectly good data

point if the exactvalue of normal acceleration is not attained. A reasonable

spread of normal acceleration is all that is necessary. Only slight increases

in bank angle are necessary above 2 g in order to increase substantially the

g increment.

7. Little altitude is generally lost for the stabilized points at 60 degrees of

bank or less; therefore, a cinsiderable time interval can be spent attaining

good stabilization without exceeding the allowable altitude band (base

altitude + 2000 feet). At greater bank angles (higher normal acceleration),

the test pilo- should start above the test altitude prior to entering the

steady turn. Obviously, at these higher levels of normal acceleration,

stabilization must be quicker because altitude is being lost rapidly.
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8. At the higher normal acceleration levels (60-90 degrees of bank), top or

bottom rudder should be utilized as an aid in precise airspeed control, A

little bottom rudder can salvage a run if the airspe.ed starts to decrease.

Usually, if airspeed increases sharply, top rudder will not be effective in

stopping the increase, thus the run must be aborted.

9. Both left and right steady turns should be performed. For jet airplanes,

little variation in maneuvering stability characteristics is generally

attributable to the direction of turn. For propeller driven types, large

differences may be noted due to direction of the turn; these differences are

usually cauied largely by "r-yroscopic effects."

10. The time and effort required to obtain maneuvering stability characteristics

at less than 1 g in steady turns is excessive. Therefore, these characteristics

should be obtained during steady winos-level pushovers previously

described.

Wind-up Turns. The third method which may be used to obtain maneuvering

stability data is the "wind-up turn". This technique is exactly the same as the

"alternate technique for accelerated stall investigations" presented previously, It

merely involves gradually increasing normal acceleration from 1 g to maximum

useable in a wind-up turn (lett or right) at constant airspeed. The wind-up turn is a

convenient method to utilize for obtaining a large amount of data in a short period

of time if automatic recording devices are utilized; it is also a good "quick look"

qualitative technique even without automatic recording devices. The wind-up turn

should be performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. Record a "trim shot" with the automatic recording

devices. Record appropriate cockpit data such as power, longitudinal trim

setting, trim elevator and/or stick position, and fuel gIuantitv.
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2. Actuate the automatic recording devices and smoothly and slowly roll into

the wind-up turn. Increase normal acceleration smoothly and slowly by

gradually increasing bank angle and aft stick position while maintaining

airppeedsflgs At high levels of normal acceleration (bank angles

greater than 60 degrees), use rudder inputs to aid in airspeed control.

Actuate the event marker at predetermined g increments, at buffet onset,

and at maximum useable normal acceleration. Deactivate the
instrumentation while recovering to 1 g flight conditions. Record counter

number and set up for the next run.

3. Some flight test activities have advocated the "wind-down turn" as a means

of obtaining maneuvering stability data at less than 1 g normal

acceleration. However, this method requires extreme pilot skill and is

hard!y ,worth the time and effort involved,

Sinusoidal Stick Pumping. Out-f-T~iriM Releases. and Sudden Pull-Ups. Three

methods will be introduced through which transient control force requirements in

abrupt maneuvers may be determined. The technique to be utilized in a particular

test program will depend on the amount of instrumentation available and the

quantitative requirement being used as a criteria.

Sinusoidal stick pumping at various frequencies can be used to determine the

minimum transient stick force per g ratio. (The minimum stick force per g

ratio results when the control system is pumped sinusoidally at a frequency

close to (the closeness depending on short period damping ratio) the stick

. free airplane short period niatural frequency.) This technique requires

automatic recording devices in the test airplane. The procedure is merely

to trim the airplane in the desired configuration, at tne Qesirea thght

condition, then merely pump the cockpit control stick fore and aft

- sinusoidally at various frequencies. The test pilot should attempt to include

the frequency at which maximum normal acceleration response is obtained
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for the lowest control force inputs. The amplitudes of fore and aft stick

motion, push and pull stick forces, and positive and negative load factor excursions

should be as nearly equal as possible. The sinusoidal stick pumping is recorded on

the automatic recording traces. Typical results are shown in Figure 95. The

minimum ratio of stick force per g in the transient maneuver should be greater than

3.0 pounds per g for center-stick controllers and 6.0 pounds per g for wheel

controllers.
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Out-of-trim stick releases is a method of "artificially" introducing a rapid

pull-up. The airplane is trimmed in the desired configuration and flight condition. It

is then rolled into a steady turn and stabilized at a desired normal acceleration.

Maintaining _he tead tur.n the test pilot notes the stick force required, then

reduces it to zero by retrimming. The airplane is then rolled out of the turn, and

without retrimming, returned to the test altitude and trim airspeed. (The trim

airspeed is stabilized with wings level by maintaining a push force on the control

stick.) The pilot then merely releases the stick and notes the peak normal

acceleration response. The stick force required in the steady turn and the peak

normal acceleration response provide a point which may be compared to the "stick

force per g" gradient for steady pull-ups. Caution should be exercised in performing

this test; start with low g points and build up to higher values of normal

. acceleration. This test is not rigorous althoLJgh valuable qualitative information can

be obtained. The validity of this test is particularly questionable if the longitudinal

control system has appreciable friction or if control system .. L.. ,,,ig pour.

The sudden pull-up merely involves measuring the ratio of longitudinal control

force to normal acceleration change with various rates of cockpit control motion.

The airplane is trimmed in the desired configuration and flight condition. If a
I• hand-held fore:. gauge is being used it is applied to tlhe cockpit control stick so that

the abrupt force input can be made through the force gauge and recorded with the

floating pointer The c.o.kpit cun•uol sick is then smartly and rapidly deflected to

the rear a predetermined, safe amount, then returned to thie trim position. The peak

9• longitudinal control force and peak normal acceleration during the abrupt maneuver

are noted. This ratio is then compared to "stick force per g" gradients in steady

pull-ups. The sudden pull-ups should be performed with various rates of cockpit

control motion; the total elapsed time for the cockpit control i'nput (from start to

return to the trim position) should be varied from approximately one-half to 6

seconds. If the airplane is instrumented for automatic recordinki of stick force,
normal acceleration, and elevator position, a continuous record of the entire

maneuver will yield the necessary quantitative information. This test should be

performed with due caution; the test pilot should make initial elevator inputs rather

small until a good feel for the "g-response" in abrupt maneuvers is obtained.
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Measurement of Lonqitudinal Short Period Characteristics

Damping and frequency (or period) of the airplane short period mode of

motion have been shown to have a profound effect on overall longitudinal flying

qualities. However, it is most aporopriate to investigate the characteristics of this

motion during maneuvering tasks because of the effect of these characteristics on

the [ of the airplane to external perturbations or longitudinal control inputs.

It is necessary to discuss the effect of varying short period characteristics by varying

only one parameter at a t!me. For the discussion of the effect of varying short

period frequency it is assumed that the damping ratio of the short period motion is

fixed at an acceptable level.

Short Period Frequency. The parameter, udsp is the damped frequency of the

second-order, short period mode of motion. If it is a real, positive number, it is

directly related to the physical frequency (or quickness) with which the airplane

responds to an elevator input or an external disturbance. In visual flight, the pilot

notes this frequency of response by reference to the pitch attitude of the airplane,

the normal accelerometer, or angle of attack indicator. The pilot is also sensitive to

this frequency of response through the normal acceleration he feels. When flying by

reference to instruments, the normal accelerometer, angle of attack indicator, and

"normal acceleration feel" provide cues of the response frequency of the airplane.

Obviously, the damped frequency of the short period mode of motion has a very

large influence on the pilot's opinion of the longitudinal flying qualities of the

airplane. However, the damped freauency is dependent on damping ratio as well as

the undamped natural frequency. Therefore, airplane short period flying qualities

requirements and data are usually presented in terms of the undamped natural

frequency, unSp and damping ration ýsp Although the undamped natural

frequency might seem to be of academic interest only (at first glance), it will now be

shown that it is actually a useful means of describing the longitudinal maneuvering

behaviur of the airplane as the pilot sees it.
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With satisfactory !mjaoa"in of the short period mode, the following

rationalizations may be made concerning the effect of various short period natural

frequencies on longitudinal flying qualities.

1 For "low" values - the pilot find that the airplane tends to "dig-in"

during maneuvering. This characteristic is explained by the fact that the

airplane does not respond quickly enough initially, to the pilot's control

input. The pilot therefore tends to put in too Ilrqe an input when

attempting to make a rapid flight path change, such as a sharp pull-up or

rapid turn entry. The large input yields the desired initial response;

however, the pilot soon finds that the final response, once it develops, is

more than he wanted. Thus it is the initial response which the pilot finds

lacking when attempting vigorous maneuvering tasks at low short period

natural frequencies. If the airplane is always maneuvered slowly and

smoothiy, the oilot probably does not object to The siow initiai response.

(The large transport or passenger airplane, with large moments of inertia in

pitch, are characterized by low short period natural frequencies. Since

these airplanes do not have to be maneuvered extensively in their missions,

however, the pilot may feel the response characteristics are perfectly

satisfactory.) Trimmability may be impaired somewhat if wnsp is too

low. This is due to the fact that every trim input the pilot makes requires a

relatively long time interval to take effect. Thus the pilot thinks he is in

trim initially, but finds later that a little further trim correction is

necessary. The pilot does not have a good, firm knowledge of when the

trim setting is exactly correct.

2. If the short period undamped natural frequency is "medium" to "high",

the response of the airplane to longitudinal control inputs is generally

satisfactory for maneuvering tasks. The airplane is quick responding

longitudinally and the pilot will generally feel very confident during
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gunsight tracking or bombing deliveries. During vigorous maneuvering, the

pilot has a strong, positive feeling that the nornmal acceleration response

will be exactly what was desired when the elevator input was made. This

"predictability factor" is important to the pilot. Additionally, the medium

to high short period frequency enhances longitudinal trimmability. With

the medium to high frequency, every correction made during the task of

trimming takes less time and comes to a completion quicker. This gives the

pilot the feeling that he knows exactly what trim correction is necessary.

In other words, the airplane's longitudinal trim point is well defined and

corrections to the trim point are made quickly.

3. For "very high" nrýp values the pilot may complain that the initial

response of the airplane is too fast or too quick. This is due to the fact that

the high natural frequency makes the airplane too sensitive and responsive

to very small longitudinal control inputs. During precise tracking

maneuvers, the pilot tends to "bobble" the nose position of the airplane.

This may. impair precise placement of ordnance during certain

maneuvering tasks required in mission accomplishment. If the airplane is

flown in turbulence, it may respond so abruptly through angle of atta(,k

and normal acceleration changes that the pilot is subjected to an

uncomfortable, teeth-rattling ridcE. Flying qu, l•ti nvesi . ati.ns have

shown that increasing "stick force per g" gradients tend to attenuate the

sensitivity and "bobbling" tendencies associated with high short period

natural frequenries. The higher Fs/n gradients merely require the pilot to

use larger force inputs during any maneuver, which tends to decrease the

initial abruptness and sensitivity exrerienced with lighter Fs In gradients.

However, this type of compromise is never completely satisfactory since

steady longitudinal control forces in pull-ups and turns may become

excessive. If the short period natural frequency is very high. even the best

compromise value of Fs In cannot make the maneuvering characteristics

acceptable.
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Short Period Damping. The parameter, ý,sp is the damping ratio of the short

period mode of motion. Its value strongly affects the time or dynamic responsc of

the airplane to a longitudinal control input or an external distrubance. Pilots are

very sensitive to this rarameter. It may be detected in visual flight by observing the

pitch attitude of the airnlane as the airplane responds to an elevator input. The pilot

notes the peak value and oscillatory nature of the response. The damping ratio can

be detected in instrument flight by reference to the normal accelerometer or angle

of attack indicator.

Short period damping ratio has a direct effect on piloting technique and the

pilot's opinion of the longitudinal flying qualities of the airplane, particularly during

maneuvering tasks. At a constant short period undamped natural frequency of

reasonable value, the pilot's description of the airplane can be varied from

"over-responsive" to "sluggish" merely by changing the damping ratio. Assuming a

satisfactory jSD , the fo ving ratio-idlizdiions may Le made concerning the

3• effect of various short period damping ratios on longitudinal flying qualities.

1. For very low damping ratios - t; e airplane short period motion is very

easily excited by pilot inputs or external disturbances. Once excited, the

motion (pitch attitude, normal acceleration, and angle of attack

oscillations) tends to persist for a relatively long period of time. When the

pilot attempts to maneuver the airplane vigorously, he finds the

longitudinal resnonse is oscillatory and the resulting oscillations in angle of

attack and normal acceleration disconcerning and uncomfortable. Thus,

the pilot will probably switch to cautious longitudinal control inputs in an

attempt to keep from exciting the short period motion. Longitudinal

control forces required in maneuvering will probably feeLlighter to the

pilot than the actual force gradient. This is because the initial response of

the airplane is quicker than the pilot thinký it should be, therefore, the

pilct thinks he applied more force than he should have applied.
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2. For low short period damping ratios - the airplane short period motion is

still quite apparent to the pilot, however, it is very noticeably damped. The

pilot may still use somewhat cautious control inputs because a noticeable

overshoot in desired angle of attack and normal acceleration occurs when

large, abrupt inputs are made. However, the pilot will feel more

comfortable in maneuvering vigorously than he would with the very low

short period damping. Longitudinal control forces in maneuvering flight

may still seem a bit light.

3. For moderale short period damping ratios - the airplane short oeriod

motion is natural and predictable. The response of the airplane to a

longitudinal control input is such that the pilot feels that he can change

angle of attack, pitch attitude, and normal acceleration to whatever values

he desires. In addition, the pilot feels that he can make these changes

precisely without any overshoot or undershoot in amplitude. Longitudinal

control forces during maneuvering flight feel normal. The pilot thus feels

very secure in maneuvering the airplane vigorously; maneuvering tasks

required in mission accomplishment are performed without undue pilot

effort.

4. The fairly h ay• and hea short period damping, the airplane short oeriod

motion is not evident to the pilot, The response of the airplane to

longitudinal control input approaches a steady state value with a minute

overshoot or it approaches the steady state purely asymptotically. As the

short period damping ratio increases, the airplane response becomes slower

and slower; the pilot resorts to "forcing" the initial response by applying

large elevator inputs to get the response started. For this situation, the

pilot describes the airplane as "sluggish" during maneuvering, and because

he resorted to using large initial elevator inputs, longitudinal maneuvering

control forces feel higher than normal.
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The Short Period "Thumbprint," The results of a pilot opinion study have

indicated that there are combinations of short oeriod undamped natural frequencies

and damping ratios which provide satisfdctory longitudinal flying qualities for

tracking maneuvering tasks. A typical display of these combinations, or

"thumbprint" as it is commonly called, is presented in Figure 96 with

various pilot comments describing the airplane's longitudinal

characteristics at appropriate points outside the thumbprint. (The

"thumbprint" discussion (Figure 96) is valid for only one particular airplane;

however, the trends are the same for all airplanes.)

BEST TESTEDO BMtRLMARY
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SHORT P01OD0 CAMPINGý RATIO (

(APPLICABLN FOR A TRACKING MAiDIJVERING TASK)

A. Move, in stq'p. Hesp•pistnr itially a bit anrupt.

8A Hesponriu errat i or stit- lide. forces too heavy. Not
maneuverabl,. Stick motion tote great.

L. Not very manvuverable. Ntiff and .luggich. force too heavy.
Good fl)ing -Iut 'ot a flit-r.

1i. Bomber r lih.,'.. figrlter. %\t .ti .i euv.rable. Forces heavy and
stick motion to., great. rrims well.

L, I Iwht 'umber. Ni{t flgntr 'y-!t. F,,F,-er heasi y. Too much

Stick notionin. Not maneuverable. Sluggish.

I. Rtipon-e fast. 'i'cilljtry. Difficultto track. Force
initially light then stiffen-.

G. )0cillltoir), too closely oipl ood. ro e rs/ponsiVe.

I1. Danigerous - could exc-ed load ta~tur. tighly escillatory.
"Pilot reluctant to maneuver. \ery difficult to track.

FIGURE 96
THE SHORT PERIOD "THUMB"PRINT
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Residual Oscillations. Any sustained residual oscillations in pitch should not

interfere with the pilot's ability to perform the tasks required in the mission of the

airplane. For levels 1 and 2, oscillations in cockpit normal acceleration of greater

than + .05g or pitch attitude oscillations greater than + 3 mils (Category A Flight

Phases) are considered excessive.

Additional Short Period Criteria. It is generally agreed that short period

frequency and damping alone are not adequate to completely describc the

acceptability or unacceptability of the short period response. An additional

parameter has been utilized in an attempt to resolve discrepancies existing between

the results of various pilot opinion studies in which only wnsp and Csp were

considered. This parameter, n/o0  , has been previously introduced in the discussion

of maneuvering stability characteristics. The ratio of maximum pitching acceleration

to steadv state normal acceleration duri;• meneuvering, s approx... ately 1 equal to
shp) x - This pitching acceleration is the airplane longitudinal response

which develops eris during maneuvering. Many of the objections to both very

high and very low short oeriod natural frequencies are due to deficiencies in ia

response. Therefore, requirements for short period natural frequency have been

expressed as a function of n,0 ; these requirements are designed to maintain

(wnsp) 2 /n/cc essentially constant (see Figure 97 a, b, and c). Of course, shorx

period damping is always extremely important and must also be maintained within

acceptable limits.

I

1 Assumptions of constant airspeed and a "high-frequency" control systems are

"made.
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The Doublet. Pulse. and 2 a Pull-Up. Three methods will be introduced for

obtaining quantitative short period characteristics. The method utilized for a

particular flight test will depend on the characteristics of the airplane, the

requirements against which tested, and the preference of the individual test pilot.

L The "doublet iOut" excites the short period motion nicely, while suppressing

the phugoid. It is generally considered to be the optimum means of exciting the

short period motion of any airplane. The doublet input manufactures a deviation in

I pitch attitude in one direction (nose-down), then cancels it with a deviation in the

other direction (nose-up). The total deviation in pitch attitude from trim at the end

N; of a doublet is zero.. Thus, the phugoid mode is suppressed. However, the short

period motion will LNs evident since the doublet generates deviations in pi! h rate,

normal . cceleration, and ajiqie of aiisuk at a constant airspeed. Short period

characteristics may be determined from the manner in which these parameters

return to the original trimmed conditions.

The doublet is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic recording devices, activate them before

initiating any deviation from trim. (The first part of the trace then serves as

a "trim shot.")

2. With a smooth, but fairly rapid motion, apply airplane nose-down

longitudinal coiitrol to decrease pitch attitude a few degrees, then reverse

tie input to nose-up longitudinal control to bring the pitch attitudebaglk

to trimL As pitch attitude reaches trim, return the longitudinal cockpit

control to trim and release it (controis-free short period) or restrain it in
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the trim position (controls-fixed short period). (Both methods should be

utilized.) At the end of the doublet input, pitch attitude should be at the

trim position (or oscillating about the trim position) and airspeed should

be exactly trim airspeed. The dodblet input and various other significant

parameters are shown in Figure 98.

AT DOUBLET jNO'U
JZ I
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FIGURE 98

DOUBLET INPUT AND AIRPLANE SHORT PERIOD RESPONSE
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3. Obtaining quantitative information on short period characteristics from

cockpit instruments is difficult and will be almost impossible if the motion

is heavily damped. However, if a sensitive accelerometer and/or sensitive

angle of attack indirator are available in the cockpit, and if the motion is

not too heavily damped, the test pilot may be able to see enough of the

free oscillation to obtain a half-cycle amplitude ratio. From this parameter,

an aporoximate damping ratio can be quickly obtained1 . The time required

for a half-cycle may be measured with a one - or three - second sweep

stopwatch. Doubling this time yields the approximate damped period of

the short period motion. From this parameter, approximate values for

damped frequency and undamped natural frequency may be computed, if

desired 1. If the pilot cannot see enough of the motion to measure and time

a half-cycle amplitude ratio, the short period motion should be

qualitatively described as e.zqenti-IlV deabeha-t

4. If automatic recording devices (oscillograph or magnetic tape, etc.,) are

available, ihe entire doublet input and short period response may be

recorded and analyzed 1 later for accurate quantitative information.

5. The frequency with which the doublet input is applied depends on the

freuguency and respoon characteristics of the airplane. The test pilot must

adjust the doublet input to the particular airplane. The maximum

response amplitude will be generated when the time interval for

the complete doublet input is approximately the same as the period

of the undamped short period oscillation (see Figure 98).

See "Analysis of Second Ordei Responses" in the introduction of this manual.
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6. The amplitude of the doublet input must be large enough to generate a

large enough short period response to analyze. Ease and accuracy of

analysis increases with size of the short period response. it is judicious to

make small amplitude inputs until familiarity is gained with the response

characteristics. This is particularly important for a low altitude, high speed

flight condition or any high dynamic pressure flight condition.

7. The doublet input may be made by first applying aft stick, then reversing

to forward stick. However, this results in less than lg normal acceleration

at the completion of the doublet and is more uncomfortable for the pilot.

The puqlse input also excites the short period nicely; however, it also tends to

excite the phugoid mode. This confuses data analysis, since the response of the

airplane through the phugoid may be taken as a part of the short period resoonse.

This is particularly true for low-frequency, slow responding airplanes. Therefore, the

pulse can usually only be utilized for high-frequency, quick responding airplanes in

which the short period motion subsides before the phugoid response, can develop.

The pulse can always be used for a quick, Qualitative look at the form of the short

period motion. It is performed as follows:

1, Stabilin ad4 trim in the ds;ired configuration a ÷•, cAr;r, flig ht

condition. Actuate the automatic recording devices, if available, before

initiating any deviation from trim

2. With a smooth, but fairly rapid motion, apply airplane nose-up longitudinal

control to generate pitch rate, normal acceleration, and angle of attack

changes, then return the longitudinal control stick to the trim position.

The short period motion may then be observed while restraining the

control stick at the trim position (controls-fixed short period) or with the

control stick free (controls-free short period).
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3 The pulse is actually the last half of a doublet input. The parameters shown

in Figure 98 at the completion of a doublet input will be the same at the

completion of the pulse input except airplane pitch attitude will be

difffrgnt from trim and will return to trim only through the phugoid.

motion.

4. Pulses may also be performed by first applying airplane nose-down

longitudinal control.

The 2g Pull-up excites the short period motion nicely and suppresses the

phugoid if performed correctly. It requires more time and effort than either the

doublet or pulse inputs. However, it is useful for investigating short period

characteristics in low frequency, slow responding airplarnes. It may also be used in

any airplane which exhibits heavy short ppriod damping and a large amplitude

motion is desired for analysis. The 2g pull-up is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic recording dJvices, take a trim shot,

then turn the devices off.

2. Decuda•e dirsp-ed by increasing pitch attitude, then apply airplane

nose-down longitudinal control to enter a dive.

3. Trim altitude should be approached in a fairly steep nose-down attitude.

As airspeed increases toward the trim airspeed, actuate the automatic

recording devices and apply airplane nose-up longitudinal control to

establish pitch rate, normal acceleration, and angle of attack changes.
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4. As the airplane pitch attitude approaches the initial trim pitch attitude,

airspeed should be trim airspeed, and normal acceleration should be

approximately 2g. As the pitch attitude reaches trim, smartly return the

cockpit control stick to the trim position and restrain it there or release it.

5. Observe appropriate short period characteristics and deactuate the

automatic recording devices after the motion has subsided.

PILOT-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

The pilot-induced oscillation (PIO) can be defined as sustained oscillations or

instabilities resuftiig from the pilot being in the control loop. These oscillations

would not occur if the pilot had not closed the loop, since with few exceptions the

airplah-e aloke is dynamicaiiy stabie. it follows that control system dynamics as well

as airframe and pilot dynamics enter into this phenomenon. In other words, it is the

total system that must be considered when evaluating PlO.

Several open loop type flight tests have been developed to identify

characteristics that tend to contribute to PIO. One test is the sinusoidal pumping of

the elevator control at frequencies up to the short period. The phase angle between

the elevator and stick is used to assure adequate performance of the elevator servo.

For this same type of pumping at all input frequencies, the ratio of peak stick forces

to peak load factors is used as an indicator of how bobweights, augmentation

systems, and basic control systems interact. If this ratio decays significantly below

steady state stick force per g, the airplane tends to become either very sensitive in

maneuvering or PIO may be encountered. Tests on the artificial feel system

including centering, breakout, friction, freeplay, and damping may also yield

information about control system characteristics that contribute to the problem.
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h All of these open loop tests may be used to point out areas of the flight

envelope where PlO tendencies exist; however, the PlO is a cosd oon phenomenon

and tasks involving close pilot control of the airplane must be included. One such.

test is high-speed formation flying where the pilot attempts to hold a precise wing

I:

position. Others involve precise pitch tracking of either another aircraft or small

ground and cloud targets. If PlO is encountered, the pilot should get out of the

control loop since the natural stability of the airplane will normally damp out the

oscillations. This can be done by simply releasing the cockpit controls or by

"41clamping" the stick in the neutral position with both hands. Obviously, if the PlO

is encountered at very low altitude, the best recovery technique is to smoothly but

positively apply a pull force and commence a climb before releasing or restraining

the stick.

Since the PlO involves a closed loop system where the short period mode is

driven divergent, it is obvious that a lightly damped free oscillation short period may

contribute to PlO. Also, since the dynamics of the pilot are involved, the higher

frequency airplanes are usually more prone to PlO. However, it does not necessarily

I .. ."s--

follow that the lightly damped, relatively high frequency airplane will exhibit PlO

tendencies. Thorough testing of both open and closed loop'response characteristics

in all flight phases is necessary to fully define PlO tendencies.

There are no rigorous test techniques with which to investigate PlO tendencies.

The straight-forward approach is probably the best - fly the airplane in the flight

conditions where PlO tendencies are predicted and see if any are encountered. This

approach should, of course, be made in gradual steps, building up to the most

critical conditions as experience is gained. The following general guidelines are

offered in planning and conducting a test program for investigating

pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies:
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1. The airplane should be maneuvered as it would be while making precise

corrections in pitch attitude and normal acceleration. Close formation

flying and precise gunsight tracking tasks are "tight spots" where PIO
tendencies may be readily apparent.

2. A properly planned test program using various frequencies of "sinusoidal

stick pumping" would practically force the test pilot to experience a PIO if

the tendency were present. Sinusoidal stick Dumping was previously

introduced in the discussion of transient maneuvering control forces.

3. Extreme caution should be exercised in attempting a test program of this

nature in the LAHS flight regime. The amplitude of normal acceleration

variation during a PIO in this regime could precipitate dramatic and sudden

structural failure of the airframe and possibly incapacitate the pilot so that

escape would be impossible.

4. If longitudinal stability augmentation is installed, the effect of its failure

on PIO tendencies must be investigated with a careful build-up program.

I P

POSTFLIGHT PROCEDURE5

As soon as possible after returning from the flight, the pi!ot should write a

brief, rough qualitative report of the longitudinal flying qualities exhibited during

the mission tasks under evaluation. This report should be written while the events of

the flight are fresh in the test pilot's mind. Qualitative pilot opinion, appropriately

related to the mission tasks under evaluation, will be the most important part of the

final report.

Appropriate data should be selected to substantiate the pilot's opinion. Several

suggested means of presenting data will be inxroduced. No matter what method is

used, it shouid be clear, concise, and complete.
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Mechanical Characteristics of the Lonaitudinal Control System

Mechanical characteristics may be presented as shown previously in the

discussion of "Test Procedures and Techniques- Nonmaneuvering Tasks."

Lronaitudingl Maneuverinq Stability Characteristlig

Longitudinal maneuvering stability characteristics may be presented as plots of

longitudinal control force, elevator position, and longitudinal cockpit control

position versus normal acceleration at a constant trim airspeed. This presentation

shows the linearity or any nonlinearities of the relationships. If n/- is linear

applicable speLification limits for the local Fs /n gradient can be plotted on the

longitudinal control force curves as an aid in determining specification compliance

(i.e., when iocal Fs /n gradient is steeper than minimum or shallower than maximum

specification requirement). Longitudinal control system breakout forces, including

friction should ba considered when fairing curves through the data points and when

drawing specification limits. The Fs /n curves and the specification limit lines should

originate at the longitudinal control force value corresponding to breakout,

including friction in either the push or pull direction. Typical plots are shown in

Figure 100.

(NOTE: For the example shown, no difference in the characteristics and be

detected between left and right steady turns. For single engine, single rotation

propeller airplanes, the difference may be significant enough to fair curves for both

left and right turns.)
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If enough data points are obtained during the maneuvering stability tests,

and/or if no significant differences can be detected for steady turns and steady

pull-ups, it is not necessary to attempt to fair a curve through the data. In this case;

the data points themselves define the curves. Typical plots are shown in Figure 101.

An additional plot helpful in determining and presenting specification compliance is

shown in figure 102.

0 STEADY PULL-UPS A SUDDEN PULL-UPS
o SlVADY TIURNS S STEADY PUSHOVERS

_j 0 REAKOUT INCLUDING FRICTION : 1.51L-S

Id w = FRICTION NEGLIOIDL - -

No0 00e
-x

ONSET BUFFET N

TRIM

• I- II I I I , 1 ,

_ _ TIM

U I0 p 3&C

w LIMITS TEU - IS CES
cc . TED 1I DEG

NOR(MAL ACCE LERA'IION -y••,-

LONGITUDINAL MANEUVERING STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS ---

MODEL _ •AIRPLANE
0. N.

CONFIGURATION . CRUISE TRIM: 550 KIAS, 5,000• FT ..i
LOADING C GROSS WEIGHT 17,1,0LE

CG:21.6% MAC LONGITUDINAL TRIM. 0.55 I AND

"STAB AUG: OFF
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Wind-up turns at constant airspeed yield as many data points as the engineer

desires to obtain from the automatic recording traces. If automatic data reduction

facilities are available, enough data points can be obtained to "shot gun" the data. A

typical example of this method of data presentation is shown in Figure 103 for the

"stick force per g" characteristic only.

30 BREAKOUT INCLUDING FRICTION ± 2.5 LBS
"2 FRICTION -* 0.5 LBS

Z~ I0

to -1 FE - 4__ STALL?

LO a-O 3.0 4.0 50 60o

NORMAL ACCELERATION
g

FIGURE 103

POSSIBLE MEANS OF PRESENTING "STICK FORCE PER g" DATA
FROM A WIND-UP TURN

If maneuvering stability tests are performed at various CG positions for the

same configuration and essentially the same flight conditions, the data may be

presented as shown in Figure 104.
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Longitudinal maneuvering control force data is sometimes presented in tabular

form when many loadings, configurations, altitudes, trim airspeeds, and CG

positions have been utilized. An example is presented in Figure 105.

I IC-.; ro I Force

A i t i ,, .I . .14 .. t,14 9.2

I . • ' 11, 3. lA.3t l (I ,° '43( l/J

3. -- -'t 1,2) 1I*. 14 0 11 0I,A l 1 .4,. 2I.

A1I..1 I ,' 1 0. I0 1 .qA

2" t1..' l ',0.0 ,00,, ;4H..P.

t."• : .(,.|,I(). I' 1,,• l ! 00 4 ',.1. 7 7,4 2

24 I.I I'-, I. 3, I 2b9/.52 5.6

C 1, 1 .42[ '1 1',000 1461. 1 1, 1.A

'4.II2 ) 101'0 l A 4451,70 4.6

'',.'2,3 1 3 ,3, 11', ] 131I 1 J{ I 1S(, 19.OA

(I) Average maneuvering control force gradient measured#7from one g to maximum g attained in a wind-up turn.

(2) See CG - Gross Weight relationship shown in Appendix IV,
Figure 1.

FIGURE 105

LONGITUDINAL MANEUVERING STABILITY TABLE

1he flight test team may desire to present the variation of the "stick force per

g" gradient with altitude and airspeed (or Mach number.) If so, averaae gradients of

stick force per g can be determined for different trim airspeeds and altitudes and

presented on the same plot (Figure 106). In general, the average gradient should be

computed for the same normal acceleration increment at each trim point; i.e.,

"average gradient between 1.0 and 3.0 g" or "average gradient between 1.0 g and

buffet onset." At any rate, the normal acceleration increment used to compute the

average gradient should be presented on the plots.
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FIGURE 106

VARIATION OF STICK FORCES PER g WITH ALTITUDE AND
MArI-a MII&ACDo
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amount of data available. If the scope of the evaluation is limited, short period

characteristics are effectively presented in tabular form. An example is shown in

Figure 107. If the short period motion was recorded on oscillograph, magnetic tape,

or telemetry, the actual trace, appropriately annotated, may be presented in the

report. Angle of attack is the most desirable parameter to use in analyzing the test

results, since it exhibits the pure short period response better than any other

parameter, particularly at low speeds. However, normal acceloration or pitch rate

may also be utilized in obtaining approximate quantitative short period

characteristics.
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F TRIM 0nsp r

ALTITUDE AIRSPEED CG STAB (RAD/ CI/ 1 0
F CONFIGRATION (FT) (KIAS,IMN) (%MAC) AUG SEC)

POWER (P) 40,000 1.Z 35.0 ON 3.9 0.3 1.0

POWER (P) 5,000 550,0.9 35.5 ON 5.0 0.6 0.5

POWER APPROACH 5,000 130 Z6.0 OFF MOTION
ESSENTIALLY

* ____________ ______ ____ ___DEAD BEAT

Figure 107

Airplane Short Period Characteristics

When the flight test team desires to show the variation of airplane
short period characteristics with airspeed or Mach number, a plot similar to
that shown in Figure 109 may be utilized.
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Pilot-Induced Oscillations

Any tendency of the pilot-airplane combination toward PIO during any of the

maneuvering tasks must, of course, be thoroughly discussed in the technical raport.

This discussion may be a separate section within the report or integrated into other

sections of the report, such as mechanical characteristics, maneuvering stability, or

short period motion discussions.
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SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for static and dynamic longitudinal flying qualities during

maneuvering tasks are contained in the following applicable paragraphs of Military

Specification MIL-F-8785B(ASG), of 7 August 1969, hereafter referred to as the

Specification.

3.2.2 Longitudinal maneuvering characteristics.

3.2.3.2 Longitudinal control in maneuvering flight.

3.5.2 Mechanical characteristics.

3.5.4 Augmentation systems.

The requirements of the Specification may be modified by the applicable

airplane Detail Specification. Comments concerning only those portions of the

Specification which require some interpretation are presented below,

3.2.2.2.1 n.otrgl forces nAccelerated flight. The terms "local gradient" and

"average gradient" are not defined in the Specification. The definitions presented

earlier in this section should be utilized in the analysis of test results. Note that limit

local factor, NL, is defined as the symmetrical flight limit load factor for a given

Airplane Normal State, based on structural considerations. If this information is not

defined by the contractor, utilize the maximum allowable load factor for the

particular configuration, store loading, etc., in computation of Specification limits

for maximum and minimum local force gradients. Interpretation of the F./n liits

-fbL . VI,. Because the limits on Fs In are a function of both nLand n/cA, table V
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is rather complex. To illustrate its use, the limits are presented on Figure 110 for an

airplane having a center-stick controller and nL =7.0.

I ...
-5 6 6 . . .. . ..". : .. .. . .. ." " " ;" ' .. . ... . . . .. ... 3.. .. .. ..." L E V E L 3 " ' "" "
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LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES - MANEUVERING TASKS

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

PITCH RATE DAMPING - Pitching moment created because of the angular

rotation of the airplane in pitch during curvilinear flight. Sometimes called

"damping in pitch" or "viscous damping in pitch."

_TICK-FIXED MANEUVERING NEUTRAL POINT - The location of the center

of gravity of an aircraft for which the gradient of elevator position versus normal

acceleration at a constant airspeed would be zero. Sometimes called the "elevator

position maneuvering neutral point.

STICK-FREE MANEUVERING NEUTRAL POINT - The location of the center of

gravity of an aircraft for which the gradient of longitudinal control force versus

normal acceleration at a constant airspeed would be zero. Sometimes called the

"longitudinal control force maneuvering neutral point.

MANEUVERING TASK_ - Those tasks which result in accelerated flight

conditions; during these tasks, transitions for one equilibrium flight condition to

another are made quickly, and possibly, somewhat roughly.

LOCAL STICK FORCE PER G GRADIENT - Slope of the tangent to the curve of

longitudinal control force versus normal acceleration at any point.

AVERAGE STICK FORCE PER G GRADIENT - Slope of a line drawn from the

lg point where breakout, including friction is overcome to the point under

consideration on the curve of longitudinal control force versus normal acceleration.

PILOT-INDUCED-OSCILLATION (PIO) - A divergent oscillation of the piloi -

airplane combination where the airplane alone exhibits at least some degree of

dynamic stability.
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LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES - MANEUVERING TASKS
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MISCELLANEOUS LONGITUDINAL TESTS

INTR0DUC T ION

There are numerous miscellaneous longitudinal tests which have not been

discussed previously and which are conveniently presented as a group. These tests

are the subject of this section.

LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHANGES.

Since changing power, lowering the landing gear, extending the flaps, opening

the speed bl:*kes, and movement of other external variable position devices cause

pitching moments, the magnitude of the forces involved in opposing these moments

must be determined. The specification contains a table of the most commomly

encountered "configuration changes" along with the trim speeds to be used and the

initial configurations to be set up prior to varying the configuration. Each of the

configurations represents conditions of flight under which the configuration change

would logically be made. Consider the following example:

IIl
i Initial Trim Condition I

Flight I Altitudei Speed Landing igh-lift Thrust "onfigura-Para-
Phase Gear evices Ition metereWing hange to be

laps heldSConstati
Approac h hormal LUp Up 'TLF pear down Alti-

°min pattern tude
' ntry and

peed air-
_...._____ _ speed*_

* Throttle setting may be changed during th. maneuver.
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In this case, the airplane is being prepared for an approach. The trim speed (zero

stick force) is the normal gear extension speed. (Reference shouid be made to table I
of the specification which defines homin ) Power applied is sufficient to maintain

level flight at the trim speed. The configuration change is lowering the landing gear.

The peak forces involved in holding altitude and airspeed constant for a 5-second

period after initiation of the configuration change are the data desired to determine

specification compliance. A greater period of time may be of interest for mission

suitability considerations.

The specification allows considerable latitude in this particular test. The tabl"

set forth in the specification is only a recommended scope of investigation. It states

specifically that the changes should be made under conditions of flight

representative of operational procedures. A majority of the objections to the table

result from the speed brake section which is not too realistic in that ,he effect of

extensicn and retraction of brakes in dives is not included. Accordingly, a

recommended addition to the scope of the tests for Class IV airplanes is an

investigation of the effect of extending speed brakes in a dive with the ocrarneter to

be held constant being attitude (or the aiming point of the dive prior to extension).

The trim changes resulting from speed brake extension and retraction at different

airspeeds as well as during jzt instrument peneratons, OCA approaches, and ianding

approaches should also be assessed.

Another item to be considered when conducting this test is the airplane's

response to the changes in configura[ion. With modern control systems, the forces

are usuall\/ low, even when the pitching moments are considerable. Therefore, the

response ' the airplane is nuite important in determining suitability from a pilot's

point of view. In particular, when putting wheels and flaps down under instrument

flight conditions, a rapid Ditch-u!) or down is highly undesirable even though the

forces required to maintain altitude constant are of a low order. Another condition

which arises freriuently is a roll or yawing moment which results from asymmetric

extension or retraction of flaps or wheels. This is annoying as pilot attention must

be directed to directional and/or lateral trim changes in addition to the longitudinal

4I change normally expected.



For each trim change condition, an attempt should be made to trim out the

final forces resulting from the change in configuration. In some cases, when holding

altitude constant is the requirement, the additional drag caused by extension of

H2  wheels or flaps may cause the speed to reduce to stall. In such a case, there is no

Li.' final value, only a Deak force. Usually upon completion of a card, examination of

the data will reveal that several of the configu,-ation changes which could logically be

changed simultaneously will require application of longitudinal force in the same

direction. For example, if two configuration changes require a push force

individually, most likely their combined effects would be additive. The test pilot

should determine which combination of configuration changes would be

encountered in the airplane's mission and investigate them thoroughly.

LONGITUDINAL TRIMMING DEVICE IRREVERSIBILITY

It is highly desirable that the longitudinal trimming device maintain a given

setting indefinitely, unless changed intentionally; or to put it differently, it should

be irreversible. In order to test ý longitudinal trimming device for irreversibility, it iE

necessary that the tab or variable stabilizer be subjected to a high angle of attack at

as great a "q" (dynamic pressure) as is feasible. This is done by carefully trimming

the airplane at an airspeed, entering a dive, and increasing the airspeed to close to

the maximum permissible airspeed of the airplane without retrimming. A high g,

symmetrical pull-out is executed at a lower altitude (at least 10,000 feet) and

without retrimming, a check is made at the original trim airspeed, altitude, and

power setting. If the longitudinal trimming device is irreversible, the force required

to maintain the trim speed will be zero. If, however, the tab is reversible, a push or

pull force will be required to maintain the trim speed.
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The tab indicator itself is not reliable in determining movement of the tab. If

control system friction is high, a change in tab setting may not be apparent through

the airplane's stick-free stability. In such cases, it will be necessary to instrument for

tab position if the reversibility is actually annoying. Normally. if there is no

apparent change in trim (as reflected by zero Fs ) at the original trim speed, the fact

that the tab has moved is not too objectionable, unless the tab movement under

some other condition of flight is bothersome.

GROUND EFFECT HOLD-OFF

For airplane configurations with the horizontal tail behind the wing, "ground

effect" reduces the angle of downwash at the tail. Since the downwash behind a

wing not in ground effect reduces the tail angle-of-attack (ctt), the charge caused by

ground effect results in an increase in the tail angle-of-attack and a corresponding

increase in tail lift. "his effect is illustrated in Figure 1 11.

OUT OF GROL!D EFFFECT

/4/0

IN GR•OUJND EFFECT

~- - TAIL)
,• A.-. .-, ... •-• j •J\JJ~~J

RUNWAY SURFAC._

FIGURE III

GROUND EFFECT
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Since tail lift is increased by ground effect, more up elevator is required to

maintain a given lift coefficient (CL) in ground effect than out; it follows that

because the elevator deflection is physically limited, its capacity to produce nose-up

pitchir. 1 moments is lessened by ground effect In some airplanes, we find that the

elevat., Lffectiveness is insufficient to obtain an aerodynamic stall. Now, if the

airplb,,e is flown in ground effect, the effectiveness of the elevator is further

redu•ed, and very likely it is not possible to obtain the minimum guaranteed landing

speed or even-the minimum speed that was attainable at altitude.

Approach and landing speeds are becoming more and more critical and should

not be limited by longitudinal control effectiveness. Because of this, we test for

what is called the "ground effect hold-off speed;" i.e., the minimum speed attainable

in ground effect in configuration L and the stick force required to maintain the

required elevator deflection at this speed. It is important to understand that this test

is conducted to evaluate longitudinal control effectiveness in close proximity to the

ground and is not intended to be a test of landing characteristics with idle

power/thrust.

Method of Tast

With a forward critical CG loading, the airplane is trimmed in configuration PA

at normai approach speed and at low altitude (1000 to 2000 feet). It is then flown

to the field traffic pattern and, without changing trim, a fairly long, flat straight-in

approach is made at an airspeed 20-30 knots above normal approach speed. As the

end of the runway is crossed at roughly 20 feet altitude, power (thrust) is reduced to

"idle." The airplane is leveled off 2-3 feet above the runwray arid, as the speed

decreases, up elevator deflection is increased so as to maintain a constant height

above the runway. Care should be exerci:d to avoid changes in height during this
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phase; if a rate-of-descent is set up, more up elevator is required to stop the

rate-of-descent and hold a given speed than would have been required to hold the

same speed at a constant height. If an aerodynamic stall does not orecede

application cf full-up elevator, the airplane wili settle to the runway soon after the

elevator has reached full-up deflection. The speed at which the airplane touches

down and the elevator force required to maintain a stick position just short of the

"stop" is noted. If the airplane is not instrumented for automatic recording of

longitudinal stick force, it is normally necessa-,, to make two approaches, recording

the minimum hold-off speed during one approach and the longitudinal stick force

with a hand-held force indicator during the next.

Caution should be exercised during the later phase of the hold-off. There is a

definite tendency to neglect some of the mcre important aspects of landing an

airplane when concentrating on the test being conducted. For one thing, the test

should rnot be conducted in a strong cross-wind for obvious reasons. further, a

touch-and-go type landing will be planned from the start of the approach, unless

runway length is extensive, as a large portion of the runway is usually used during

tl e hold-off.

At•tqma. Mi.thod of Test (Geometry LiVrrted

The geometry of certain airplanes precludes attainment of a stall attitude during

a hold-off landing. For example, the tail uf the F-B will strike the runway before

either a stal; or full aft stick is reached. In such cases, the specification requires that

longitudinal control effectiveness i:; ground effect be sufficient to maintain the

geometry-limited touchdown attitude in level flight.
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The tes.;t is performed in the same miinner as foi t,-; Songeometry limited

airplane except that the maneuver is terminated when th• pd:dAetrmined

geometry-limited attitude (or angle of attack) is reached in level flight. It is

especially important that the hold-off be performed in close proximity to the

runway (2-3 feet) for acceptable data and to prevent hard landings. After the test

pilot has reached the predetermined attitude and noted the appropriate data, he

should concentrate on making a normal touch-and-go landing or a wave off. If

automatic recording devices ar'e installed the "event marker" should be actuated to

denote the predetermined attitude. Longitudinal trim must remain at the initial

setting (normal approach speed). After the final landing elevator position and force

(if the system is irreversible) required for level flight in ground effect are recorded.

NOSEWHEEL TOUCHDOWNS

The nosewheel touchdown speed is defined as the speed at which the nosewheel

touches the runway following a landing in which the elevators are held in the full up

position during the rollout. There is no specification requirement for this

characteristic at the present time; however, it is considered useful information and

worthy of investigation. It is common practice to slow airplanes equipped with

tricycle landing gears by holding the nose-up as long as possible during the landing

rollout. This creates more draa than would be present with the nosewheel on the

runway because of the higher angle of attack. By using such a technique, it is

possible to minimize the use of brakes in slowing the airplane to a safe speed before

turning off the runway.
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MAgod of Teqst

Using the trim settings normally used during the approach, a smooth landing is

made on the two main wheels. The nosewheel is held off the runway by application

ot up elbvator. As the full elevator deflection is attained, the airplane will nose over

and the nosewheel will contact the runway. The speed at which this occurs is the

nosewheel touchdown speed.

NOSEWHEEL LIFT-OFF

As explained earlier in the "Ground Effect Hold-Off" section, the effectiveness

of the elevator is reduced when in close proximity to the runway. In extreme cases,

a lack of elevator effectiveness can compromise take-off performance. For examole,

a given airplane can produce enough lift at 95 knots to take off, provided sufficient

angle of attack can be attained. The elevator, however, may not be eff( tive enough

to rotate the airplane to this angle of attack. Therefore, the airplane lifts off at some

speed greater than 95 knots. This penalizes the airplane in that a longer take-off run

is required to attain the speed necessary to lift clear of the runway. This test is of

particular importance for carrier airplanes in that insufficient longitudinal control

effectiveness will probably result in serious pitch control problems during the

normal rotation required during c;.tapult launches or bolters.

Since the speed at which the nosewheel can be lifted from the runway is

essentially the speed at which take-off attitude can be obtained, we determine

nosewheel lift-off speed and use it as an indication of elevator effectiveness in

take-off. If the nosewheel lift-off speed is determined to be equal to or less than .9

Vmin (as defined in paragraph 3.1.8.2 of the specification), then elevator

effectiveness does not compromise take-off performance. The loading tested should

be the CG position that produces the greatest load on the nosewheel. For carrier

airplanes, elevator control effectiveness must be sufficient to prevent an undesirable

nose-up or nose-down pitch between the minimum catapult end-speed (as published

in the Launch Bulletins) and 30 knots above this speed.
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If the airplane is equipped with a trimmable stabilizer, or a unit horizontal tail

(stabilator) with deflection limits which vary with trim setting, the take-off trim

used can have a profound effect on the minimum nosewheel lift-off sneed obtained.

Increased nose-up trim will produce increased nose-up pitching moments attainable

with full aft longitudinal control deflection. The trim setting used wh3r' testing

airplanes equipped with tab trimmed elevators affects only the forces present during

the run. Caution should be exercised when checking the effect of applying

additional nose-up trim, because some airplanes "break ground" rapidly once the

nosewheel begins to lift. For this reason, a "build-tip" should be employed, making a

series of runs at increasing nose-up stabilizer settings. The amount of nose-up

stabilizer that can be tolerated will depend upon its effect on the forces encountered

duriig tlhe take-off and transition to the "clean" condition. For both land and

carrier-based operations, satisfactory takeoffs should not be dependent on the use of
a• tri ...m cr during! +Q"^^- W1 .. .Wit .... UW " .... . ' .... ._.,_.: L...LM ýIT. . A,

forces encountered during takeoff and the ensuing acceleration phase should be low

enough to be handled easily with one hand. If raising the landing gear and flaps

causes a nose-up pitching moment, the force required to overcome this pitching

moment should be considered when deciding upon the trim setting to be used.

The landing gear will usually be retracted immediately after becoming airborne.

Consequently, it a push force is encountered during the initial acceleration after

take-off and a push force results from retraction of the gear, the combined forces

will be additive. While the longitudinal trim setting used is optional, it must be held

constant throughout the take-off run and subsequent acceleration to VmaxTO (as

defined in paragraph 3.1.8.1 of the specification). Normally it will be a setting which

will give zero stick forces just after becoming airborne and will result initially in a

pull force (if tme airplane has positive stick force stability), which will lessen

throughout the take-off run.
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This test should be conducted only on a smooth runway as nose-up pitching

moments applied through the nosewheel strut can cause the nosewheel to lift off

prior to attaining a speed at which the elevator effectiveness is sufficient to rotate

the airplane. Rapid applicationnof nose-up elevator control should also be avoided. A

careful check of inflation of the nosewheel strut should be made to insure that the

prescribed pressure is used. Usually this test is conducted as a matter of course

during each take-off; i.e., usually flights are not exclusively devoted to determining

the nosewheel lift-off speed. Although the forces encountered during the take-off

are of interest, unless the airplane is provided with a means of automatic recording

of longitudinal control forces and speed, the most that can be hoped for are the

forces at nosewheel lift-off, take-off, and VmaxTO plus, of course, qualitative

comments as to the acceptability of the forces.

4 -4 •,f T.

The airplane, loaded at the forward critical CG loading, is aligned with the

runway heading and take-off power (or thrust) is applied. With the stick held in the

full aft position, the brakes are released. The speed at which the nosewheel leaves

the runway is noted and the run is aborted or a take-off is accomplished. If it is

decided to continue the take-off, a normal take-off attitude should be established

after the nosewheel lift-off speed is noted. Recent experience indicates that it is

possible with full-up elevator to hold certain airplanes in nose-up attitudes which

preclude effecting a take-off due to drag effects. Caution must be exercised in some

airplanes to prevent damage to the aft fuselage or tail section by overrotation.

THRUSTLINE LEVEL

This test is the nosewheel lift-off test's opposite number for determining

elevator effectiveness during the take-off run of airplanes equipped with tail wheel

type landing gear. Because there is less drag present with the thrustline level than in
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a "three-point" attitude, acceleration will be greater during take-off if the thrust line

is level. Further, the distance required to take off is directly related to the

acceleration. This leads to the conclusions that the initial phase of a minimum

distance take-off should be rr de with the thrustline level. And, in a majority of

cases, this is true. The normal technique used is to raise the tail wheel as soon as the

elevator effectiveness permits and then accelerate with the thrustline level until the

take-off speed is approached. At this point, the stick is eased to the rear in such a

manner as to reach a "three-point" attitude simultaneously with attaining take-off

speed. Therefore, the ability of the elevator to raise the tail to a thrustline level

attitude and the speed at which this is possible is of interest since it affects take-off

performance.

In the nosewheel lift-off test, ground effect lessened elevator effectiveness. The

converse is true in this test where the increase in ctt due to "ground effect" aids the

elevators in lifting the tail. As would be expected, the critical loading is the normal

service loading that provides the greatest tail heavy moment. It should be pointed

out that CG position alone does not define this condition. Loadings are possible

wherein the effect of increasing weight predominates over CG position. For

example, a lightweight, aft CG position loading will probably not cause as great a

weight on the tail wheel as a much heavier loading will, at a CG position slightly

forward of the light loadina CG position. The longitudinal trim setting is optional,

but should be a setting which does not result in excessive forces during the take-off

run or immediately after becoming airborne. As in the nosewheel lift-off test,

trimmable stabilizers can be adjusted so as to provide a nose down pitching moment

so long as the elevator forces encountered during take-off are not excessive.
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Methhod of Test

The pilot aligns the airolane with the runway heading and locks the brakes. The

flaps are extended to the optimum take-off position and the power is increased until

the tail wheel is just lifting from and returning to the runwav surface. As much

power should be applied as possible, without the risk of nosing over. (If the airplane

begins suzh a maneuver as the power is increased, release the brakes immediately. As

you will find out from running this thrustline level test, it is impossible to nose an

airplane over, even with full forward stick and full power applied unless the brakes

are used.) Next, the brakes are released, iake-off power is applied, and the stick is

egaz&d to the full forward position. Remember the order in this sequence of events;

first, release the brakes; second, apply full power; third, ease the stick full forward.
_'p

Full forward stick position is maintained until the thrustline is level. The indicated

airspeed is noted and the force required is determined. The test should be repeated

until reliable data is obtained. The major problem is that of determining when the

thrustline is level. It is recommended that a given nose attitude be arbitrarily chosen

as the equivalent of thrustlin2. level. This is the only way that repeatable data will be

obtained unless an outside observer transmitting a "mark" is utilized.

SE Ir D ru n -F
t,, L-.L___•unrtcrrEFFECTIVENESS

Investigation of the effectiveness of the speed brakes is '. ' tative task. Speed

. brakes can be used for airplane deceleration, dive speed limitation, allowing higher

engine speed during penetrations and approaches, etc. The particular functions

desired from the speed brakes will depend on the airplane's mission. A thorough test

V plan encompassing all possible uses of the speed brakes should be formulated. In

general, for the particular airplane mission, the speed brakes should be s'ifficient to

provide adequate control of airspeed, flight path, etc. at any flight condition within

the Operational Flight Envelope.
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LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCES IN DIVES

The purpose of this test is to determine the magnitude and rate of change of

longitudinal control forces in dives to maximum airspeeds and the ease with which

these forces can be maintained near zero by retrimming.

Method of Test

The airplane is trimmed for VMRT (level flight) at high altitude. Without

changing power, a dive is entered so as to reach maximum operational airspeed at a

low altitude. The maximum longitudinal control force required at maximum

operational airspeed is noted. During a similar dive, the ability of the pilot to keep

longitudinal control forces near zero by retrimming is determined.

L_4_GITUDINALrTRIM SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS AND FAILURE$ 4-D

The purpose of this test is to determine the capability of the longitudinal trim

system to reduce control forces to zero at all operational airspeeds. Longitudinal

trim system failures should also be investigated.

Method of Test

The airplane is flown from minimum airspeeds to maximum operational

airspeeds in all configurations, and the ability to trim the longitudinal control forces

to zero is evaluated.

0

Trim system failures are simulated at representative operational airspeeds by

"running the longitudinal trim in the nose-up and nose-down direction until full

control deflection is reached, excessive control forces are required, or the maximum

trim travel limits are reached. The controllability of the airplane is then evaluated.
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I NTRODUCTION

The investigation of lateral-directional stability and control involves the study

of characteristics exhibited in the airplane's planes of asymmetry. These planes of

asymmetry divide the airplane into unsymmetrical parts and contain components of

motion only alongq the Y axis and about the X and Z axes (see Figure 1).

x. I.-
- - --

z
FIGURE I

AIRPLANE AXIS SYSTEM AND PLANES OF ASSYMMETRY

A..•pl.nc mot.on in 'tlhe .. an.. uOf asyr-rii-,ti.y ur aierdal-]rectionai motion

generally results in some motion in the plane of symmetry or longitudinal motion.

For part of the study of lateral-directional flying qualities, this longitudinal motion

will be considered fairly insignificant. However, in some flight conditions,

lateral-directional motion can generate significant longitudinal motion and vice

versa. These conditions will be discussed thoroughly 'n a subsequent section.
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Lateral-directional flying qualities must be investigated from ggsj~j~irjuM and

g..Q~eauilibriumn flight conditions. From equilibrium conditions, the static

lateral-directional characteristics may be determined. These characteristics are-

1. Variation of directional control forces and rudder positions with sidesliP

angle inp steady heading flight at a constant trim airspeed (static directional

stability characteristics).

2. Variation of lateral control forces and aileron positions with sideslip angle

in steady heading flight at a constant trim airspe~.d (static lateral stability

characteristics or dihedral characteristics).

3. Variation of bank angle with sideslip angle in steady heading flight at a

constant trim airspeed (sidpforce characteristics).

Dynamic lateral-directional flying qualities are investigated from

nonequilibrium. flight conditions. This requires study of the characteristics of the

three lateral-directional Modes of motion -the Dutch rail mode, the spiral mode,

and the roll mode - which are suppressd in equilibriumn flight. Two of the

lateral-directional modes differ from the longitudinal modes in that the pilot doas

1r10i Ubud~iy delibtrdiely excite tihe Duicli roli or spiral modes. Excitation of these

modes is not required to maneuver the airplane under no. ral flight conditions.

However, the Dutch roll and spiral modes are continually inadvertently excited by

, -the pilot or by external perturbations. Therefore, the characteristics of these modes

greatly affect the pilot's opinion of the airplane during all phases of mission

* accomplishment. During certain special flight conditions, such as flight with

asymmetric power or landing with a crosswind; the pilot may deliberately utilize the

Dutch roll mode to generate sideslip changes in order to maintain steady heading

flight. Since the Dutch roll mode is a second order response generally involving b,-th

lateral and directional motion, the characteristics of this mode to be investigatedj V-2



I. Frequency or period of the motion.

2. Damping of the motion or lack of it.

3. The relative magnitude of the lateral part of the motion to the directional

part of the nmotion, or simply, the "roll to yaw ratio."

4. The degree of excitation of the Dutch roll mode during uncoordinated,

aileron only turns.

Since the spiral mode is a first order motion which may be convergent,

divergent, or neutral, the characteristics of this motion to be ;nvestigated are:

1. The nature of the motion; i.e., whether it is divergent, neutral, or

convergent.

2. The time required for* the amplitude of the first order motion to double or

half.

Obviously, the pilot will deliberately excite the roll mode in order to make

bank angle changes required in all phases of mission accomplishment. Characteristics

of the roll mode have a significant influence on the pilot's opinion of the airplane.
The roll mode is an essentially first order response and is usually heavily damped.

Therefore, the characteristics of the roll mode to be investigated are:

1. The roll mode time constant.

2. Steady state roll rates obtainable with various lateral control inputs.

3. The nature and amount of yawing motion generated during rolling

maneuvers.
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The pilot's opinion of lateral-directional flying qualities depends on all the

static and dynamic characteristics mentioned above plus the characteristics of the

lajrabldirectional contro! _Sstem, In addition, other parameters influence

lateral-directional flying qualities because of inseparable interaction phenomenon,

such as roll response to a directional control input, and yaw response to a lateral

control input and roll rate. Therefore, it is not possible to state which of the

aforementioned characteristics are dominant in a particular flight condition. They

are all important to varying degrees and must all be investigated to determine their

influence tn every piloting task. in the interest of simplicity, lateral-directional

flying qualities will be presented in four sections:

1. "Normal" lateral-directional flying qualities.

2. Rolling performance and roll coupling.

3. Asymmetric power.

4. Miscellaneous lateral-directional tests.

Lateral-directional stability and control characteristics profoundly affect the

pilot's ability to perform both maneuvering and nonmaneuvering tasks required in

mission fulfillment. Satisfactory lateral-directional characteristics allow the pilot to

trim the airplane easily and simply, maneuver the airplane safely and precisely

without excessive effort, and maintain adequate control of the airplane under all

possible operational flight conditions. Thus, mission tasks can be performed safely,

simply, and precisely, and overall mission effectiveness is correspondingly enhancad.
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THEORY

NORMAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AND CONTROL

SAT~IC I.TRLDIETOA EASTABILITY AND CONTROL

It is now necessary to study the stability characteristics of the airplane wheýn its

flight path deviates from the o~nljrofss*ymmetry. This means that the relative wind

will be making some angle to the airp~ane's jpk"LUymmer-' this anlS srfre

to as the jji0Iio a2nl, I (see Figure 2). T he angle of sideslip differs from the angle

of attack in that it lies in a different plane and its action is quite different Angle of

attack determines the airplane's lift coefficient and, therefore, Ats airspeed (for

unaccelerated flight conditions) or normal acceleration (at a constaant airspeed).

However, sideslip is generally quite useless to the pilot It can be used to increase

drag and increase rate of descent during landing, or it can be used to make airplane

c~Ileativiiy dwt tsawt tib TUflWd heading during crosswind landings, or it cars be used to
ease the pilot's workload during flight with asymmetric power, etc.. Nevertheless, it
can be stated that, in gene~ral, it is advantageous to maintain zero sideslip in almost

all flight conditions. Therefure, the problamn of dirggctiona~ stability and corivol is to

insure that the airplane t~j~ to maintain zero sideslip and to insure "-it the pilot is

provided a suitable means of s&ixirIains sideslip during maneuvers that tend to

produce sideslip, or during maneuvers in which he wishes to deliberately irrdouce;

sideslip.
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x
RELATIVE WIND

o Ej-- SLIP ANGLE, 0

AIRPLANE CG

FIGURE 2

THE SIDESLIP ANGLE

Obviously, the pilot must also be provided with satisfactory control of the

airp•lane's 'Ingle of bank, ; this control is necessary to provide a force to accelerate

the flight path in the horizontal plane; i.e., t9 turn the airolanc. A subsequent

section on Rolling Performance will discuss thoroughly the subject of laralc--ri

However, since sideslip generally induces a rolling moment, it is necessary to

introduce here the concept of dihedral effect or lateral stablity. This is really not a

stiC gabi- 1ii the tfISe OfuI the L111 iett 6,IC L- it-- *IIUIUIILb M,

not a result of bank angle but are a result of sideslip. However, dihedral effect has a

significant influence on the pilot's opinion of the airplane's lateral-directional flyir.g

qualities.
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In order to discuss the theory of lateral-directional flying qualities, it is

necessary first to develop some terminology which will permit a complete

description of the forces and moments acting on the airplane durhii any maneuver

that involves sideslip.

Lte raI-D irectional Terniryloa

The angle of sideslip, 13, is equal of the arcsin (C/V) or for small angles

encountered in normal flight, f3 = V/V (Figure 3). The sideslip angle is arbitrarily

given a positive sign when the relative wind is to the right of the geometric

longitudinal axis of the airplane. The angle of yaw, p, is defined as the angular

displacement of the airplane's geometric longitudinal axis in the horizontal plane

from some arbitrary direction taken as zero at some instant of time. Note that for a

curved flight path, yaw angle does not equal sideslip angle. In a 360 degree turn, the

airplane yaws through 360 degrees but may develop no sideslip during the

maneuver if the turn is perfectly coordinated. If the airplane is sideslipped to

maintain a straight path, the angle of yaw is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign

to the angle of sideslip. v

TOHLFLIGHT P I ATH

ARBITRARY DIRECTION£O X v L FIH PATHAT SOME INSTANT
OF TIME

CG

V =VELOCITY OF THE AIRPLANE TANGENTIAL
To THE FLIGHT PATH AT ANY T IME

v =COMPOENT OF V ALONG THE Y AXIS OF
THE AIRPLANE

CURVED FLIGHT PATH STRAIGHT FLIGHT PATH

FIGURE 3

SIDESLIP ANGLE AND ANGLE OF YAW
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Considerable confusion can arise if the terms sideslip and yaw are

misunderstood. In this manual, sideslip will always be used to describe the angle

generated by the relative wind not being perfectly aligned with the airplane's

geometric longitudinal axis in the XY plane. 1 However, the term yaw wili also be

used in describing raZte and moments in many cases. This is necessary since, for

instance, the airplane can exhibit a yaw rate with zero sidjsjii or can have yawing

mgmn generated at zero sideslio. With the meanings of sideslip and yaw in mind,

other lateral-directional stability derivatives may now be developed.

Lateral- Directional Stability Dedvativei rce-n-d-deforce Derivatives

Whenever a sideslip angle is imposed on the airplane, sideforces are developed

by the fuselage, wings, and the vertical tail. The main contributions come from the

fuselage and the vertical tail. Wing interference with the flow of air over the

wing-fuselage combination makes the estimation of the sideforce due to the fuselage

alone very difficult. The portion of the sideforce that is due to the vertical tail is

more predictable (Figure 4).
x

RELATIVE WIND

Pv=SIDESIP ACTING ON
VERTICAL. TAIL

= tWWWAtH AMnita rAL tti.
BY WING TIP VORTKaS AND
FUSELAGE - TAIL INTERFERENCE.

CG-S•IMILAR TO DOWNWASH ANGLE
- y FOR LONGITUDINAL CASE.

tya Yp; SIDEFORCE GENERATED BYVERTICAL TAIL t r AN ANGLE

OF SIDESLIP, $/v

FIGURE 4
GENERATION OF SIDEFOFCE DUE TO SIDESLIP BY THE
VERTICAL TAIL

1Sideslip is invariably used to describe this angle in flight test work. However, yaw is

almost invariably used in wind tunnel work and in many theoretical works to

describe the same angle.
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Vertical Tail Contribution. Y_1v tr CXy~v When the airplane is subjected to a

sideslip angle, l3, the vertical tail is subjected to a sideslip angle, N, which is

generally less than 13 because of the sidewise inflow of air which occurs prior to the

airflow impinging on the vertical tail. Thus, the vertical tail develops a force which is

directed sideways with respect to the airp!ane. The magnitude of this sideforce may

be expressed as:

Y$ = -a (- )qv SV V V

where: av lift curve slope of the vertical tail, a vertical tail

design parameter,

( ! = airplane sideslip angle.

0 = sidewash angle, a measure of the change in direction

of the relative wind in the XY plane due to

interference from airplane components, best

determined from wind tunnel studies.

qv = dynamic pressure at vertical tail in pounds per scluare

foot.

Sv = area of the vertical tail in square feet.
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The sign of the sidefoice created by the vertical tail is n[g9dtye since the sign

convention utilized in this manual is that forces acting out the right wing of the

airplane are positive. Thus, since positive sideslip generates vertical tail sideforces

acting to the left, Y% carries a negative sign. Similarly, the nondimensional

derivative form, Cyl3v, also carries a negative sign and may be expressed as follows:

d =-av (1 - v nv --

where: = vertical tail efficiency factor,SL--, where q is freeq

stream dynamic pressure. q

Sw = area of the wing in square feet.

Sideforce Due to Roll Rate. Yo or Cyp. A sideforce is developed at the vertical

tail whenever the airplane is rolling. As the airplane rolls, every point on the vertical

tail that is not on the rolling axis is subjected to a side velocity. This side velocity

creates a sideslip at the vertical tail, even though the airplane may have zero sideslip

(Figure 5). This contribution, called sideforce due to roll rate, Yp, is generally smali

unless the airplane has a very high vertical tail. It carries a negative sign, since a

positive (right) roll' .. r.at . . ri;-for a...tinn tn the left 1 Similarly, the

nondimensional derivative form,Cyp, also carries a negative sign.

1This is the "right hand rule" convention. If the right hand is placed along the

airplane axis under consideration such that the thumb points in the positive

direction, the fingers of the hand will curl in the positive rotational direction.

Pos;tive axis directions are defined as (from the airplane CG) toward the right wing,

forward, and down.
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FREE STREAM
RELATIVE WIND 7

RELATIVE WIND AT
,v VERTICAL TAIL

I

SIDE VELOCITY GENERATED BY
AIRPLANE ROLLING - TO THE RIGHT_.•_..._ • IIIN THIS EXAMPLE

SIDEFORCE DUE TO
" ROLL RATE, YP

FIGURE 5

GENERATION OF SIDEFORCE BY THE VERTICAL TAIL DUE
TO ROLL RATE

Sideforce Due top YwRate.¥r or . Whenever the airplane exhibits a yaw

rate, r, another sideforce is developed. This sideforce, Yr, is developed as a risult of

side velocity due to the yaw rate (Figure 6). The sideforce due to yaw rate is

generally fairly small. The vertical tail and other surfaces aft of the CG develop a

positive Yr or CYr; areas forward of the CG develop a negative Yr or CYr. The

vertical tail contribution is generaliy dominant, therefore, Yr and Cyr usually carry a

positive sign.
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-- - FFREE STREAM
-RELATIVE WINDSIDE VELOCITY B9V REATV.WN

GENERATED BY RELATIVE WINO AT
YAW RATE, r AIRPLANE )M,- i -'vVERTICAL TAIL

ING - TO THEIN T ISL_
(5~5S%% RIGHT IN THIS

S- TO YAW RATE, YrSw SIDEFORCE DUE

"YTO YAW RATE1 Y,

FIGURE 6

GENERATION OF SIDEFORCE DUE TO YAW RATE

Sideforce Due to Rudder Deflection. y 6r or Y6.r. A deflection of the rudder

control surface makes the vertical tail-rudder combination a cambered airfoil. This

generates a sideforce from the vertical tail (Figure 7). The magnitude of this

sideforce, Y6r. may be expressed as follows:

Sr a v r .a v

where: I rate of change of effective tail sideslip angle with

rudder deflection, sometimes written dI~v/d6r. It is a

function of the ratio of the area of the rudder to the

area of the entire vertical tail; for the all-moveable

vertical tail, iv = 1.0.

Sr rudder surface deflection.
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REa.•. 1V. WIND

FIGURE 7

GENERATION OF SIDEFORIE DUE TO RUDDER DEFLECIONTh11-11- .4 .....r~ A• ..... ... r &..1 I .. "l li lll ... .

Il 5: , au ~ U~I U~IL~~ ~~, ~I.Id tt U

left rudder oetlection, considered positive rudder deflection, generates a side'orce

acting towird the right. Similarly, .he nonV'imensionai derivative form, CY6r, also

carries a positive sign and mea" be ?xpressed as follows:

. a T 1, V
J'6 = V V V--.V

r W

"".)LC__-vi tv,• •AA _o r.•2 . Whenefer the a.-piane is banked, there

is a gravitational component u' sidef-r-ce. Tne magn',tude of this sideforce is

dependent o, the niagnitudc.s if tno bani, angle and the weight vector of the

airpianm. It is the w;ojqction of the weight vectot on the Y axis ot the airplane

(Figjure 9) and rrna,/ be expressed as W sin ý or mg sinq .1 In nondimensional form

for "-'mal"' bank ang". it may ql!,o be expressed as CL ' Sir;ce the giavitationa!

component of sioeforce acts th'ough rLe airnlane CG, it generates no roiling er

',awing momen~ts.

1 Whcr-. W is the weight ,f the airplaie, r is tht mass, and q) is thc bank angle.
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W OR mg

FIGURE 8

GRAVITATIONAL COMPONENT OF SIDEFORCE DUE TO BANK ANGLE

Sideforce Due to Lateral Control Deflection. 6a or a. If the lateral control

devices are located close inboard on the wings, their deflection may disturb the

airflow around the fuselage enough to generate a sideforce. In supersonic flight,

shack wave formation due to lateral control deflection may cause a similar e~'ect.

This sideforce is generally very small and, therefore, is usually ne.glected.

Lateral-DirectionalI Cdaie oln

Moments and Lateral Stability Derivatives.

Roln oen u 2ý Dsihera jigX-E-ffec A or2 Whenever a sideslip

angle is imposed on the airplanie, rolling moments are generally developed as a direct

result of the sideslip. This rolling moment due to sideslip is called A~

Dihedral effect is generally referred to as being positive if the airplane tends to roll

* in a direction opposite to the imposed sideslip. However, the sign oi the moment,

Lýor niondimensional derivative, Cif- is negative for "positive" dihedral effect since

a positive (right) sideslip angle would result in a negative (left) rolling moment.

Dhedral effect is mainly invflue~nced by geometric wing dihedral, wing sweep, wing
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placement on the fuselage, r-:-d vertical tail height, as well as power for

propeller-driven airplanes, and flap deflection if the flap hinge line is swept. If the

* airplane exhibits a positiv)e wing dihedral angle, r (tip chord above the root chord),

the airplane tends to roll away from any sideslip which is developed because the

forward wing is subjected to a higher effective angle of attack than the trailing wing

(Figure 9). Thus, positive geometric wing dihedral contributes to positive dihedral

effect.

ROLLING MOMENT LL/

Ltti $I0tSULP AN~GLE.
ZERO BANK ANGLE

VIEW LOOKING DIRECTLY ALONG
RELATIVE WIND VECTORS RELATIV WIND

HIGHER EFFECTiVE ANGLE OF ATTACK
ON LEFT WING

TOP VIEW

FIGURE 9

ROLLING MOMENT GENERATED BY SIDESLIP AND GEOMETRIC
D;HEDRAL

Wing sweepback tends to contribute to positive dihedral effect since the

foiward wing's effective sweep angle is reduced and tha trailing wing'r effective

sweep angle is increased (Figure 10). Neglecting compressibility effects and assuming

that the airplane is not operating close to its stall angle of attack, the lift coefficient
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on the forward wing is thus increased and the lift coefficient on the trailing wing is

decreased.1 Therefore, wir! g sweepback contributes to positive dihedral effect.

Additionally, dihedral effect of the airplane with swept wings is directly related to

lift coefficient (Figure 11). Airplanes with sweepback will exhibit increasing positive

dihedral effect with increasing lift coefficient; these airplanes may tend to have

excessive positive dihedral at low airspeeds.

I RELATIVE WINu
~;1i VECTORS

I EFFECTIVE SWEEP ANGLE
LEFT WING IIS REDUCED

EFFECTIVE SWEEP ANGLE CL IS INCREASED
IS INCREASED
CLIS REDUCED

NO COMPRESSIOIUYY EFFECTS
a < OSTALL

FIGURE 10
ROLLING MOMENT GENERATED BY SIDESLIP AND WING SWEEP

1See Figure 3, Page of the "STALLS" section.
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~ ., .. . . . . .

"LA.. p-
•!,- -.0008- SWEEP BACK-

IJ -.0006-
C4 STRAIGHT WING

4 uu -.0004-
-.0002- SWEEP FORWARD '

0 -I I
0.5 1.0 1.5

LIFT COEFFICIENT
CL

FIGURE 11

TYPICAL VARIATION OF DIHEDRAL EFFECT WITH LIFT
COEFFICIENT

Interference effects between the wing, fuselage, and vertical tail influence the

airplane dihedral effect; however, the influence is bothersome and difficult to

an-alyze. in9 gcncral, a high. vv~ing pcI en on :h.ueaeted .oiceaeU1

"effect, a mid wing design has negligible influent ;, and a low wing design tends to

decrease dihedral effect (Figure 12).

r--t. EQUIVALENT TO ------- m-b

-*- EQra"LENT TO - t

_@ _r- -• EQUIVALENT TO -

FIGURE 12

GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WING PLACEMENT
AND EFFECTIVE DIHEDRAL
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The vertical tail can contribute to the dihedral effect if it is located above the

airplane's center of gravity. This contribution is quite easily computed from the

sideforce created by the vertical tail when sideslip is imposed on the airplane (Figure

13). Since positive sideslip generates a rolling moment from the vertical tail which

tends to roll the airplane in the direction opposite to the sideslip, the vertical tail

contributes to positive dihedral effect. The magnitude of this rolling moment

contribution may be presented as follows in nondimensional derivative form:

Cgdoi S vz
=-av ( - -)n S

where: Zv Vertical distance between center of pressure of the

vertical tail and airplane center of gravity in feet.

b airplane wing span in fect. (b appears in moment

relationships in order to nondimensionalize the

moment derivatives).

ROLLING MOMENT, Lv - Yv Zv

YV , CENTER OF PRESSURE OFf ,4K sIDEFoRCE DEVELOPED
<AIRPLANE CG

SZv DISTANCE OF VERTICAL TAIL CP ABO.E
A;RPLANE CG

SIDESL(P FROM R!GHT (POSITIVE)

FIGURE 13

INFLUENCE OF VERTICAL TAIL ON DIHEDRAL EFFECT
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The influence of power on dihedral effect is apparent only if the airplane is

equipped with one or more reciprocating or turboprop engines. This influence arises

because of the displacement of the propellei slipstream in a sideslip, resolting in one

wing being immersed in the slipstream to a greatet extent than the other (Figure 14),

This tends to cause the airplane to roll in a direction toward the sideslip; thus power

tends to cause negative dihedral effect in propeller driven airplanes. This power

influence is largest in full-powar, low-airspeed flight conditions where the ratio of

sipstream velocity to free stream velocity is the greatest. The "'destabilizing"

influence of power on dihedral effect may be extremely pronounced with inboard

flaps extended, since the flap on one wing will be immersed in the slipstream more

than the flap on the otier wing, If the flap hinge line is swept forward, the

contribution toward negative dihedral effect .s increased (Figure 14).

\rPB-RELATIVE WINDJ

I( I ROLLING MOMENT DUE, TO

,.•' POWER EFFECT AND fLAP
DEFLECTION

FIGURE 14

POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF POWER AND FLAP DEFLECTION ON
DIHEDRAL EFFECT
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RollinQ Moment Due to Yaw Rate, Lr or Cr. A rolling moment is generated if

the airplane is yawing; this is the "roll due to yaw rate," Lror in nondimensional

derivative form, Ckr. This rolling moment is composed of contributions from the "

vertical tail and the wing. When the airplane is yawing, a sideforce is developed by

the vertical tail (se Figure 6). A positive (right) yaw rate, r, generates a positive

(right) rolling moment contribution from the vertical tail. The left wing of an

airplane yawing to the right advances into the air sligh-dy more rapidly than the right

wing. As & result, the left wing develops slightly more lift, which generates a rolling

moment to the right. This rolling moment is proportional to lift coefficient, CL, and

the magnitude of this contribution increases with decreasing speed. A

positive yaw rate generates a positive rolling moment contribution from

the wing. Thus, both the vertical tail and wing contribute positively to the

rolling moment due to yaw rate. Therefore, Lr and CXr carry positive

signs.

_Rollijnq Ioment Due g; Rudder Dejlection. L r or C6r. A deflection of the

rudkC3r produces a sideforce as shown earlier in Figure 7. This sideforce generates a

rofiing moment which may be expressed as follows:

L6 = Y6 Z
r r v

or in nondimensional derivative forn,:

C C "v
S y, -

r r
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As shown in Figure 15, a positive rudder deflection generates a positive rolling

moment, therefore, L6r and C2k6r carry positive signs. If the airplane has a very

high vertical tail, this derivative can be substantial.

"TRAILING EDGE LEFTSI ."RLIDD R DEFL.ECTION

iY

711

ROLLING MOMENT, L2,- Y'rZ v

L7
FIGURE 15

ROLLING MOMENT GENERATED BY RUDDER DEFLECTION
-... 6 C --

TRolling Moment Due to Lateral Control Deflection, Lia or a. From the

previous discussion, it can be argued that the pilot can maintain control over bank

angle by use of simple rudder control. However, this method is not practical because

of the lack of precision of control and, in many instances, lack of any bank angle

control at all by use of the rudder. Therefore, the major mneans of controlling rollinq

moments vnd bank angle is throu!ih the use Uf lateral control devices - ailerons or

spoilers or a combination of the two. The aileron, on each wing deflect

asymmetrically, ttiercbý so altering the iranvvise load distribution that a rolling

moment is created (F-igu,. • 6 ). Wing fpoilers, act in a similar manner..
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.JJ h NO LATERAL CONTROL INPUT

S�oRGHT LATERAL. CONTROL INPUT
LEFT AILERON -TRAILING EDGE DOWN

RIGHT AILERON - TRAILING EDGE UP

TOP VIEW

FIGURE 16

GENERATION OF ROLLING MOMENT FROM AILERON DEFLECTION

The magnitude of the rolling moment due to aileron deflection, L6 a or the lateral

control power coefficient, 6a may be evaluated by the strip integration method

(Figure 17) and expressed as follows:

-2a Vq 2 -

a w a aYl

where: = rate of change of effective wing angle of attack with

aileron deflection.

6a= aileron deflection, right wing trailing edge down

considered positive.

c = wing lo'cal chord.

08a aileron efficiency factor, qa where q is freestreamq

dynamic pressure.
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b/2

Nm

-J YZ

FIGURE 17

STRIP INTEGRATION FOR Lao AND CL~ai

The sign convention used here is such that right wing trailing edge down aileron is

considered positive aileron deflection, and this aileron deflection generates a rolling

moment in the negative (left) direction, and normally carry negative signs.

C.

Rolling Mgment Due to Roll Rate. Roll Dampin. _LD or CD. As the airplane

roils, a modified wing lift distribution will be created that is a function ot the rolling

•2. velocity, p. On the downgoind wing, the effective angle of attack is increased, on the

upgoing wing, the effective angle of attack is decreased. The resultant changes in lift

distribution generate a rolling moment, Lp, which opposes the rolling moment due

to aileron deflection, L-j (Figure 18). In rolling maneuvers, it is this opposing

rolling moment, Lp, which determines the final steady state roll rate for a given

aileron deflection. Therefore, LIP and the nondimensional derivative formC 1p are

commonly referred to as "roll damping" or "damping in roll." It can readily be seen

that roll damping depends almost exclusively on wing design parameters such as lift

curve slope and wing span, however,a high vertical tail can have some contribution.

Since roll damping usually acts to oppose the rolling moment generated by lateral

control deflection, Lp and C p generally carry negative signs. If the airplane is flying

at low airspeeds near stall, an increased angle of attack on the downgoing wing may

stall that wing. This causes C2p to become positive and the wing will "autorotate" 1

unless corrective action is taken by the pilot.

1Uncontrolled rolling motion, as in a spin.
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Lp

CHANGE IN LIFT DUE TO ROLL RATE

Y
V- AIRSPEED
PY LOCAL VELOCITY VECTOR AT

INDIVIDUAL SECTION IMP4OSED
V BY ROLL RATE

py •u n-CHANGE IN ANGLE OF ATTACK
__1)AT INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS

EFFECTIVE RELATIVE WIND 4, =aP- (FOR SMALL ANGLES)

FIGURE 18
GENERATION OF ROLL DAMPING

Lateral-Directional Stability Derivatives -Yawina Moments and D'" nIL

Stability Derivatives

Yawing Moment Due to Sideslip. Directional Stability, NA or C Whenever a

sideslip angle is imposed on the airplane, yawing.mornnt are gnerally developed as

a result of the sideslip. If the yawing moments tend to reduce the imposed sideslip

angle, the airplane exhibits directional stability or "weathercock stability," The

strength of this directional stability is one of the most important characteristics of

the airplane. The main contributions to this characteristic come from the fuselage,

nacelles, and the vertical tail. The wing contribution is usually negligible since a

sideslip angle creates only very small sideforces on the wing. However, the

Contriblutions of thle fuselage andl Inacelles to the ylmoIn m eIUIrnIllt due6 to sIUI$siI a-e

usually significant and unstable. Thei vertil taiL must be designed to offset the

destabilizing fuselage-nacelle contribution and provide some level of directional

siljjy for the airplane. The contribution of the vertical tail to the yawing moment

due to sideslip is usually very powerful and is generated as a result of the sideforce

created by the vertical tail (Figure 19). This contribution IA/ may be expressed as:
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N Y.£ a doV V V ( 1 VVV) q

or in nondimensional derivative form:

C do Sv

v - Y -avS ob v

where: Yv horizontal distance between center of pressure of the

vertical tail and the airplane center of gravity in feet.

0 a RELATIVE WiNO

YWNGI MOMENT_
S NV

AIRPLANE CG-

me:
CENTER OF PRESSUFEVxj
OF SIDEFORCE DEVELOPED?

FIGURE 19

CONTRIBUTION OF THE VERTICAL TAIL TO DIRECTIONAL
STABILITY

The airplane's total yawing moment due to sideslip, or directional stability, is

the sum of the contributions from the wing, fuselage, nacelles, and vertical tail:

C C Cn = n ÷ n
w w,F,N V
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If Cn6 is positive, i.e., positive sideslip generates a positive yawing moment, the

airplane is directionally stable. Obviously, Ný and Cn normally carry positive signs.

The running propeller can have large effects on the airplane directional

stability. A sideforce is generated as a result of the airflow passing through the

propeller disc at a sideslip angle. This effect is sometimes called the "propeller fin

effect." From a study of Figure 20, it may be rationalized that the effect of

propeller operation on directional stability depends on the location of the propeller

with respect to the airplane CG. If the propeller is positioned ahead of the CG,

propeller effects are destabilizing, The influence of jet engine operation on

directional stability is the same.

0N .- RELATIVE WINO

YAWING
MOMENT

NI
NrYA,

~CG

UV

FIGURE 20

PROPELLER POWER INFLUENCE ON DIRECTIONAL STABIUTY
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"Yawing Moment Due to Yaw Rate. Yaw Rate DampinL.Nr_ T h,

sideforces created when the airplane is yawing about its CG with some yaw rate, r,

generate yawing moments which generally tend to oppose the motion. This "yaw

rate damping" or "damping in yaw" derives most of its magnitude from the vertical -

tail. The vertical tail is subjected to a sideslip angle, 3v, due to yaw rate even if the

airplane sideslip angle is zero 1 (see Figure 6). The resultant sideforce generates a

yawing moment, N, which opposes the yawing motion (Figure 21). The magnitude

of the yaw rate damping contribution from the vertical tail may be expressed as

follows:

£2
N =-a S q Vrv v v qv --

or in nondimensional derivative form:

C X n s v Z 2
n - = -2a £2 n

S.rb - S nv --v •. )

where: rb is called the "nondimensional yaw rate."
2V

V ý true airspeed.

(Note that vertical tail "arm length," Lv, has a powerful influence on the magnitude

of the yaw rate damping.)

Yaw rate damping is increased through a wing contribution particularly at high

lift coefficients. This contribution arises because the "outer" wing is traveling

forward at a slightly higher airspeed than the wing to the inside of the turn. The

outer wing therefore develops more profile and induced drag, which generates an

additional yawing moment opposing the yaw rate.

1This situation is approached in a perfectly coordinated turn.
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YAW RATE
r

C--.4

-,--'Nr= -Yr lv

FIGURE 21
GENERATION OF YAW RATE DAMPING FROM THE VERTICAL TAIL

Yaw rate damping, Nr, or Cnr, normally are negative quantities since their

action is in opposition to the established yaw rate.

Yawing Moment Due to Rudder Deflection. NLr or nr. The sideforce

generated at the vertical tail due to rudder deflection produces a yawing moment

about the airplane CG (Figure 22). The magnitude of this yawing moment is a

measure of the rudder effectiveness or "rudder control power." The yawing moment

due to rudder deflection may be stated as'

N
0 = -a T

r v v V V 1

or in nondimensional coefficient form:

"C S 2vnI a T n qV
vr v fl -"V

N 6 r and Cn6r normally are negative quantities since a positive (trailing edge

left) rudder deflection generates a negative yowing moment.
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AIRPLANE CG

kv

FIGURE 22

YAWING MOMENT DUE TO RUDDER DEFLECTION -RUDDER POWER

________________ 

N 6  n

"_]Yawi Moment DUe to Lateral Control Deflection a or a The lateral

control surfaces - ailerons and/or spoilers - usually generate yawing moments

when deflected. If the yawing moments created act so as to rotate the nose of the

airplane opposite to the direction of roll, the yawing moment is termed "adverse." If

the yawing moments act so as to rotate the nose in the same direction as the roll, the

yawing moment is termed "proverse." (These terms do not, in themselves, devote

unfavorable or favorable flying qualities. In some cases, adverse yaw contributes

more to good flying qualities than proverse yawl) For airplanes equipped with

ailerons, the yawing moments created with aileron deflection are usually dygi..

This is due to an increase in drag due to the increase in lift on the wing with the

F' aileron trailing edge down and vice versa (Figure 23). The yawing moment due to

aileron deflection, No or, in nondimensional derivative form, Cn 6a, will be positive

if the yawing moment is adverse. (Right aileron trailing edge down is P_-. left

roll is generated; if yawing moment is advrse. a right (p9gj•iy9) yawing mL ment

results.)
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LEFT AILERON RIGHT AILERON INCREASEQ.- , DRAG
TRAILING EDGE DOWN TRAILING EDGE IP INDUCED
INCREASED LIFT REDUCED LIFT DRAG
INCREASED INDUCED REDUCED INDUCED
DRAG DRAG

FIGURE 23

GENERATION OF ADVERSE AILERON YAWING MOMENT

For airplanes equipped with spoile type lateral control devices, the yawing

moment due to lateral control deflections may be proverse or adverse. This is

because spoilers generate changes in profile drag as well as induced drag. If the

changes due to profile drag are predominant, the yawing moments due to spoiler

deflection are proverse; if changes due to induced drag predominate, the yawing

mvoments are adverse (Figure 24). Therefore, at high airspeeds, spoilers tend to

generate proverse (negative) yawing moments, while at low airspeeds, spoilers tend

to generate adverse (positive) yawing moments.

For airplanes equipped with lifferential horizontal stabilizers, the

yawing movements due to lateral control deflections are usually proverse.

This is because the intensified pressure field generated above the stabilizer

on the downgoing side is also felt by the vertical tail.
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ROERSE IFPROFILE DRAG EFFECT
IS PREDOMINANT

LEFT SPOILER RIGHT SPOILER
FAIRED UP &Op

REDUCED LIFT
REDUCED INDUCED DRAG
INCREASED PROFILE DRAG

N50
ADVERSE IFINDUCED DRAG EFFECT

IS PREDOMINANTFIGURE 24
YAWING MOMENTS GENERATED BY SPOILER DEFLECTION
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Yawing Moment Due to Rolling Velocity, N p or np . Yawing moments are also

generated by rolling velocity. The main contributing factor to this yawing moment,

Np, or in nondimensional derivative form, Cnp is the wing, although large span

horizontal and vertical tails can have appreciable effects. The wing contribution is

due to the changes in effective angles of attack on the downgoing and upgoing wing

during rolling (see Figure 18). These changes result in tilting of the lift and drag

vectors on the respective wings (along with changes in the magnitudes as well). As

shown in Figure 25, the modifications to the lift vectors generally are predominant,

resulting in a yawing moment which tends to yaw the airplane opposite to the

direction of roll. The influence of the horizontal tail would be the same. Th!
sideforces generated at theUveical tail due to roll rate (see Figure 5) would result in
a yawing moment which tands to yaw the airplane in the direction of roll, which is

exactly opposite to the wing effect. The total yawing moment due to roll rate is the

sum of the contributions of the wing, horizontal tail, and vertical tail. Since the wing

contribution is normally predominant, Np and Cnp are normally negative quantities,

* S-. Csince 4 right (positive) run raw would result in a left (negative) yawing moment due

to the roll rate.

The influence of the yawing moment due to roll rate is frequently incorrectly

Pincluded in the effects of aileron adverse or proverse yaw, Cn6a. This is due to the

fact that, in a rolling maneuver, the yawing moments generated are a result of both
Cn6 aand Cnp. It is never possible to completely separate the two during flight test

investigations. The test pilot and engineer should be careful to use correct technical

terminology when describing the phenomenon observed during flight tests.
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LEFT WING Np RIGHT WING
SECTION SECTION

EFFECTIVE ALH
RELATIVE WIND AH

ALH
V"- L -- D

AIRPLANE ROLLING RIGHT

EFFECTIVE
RELATIVE WIND

FIGURE 25

WING CONTRIBUTION TO YAWING MOMENT DUE TO ROLL RATE

A tabular presentation of the lateral-directional stability derivatives is presented

"in Figure 26.
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• StJeady Heading Sideslip~s-

The steady heading sideslip is a common maneuver to all pilots. It is sometimes

utilized to maintain airplane heading equal to runway heading during crosswind

landings, or to increase drag and steepen the glide path in light airplanes. However,

the primary reason for studying steady heading sideslips is not to determine the

feasibility of utilizing the maneuver in normal operations, although this

determination is obviously a by-product of the study. The steady heading sideslip

requires the pilot to balance the forces and moments generated on the airplane by

the sideslip with appropriate lateral and directional control inputs and bank angle.

"Since these control forces and positions and bank angles are at least indicative of the

sign (if not the magnitude) of the generated forces and moments (and therefore of

the associated stability derivative), the steady heading sideslip is a convenient flight

test technique.

The equilibrium equation for the steady heading sideslip will not be prcsented

in terms of the stability derivatives. Since the steady heading sideslip results in zero

yaw rate and zero roll rate, all force and moment coefficients due to yaw rate or roll

rate are eliminated from the equations. Also, the sideforce due to aileron deflection,
C Yat will be neglected, since it is usually very small. Thus, the steady heading

sideslip equations for sideforce, yawing moment, and rolling moment may be

written as follows:

SDEFORCE C C " + r + CL 0

C C C C 6
YAWING MOMENT n n + n 6  n a 0=O

0 6r ar +

ROI.LING MOMENT 9.o +Ct 0 + Ck6r 6r + C '6a 6a =0
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where: Cyo Cno, and C are sideforce, yawing moment, and rolling moment

derivatives when rudder deflection, aileron deflection, bank angle, and sideslip angle

are zero and are Qnstants. These constants could result from asymmetric

configurations, loadings, etc.

The variables in the steady sideslip equations can only be bank angle, rudder

position, aileron position, and sideslip angle. By differentiating the last equations

with respect to sideslip angle, the constants can be eliminated and useful

relationships for the variation of rudder position, aileron position, and bank angle

with sideslip angle in steady heading flight can be developed. Differentiation yields:

YIIR C + r , CL dp=
S I DLFORCE Cy y6 T6 T

d6 d6
YAWIN(; C C r C aYAIG -OIA n+ n6  - n6  0

r a
d6 d6

ROLLINC MOMENT z+ C r a

r 
a

Solving the last three equations for the variables d 6r/dd,d 6 a/d• and dN/d6

yields the following important classicdl relationships' which will be analyzed in turn:

Cna n

d6 6 C6 Ldr rfa

C Z

Several mathematical manipulations have been omitted.
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Rudder Position Reouired in Sideslip. The variation of rudder position with

sideslip angle reduces to the following simple relationship if Cn6a is zero:

d's C
r nB

d C
n

r

Thus, a positive variation of rudder position with sideslip angle indicates

. di.j!Qr gal! stabilitv since Cn 6 r is invariably a negative quantity. Obviously,

d6 r yields absolutely no information as to the magnitude of the directional stability

Cno,unless the magnitude ot the derivative, Cr, is known.

E v ." . dA"+j , . •E e n . .04 zero , th a gradu ,I,, -r stiii has a major influence on the

pilot's opinion of lateral-directional flying qualifes. The denominator:

Cn6 C

C x6 "•'
A n6

a 
r

can usually beconsidered to be one and can be neglected in analysis.
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However, the numerator;

Cn n

can have a significant influence on the rudder positions required in sideslips. For

example, a swept wing airplane in approach configuration can have a ratio of

dihedral effect to directional stability (jr-) as high as three. If these airplanes
|I-

C
exhibit s;gnificant aileron adverse yaw, n6a , in this flight condition, the gradient

d6 r/dt3 may be reduced drastically even though directional stability, Cn6, may still

be strong. Thus, adverse aileron yaw and high dihedral effect can combine to reduce

significantly the pilot's opinion of the directional "stiffness" of the airplane.

Obviously, some level of positive rudder position varintinn ,A,;th ý;,-,,l; .. . ip

(Figure 27) is required in any airplane. This variation is sometimes referred to as

rudder position dire¢ti[nljait orsdirecional stability, rudder-fixed.

4 wS I--

LEFT, - RIGHT,.

SIDESUP ANGLE, A

FIGURE 27
RUDDER POSITION REQUIRED IN STEADY HEADING

SIDESLIPS
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Rudder Forces Reauiredj in Sidl Of great importance to the pilot is the

variation of rudder pedal forces required in steady heading sideslips. Rudder forces

are generated by the requirement for the pilot to move the rudder to the position

for equilibrium. If the directional control system is irreversible, rudder forces are

merely a function of rudder psition, i. e.:

F = K.AS (linear feel sprir,, system)
r r r

or: Fr = KUq6 ("q--feel" system)
r 2- '' r

where: K 1 and K2 are constants describing the characteristics of the system, such as

strength of the feel spring, gearing ratio, etc.

However, if the directional control system is reversible, the rudder is free to

float in response to hinge moments developed. This floating tendency can have a

large influence on the dir nt; nal btthiliti, of the aio-pnc. If tha r"te"^-

4to align itself with the relative wind at the vertical tail, the restoring moment

generated at the vertical tail, Bnv (and therefore Cn), will be decreased (Figure

28). Conversely, if the rudder floats opposiLie to the relative wind, n6 will be

increased. The floating angle of the rudder can be expressed analytically as follows:

r ýV

rFLOAT - --

h
6

r

where: Cho3v = rudder hinge moment coefficient variation with

sidesip angle at zero rudder deflection, normally

carries a positive sign.

Ch 6 r rudder hinge moment coefficient variation with

rudder deflection at zero sideslip angle, and carries a

negative sign.
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CG~

RELATIVE

I.I

AFLOAT

"I 8rFLOAT

THE VERTICAL TAIL CONTRIBUTION TO Cnp MAY BE

REDUCED BY RUDDER FLOAT

Since the pilot must apply rudder forces to move the rudder from its float

position to the position for equilibrium, the analytical expression for rudder forces

in the reversible system is as follows:

Fr KCh. vSr Er 6 I0 'EQUILIBRILN rFLOATIo. I '

where: K a constant describing the characteristics of the

system, radians per foot

qv dynamic pressure at vertical tail, pounds per square

foot.
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* . , , *.. . , , ,. ,a * . . ; . . ., . - , a -. h" . . . - . . . . ' - -
a- a . . ... - ,. o ° .. -° . *a

Sr area of the rudder, square feet.

r = average rudder chord, feet

The variation of rudder forces with sideslip angle is obtained by differentiating

the last equation with respect to sideslip:

dFr (d6 r d6rrLoAr•
K 6 v r d dq S-J

Now since;

Cf
dr n . Cn

•- -- • (if the assumnption n6 = 0 is valid)
116 a

an dFLIOAT ~ v do

r

the gradient of rudder forces with sideslip angle for the reversible system may be

expressed as 1 :

C C-~ C.
dF h.6  6 r '1. do 13d-j K -- 2n~ q Sr E n6 + r h--! ( I - '

ds, Cr 6 r ~r Lfld

1Several mathematical manipulations have been omitted.
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The expression enclosed in braces in the above equation is sometimes referred

to as "directional stability, rudder-free." The destabilizing or stabilizing (depending
Ch

on the sign of hv) influence of rudder float is represented by the expression:

r (V

C, W(

ad 6

r

II
Obviously, the pilot always desires some positive gradientI of rudder pedal

force with sideslip angle (Figure 29). If the gradient is shallow or zero through zero

sideslip, the pilot experiences difficulty in maintaining zero sideslip during

maneuvering. If the gradient is high, the airplane feels "stiff" directionally to the

pilot and he is general.'y quite satisfied from this point of view.

dFr

-j

04

+

LEFT - RIGHT -

SIDES.IP ANGLE, 0

FIGURE 29
RUDDER FORCES REQUIRED IN STEADY HEADING SIDESLIPS

1 Left rudder pedal force is considered positive. For a positive rudder force gradient,

left rudder pedal forces are required with right sideslip angles, and vice versa.
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Rudder Lock. If the directional control system is reversible, the pilot may be

confronted with nonlinearities in rudder pedal forces at high sideslin angles even

though the rudder position variation is linear. This situation, depicted in Figure 30,

is due to an increase in rudder float angle al large sideslip angles because of changes

in rudder hinge moment characteristics. If the float angle equals the rudder angle

required for equilibrium, the rudder forces required will be zero. Any increase in

sideslip beyond this point results in the rudder floating all the way to the stops

unless the pilot applies opposite rudder force. This situation, called "rudder lock," is

obviousiy unsatisfactory if it is encountered in a flight condition representative of an

operational situation. Rudder lock may also be generated by nonlinearities in the

rudder position gradient with sideslip angle, i.e., a directional stability problem. This

situation, depicted in Figure 31, results in the same rudder pedal force variation with

sideslip angle but can be differentiated from the "float-induced rudder lock"

because the rudder position gradient is nonlinear.

* RUDDER FOLURE'D

MLOT MOVES RUDDER
FROM FLOAT TO
EQUILIBRIUM

RUDDER FLOAT 0  ==

I LEFT RIGHT

.- _ .------

SIDESLIP ANGLE,

S=I il:

•]LEFT RIGHT

SIDESUIP ANGLE, ,B

FIGURE 30
"RUDDER LOCK" GENERATED BY FLOAT CHARACTERISTICS
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•-0 FIGURE 31
"RUDDER LOCKL GENERATED BY DIRECTIONAL STAIL-

ITY PROBLEM

Aileron Position Reauir~d fo.idsips. The relationship for aileron position

for equilibrium in steady heading sideslips is rewritten for convenience:

da a ANGLE,

"RL " C BY

If roll due to rudder deflection, Se, is zero, the above relationship reduces to the
following simple formi

d6 Z £Z

"n a aB
a r
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Thus, a variation of aileron position with sideslip angle such thatd 6 a is
C •,ad 11

negative indicates oositive ihral .ff2t since a is invaribly a negative

quantity. Obviously, d.a yields absolutely no information as to the magnitude of

the dihedral effect,0Cp C , unless the magnitude of the aileron control power, k6a,

it known.

Even if CY6r is not zero, the gradient dA still has a major influence on the

pilot's opinion of the lateral-directional flying qualities. Again, the denominator:

116 6

r

can have a significant influence on the aileron positions required in sideslips. For
example, .pL a vv,,, aImcIal withe a iigyhi vw LIU•i wall III atpursonic flight can have a

ratio of directional stability to dihedral effect _-:22- as high as two. The ratio of
,C 

I

roll due to rudder to rudder control power '6r is equal to the ratio of vertical

Cn6r

tail height (Zv) to vertical tail length (Zv), which may be about one-half for a high

vertical tail. Therefore, in high speed flight, the rudder can provide a significant

amount of the rolling moment required for equilibrium in steady heading sideslins.
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The steady heading sideslip test conducted under these conditions would yield little

useful information as to the ratio of dihedral effect to aileron control power.

However, the results of the test would still be very important from a flying qualities

standpoint, particularly in the analysis of lateral-directional trimmability and the

ease of controlling bank angle with rudder.

The desired magnitude of aileron position variation with sideslip angle has

never been clearly determined. Analysis of many flying qualities investigations

reveals that, in general, pilots prefer some positive gradient such that right lateral

control position is required in right sideslips1 , and vice verse (Figure 32). However,

if the gradient is too steep, lateral-directional flying qualities may be degraded also.

This variation is sometimes called ,ontr.ol-fixed dihedral effect or dihedral effect
(_ailer~on Position).

i

II~

LEFT. -- RIGHT, +

SIDESLF' AUNGE, /]

FIGURE 32
AILERON POSITION REQUIRED IN SIDESLIPS

1This results in d5a being a negative quantity since right (positive) sideslip would

require right aileron trailing edge up (negative) deflection.
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Aileron Forces Required-n Sideslip., Aileron forces in the steady heading

sideslip are generated by the requirement for the pilot to move the aileron to the

position required for eqiulibrium. If the lateral control system is irrversible, aileron

control forces are merely a function of ailerongosition. If the lateral control system

is reverjsbl, the aileron is free to float in response to hinge moments developed.

However, aileron float is generally very §•g.J during steady heading sideslips. In

some cases, aileron float has been observed in airplanes with high geometric dihedral1

s u c h that a positive gradient of aileron position is exhibited with a flat, or zero,

gradient of aileron control force with sideslip. Some Positive gradient.of aileron

control force with sideslip angle is desired such that right lateral control forces are

required in right sideslips, and vice versa. This results in dFa/dý being a neqgativ

guantitv (Figure 33). The variation of lateral control forces with sideslip angle is
sometimes referred to as control-free dihebdral effect or dihedral effect (aileron

f_9_r.I. Lateral control forces will be discussed more thoroughly in the section on

Rolling Performance.

0I S.dFo

LEFT, - RIGHT, +

SIDESLIP ANGLE, ft

FIGURE 33
LATERAL CONTROL FORCES REQUIRED- IN STEADY

HEADING SIDESLIPS
1Aileron float in steady sideslips appears to increase with geometric dihedral and

sweepback, although reversible lateral control systems are seldom utilized on

airplanes with high sweepback.
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Bank Angle Reuuired in Sideslios. The classical relationship for bank angle

variation with sideslip angle, developed earlier, is as follows:

1 (1 > C CY~ d6}

If yawing moments due to aileron deflection, Cn6a, can be assumed negligible, the

rudder requirement with sideslip can be written:

d6r 
nC
n,

r

Therefore, making the above substitution:

C

dI 1 fcrC
d" " -- CL 1 - - 6  J

However, Cy6 can be expressed as follows:

C C Y+C

Cy• .:CyL•W NG' CY

6 WING, FUSELAGE, NACELLES 8VERTICAL TAIL

and ný can be written:

n nOWING, FUSELAGE, NACELLES 8 VERTICAL TAIL

Cn = Cn CyB V
B -, F,N v C

(the b is required to nondimensionalize the vertical tail length.) and _Nr can be

written: Cn6r

C d C Y
_ _ r bCn1 ~ -C R. -

V Y6 IVV

rT
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Therefore, making the above substitutions:

dC C C
= L W,1 [,N + ,vF,N - b

dL: CL F ) ,Ni

d C •, W,F,N , Wv 'WF'N

"The point of the last tedious derivation is to emphasize the fact that if n6a is

zero, the bank angle requirement in steady heading sideslips is dependent strictly on

"tail-off" parameters. Also, if Cn6a is zero, _ is not influenced by d

Even if n6a is not zero, the bank angle requirement in steady heading sideslips is

primarily dependent on the sideforces and yawing moments created by wing,

fuselage, and nacelles. The gradient, 9 I is most often referred to as the aidn1Qrse

charagterit&. It is a rather important flying quality, since it provides a cue to the

pilot if sideslip is developed. If L.L is zero, the pilot will probably find that the

airspeed is easy to trim up in a wings level sideslip Some positive gradient of
dO/d 8 - right bank angle required in right sideslips and vice verse - is desirable for

satisfactory lateral-directional flying qualities (Figure 34).

LEFT,- RGT

SIDESLIFP ANGLE, j9•

FIGURE 34 ••
SIDEFORCE CHARACTERISTICS •
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Mi•• •laneus Characteristics Observed in Steady Heading Sideslips. There are

several other characteristics of lesser importance which can be determined from the

steady heading sideslip test. The first of these is the indicated airspeed error induced

by sideslip. Subjecting the production airspeed source to a sideslip angle can result in

erroneous airspeed indications in the cockpit. Generally, boom-mounted airspeed

sources utilized for sensitive airspeed read outs are not as susceptible to airspeed

error with sideslip, particularly if the boom head swivels so as to align itself with the

relative wind. Large indicated airspeed errors with sideslip angles normally employed

in operational usage is obviously an undesirable, if not dangerous, charact-ristic.

Airspeed errors may vary with the direction of sideslin.

Pitching moments arc generated by sideslip angles due to changes in airflow

characteristics and effective angles of attack at the wing and horizontal tail.

Propeller-driven airplanes commonly exhibit a nose-down pitching moment with

sideslip from one side and a nose-up moment with sideslip from the opposite side.

j .This is duc to the phenomenon of moving the horizontal tail in and out of the high

energy propeller slipstream when sideslips are induced. These pitching moments or

longitudinal trim changes are manifested to the pilot through the elevator deflection

and longitudinal control force required to maintain airspeed constant in the steady

heading sideslips. Excessive longitudinal trim changes with sideslip angles normally

utilized in operational flight conditions would place excessive demands on pilot

attention and coordination.

Sideslip angles almost invariably result in increases in airplane drag coefficient.

Thus, to maintain airspeed constant without changing power setting, the pilot notes

an increase in rate of descent during sideslipping flight. This characteristic has been

utilized to increase the landing approach flight path angle in light airplanes.

However, excessive rates of descent with sideslip angles normally utilized in

operational flight conditions would be undesirable.

Steady Headirig Sideslin Revjiw. The forces and moments which must be

balanced in the steady heading sideslip are summarized in Figure 35.
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DYNAMIC LATE RAL-DIREETIONAL STABILITYAND CONTROL

The previous discussion of lateral-directional stability has been concerned only

with equilibrijum flight conditions. The discussion will now be expanded to study

the means by which one equilibrium flight condition is changed to another

equilibrium flight condition, either by pilot control inputs or by external

perturbations. The study of dynamic lateral-directional stability and control

characteristics will require the investigation of nonequilibrium flight conditions.

The origin, characteristics, and parameters affecting ihe lateral-directional

modes of mogtionwill now be introduced.

Origin of the_ Lateral-Directional Modes of Motion

Without derivation, which can be found in appropriate literature, the

determinant of the transformed lateral-directional equation of motion for "small"

disturbances may be written as shown in Figure 36. (Note; The :ateral-directional

determinant is presented with the assumption that the effect of lateral-directional

inertia cross-coupling is included in each of the terms of the equation. This

cross-coupling is a result of the product of inertia in roll and yaw, IXZ. The

assumption that IXZ effects are "built into" each of the stability derivatives is

deemed valid for qualitative analysis. However, the use of complete equations, which

show the infhlunce of the product--f i . . *- on.• ech ter.1,, is racomn-,eded for

quantitative analysis. These equations may be found in appropriate technical

literature.)

The solutions of the lateral-directional determinant will provide much useful
information about the lateral-directional modes of motion. In order to easily obtain

the first solution, the assumption is made that dihedral effect and roll due to yaw

rate are zero: L• 0 Lr (

" - "(The effect of varying these parameters will be introduced later.)
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"FIGURE 36

THE LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DETERMINANT
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The lateral-directional determinant thus reduces to:

s -Y8

s(s - I. ) = 0
P -NN S-Nr

ji r

Solving the above yields:

S(S - 1 S i (-Y- Nr) S + (N6 + Y N)1 r) 0

The last equation describes the three lateral-directional modes of motion if L

and Lr are both equal to zero. Thesq modes of motion are the spiral

mode - indicates by {S + (. YI " Nr) S + (N + Y Nr)}. These "classic"

lateral-directional roots are presented on the convenient root locus plot in Figure 37.

As previously developed, the spiral root lies at the origin, indicating neither a

divergence or convergence when excited. The roll mode is characterized by a large

negative real root, corresponding to a heavily damped, nonoscillatory rolling motion.

The Dutch roli mode is characterized by a complex pair of roots, indicating an

oscillatory second-order type of motion.
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FIGURE 37

COMPLEX PLANE REPFRESENTATION OF CLASSIC
LATERAL-DIRtECTIONAL MODES OF MOTION
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Characteristics of the Lateral-Directional Modes of Motion

The Spiral Mode. The spiral mode is a fiust order nonoscillatory mode of

motion. It can be described as a bank angle divergency or convergency after a bank

angle disturbance from wings level flight with controls restrained in the position for

wings level flight. Actually, the sprial mcde can be convergent, divergent, or neutral.

The pilot does not normally excite the spiral mode intentionally; however, it is

excited any time the bank angle of the airplane is disturbed from a trimmed wings

level condition. Therefore, it has some influence on the airplane's lateral-directional

flying qualities. The nature of the spiral mode, i.e., whether it is convergent,

divergent, or neutral, depends on the sign of the following combination of stability

derivaties 1:

-- L .(1L ., - N L I
12 r r

if L N is larger than I r- I +ký -;.. .a .... :L is *'

larger than L 1 Nr, the spiral mode will be divergent (Figure 38). In general, strong

directional stability (large N 1) promotes a divergent spiral mode; while high positive

dihedral effect (large negative La) promotes a onQvegent spiral mode. At any rate,

the mmantjudQ of the spiral root tends to vary inve~elI with airspeed (seethe last

equation). Thus, the magnitude of the spiral, which corresponds to th,_ rate of

convergence or divergence of the motion, tends to be large at slow airspeeds and

5,ia,, at h.ih airspeeds.

1 sometimes referred to as the "E coefficient" of the lateral-: *--tional characteristic

equation.
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The Roll Mode. The classic roll mode is a heavily damped, first order,

nonoscillatory mode of motion manifested in a build-up of roll rate to a steady state

value for a given lateral control input. This rolling motion (depicted in Figure 39) is

utilized by the pilot to vary and control bank angle, Thus, the characteristics of this

rolling motion have a major influence on the plot's opinion of the maneuvering

capabilities of the airplane. For now, the roll response will be considered to be a

"single degree of freedom" motion; i.e., the airplane is free only to roll (not yaw or

pitch) in response to a lateral control input. For this single degree of freedom roll,

the steady state roll rate for a given lateral control deflection can be expressed as:

a a 2V--As6 = ---- 6

where: L 6,3a C a
P p

where: a /a= C --S = rolling moment due to l&ter&l

a IXX a IXX control deflection (lateral control

power) term.

The rate at which the roll rate builds up to steady state, or decelerates to zero,

is governed by the "roll mode time constant," Tr. The roll mode time constant is

defined as the time required for the roll rate to reach 63.2 percent of the steady

state roll rate following a step input of lateral control (Figure 39). The roll mode

time constant is inversely proportional to the roll damping parameter:

r
p

Actual rolling motion is generally contaminated by yawing motion which

results in the roll rate being somewhat oscillatory. Actual rolling motion will be

discussed more completely in the section on Rolling Performance.
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The Dutch Roll Mode. The remaning two roots of the lateral-directional

solution form a complex pair corresponding to a classic second-order, oscillatory
F:.' mode of motion. This is the "Dutch roll" or "Iateral-directional oscillation." The

L. Dutch roll mode is sometimes referred to as a "nuisance" or "annoyance" mode

since the motion is not normally deliberatly excited in normal flying. However, it is

inadvertently excited almost continually by pilot control inputs or by external

disturbances. Therefore, the characteristics of this mode ot motion greatly influence

the pilot's opinion of the airplane during all phases of mission accomplishment.

(During certain special flight conditions, such as flight with asymmetric power or

"landing with a crosswind, the pilot may utilize the Dutch roll mode to generate

sideslip changes in order to maintain steady heading flight. In addition, bank ange

control by use of the rudders is manifested through the Dutch roll mode of motion.)

There are no simple approximations for the frequency and damping ratio of the

Dutch roll motion, However rough nnnrfvImti. r bn made bvi ......... umn g tt

LB and Lr are both zero. This reduces the Dutch roll motion to "two degrees of

freedom" - rotation about the Z axis of the airplane and lateral translation (the

Dutch roll for these conditions is a pure directional oscillation - a pure "snaking"

motion). The portion of the characteristic lateral-directional equation which

describes this motion is:

{S - Y- N) S + (N + 0

From this relationship, a rough approximation for the undamped natural

frequency of the Dutch roll oscillation can be derived and written as follows: 1

C -n trnPa sb:
=nDR aM 2 1Pa

1Several mathematical manipulations have been omitted.
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where:

M = Mach number

Cný = directional stability derivative

y = a constant, generally taken as 1.4

Pa = absolute pressure, pounds per square foot

S Wing area, square feet

b = Wing span, feet

SIZZ = Moment of inertia in yaw

Several important relationships can be gathered from a study of this equation

for "hDR:

1. The undamped natural frequency of the Dutch roll motion increases as

Mach number increases; thus, the periQd decreases with increasing Mach

nubeitue. (The "..qui...ie... of the motion increases).

2. The undamped natural frequency of the Dutch roil motion increases with

an increase in directional stability, and decreases as Cni6 is decreased. This

is analogous to strengthening or weakening the spring in the

spring-mass-damper system.
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3. The undamped natural frequency of the Dutch roll motion decreases with

an increase in pressure altitude at a constant Mach number. (The

"quickness" of the motion decreases at high altitude if all other

parameters are constant.)

4. The undamped natural frequency of the Dutch roll motion decreases with

an increase in moment of inertia in yaw. This is analogous to increasing

the mass in the spring-mass-damper system. (Large airplanes with large

IZZ parameters have low frequency Dutch roll motions. They are

therefore slow in responding to gust disturbances or rudder inputs.)

In order to obtain an approximation for the damping ratio of the Dutch roll

motion, it is assumed that Y ý and Nr are approximately the same value. The

damping ratio may then be developed 1 as follows:

where:
Cn = yaw rate dampiný; derivative.

=n4 D = density, slugs per
ryDRn ' zz cubic foot.

Certain important effects are visible from this relationship:

1. Damping of the Dutch roll motion is largely dependent on yaw rate

damping. Changing yaw rate damping is analogous to changing the

viscosity of the damper in the spring-mass-damper system.

2. Damping of the Dutch roll motion decreases with increa3ing altitude

because of the reduction in density.

3. Increasing directional stability decreases Dutch roll damping.

1Several mathematical manipulations have been omitted.
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"4. Increasing the yawing moment of inertia decreases Dutch roll damping.

5. Damping of the Dutch roll mode of motion is not a direct function of

airspeed or Mach number.

If the airplane exhibits some level of dihedral effect and/or roll due to yaw

rate, there will obviously be rolling motion generated by the sideslip and yaw rate

excursions during the Dutch roll oscillation. The degree of rolling motion exhibited,

exprezsed in terms of "roll-to-yaw" ratio (qfl), has a significant influence on the

acceptability of a particular combination of Dutch roll damping and frequency. In

general, more damping is required as the roll-to-yaw ratio is increased.

The real Dutch roll oscillation generally consists of yawing, sideslipping, and

rolling. The phasing of the rolling and yawing depends on whether positive or

negative dihedral effect is present. The Dutch roll oscillation shown in Figure 40 is

presented assuming the airplane exhibits positive dihedral effect.
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Effects of Various Parameters on the Lateral-Directional Modes of Motion

The influence of varying several parameters on lateral-directional dynamics will

now be presented using the convenient root locus plots.

The characteristic roots for zero dihedral effect and roll due to yaw rate are as

shown in Figure 41.

IMAGINARY
AXIS

DUTCH ROLL®

ROLL
- ______ REAL

SPIRAL AXIS

a-.'-

Lp=Lr =O
oUT~l ROLL

FIGURE 41
COMPLEX PLANE REPRESENTATION OF CLASSIC LATERAL-DIREC-

TIONAL ROOTS

The following discussion and plots are introduced to show the influence of

certain derivatives on the characteristic roots.

Dihedral Effect. L 13 Fixing the values of roll due to yaw, Np, and yaw due to

roll, Nr, at zero, the influence of dihedral effect is as shown in Figure 42.
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FIGURE 42
INFLUENCE OF ADDING POSITIVE DIHEDRAL EFFECT

The consequences of introducing dihedral effect are:

1. lotal roll damping is increased.

2. Damping of Dutch roll is decreased.

3. Spiral mode tends to become stable.

Rolling Moment Due to Yaw Rate, L r Assuming L and Np are fixed at zero,

+ha n nOf r is as shown n .gur.e 43.
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EFFECT OF ADDING ROLL DUE TO YAW RATE, Lr

Roll due to yaw rate effects on root locations are:

1. The Dutch roll frequency tends to increase.

2. The spiral mode tends to destabilize.

3. Roll damping increases.

Yawing Moment Due to Roll Rate, Np. The general trend of the influence of

Np on a typirI airplane is discussed. For nominal negative values of Np and typical

values of LA and Lr, the Dutch roll damping is reduced and the total ro!l dam-ping

may increase or decrease depending on how much dihedral effect is present. The

spiral mode is practically unchanged but tends to move toward the origin. Positive

values of N tend to have the reverse effect.

Directional Stability, N.. The frequency of the Dutch roll is influenced most

strongly by directional stability. There is a minor influence on the spiral mode and

roll mode. Figure 44 illustrates the effect of increasing directional stability.
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The foilowing is a summary of the effects of directional stability:

1. Increasing N, will increase the Dutch roll frequency, (Lnd, and decrease

the damping ratio, •d"

2. Increasing N6 will tend to drive the spiral mode divergent but has limited

influence on the magnitudes of the mode.

3. Increasing NI tends to drive the roll mode toward the single degree of

freedom root location, L .

4. Decreasing N 6 towards zero would finally drive the Dutch roll to a dean

beat mode and the lateral-directional characteristic equation would be

made up of four real roots.
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FIGURE 44
INFLUENCE OF CHANGING DIRECTIONAL STABILITY ON TWO
DEGREE OF FREEDOM DUTCH ROLL
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Yaw Rate Damping, Nr. The influence of yaw rate damping, Nr, is primarily

on the Dutch roll damping. The influence on the spiral mode and roll mode is

limited to a very minor effect. Figure 46 illustrates the trends.
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FIGURE 46
....... I YAW RATE DAM-PING, Nr

The following is a summary of the typical influence of a nominal increase in

yaw rate damping:

1. The real part of the Dutch roll is increased.!

2. The spiral mode tends toward a convergent mode if positive dihedral

effect is present.

3. The roll mode root is slightly increased if positive dihedral effect is

present.

Bank Angle Control and A.dver•g Yaw. In the previous paragraphs, the

influence of various stability derivatives on the roots of the characteristic equation

N
was discussed. Yaw due to aileron deflection, 6a. was not among them simply

because it has no affect on root location. However, it is obvious that it has an effect

on handling qualiLies and the following discussion to show that effect.
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The batik angle transfer function can be expressed as:

LýI". I-sS= ~ 2 + 2 6 Wn, S + WiL( LS+26)Wn! Wng3
(S+ I(+ ) 62+26d wnd S+wnd

where the roots of the denominator are the roots of the characteristic equation that

have previously been discussed. Recall that the Dutch roll roots were the two degree

of freedom roots as modified by dihedral effect, roll due to yaw, etc. These roots

will now be referred to as the three degree of freedom Dutch roll. The numerator

roots are also the two degree of freedom Dutch roll roots but as modified by adverse

yaw and dihedral effect. Figure 47 shows the movement of the three degree of

freedom Dutch roll roots as a result of increased dihedral effect and roll due to yaw

rate for nominal values of the remaining terms and the movement of the numerator

roots as either adverse yaw or dihedral effect is increased. How much these roots are

sep.arated 01 .. . , aj,-1ouI L L1 f Dutch rn m response that will be present in

the total roll response or how much oscillatory roll is added to the average roll.
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DUTCH ROLL ROOT AND ZERO COMBINATIONS
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'*he zero locations become very important in the closed loop task of bank angle

control. With the pilot in the loop and tasked with precise bank angle control, the

roots of the system tend to move as indicated in Figures 49 and 50.
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Figure 49 is for a typical case where a nominal value of adverse yaw is present.

Note that the roll/spiral mode is stabilized and the closed loop damping of the

Dutch roll is increased. Figure 50 is for a case of proverse yaw and, for the case

shown, the Dutch roll is driven unstable. The pilot will not permit this and will have

to change his control technique. The pilot would obviously rate this system as

unsatisfactory. It is important to note that the cause was zero location and not the

locations of the characteristic roots.

In the roll rate response to a step input of aileron, the phase angle between roll

rate and sideslip is indicative of the relative angular positions of the Dutch roll root

and the zeros of the roll transfer function.

"The expression, Vw/wDR, is frequently used as an indication of the roll

disturbance at the Dutch roll natural frequency due to aileron inputs. If /wDR= 1,

the yawing moment due to aileron deflection, N6., is zero and there is little or no

Dutch roll motion in the roll response to aileron inputs. If c*/4)R > 1, the yawing

moment due to aileron deflection is proverse (N6a < 0) and the damping of the

Dutch roll motion during precise bank angle tracking tasks may decrease. The Dutch

roll motion will be excited during the roll response of the airplane to a lateral

control input if /wDR > 1. When VW/wDR <11, the yawing moment due to lateral

control deflection is adverse (Noa > 0) and the damping of the Dutch roll motion
d u .ri n g, - . .. .. ..n . . . . . % , g e ne r a ll y i s nu e l i e r t h a n t h e d a m p i n g

exhibited by the airplane with controls free. The Dutch roll motion will be excited

to some extent whenever the airplane rolls in response to a lateral control input

when •W(k) DR < 1.

There are two parameters used to quantitatively evaluate the Dutch roll

influence on roll performance in "tightly controlled" tracking tasks. These

parameters are:
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"1. The ratio of the oscillatory component of roll rate t3 the avewrage

component of roll rate following a rudder-pedal,-Aree step aileron control

command, Po (see Defi.,itions section of MIIL SPEY 8"J5B for furIhe,

definition).

2. The phase angle in a cosine representation ot the Dutch roll ccomponent of
sideslip, 1"

Effect of ýB on Flying Qualities

Since ýý is a rather abstract parametet, it is well to consider it.; poys;cal

implications and significance to the piloting of an airplane. Very simply, ýý can be

considered as an indication of those closed-loop stability tharacteristi" of an

airplane that are related to the lateral-cirectional ccupl'nq derivatives; anti of the

difficulty a pilot will experience irn coordiating a turn entry. Further claificatior;

can be obtained by discussing the variation of the specified values of• .r.4 .. _,dvih i 3

for positive dihedral.

The parameters P and ý6 have been ,seo to :pecify criteria a. a function of

Flight Phase Category and Level as shown in Figure 50a {Specificmtion Paragraph

3.3.2.2.1, Figure 4),
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....................................................... .. •"fTIll' Pil 2

ChTI~ONkV S.5 . •,. • .-,- L-- -~• t. .
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D IH E D R A L -. . --

NEAIVE R L' ' -|@0" -2We -2a" -•" -2t" -to" -Uo -IOO* .g•" -|i-

Iý 101) RON e L1163 /05I 225' THROWN 360' TO $I-

"FIGURE 50 a
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V,'i
I t should be noted that this figure has two scales, one for positive dihedral

(p leads fý by -156- to 226'3)1 nad the other for negative dihedral (p leads l3 by 2250

through 3600~ zo 451).

r From this figure ii can be seen that the ratio of roll rate oscillation to steady

state roll ra-.6 ran be niuch Ureater for some values of ý,than for others.

Specifically, the specified vralues oý Pg~g for 00 > >-9 refrmestign
Fay

thnio for -180o > .pýý 2700. TherP are at least three reasons why this is so:

PsI. [)ifierencas in CIoJg tait. From a root locus analysis, it can be

s~lown that when the xero u4 the P/6., transfer function list in the lower

left quadran*: oith respkct to the Dutch roll pole, (-1800 >. -PŽ 2700),

the closed-loop damping increases when the pilot closes a bank angle error

to allercin leop. (See Figure 50b.) The reason for this in physical terms is

thet when the zero liaý in the lower left quadrant, aileron inputs

propart~ona! to bjink anglec rrors ganerate ya--"F~ Ueeeai rid ht tend -

to damp bile Dutch ;oil osrillations. Thus, the Dutch roll damps out more

17 quickly closed-loop than open-loop, so a pilot will tend to tolerate

s-mwhat more Posc . Conversely, it can be shown that when the zero iies
Fay

h, in tht, upper right quadrant with respect to the Dutch roll pole
(00.>. -.9Q0), the closed-loop damping decreases when the pilot

applir.ý aileron inputs proportional to bank angle error. The physical

expianation for this is that aileron inputs generate yawing accelerations

that tend to excite or sustain the Dutch roll oscillations. Thus, the Dutch

roNl damps out less quickly closed loop than open loop, and can even go
I> unstable closed loop; that is, pilot-induced oscillations can result. III this

case a pilot's tolerance of Poctends to reduce.
1yaj
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2. Differences in Diffic-ulty of Rudder Coordination. Significant differences

in the 0 requirements also occur because of d'fferences in difficulty

of rudder coordination while performing coordinated turn entries or exits.

For - >iS 2 B >-- -270 , normal coordination may be effected, that is,

right rudder pedal for right rolls. Thus, even if large roll rate oscillations

occur in rudder-pedal-free rolls (the conditions under which the 20--

tests are conducted), sideslip oscillations can be readily minimized by use

of rudder pedals so that roll rate oscillations do not occur. On the other

hand, for 0oŽ> * >Ž-90 it is necessary to cross control to effect

coordination, that is, left rudder pedal with right aileron. Since pilots do

not normally cross control (and if they must, have great difficulty in

doing so) for 00>Ž Pg k-90 , oscillations in sideslip, and hence

oscillations in roll rate, either go unchecked or are amplified by the pilot's

efforts to coordinate.

3. Differences in Average Roll Rate. The third reason why the

requirements vary so significantly with ýý is that the average roll rate,

Pao for a given aileron input, varies significantly with q1. For positive
/

dihedral, adverse yaw-due-to aileron (ýpo -1800) tends to decrease
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average roll rate whereas proverse yaw-due-to aileron (%p 00) tends to

increase average roll rate. As a matter of fact, proverse yaw-due-to aileron

is sometimes referred to as "complementary yaw" because of this

augmentation of roll effectiveness. Thus, for a given amplitude of Posc,

PM will be greater at -= 1800 than it will beat 00.

In summary, the parameters that have been chosen in the specification to

describe and specify the coupling that exists between sideslip and roll for

moderate to high I /~dresponse ratios are Pa• . and . These

parameters were chosen as being measurable parameters which most

simply, directly, and accurately reflect the important flying qualities

considerations. The measurements are taken from the p and l3 traces

which are obtained from sensitive instrumentation.

LATERALD.I.ECTIO AL CHARACTERISTICSIN TURNING .F LIG

One of the most Important considerations in the investigation of

lateral-directional flying qualities is the ease with which the pilot can enter and

maintain turning flight. The longitudinal flying qualities associated with turning

flight were discussed earlier. The lateral-directional characteristic of most concern to

the pilot in tuming flight is the coordination required of lateral and directional

control durir.g turn entries and steady turns. The pilot desires to keep the ball of the

needle-ball instrument as close to the center of its race as possible during these

evolutions. If the ball remains centered, the pilot, passengers, and objects in the

airplane are not subjected to uncomfortable sideward accelerations. As shown in

Figure 51, a balanc6 of the forces acting on the ball is attained or the airplane is in a

coordinated turn, when:

£sin o = Vr
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where:

ft 2g w acceleration due to gravity, /sec

¢ = bank angle, radians.

V a airplane true airspeed, ft/sec.

r = airplane yaw rate, radians /,cc.

\0 sin• Vr

RADIUS r
TURN 0-

# 9
V

i _9 COORDINATED TURN' Vr v sin /
I l c , IF # IS SMALL, coo #01.O; rs •)1

FIGURE 51
THE AIRPLANE IN A COORDINATED TURN

This relationship is appropriate only for fairly small bank angle turns (ý=30

degrees or less) since the angular turn rate, p, becomes largely pitching motion

instead of yawing motion as the bank angle approaches 90 degrees.

With the concept of the coordinalted turn in mind, consider now the so-called

"two-control turns"; i.e., "aileron only turns" arid "rudder only turns."
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Aileron-Only Tuqmrn

In the steady (constant bank angle) aileron-only turn, an expression for the

aileron position required for equilibrium can be easily obtained as a function of the

nndiJmensional yaw rate. rb. For a symmetrical airplane (Cno = 0, Cko = 0,
zV CCyo = 0), no yawing moments due to lateral control deflection ( na 0), and

no influence of inertia terms on yawing and rolling moments, the equilibrium

equations fo." an aileron-only turn may be written as follows:

SILEFORCE C + Cv rb z Vr
1 r2v qS g qS

)ANING MOMIENT C C r (bSr 2rb

ROLLING ZIOMENT C z + ,C6 . (g) z.0

From the rolling moment equation: the aileron requirem.ent can be derived as

follows:

I C r~b +Cý
aEQUILIURIUM C2 r -r

3a

In order to eliminate the sideslip variable, an expression for sideslip is obtained

from the yawing moment equation:

C
n r rb

na

By substituting this expression for sideslip and by appropriate manipulation

and differentiation, the aileron required in a steady aileron-only turn may be

presented as follows:

h•U I L I Bitl UIL C., I " C"r n - n- _ _ __ IU - - ~ , I" I '

d rb )a n U
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Notice that the term in braces is the same combination of stability derivatives

which dictated whether the spiral mode was convergent, neutral, or divergent. If this

term is positive, the spiral mode is divergent, and the pilot will be required to hold

"top-aileron" or "out-of-turn-aileron" in an aileron-only turn. If it is negative, the

spiral mode is convergent, and the pilot will hold "bottom-aileron" or

"in-turn-aileron" in the aileron-only turn. Obviously, if it is zero, the aileron

requirement is zero. The balance of forces and moments in the steady

aileron-only-turn is presented in Figure 52.

RELATIVE WINO

59 aEAnr (..) 2

THE AILERON REQUIREMENT DEPENDS
ON THE SPIRAL CHARACTERISTICS

FIGURE 52
THE AIRPLANE ESTABLISHED IN THE STEADY AILERON-
ONLY TURN

From this illustration, the following ratonaliz•,ion may be made. f directional

stability is strong, the si'iesiip developed in the aileron-only turn will be fairly small.

Therefore, the rolling moment due to sideslip (CZ1 4 ) will be relatively small unless

the airplane exhibits a large value of Ck 6. Thus, strong directional stability generally

results in an unstable, or divergent, spiral mode. Conversely, strong positive dihedral

effect (large negative C ) generally results in a convergent spiral mode.
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During the aileron-only tum, the airplane generally develops sideslip toward the

direction of turn (Figure 53). If the airplane exhibits normal positive sideforce

characteristics 1, sideforces are generated which "slide" the airplane away from the

center of the turn. Thus, the airplane in the aileron-only turn will fly on a larger

radius of turn (Figure 53). If bank angle and airspeed are maintained constant, the

larger radiu§ of turn results in a lower yaw rate. This creates an unbalance in the

acceleration components acting on the ball in the needle-bal instrument such that it

assumes a position toward the center of the turn (g sin p > Vr in the aileron-only

turn). If the sideslip were reduced, the aileron-only turn would approach the

coordinated turn in which the ball is centered.

PATH OF A14PLANE
IN COOIRDINATED RELATIVE WINDTURNI

CENTER OF
TURNS RADIUS OF

CJ'Z-CCORMxATED T

Airspeed and Bank angle OWADIm
are the same in both cases. INSIOE OF
Thus, the sideslippipg airplane isTURN
with the larger radius of turn
has a lower yaw rate. The ball
of the needle-ball instrument
therefore rides toward the inside PATH OF ARPLA
of the turn. IN ON

TURNS

FIGURE 53
COMPARISON OF TYPICAL COORDINATED AND AILERON-ONLY TURN

1C
1If the airplane exhibits weak sideforce characteristics, such that the derivative Cyl8

approaches zero, the ball position (and the "seat-of-the-pants") loses its significance
as an indicator of the perfection of the turn. The pure all-wing tailless airplane
exhibits essentially zero sideforce characteristics. In these airplanes, the pilot would
have no indication that large sideslip angles had developed during turns unless a
sideslip indicator were installed in the cockpit. Thus, the importance of providing
good positive sideforce characteristics is again emphasized.
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Rudder-Only Turns

Bank angle response to a rudder-only control input depends on the magnitudes

and signs of the following stability derivatives:

Dihedral effect, Ck 1

Rolling moment due to yaw rate, C r

Rolling moment due to rudder deflection, C 6r

The rolling moment due to rudder deflection is generally so minute that it has no

apparent influence on the roll response. However, in airplanes with high vertical

tails, the effect of C k 3r may be detected as an initial hesitation of the roll response
or a roll res•onse rea,,lt;nq ;n ' angle change opposte to tihe rudder 1ipuL (

I . ... ..... . ..q l - ,/~ i - It 14 l•U11P L ief

bank angle change with right rudder, and vice-versa).

Soon after the rudder-only input, the airplane responds through the Dutch roll

mode of motionI and a yaw rate is developed. Obviously, if the rolling moment due

to yaw rate derivative carries its normal sign (positive), the airplane should begin to

roll in the same direction as the rudder input. Additionally, sideslip is

deveioped - such that left sideslip is generated by a right rudder input - and the

airplane responds in roll due to its dihedral effect. If dihedral effect is positive (CQ, 1

exhibits a negative sign), the rolling moment due to sideslip will cause a bank angle

change in the same direction as the rudder input. Thus, the roll response to a

rudder-only input is due almost exclusively to the combined effects of the rolling

moments generated by yaw rate, C9r , and side-;lip, Ck (Figure 54). Obviously, the

influence of these derivatives cannot be separated during the rudder-only turn unless

one of the derivatives is known to be zero.

1This can be proved mathematically, however, the derivation will not be presented

here. V-79
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WINDC1 (A C" (GENERALLY SM AL.L)

*R~hr RIGHTIE IRUIVET P)

FIGURE 54
TYPICAL AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO A RUDDER-ONLY INPUT

In the it.ry (constant bank angle) rudder-only turn, an expression for the

rudder position required for equilibrium may be obtained as a function of the

nondimensional yaw ratc, rb/ 2 v. For a symmetrical airplane (Cno = 0, Cy 0,

Cv ) = ) no roll due to rudder d-flI'tn i Co = TM and no- inFlueoueuf irietia

terms on the yawing and rolling moments, the equilibrium equations for a

rudder-only turn may be written as follows:

C C rb W
SIDEFORCE C 8  Cyr 6 r +-'•- 9

r

YAWING MOMENT 8n3 n. 6 +
r r ~r 2V 0

,n zit. I.. g. 'r C rb
110 1..111 ISUML'IAT + X I~ r 0

From the yawing moment equation, the rudder requirement can be derived as

follows:

l , r . Crh C
r-QUIL IBIIUMnr Ct.). + C_2rl-q~ LI BI UH n6

r,

In order to eliminate the sideslip variable, an expression for sideslip is obtained

from the rol' I moment equation:
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r rb
TV

By substituting this expression for sideslip, and by appropriate manipulation

and differentiation, the rudder required in a steady, rudder-only turn may be

expressed as:

d6
rEQUI LIBRI1 I C C C C

i-b C - - f9k n -£ a
C r r3 1rb (r

Notice that the term in braces is again the same combination of stability

derivatives which dictated the nature o, the spiral mode. If this term is positive, the
hjB

spiral mode is divergent, anu the pilot will be required to hold "top-rudder" or

"out-of-turn" rudder in a rudder-only turn, are vice-versa.

Er Coordinated Turns

In the steady (constant bank angle) coQrdinato! turn, expressions for rudder

and aileron position and sideslip angle required for equilir~rium can be derived as

functions of the nondimensional yaw rate, rb/2v. Assuming a symmetrical airplane

and no influence of inertia terms on the yawing and rolling moments, the

equilibrium enquatinns for a nnrdina nd mtu y be wri-tten as - Huowm-

C C ~C ibW . W r
SIDEFORCE Y a8 + Y's 6 

+ ( = (Since ! s ofl•* r r + Yr (2V""0(ie qS Si qS

C C C C rb

YAWING MOMENT n + ti n6 r a r (a) n

C C i-bC£

ROLLING MOMENT j 13 + C 6 6 + r6 6 + ( (
r.'
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The rudder requirement in the coordinated turn may be obtained by a

determinant solution which reduces to the following if we assume Cn•6 . 0:

C C
"YB -r rbC Ci

6 - B r
rEQUILIBRILHM Cye Cy6

C n Cn6 r

r

Solving the determinant, rearranging terms and differentiation yields the

following expression:

CC Yr C.

d6 rEQUILIBRILJ r 6 nr B

d(krb) Crn Cy, r
Cn6

r

The part of the above expression contained in braces is generally very nearly

equal to unity. Therefore, the rudder requirement in a coordinated turn is needed

mainly to overcome the yaw rate damping, Cnr , whicn acts in opposition to the

established yaw rate. Obviously, the rudder requirement varies inversely with rudderC
control power, n6r . For a coordinated turn to the right (positive yaw rate), an

analysis of the last expression revwals that the rudder requirement is negative

(trailing edge right), which is generated by righLxudda.rpmial deflectinn. Thus, the

pilot applies rudder pedal deflection to brd the direction-of turn in a coordinXated

turn- this analytical analysis is substantiated by actual flight experience.
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An approximation for the sideslip in the coordinated turn may be obtained

from the yawing moment equation by making the following substitution and

assumption:
C

6 r rb
rLQUI L I BaI n

r
Lc

n. W 0

a

From the yawing moment equation:

C13 O6. -u:r (rb) } +Cn rb)
C rb C r(b

C n-( C ri(T) +r Vnr n
r

C rh

0= 0

Thus, in the coordinated turn, the sideslip is approximately zero. In reality, the

sideslip in the coordinated turn is generally never quite equal to zero, however, it is

usually very small.

The aiieron requirement in the coo, dinated turn may be obtained from the

rolling moment equation by making the following substitutions:

Cn
6 r r) 0

rEQUILIBRIUM Cn. 2 EQUILIBRIUM

r
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Thus:

Cn rb " 6 + V C0 b '

c { (' V + 1 6 aEQUILIBRIIM r
r V6 a

r

p 5 --- 1 Cir CnraEULB-L4 -r r r I
d (Lb) CE* a -------6

2V1 a

The portion of the last expression contained in braces is generally very nearly

equal to unity, unless the airplane has a high vertical tail. Therefore, the aileron

requirement in the coordinated turn is generated by the necessity to counteract the

rolling moment due to yaw rate, C . For a coordinated turn to the right (positive

yaw rate), an analysis of the last expression reveals that the aileron requirement is

positive (right aileron trailing edge down), which is created by left cockpit control

deflection. Thus, the pilot applies lateral cockpit control deflection opposite from

the turn direction in the coordinated turn. In actuality, this aileron requirement is

generally very small.

INFLUENCE OF CENTER OF GRAVITY MOVEMEVENT

Movement of the airplane center of gravity (CG) has rather small effects on

lateral-directiona; characteristics, particularly when compared with the profound
effects experienced in the Ingnitimdlnal rLnc* Of rn,,ue, yuin.., mcmn nt

contributions are slightly modified by CG movements which change the magnitude

of the moment arm. However, the parameter measured in flight test work as an

indication of the yawing moments generated by the sideslip. d 6r/d8 , is not

noticeably affected by CG movement This is due to the fact that a change in CG

position alters the rudder control power, Cn6r , at approximately the same rate that

directional stability, Cnl is modified. Therefore, the center of gravity position

utilized for flight test investigations of lateral-directional characteristics is not

critical; however, if possible, the most aft operational CG positions are generally

r utilized.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

LATERAL-DI RECTIONAL. FLYING QUALITIES

PREFLIGHT PRQFWJURES

Any rigorous flying qualities investigation must begin with thorough preflight

planning. The lateral-direclional area of investigation is no exception to this rule.

Only by clearly defining the purpose and scope of the investigation can a plan of

ati.ack or method of test be formulated.

Preflight planning must begin with research. All available information

concerning the ýirplane's lateral-directional characteristics should be reviewed. The

conformaticrn ot the airplane should be studied in relation to its influence on

lateral-directional flying qualities. Of course, preflight planning must include a

thorough study of the lateral-directional control system-encompassing stability and

contro! etgmen•ati1r t . , V,, usi,u, irforuitation may be gained from

confereno-s with pilots and engineers who are familiar with the airplane.

The particular tasks to be investigated must be determined and clearly

understood by the flight test team. These tasks, of course, depend on the mission of

the airplane. It is particularly important dcuing the investigation of

lateral-directional flying qualities to Ceterrnine if these tasks will be performed in

instrunmernt flight (IFR) conditions )r merefy visua. flight (VFR) conditions in

operational use. Certain undesirable characteristics can, be accepted for VFR

missions, but cre not acceptable for IFR missions. The availability of an automatic

flight control system or autopilot for ipilot ralief must also be considered. If stability

or control augm•ntation it M-tafled, the consequences of augmentation failures must

be given due cot tsider. tioni.
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Knowledge of the mission tasks allow;, determination of appropriate test

conditions - configurations, altitudes, centers of gravity, trim airspeeds, and gross

weights.

Test conditions must be commensurate with the mission environment of the

airplane. Center of gravity position is not particularly critical for lateral-directional

tests. Tests at normal operational CG positions for a test loading are generally

adequate; however, if feasible, the most aft operational CG positions should be

utilized. Lateral-directional characteristics may be altered by various combinations

of external stores. Asymme3tric store loadings may seriously degrade

lateral-directional flyinrg qualities; Viese conditions should be investigated on any

airplane which may carry asymmetric stores in operational use.

The amount and sophistication of instrumentation will depend on the purpose

and scope of the evaluation. A good, meaningful qualitative investigation can be

pertormed with only production cockpit instruments and portable

instrumentation-hand held force gauge and stopwatch. Automatic recording devices,

such as oscillograph, magnetic tape, and telemetry, are very helpful in

rapid data acquisition and may be essential in a long test program of

quantitative nature. Special sensitive cockpit instruments are also very

useful, not only aiding in rapid data acquisition, but also aiding in

stabilization for equilibrium test points. The parameters to be recorded and

the rages and sens.ttvity of test insiruwentation will vary somewhat with

each test program.

The final step in preflight planning is the preparation of pilot data cards. An

example of a lateral-directional stability and control data card is shown in Figure 55.

Most test pilots desire to modify data cards to their own requirements or construct

data cards for each test. At any rate, thedata cards should list all quantitative

information desired and should be easy to interpret in flight. Blank cards should be

used for appropriate qualitative pilot comments.
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LATERAL,: RECT aiAL STAIILITY AND CONTRCL RECORD CARD NUM8ER

AIRPLANE TYPE P)iOT PTR"-41
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FIGURE 55

LATERAL -OIRECTIONAL STABILITY AND CONTROL RECORD
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FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES

The Qualitative Phase of the Evaluation

The mere measurement of lateral-directional stability and control

characteristics, although important, will have little meaning unless.the test pilot can

relate the influence of these characteristics on mission accomplishment. Therefore, a

portion of the lateral-directional flying qualities evaluation must be devoted to

performing or simulating the mission tasks under investigation. While performing

those tasks, the test pilot forms the essential aualitative opinion of the

lateral-directional flying qualities and should assign a "pilot rating." This opinion

will be based on thn amount of attention and effort the pilot must devote to 'just

flying the airplane." Due regard should be given during this phase of the evaluation

to the following considerations:

1. Whether the mission task will be performed in VFR and IFR weather or

strictly VFR conditions.

2. The amount of time and effort the pilot must devote to duties other than

"just flying the airplane" - duties such as setting up a weapons system,

coordinating multiplane tactics, communicating with other aircraft or a

controlling station, etc-,

3. The availability of an autopilot or automatic flight control system for

pilot relief.

4. If stability or control augmentation are installed, the consequences of

their failurp.
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The test pilot's qualitative opinion of the airplane's lateral-directional flying

qualities in relation to selected mission tasks is the most important information to

be obtained.

Lateral-Directional Trimmability. Trimmability is conveniently

evaluated during the qualitative phase of the investigation. Lateral-

directional trimmability is indicated by the ease with which lateral and

directional control forces are reduced to zero in wings-level, steady

heading flight and the ability of the airplane to maintain a trimmed

condition. It is directly influenced by the major static lateral-directional

stability characteristics: directional stability, dihedral effect, and

sideforce characteristics. If the airplane is difficult to trim in wings-level,

steady-heading flight and does not readily maintain the trimmed condition,

the reason could very well be weak or negative static directional stability

and/or dihedral effect. Weak sideforce characteristics may result in the

pilot inadvertently trimming the airplane into a wings-level,

C! steady-heading sideslip if the ball of the needle-ball instrument is the only

cue available for trimming. Of course, lateral-directional trimmability is

also influenced by the rate of operation and sensitivity of the lateral and

directional trim system as well as the physical location and ease of

operation of the trim devices in the cockpit.

Trimmability, and especially long-term trim holding, will be affected

by the mechanical characteristics of the airplane's control system. For

example, an airplane with poor, nonabsolute lateral control centering will

be difficult to trim to wings-level, steady flight, and will not readily return

to its trimmed condition following a lateral input.

The trimmability determination is qualitative. The test pilot should attempt to

tvim the airplane precisely in wings-level, steady-heading flight by using the &QJi of

the needle-ball instrument as a cue for trimming. The inherent sideslip. in the

trimmed condition should then be noted if a sideslip indicator is available. The

controls of the airplane should then be released to evaluate the airplane's ability to

* -_ maintain the trimmed condition.
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After trimming the airplane, the test pilot may utilize two "qualitative test

techniques" which should provide further information about the lateral -directional

characteristics. (These techniques may also be utilized for a qiuick evaluation of a

particular configuration if insufficient flight time is available for Quantitative

measurements.)

Ru1d~dr-Onlv Turns. The airplane should be trimmed for wings-level,

steady-heading flight. Maintaining trim constant, the pilot then enters and maintains

turns by use of rudder-only inputs. The bank angles utilized during this evaluation

should not be excessive since the directional control system alone cannot be

expected to generate and maintain turns at large bank angles where the turn is

manifested more by pitchingi motion than by yawing motion. Turns with bank

angles up to 30 degrees are generally considered adequate. Airspeed should be

maintained at trim with longitudinal control or trim inputs (if necessary) and

allowed to vary for a portion of the evaluation. The lateral control system floating

characteristics should be noted, if appropriate. If aileron float is observed,

rudder-only turns should be performed with the ailerons restrained in the trim

position as well as with controls free.

The information available from the rudder-only turn test is considerable and is

presented below. The information generally considered to be most important is

indicated by an asterisk.

"*1. Suitability of the directional control system as an alternate lateral control

system. The pilot may desire or may be required to use rudder-only turns

in certain circumstances, such as:

a. Cruising flight during which the pilot's hands are occupied with other

tasks.
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* -. b, Flight conditions during which lateral control inputs generate

uncomfortable yawing moments.

c. Emergency situations involving lateral control system malfunctions.

*2. Strength of the dihedral effect, as indicated by the rolling motion when

sideslip is induced by the rudder input. However, the test pilot must keep

in mind that the roll response to a rudder irput depends not only on

dihedral effect, but also on the rolling moments generated by yaw rate
(C9. ),id rudder deflection (C r )The relative significance of

increases with increasing wing span and decreasing speed. At

typical STOL approach speeds, it may be a very important

derivative.

3. Qualitative indication of Dutch roll frequency and damping. Since the roll

respo-ise to t, rudder input is manitested through the Dutch roll mode of

motion, the pilot must excite the Dutch roll during rudder-only turns.

"4. Nature of the spiral mode of motion, as indicated by the rudder position

required in the steady (constant bank angle) rudder-only turn.

K• Aileron-Only Turns. The airplane should be trimmed for wings-level, steady

heading flight. Maintaining trim constant, the pilot then enters and maintains turns

with aileron-only inputs. Turns with bank angles up to 45 degrees are generally

considered adequate. The rate of control input and amount of control deflection

should be varied. Airspeed should be maintained at trim with longitudinal control or

trim inputs (if necessary). The directional control system floating characteristics

should be observed, if appropriate. If rudder float is observed, aileron-only turns

should be performed with rudders fixed and rudders free.
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The information available from the aileron-only turn is presented below, with

the information generally considered to be most important indicated by an asterisk.

"*1. Ease of entering and maintaining coordinated turns. During vigorous

maneuvering tasks requiring rapid bank angle changes and turn reversals,

the airplane which requires little rudder coordination will, all else being

equal, be more acceptable to the pilot than the airplane which requires

extensive use of the rudder.

2. Yawing moments generated by lateral control deflection and roll rate, as

indicated by the motion of the airplane's nose, the turn needle, the

heading indicator, or a sideslip gauge during the entry into the

aileron-only turn.

3. Dutch roll excitation during a bank angle control task with aileron-only

inputs.

4. Nature of the spiral mode of motion, as indicated by the aileron

requirement in the steady (constant bank angle) aileron-only turn.

After performing the qualitative phase of the evaluation, the test pilot should

have some ideas as to the particular characteristics which make the airp!ane easy or

difficult to fly. Use of the quantitative techniques described below hopefully allows

the test pilot to substantiate his qualitative opinion. The results of all the qualitative

and quantitative tests must be correlated in order for the test pilot to accurately

analyze the lateral-directional characteristics.
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Measurement of the Mechanical Characteristics of the Lateral-Directional Control

System

Mechanical characteristics of the lateral-directional control system have a major

influence on lateral-directional flying qualities. The mechanical characteristics to be

evaluated are defined as follows:

1. Breakout, including triction: The lateral or directional cockpit control

force from the trim position required to initiate movement of the

respective control surface.

2. Freeplay: The lateral or directional cockpit control motion from the trim

position required to initiate movement of the respective control surface.

3. Centering: The ability nf th-, In+ r i oe directional control sy-i5- to

return to and maintain the original trimmed position when released from

any other position.

4. Control System Oscillations: Oscillations in the lateral-directional control

system resulting from external or internal disturbances.

"Break-'. Forces. ',hcludiri Friction, Friplin in the lateral and directional

control system is unavoidable, however, it should be kept as low as possible. Some

amount of breakout force is generally beneficial, but too much results in undesirable

characteristics. Breakout forces allow the pilot to rest his hand and feet on the

control stick and rudder pedals without introducing inadvertent lateral and

directional control inputs - this characteristic is particularly important in turbulent

air. However, breakout forces must be suitably matched to the lateral and

directional control forces experienced after overcoming the breakout forces.
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it should be obvious that brg&W force can never be measured alone, unless

there is zero friction force. Therefore, breakout forces, including friction, are

measured at the trimmed conditions of the test. Directional breakout forces,

including friction are measured or estimated in flight by carefully stabilizing at the

trim condition, then applying slow and smooth rudder force inputs until movement

of the rudder control surface is detected. Movement of the rudder can be detected

by visually observing rudder movement, use of a rudder position indicator, or by

observing air_ lane response. Lateral breakout forces, including friction, are measured

in flight with the hand held force gauge by carefully stabilizing at the trim

condition, then applying slow and smooth lateral force inputs until movement of the

aileron is detected. This movement can be detected by visually observing airplane

response. When" the airplane response is utilized as a cue for rudder or aileron

movement, caution must be exercised because the airplane will require a finite time

interval to respond to the control surface movement. If automatic recording devices

are utiiized, breakout forces, including frictio', my bc m-asured fron-m Whe Fm;ording

traces.

Breakout, including friction, may be measured on the ground for airplanes

equipped with ireversibr, control systems where control forces are merely functions

of control deflection. However, ground measurements should be checked with

inflight measurements. It is obvious that inflight measurements at the trim condition

am-. the ony mearns of accurateiy determining breakout, including friction, for the

reversible control system.

Freerlay. Freeplay in the lateral and directional control systems should be as

small as possible. Excessive freeplay may cause difficulty in performing precise

maneuvers such as instrument approaches and tracking. Freeplay, expressed in

inches or degrees of lateral and directional cockpit control movement, is measured in

flight at the trim condition much the same as breakout, including friction, was

measured. Ground measurements may also be made for irreversible control systems.
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"Centerinaq. The lateral and directional control systems should exhibit positive
centering in flight at any stabilized trim condition. Poor centering can result in

objectionable tracking characteristics and/or large departures in sideslip or bank
angle without constant pilot attentiorn to airplane control. Centering is qualitatively

evaluated in flight at the trim condition by smoothly displacing the lateral and

directional cockpit controls to various positions and observing their motion upon

release. Irreversible control system centering characteristics may be evaluated on the

ground.

Control System Oscillations. Oscillations in the lateral and directional control

systems, initiated by either external perturbations or pilot action, should not result

in objectionable oscillations in sideslip or roll rate, nor should there by any
objectionable structural vibrations created. Damping of the respective control

systems is measured in flight by abruptly deflecting and releasing the cockpit

controls and observing the resulting motion in the controll 5u'ace ur the cockpit

_-controls. These abrupt inputs may be described as rudder "kicks" and lateral stick

"raps." Use of automatic recording devices or a cockpit mounted control position

indicator aids in data acquisition, If these are not available, and the pilot is unable to
visually observe the aileron or rudder control surfaces, the test pilot must

resort to observing the motion of the cockpit control stick or rudder

pedals. No objectionable oscillations of either the cockpit controls or the

airfraoe control surfaces should be present during maneuvering flight or in

turbulence. It must be remembered that motion of the cockpit controls

•ay or may not be good indications of the motion of the aileron or rudder

surfaces. Irreversible control system oscillation characteristics may be

checked on the ground; however, these characteristics should be evaluated

in flight to insure there is no coupling between airplane motion and control

system dynamics.
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Measurement of Static Lateral-Directional Stability Characterisics

The steady heading sideslip test technique is conveniently utilized to obtain

important relationships which have a major inifluence on lateral-directional flying
qualities. It is not performed orimarily to determine the feasibilits, of the maneuver

in perational use, although this determination is obviously a by-product. The

information available from the steady heading sideslip test is considerable and can be

divided into primWar and secondary areas of importance.

The primary parameters to be obtained from the steady heading sideslip test

are rudder position, rudder force, aileron position, aileron force, and bank angle.

The rudder position and rudder force variations with sideslip angle, sometimes

referred to as directional stability, rudder-fixed and directional stability, rudder-free,

respectively, have a major influence on the pilot's opinion of the directional

"stiffness" of the airplane. These variations provide absolutely no information about
_b,,,,njtde of, he stai,, directionai stability derivative, ' , unless numerous

other parameters, such as directional control power, n~r , are known. However, if

the variations are positive such that right rudder pedal force and trailing edge right

rudder deflection are required in left sideslips, and vice versa, the directional

stability derivative, Cnl , is known to be at least positive. Positive rudder position

and rudder force variations with sideslip angle are a basic airplane design
requirement which allows the pilot to perform various mission tasks without

entering uncontrollable - and possibly catastrophic - flight conditions. In addition,

positive variations contribute to good lateral-directional trimmability and

maintenance of the trimmed condition. However, rudder control forces and rudder

positions required to induce or control sideslip should not be excessive within the

range of sideslip angles required in normal or emergency operational conditions. The

pilot is continually confronted with situations during which he must use or control

.:sideslip with rudder control or trim inputs. Some of these situations are: crosswind

take-offs and landings, flight with asymmetric external stores or asymmetric power,
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"rudder-only turns, rudder coordination during turns arid rolling matieuvers, etc. The

particular rudder force and position variations desired in any airplane depend on the

mission of the airplane and the multitude of pilot tasks required in mission

accomplishment. Plots of rudder force and position versus sideslip angle should be

e•sentially linear and should exhibit stable local gradients within a reasonable

sideslip angle variation from trim. For larger sideslip angles, an increase in rudder

deflection should always be rmquired for an increase in sideslip anple. Lightening of

the rudder forces at high sideslip angles may be acceptable; however, the forces

should never reduce to zero or reverse, i.e., no "rudder lock" should be encountered.

Aileron position and aileron force variations with sideslip angle, sometimes

referred to as control-fixed dihedral effect and control-free dihedral effect,

respectively, have a maior influence on lateral-directional trimmability and the ease

with which the pilot can contro, bank angle with rudder inputs. These variations

provide absolutely no information about the _macan iudg of the dihedral effect: C9.,.

Sunless numerous other parameters, such as aileron control power, CZ6a , are kno vn.
However, if the variations are ative such that left lateral control force and left

lateral cockpit control position are required in left sideslips, and vice versa, the

stability derivative, C4 I is known to exhibit a ngaiv sign. This results in Dositiv

dihedral effect, i.e., the airplane tends to roll opposite to the induced sideslip. Some

degree of positive dihedral effect, as indicated by aileron control force and aileron

position variation with sideslip angle, is desirable for satis•factor-,,y lateral-dir-uectioriall

flying qualities. However, positive dihedral effect should not be so strong as to

require excessive aileron force or deflection to control bank angle i.1 sideslips. In

addition, the variation of aileron control force and position with sideslip angle should

be essentially linear.
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Bank angle variation with sideslip angle in steady heading sideslips is indicative

of the sideforce characteristic. Positive sideforce characteristics, as indicated by 10tf

bank angle requirement in left sideslips, and vice versa, are necessary for saTisfactory

lateral-directional flying qualities. The usefulness of the ball of the needle-ball

instrument as a valid reference for trimming the airplane (with little inhereni

sideslip) in wings-level flight arid for performing coordinated turns (with little

sideslip) depends on sideforce characteristics. Airplanes exhibiting weak or zero

bank angle variation with sideslip angle (in steady heading sideslips) are easily

inadvertently trimmed and flown in wings-level, ball-centered steady heading

sideslips. The pilot will be perfectly happy with this state of affairs until the

increased drag caused by the inherent sideslip begins to upset his fuel-used

calculations in a long-range-cruise task, or until difficulty is experienced in aligning

the airplane longitudinally with the runway or carrier centerline during night orf

low-visibility approaches. Additionally, weak or zero sideforce characteristics result

in the bail and "seat-of-the-pants" feel losing their .innrifi eAnn n indLafictiero f +f.rr.

Perfection as a consequence, large sideslip angles may be developed even though

the pilot keeps the ball centered and feels no sideward accelerations during turns. In

general, an increase in right bank angle should accompany an increase in right

sideslip and an increase in left bank angle should accompany an increase in left

sideslip. It is theoretically possible for a symuaetrical airplane to possess

negative trimmed sideforce characteristics, but such an. airplane is unlikely

to be encountered in practice, though airplarnes i which the -ideforce

characteristics are very weak or approach zero do exist. On the other hand,

asymmetric thrust or store drag can easily generate a requirement for bank

away from the sideslip angle for equilibrium.
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"""Secondary parameters obtaine-d from the steady heading sideslip test are

longitudinal control force, rate of descent, and indicated airspeed error. Fitching

moments or longitudinal trim changes generated by sideslip are manifested to the

pilot through the longitudinal control force (arid incremental change in elevato- or

lon2itudinal control position) required to maintain airspeed constant in the steady

heading sideslip. Excessive longitudinal trim changes with sideslip angles norrmally

utilized in operational usage wiould place excessive; deli~arids on pilot attention arid

coordination. Large rates of descent arid indicatod airspeed errors with sideslip

angles emp;oyed in operational flight procedures would be undesirablo, if not

dangerous, characteristics.
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"-" Two test techniques will now be presented for evaluating static

lateral-directional stability characteristics in steady neading sideslips.

*tabilized Steady Heading Sideslips, •The stabilized steady heading sideslip test

technique is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic recording devices, a "trim shot"

should be taken. Record appropriate trim data such as power setting, trim

settings, trim lateral and directional control pisitions, fuel quantity, rate

or climb or descent, and inherent sideslip angle.

2. The first sideslip at each predetermined rudder pedal deflection is

performed solely to determine if any indicated airspeed error is induced

by sideslip. This is accomplished by establishing the sideslip, stabilizing,

then quickly returning the controls to trim and noting any increase or

decrease in airspeed as the sideslip angle decreases to trim. Airspeed errors

which do not exceed + 2% VTRIM may be neglected. Indicated airspeed
is varied to compensate for significant errors in subsequent sideslips. The

proper airspeed to utilize is quite easily recognized during the test..

3. Establish each stabilized steady heading sideslip by smoothly applying the

K- predetermined rudder pedal deflection while simultaneously feeding in

lateral and long'tudinal control inputs to maintain %teady headina_ and the

correct airspeed. If the airplane exhibits positive directional stability,

positive dihedral effect, and positive sideforce characteristics, the pilot

4 will observe that, in the stabilized steady heading sideslip, riaht rudder

inputs, left lateral control inputs,, and left bank angle are required with

left sideslip annles, and onpposit parameters are required w;hi 4igli

sideslip angles.
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IT1
g. Loogitudinal control force and vertical speed. Lonyitudinal control

forces may be measured with the hand held force gauge.

(n. If s sideslip indicator is not available in the cockpit, the directional

indicator may be used to estimate sideslip angles. While stabilized in the

steady heading sideslip, note the aillae hedn after recording all

parameters except sideslip. Then, quickly return the controls to trim and

stabilize in the original wings-level condition. Again, note the Mirjln~

~e~.ag Th difrnebtentehading noted in the sideslip and the

heading noted aftei, releasing the sideslip is approximately the sideslip

angle induced in the steady heading sideslip.

7. Steady heading sidestps are normally performed at increments of

on-e -qater rudder deflection, alternating direction of rudder inputs until

full rudder deflection sideslioi are. performed in bocth directiaons. Sideslip

angles should be increased until:

a. Full rudder pedal deflection is reached,

b. RuJdei fortes reach 250 pounds.

c. r1V~ximum ri-iaeioro control or deflection is reached.

Obviously, if "rudder lock" or 'ther unusual circumstances are encountered, the test

may bce te~rninatea shcrt of these limits.

'7 8. Altitude should be within + 2000 feet of the predetermined test altitude

during~ the rneasurr .eits. Since increased drag will begenerated on the

airplaiw during the slideslips, it may be expeditious to j= a series of

sidesiip- ajbovg the predeterrmined test altitude.
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4. Maintenance of steady heading in the stabilized sideslip is critical if valid

data are to be obtained from this test. There are several cues available to

the pilot for maintenance of a steady heading. There are the turn needle,

the directional indicator, and visual references. A steady heading

sideslip may best and most easily be established by using primarily

external references with final cross checking against the

directional gyro and the turn needle.

5. If using automatic recording devices, take a picture of the stabilized

steady heading sideslip. Appropriate cockpit data should then be

recorded. Since the parameters to be recorded are considerable, a

suggested order of noting and recording data is as follows:

a. Rudder pedal force. If estimating rudder forces, mentally note the

force as soon as the sideslip is stabilized before the leg becomes

at;ng ue.

b. Rudder position (either estimated or from control position

indicators).

c. Lateral control force. This parameter may be measured with a hand

held force gauge.

d. Aileron position (it available) or lateral cockpit control position.

Cockpit control position may be measured roughly with various

portable instrumentation - tape measure, calibrated string,

calibrated yoke, etc. - if no cockpit indicator is available.

0. Bank angle.

f. Sideslip angle. (A quite accurate method for estimating sideslip if no

sideslip indicator is available is presented in paragraph 6.)
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Transient Steady Heading Sideslips. If automatic recording devices are

available, the transient technique may be utilized to quickly obtain static

lateral-directional characteristics. It is also a good "quick look" qualitatitve

technique even without automatic recording devices. It is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully at the desired flight condition. Record a "trim

shot" with the automatic recording devices. Record appropriate cockpit

data.

2. Actuate the automatic recording devices and very smoothly and steadily

enter the steady heading sideslip Using constant rate rudder inputs,

increase sideslip slowly, simultaneously applying lateral control inputs and

banking in order to maintain -steady heading. Use longitudinal control

inputs, if necessary, to maintain constant trim airspeed.

3. increase the rudder input to full deflection (or other limiting factors),

then decrease rudder input at the same slow rate. After returning the

airplane to the original trim condition, continue by applying rudder in the

opposite direction to full deflection, then back to trim.

4. Actuate the event marker at various sideslip angles or rudder deflections,

if desired, to aid in data reduction. Deactivate the instrumentation after

* returning to the original trim conditions.

5. For the optimum results from this test, the rate of change of sideslip must

be very slow; 1/2 degree per second or less yields excellent data.
6

6. Maintenance of steady heading is again critical for this test. The test pilot

must continually cross-check all references available in order to keep the

- heading constant throughout the process.
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Measurement of Dynamic Lateral-Directional Stability

Characteristics - The Spira! Mode

Spiral Stability. Characteristics of the spiral mode of motion have some

influence on overall lateral-directional flying qualities, although the influence is

generally small in relation to other contributions. The pilot generally is satisfied if

the spiral mode is neutral, convergent, or slightly divergent. However, if the spiral is

very diveroent. such that bank angle changes resulting from external disturbances or

inadvertent control inputs build rapidly, the pilot is required to devote some

atten&tin to controlling the spiral motion.1 Therefore, the time duration which the pilot

can devote to other duties are correspondingly shortened. A very divergent spiral

mode can make long range cruising flight and instrument approaches or departures

extremely frustrating for the pilot, particularly in turbulent air.

A divergent spiral mode normally is accompanied by longitudinal trim changes

resulting from airspeed increases. These airspeed changes may cause

corresponding changes in some speed-dependent stability derivatives (C,,
Lr_ ) L.. . - alterL` sp'.-LE s. Different spirai

characteristics m. y be observed if airspeed is allowec to vary instead of

restraining it at trim.

Propeller-driven airplanes may exhibit different spiral characteristics in left and

right turns. This phenomenon may be attributed to various peculiarities of

propeller-power flight, such as the manner in which the slipstream impinges on the

IVc-nponenls of the airpidne and the change in slipstream pattern with sideslip

direction.

'Obviously, an autom tic flight control system or autopilot can relieve the pilot of

this duty.
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The characteristics of thespiral mode to be determined are the nature of the

motion (convergent, neutral, or divergent) and the rate of convergence or divergence

(if applicable). These characteristics may be obtained very simply from a time

history of bank angle after the spiral motion is excited. The test is performed as

follows:

1. Stabilize and trim very precisely in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition.

2. Restrain the lateral control rigidly in the trim position and establish a

small bank angle (at least 5 degrees, but not more than 20 degrees) by one

of the following means: a very small rudder input, a slight power

reduction on one engine of a multiengined airplane, opening a cowl flap or

oil cooler door on one engine of a multiengined airplane. Lateral control

inputs are usually not used to establish the bank angle because of the

difficulty in returning the lateral control to trim and the subsequent

significant rolling moments generated. However, this is not a hard

and fast rule as in some airplanes it may be easier to ensure the

return of the ailerons to a precise trimmed position than to do the

same with the rudder; for example, if the centering is obviously

better in the aileron circuit. Clearly the important point is to

minimize, or eliminate if possible, any contamination of the spiral

mode with residual control deflections. After establishment of the

steady bank angle, return the rudder pedals, power setting, cowl

flap, or oil cooler to the original trim position and release the

cuc•rplL cuoltrul. CuiOM eice kecurduli tim-,e St o Of bank.

angle, utilizing a 60 second sweep stopwatch and the attitude gyro.

When sufficient data is obtained, recover to wings-level trim

conditions and repeat the procedure with opposite bank angle..

3. By releasing the cockpit controls completely, the pilot observes the

combined effects of the spiral mode, longitudinal trim change, and control

system characteristics on the spiral motion. This motion is often seen in

the operational environment when the pilot releases the control stick to

perform other tasks in the cockpit. If gure spiral mode data is desired,

trim airspeed should be maintained with longitudinal control inputs.
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4. Precise initial trim, particularly lateral trim and smooth air are necessary

if valid quantitative data are to be obtained from this test.

Measurement of Dynamic Lateral-Directional Stability

Characteristic* - The Dutch Roll Mode

Since the airplane responds in yaw through the Dutch roll mode (just as

it responds in pitch through the short period oscillation), every time it is

disturbed in yaw, either externally or by pilot inputs, the Dutch roll will be

excited. The pilot seldom needs to make appreciable rudder inputs except

for certain special conditions such as flight with asymmetric power (or

stores), crosswind landing, controlling bank angle by means of rudder, etc.

Nonetheless turbulence and pilot control inputs (especially lateral inputs if

significant aileron yawing moments exist) will continually excite the Dutch

roll inadvertently. Therefore, it is frequently referred to as a "nuisance" or
"annoyance" mode. When the Dutch roll is excited, the resulting

oscillations in sideslip, bank angle, and lateral motion must be suppressed

by one or a combination of the following: aerodynamic characteristics of

the airplane, stability augmentation, pilot control inputs. Damping.

I •frequency, and roll-to-yaw ratio of the Dutch roll, or lateral-directional
oscillation, have profound effects on overall lateral-directional flying

qualities. During critical mission tasks requiring precise flight path control,

precise tracking, and/or rapid maneuvering, a satisfactory combination of

Dutch roll characteristics is mandatory for satisfactory mission

accomplishment.

Unfortunately, difficulty is experienced in defining and describing satisfactory

combinations of Dutch roll damping, frequency, and roll-to-yaw ratio. The optimum

combination for a particular airplane obviously depends on the mission of that

airplane and the various mission tasks involved. Additionally, pilot technique has a

large influence on the acceptability of particular characteristics since the pilot can

use any combination of lateral and directional control inputs. The Rilot's technique.

thus influences the pilot's opinion. The generalizations which follow concerning the

influence of various Dutch roll parameters must be accepted as generalizations only,

since they may not be appropriate to a particular sit; ation.
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Dutýh R21l Damoing. The damping of the Dutch roll motion is probably the

most important Dutch roll characteristic to be considered. Over a wide range of

Dutch roll frequencies and roll-to-yaw ratios, the pilot will probably find the

lateral-directional dynamics acceptable if the Dutch roll motion is well d mpe.. The

parameter, Cd, is the dam _ aio of the second-order lateral-directional, or Dutch

roll, motion. Its value strongly affects the time or dynamic response of the airplane

to a rudder or aileron input or lateral gusts. The following rationalizations may be

made concerning the influence of various Dutch roll damping ratios on

lateral-directional flying qualities.

1. For very low to IoV damping ratios - the lateral-directional oscillation

may be easily excited by pilot control inputs or external disturbances.

Once excited, the yawing, rolling, lateral translational motion tends to

persist for a relatively long period of time. This persistent motion can

cause extreme discomfortand induce airsickness in passengers and crew of

transport airplanes as well as degrade aiming accuracy for high-altitude

bombing tasks in heavy or tactical bombers. When the pilot attempts to

maneuver vigorously and simultaneously maintain an air-to-air or

air-to-ground tracking picture, the lightly damped Dutch roll motion may

completely preclude precise weapons delivery, particularly in rough air.

During the landing approach in instrument or visual conditions, serious

heading control problems can be generated if the damping ratio of the

Dutch roll motion is too low. The Dilot will probably desire r,, ..... t

suppress the motion with lateral or directional control inputs if the

damping ratio approaches zero. The success the pilot realizes in _rsong v

damping the Dutch roll will depend largely on the frequency of the

motion and other factors such as the roll-to-yaw ratio and the

* phase relationship between the roll and yaw components of the

motion.

2. I-or io to mgdeqrate Dutch roll damping ratios - the lateral-directional

oscillation may be excited but will be very noticeably damped although

still apparent. The pilot should be able to perform maneuvers involving
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precise heading and bank angle control with little difficulty attributable to

Dutch roll damping. During v;rous mar.neuvering involving large,

repeated lateral and dirrctional countrol inputs, notice3ble and possibly

objectionable yawing and rolling oscillations may be generated. The pilot

will prc.bably feel no neeo to augment natural Dutch roll damping with

control inputs since the motion subsides f3irly rapidly if the controls are

merely fixed or released.

3. F.;r mdýýra toijiay. Dutch roll damping ratioh - the lateral-directional

oscillation may not even be apparent to the pilot. The pilot wiji probably

feel very, secure in maneuvering the airplane vigorously since no noticeable

oscillations in yaw or roll are generated. If the Dutch roll damping is very

h the airplane will be slow responding to rudder inputs or external

disturbances. The pilot may find this sluggish directional response

•r. objectionable during maneuvering. In addition, heavy damping of the

Ditch roll and heavy yaw rate damping (!arge car ) are generally

analogous, therefore, the pilot may find that the LV_ L urr mept in

coordinated turns is excessive if the Dutch roll is W9_yjilv._snnpLl_.

Dutch RoI!_FL _ M The parameter, "dd , is the dampedfrequency of the

second-order, lateral-direrctional mode of motioti. If it is a real, positive number, it is

directly reiated to the frequency, or quickness, with which the airplane resp)nds to

a rudder input ot lateral gust disturbdnce. Obviously, this damped frequency has a

major influence on latera!-directional flying qualties. However, the dsmped
frequency is dependent on 0.-D inp._ j r well as the undMpkd al

freouencv. Therefore, Dutch rol8 chai acteristics ara conwv iently expresser in terms

o. he undamped natural frcyencv, 0 wnd , and, of course, the d3mping ratio, C d-

The following generalizations may be made cortcerning the effect of

.axious Dutch roll natiral rrequencies on lateral-directional flying

qualities,
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For very low toIQgW cand values - the pilot may experience large sideslip

excursions when yawing moments are generated by lateral control inputs,

roll rate, rudder inputs, lateral gusts, etc. This is due to the close

relationship between Dutch roll natural frequency and dirlfticnal

stability. Since low ýOnd and low directional stiffness are generally

analogous, the pilot will probably expend considerable effort in

maintaining a desie adin for low frequency Dutch roll situations.

Because of the slow initial respons. associated with the low frequency

motion, the pilot may experience difficulty in determining the s

sLate or final maqnitude of the motion. This lack of predictability makes

precise and rapid heading corrections virtually impossible. Because of the

low directional stiffness, the pilot will use frequent rudder inputs in order

to compensate, i.e., the pilot becomes a stability aunmentor. Increasing

the Dutch roll damping ratio probably will not improve the situation

measureably if the frequency is very low; the primary objectionable

feature associated with the very low frequency is not the os ¥ fatoy

fUtign but the wa.k -direionlstiffness, If the frequency is a bit higher,

increasing the Dutch roll damping may improve the situation somewhat.

For some missions and mission tasks, very low Dutch roll natural

frequencies may be tolerable, as long as at least some levl of POSitive

direcional stability is present i.e., (and > 0. If the airplane is always

maneuvered slowly and smnnth!l, the vi.^* ... i l.a' 1 ob n.o t O

the slow initial response. The very large transport, passenger, or heavy

bomber airplanes, with very large yawing moments of inertia, may be

characterized by very low Dutch roll natural frequencies. Since these

airplanes do not require extensive maneuvering for mission

ac;omplishment, low Dutch roll natural frequencies may have no

derogating irfluence.
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2. For _medium to hi4h "'nd values - the response of the airplane for turns

and heading corrections is generally satisfactory, while the sensitivity to

loteral gusts should not be excessive. Because of the corresponding

medium to high directional stiff';:Ks, the pilot finds that few rudder inputs

are required to control sidjslip. Directional trimmability is also enhanced.

Every correction made duiing the trimming task takes less time and comes

to a completion faster, This gives the pilot the feelirtg that he knows

exactly what trim correction is necessary. In other words, the airplane's

directional trim point is well defined and corrections to the trim point are

quickly accomplished.

3. The very high Dutch roll natural frequency - may cause the birplane to

be oversensitive and responsive directionally to rudder inputs and lateral

gusts. During precise maneuvers requiring close control of heading or nose

position, the very high frequency Dutch roll can precipitate annoying,

uncomfortable, rapid excursions in sideslip, roll, and lateral translation. If

the pilot tries to damp a very high frequency, lightly damped Dutch roll

motion with control inputs, he is likely to get out of phase with the rapid

oscillations, reinforce them, and drive the motion divergent.

Roll-to-Yaw Ratio. The parameter, 4, is the ratio of the bank anale P_-VnCIon

to !pjdfiv angle envelope during the Dutch roll motion, or simply the roll-to-yaw

ratio. Roll-to-yaw ratio has some influence on pilot technique during bank angle

control tasks and rolling maneuvers, and may igrgnificantly influence the pilot's

opinion of the maneuvering capabilities of the airplane during these tasks. The

degree of roll disturbance or the sensitivity of the airplane in roll to rudder inputs

and lateral gusts is directly proportional to this parameter. The following

generalizations may be made concerning the influence of various magnitudes of

roll-to-yaw ratios on overall lateral-directional flying qualities. (Roll-to-yaw ratio of

the Dutch roll motion will be further discussed in a subsequent section on rolling

psrformance and roll handling qualities.)
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1, If the roll-to-yaw ratio is low - the Dutch roll motion is manifested more

in yawing than in rolling. If the ratio is very low, so that the motion

approaches pure "snaking," the response of the airplane to lateral gusts

will be largely heading changes. The pilot may feel compelled to control

thk gust response during maneuvers requiring precise heading control, and

the rudders will be the control utilized. With lowv roll-to-yaw ratios, the

rolling moments generated by yaw rate and sideslip angle etcursions will

be small, therefore, the Dutch roll influence on rolling perfo-mance wdl

probably be small.

2ý For mediumj roll-to-yaw ratios - some rolling motion will be generated by

yaw rate and sýrdeslip mrgle excursions. If significant aileron yawing

moments or yawing womer~ts due to roll rate exist, the pilot will

probabiy be compelled to co'ordwau" ailurct iynputs with rudder

inmiz% tu kteea sideslto excursions small, minimize oscillatory

variations in roll rate, and realize max:rnmun rolling performance

from tlxe airplanie.

3. If the roll-to-yaw razin is high - considerable rollkng moments wi-l be

generated by -ideslip a,•d yawv rate excursions. Roiling perf,)rmance and

lateral handling qualities rray be seriubsiy impared unles3 the pilot utilizes,

rudder coordination effectively durln9 maneuvering. The airplane %ViW be

very responsive ard sensitive if- roll to latara! gusts and rudder inputs;

bank angle mosponse to tutulent air may' be very objectionable,

particularly duriq nmaneuvering whici rmquire-s precise b.:eik ••gie corntrol.

As the -M~l-to-yaw ratio incrvasvL, the pilot will probably denmand

increased Dutch roll damping. This is dtue to tie pilot usually being more

sensitive t10 UQjI__ thar ILtIuL sjrffi.
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Dul;$h Roll Reguiremerits

The results of pilot opinion investigations based on in-flight and ground

simulator tests have revealed that there are combinations of Dutch roll frequency,

damping, and roll-to-yaw ratios which provide satisfactory lateral-directional flying

qualities. These investigations showed that the product of the damping ratio and the

undamped natural frequency, Cd wnd , should be within the limits listed in table I.

Fiight Phase Min dwnd* Minwrnd

Level Category Class Mined* rad/sec rad/sec

A (CO and GA) IV 0.4 - 1.0

A 1, IV 0.19 0.35 1.0F7 I I
II, Mf 0.19 0.35 0.4**

B All 0.08 0.15 0.4*

C I, U-C,
IV 0.08 0.15 1.0

13-L, III 0.08 0.10 0.4**

Z All All 0.0Z 0.05 0,4**

_ 3 JAll All 0 -0.4 *

The governing damping requirement is that yielding the larger value of •d,

except that a d of 0.7 is the maximum required for Class IMI.

Class III -'rplanes may be excepted from the minimum Wrd requirement,
subject to approval by the procuring activity, if the requirements of 3.3.Z
through 3.3.2.4.1, 3.3.5, and 3.3.9.4 axe met.

Note: Values of Cd etc. in MIL-F-8785C are quoted to two decimal places.

Such accuracy may be obtainable with special instrumentation; however,

that will not usually be the case and, where trace records cannot be read to

better than about 5%, results which imply an accuracy of 0.5'%0 are cle~aly

unjustifiable.
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The effects of: a high ratio can sometimes have a significant influence on

mission tasks. Rceiatively larg. bjank angle excursions res&zltiog from) 3deslip c:an

rmake tracking tasks or level flight iii turbulence very difficult especialiy in airplanes

- ~with low Dutch roll Zrequency and/or damping. In an attempt to improvec

the analysi of these pro~4ens in akplanes with high ratios, an

addit~ional par'ameter has been analytically determined from the rzstzlts of

pilot op'inion investigations. This parameter is the product of the -bqr,-we of

the undamped natural frequency of the Dutch roll and the ratio, (,)2 ~)d*
If the valUC of LOnd :() d is greater than ZO (r.3d/s~ec)1, thea the

minimum- values of ; d u'd as shown in table I should be increased by thQ

following values.

Level I - A~d Wnd - .04(4,1/G 0 IdI
Level 3 - Ar Wfl4 - '009 (W~ I #S'GId- 2o

with wn-in rad/sec.

I.~bnii.~~or E x cit i 9c OIg)i t R9ll _1 Moti Q-ifQLQaiaLtitiLtY.

Me~j~mM Two methods will be introduced for obtaining quartitative Dutch

roll characteristics. The miethod utilized for a particular -;ight test will depend 0.1

the characteristics of the airplane, the requirements against which tested, and the

preferencue of the individual test pilot.

[4The rude pý1j~~jp_~ excites the DuJtchI roll motion nicely, while

suppressing the spira? mode if performed correctly. In addition, this technique can

be used to develop a larc e arrnplituc!2 oscillation which aids in data qaten0i anaVanaiysis, particularly if the Dutch rol' -is heavilv damped. It is petfrrm-,ki as tollows:

t-7
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1. Stabilize and trim carefuliy ir the desired configurudton at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic devices, take a `trlrn shot,"

2. Smoothly apply alternating left and righL rudder inputs in order to excite

and reinforce the Dutch roll maotion. Restrair, the lateral cockpit control

at the trim condition or merely release it. Contir~ue the cyCic rudder

pulsing until the desired magnitude of oscillatory motion is attained, then
smoothly return the rudder pedas to the trim position and release thern

or restrain them in the trim position. Simuwtaneously, activate the

automatic recording devices and observe and record appropriate

parameters.

3. The frequency with which the cyclic rudder inputs are applied aepends on

the frequency and response characteristics of the a*;plane. The test pilot

must adjust the frequency of rudder pulsiig to the particular airplane. The

0 -• maximum Dutch roll response will be generated when the ruddar pulsing

is in phase with the airplane motion, and the frequency of the

rudder pulses is approximately the sawe as thre natural (undevwped)

frequency of the Dutch roll.

4. The test pilot shouid attempt to terminate the rudder pulsing so that the

airplane oscillates about a wings-level condition. This should •½feetvely

suppress the spiral motion.

5. Obtaining quantitative information on Dutch roll characteriktics frorrm

cockpit instruments and visual observations requires patience, nerticulariy

if the motion is heavily damped. However, if a sensitive gLnL r

is available in the cockpit, the test pilot should be able to outein a

_half-cvcle arnolitude ratiofrom the sideslip excursions. From this

parameter, an approximate dampinc eratio can be easily obtained1 . The

1See "Analysis of Second Order Responses" in the Introduction to this marlual.
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'ime reguLred for a luifM or full cycle can be measured wi.'h a -,ne -or

three-second sweerp stopwa~ch. From these timo.ý. th!; approximate

damped perizod, damped frequency, and und~mped natural f-equo-ncy' can

I% be derived, if de~irc-0. lk' a sidieslip iiidicator is not available, the tuLrn

IL~~je o f the needle-ball instrument can be observed to obitain.

approximate bhIr-cycfe anmplitude ratio mi~d damped perizad.

6. T~ie roll-to-yavw r,,,to o, the Oulch roll motion is exremely difficult to

obtein L;ccur3tely without auterrnticd recording devices. The motions are

generally phased Fo thal the maxiimuAm roll and sideslip excursions ýýq

-.'iu a neouslv Thr-r eely noting the mdximum roll

r excursioni to maximumi sideslip excursion for- i given cycle will probab'y
V.ield erroneous rtsults ý. Hovvever, the test pilot should be able to obtain a

rough idea of the roll-to-yaw ratio by observinig the n~jhfthQ~e airrdaranc

win~~tio on AihorilQn cluiing the Dutch roll oscillations, (A

"Ving-mourntec !5oom or other protrusion, or a dot drawn on the side of

the canlopy miy also be usad.) If the Dutch roll is manifested in pure

"11snaking", the roll-to-yaw ratio is, of course, zero and the wingtip Will

move only in the horizontal plane. If the roll-to.-yaw ratio is 1:1, the

wingtip will describe- a circle on the hor izon, etc. (Fig-ure 58). If the

F Dutch roti motion i* heavily damped, thtc wingtip will desc~ibe

F some fcxin of distorted spiral. Under these conditior~s, the best
possible estimate of roll-to-yaw ratio may be n-o better than

rgreater than 1:).," "approximacely 1:1"~ oi- "less than 1:1."

1See "Analysis of Secc'-cJ Or..*r Resr.qrtse,. in tide lncrod~JCL.oi to th's. matiuat.
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MOVING VIEWING POINT

#=

7 FIGURE 58
PATHS OF AIRPLANE WINGTIP ON HOrZON
DURING DUTCiH ROLL MOTION

7. If automatic rmcording devices ere available, the entirc Dutch roll motion

should he recorded and ana,2avd lit., IDr acccrats" quavrtitative

information,
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The steady sidesliD release can also be used to excite the Dutch roll; however,

the difficulty in quickly returning the controls to trim and the influence of the spiral

mode often precludes the gathering of good quantitative results. The rudder pulsing

technique usually produces much better Dutch roll data. The steady sideslip release

technique is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic recording devices, take a "trim shot."

2. Establish a steady heading sideslip of a sufficient magnitude to obtain

sufficient Dutch roll motion for analysis. Utilize maximum allowable

sideslip, full rudder, or a comfortable rudder force input. Stabilize the

sideslip carefully and activate the automatic recording devices. Quickly,

but smoothly, return all cockpit controls to trim and release them

(controls-free OL tch roll) or restrain them at the trim position

(controls-fixed Dutch roll). (Both methods should be utilized.) C.

V1
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DUTCH ROLL INFLUENCE ON ROLL

PERFORMANCE DURING PRECISION MANEUVERING

The Dutch roll motion can have a significant influence on roll performance

during precision maneuvering. If the Dutch roll influence is severe, the pilot will find

it difficult or even impossible to precisely and accurately select a desired bank angle

during airborne tracking tasks. The parameter used to gunitItive!y- evaluate this

Dutch roll influence is the ratio of the oscillatory component of roll rate to the

average component of roll rate, P~s1 The phase angle, lp~ was discussed
Pay

previously in the Theory section. The requirements are presented in Figure 58a.

I.

... . . LI. .2 .

.7 RL NL NEO RLEVEL I

PERFORANCE DRING PECMIN T MANEVRN

POSITIVE
DIHEDRAL -.--- 6-0 . 10. *,~

NEGATIVE ! O 20S#LSA-I "I_ 11* To I2
DIHEDRAL -ut-h- -r- -2l moio -cnhv -sigo* ;in 00. -i140 nr pf c

FIGURE 58a
ROLL RATE OSCILLATION LIMITATIONS

Dta measure of the ratio of the oscillatory component of roll rate to the
Pay

average component of roll rate following a rudder-pedlals-free step

aileron control command:

where psc P2, and P3 are role rates at the first, second, and third peaks,

respectively.
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* Before collecting quantitative data on the influence of the Dutch roll on roll

performance during precision maneuvering, preliminary tests must be conducted to

accurately determine: (1) the period of the Dutch roll oscillation,td , and (2) the

amount of aileron d-flection required to produce a 60 degree bank angle change in

1.7 td seconds. Onc.e these data are known, the test is performed as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired

flight condition. If using automatic recording devices, take a "trim shot."

2. Activate automatic recording devices and abruptly apply a step aileron

command up to the magnitude which causes a 60 degree bank angle

change in 1.7 td seconds. A chain stop or premeasured block carn be used

by the pilot in the cockpit to accurately attain the required control stick

deflection.

3. The record of the roll should be analyzed after the flight for quantitative

data.

The pilot's qualitative evaluation of the Dutch roll influence on roll

performance should be performed during typical mission tasks.

ADVERSE AND PROVERSE YAW EFFECTS ON PRECISOQN MANEUVERING

Obviously, there must be limits onl the amount of proverse or adverse sideslip

that is generated during maneuvering flight. Especially during precise tracking tasks,

the pilot desires that the airplane be flown without excessive aileron and rudder

* coordination. The more coordination that is required, the more difficult the pilot's

job to stabilize quickly and precisely on a desired flight path.
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For small inputs like those used in normal airborne tracking tasks, the

parameter used to quantitatively determine the sideslip generated following aileron

control commands is the ratio of sideslip, A 6, to a nondimensional constant, k. The

denominator k is defined as the ratio of cqrnmMndd bank angle change in a given

time to the required bank angle change, where the time interval and the

required bank angle change are obtained from Table IXa, paragraph 3.3.4 of

MIL-F-8785C, defining roll performance requirements.

kcom (see Figure 58b).

(ttj requirement

________/,y...,. //. . FiH ......"

.- /-.-b,,.........n ,, -.. . LEVEL .I... . ...

0
0 1W 80 -,;20 -160 -200 *2'0 -2010 -320 -360

FIGURE 58 b

SIDESLIP EXCURSION LIMITATIONS

Posc
A similar technique to that for measuring i- may be used; however,

ray
the specification requirement only holds for small aileron deflections, i.e.,

H upothose required to cause a 60 degree bank angle change in td or 2

4 ,seconds, whichever is the longer. The constant k is then determined for

f-.. each maneuver as the ratio of the bank angle actually obtained in time t to

the bank angle required by paragraph 3.3.4 of MIL-F-8785C in the same

time t. Note that in general this time t will not be equal to td or 2

l seconds.

L The pilot's qualitative evaluation of the adverse or proverse sideslip

characteristics should be performed during typical mission tasks.
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DETERMINATION OF PHASE ANGLE

FROM FLIGHT TEST RECORDS

An example of how to determine the phase angle, ýp6, from flight test records

is presented in Figure 58c.

R IGHT

4 -- ---- ---- -------- - -- ----- -- -- -- -, _ _ ..-- ......

... ------- ......... ...... . ----- .. •.... .... . ................. "...

S.. .. •.• ... ......... •. ............. ! ,. ,• ,. •.s. ¢ !. . . . . ......... .. %- --L ItsN2nd MINIMUM:

------ ----- ,--t

LEFr $0,: "

RIG•HT

? 9 SEC -_._

70

I2 34s

TFiGUE SEc

-- - - -- - -- - -- -- -- -- -- .. . .a-- -

-2,1,-. ------ -- -- -(2 9L -- -- .....

FIGUE SEC

DETERMINATION OF PHASE ANGLE
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POSTFLIGHT PROCEDURES

As soon as possible after returning from the flight, the test pilot should write a

brief, rough qualitative report of the lateral-directional flying qualities exhibited

during the mission tasks under evaluation. This report should be written while the

events of the flight are fresh in the pilot's mind. Qualitative pilot opinion,

appropriately related to the mission tasks under evaluation, will be the most

important part of the final report.

Appropriate data should be selected to substantiate the pilot's opinion. The

data presentation introduced here is only suggested and may be modified as desired

by the test activity. No matter what method is used, it should be clear, concise, and

complete.

Mechanical Charact.ri.tir. of the Laterad-. Directiona! Contrl eSgtn.

Mechanical characteristics may be presented as shown previously in the

discussion of "Test Procedures and Techniques - Nonmaneuvering Tasks" in the

Longitudinal Flying Qualities Section. Merely modify the presentations to

encompass the lateral and directional control systems.

Sjatic Lajerai-Directior.ai Stability _Charracterist.iL

Static lateral-directional stability characteristics are normally presented as plots

of rudder force and position, lateral control force and aileron position, bank angle,

and longitudinal control force ve,-sus sideslip angle. Rate of climb or descent and

airspeed error may be presented, if these parameters are significant. _Q•kit cotrol

position and/or surface control position may be utilized, depending on the data

available. Typical data presentation schemes are shown in Figures 59 and 60. The

data for Figure 60 were derived from automatic recording traces of a transient

sideslip technique. It automatic data reduction facilities are available, sufficient data

points may be extracted to "shot gun" the data. It is apparent that obtaining the

same plots by manual data reduction would be extremely laborious.
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Discussions of static lateral-directional stability characteristics in the report of

the test must be worded with care. The steady sideslip test results indicate the sign,

but not the magnitude of directional stability, Cn 3 , and dihedral effect, Cu -

(Actually, if very unusual stability augmentation or control system gadgetry is
utilized, the tests may not een indicate thesign of the stability derivatives.)

However, the test results are still extremely important from a flying qualities

standpoint. The language of the report should reflect clearly the parameters which

were used as indications of the static lateral-directional characteristics. For example,

the following introductory sentences might be used in the report: "Directional

stability, as indicated by the variations of rudder force and position with sideslip

angle in steady heading sideslips, was positive in all configurations tested;" "The

variation of lateral control force and aileron position with sideslip angle in steady

heading sideslip indicated positive (or negative) dihedral effect," etc.

Dynamic Lateral-Directional Stabilitv Characteriics- $pi[al tabil;ty

Spiral stability data are effectively presented as a plot of bank angle versus

time. Appropriate specification limits may be shown on the plot, A typical time

history is shown in Figure 61.

V.
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4 - MIh SPEC 8785C

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4:0
TIME (SEC)

FIGURE 61
SPIRAL STABILITY

MODEL - AIR(ILAPAE

SuNo ___

CONFIGURATION:.POWER APPROACH GROSS WEIGHT: 16,700 LBS
LOADING: ALFA CG: 27.2% MAC :
TRIM: I3S5KI AS , 7,50OOFT STAB AUG' ON

Dynamic Lateral- Directional

Stlblitv Characteristics -Dutch Roll Chagractristics

The presentation of Dutch roll characteristics will be dictated by the amount of

datla available, If the scope of the evaluation is limited, Dutch roll characteristics are

effectively presented in tabular form. An example is shown in Figure 62. If the

* - Dutch roll motion was recorded on oscillograph, magnetic tape, or telemetry, the

* actual trace, appropriately annotated, may be presented in the report. Sideslip angle

is the most desirable parameter to use in determining Dutch roll frequency and

damping, since it exhibits the pure Dutch roll response better than any other

parameter. However, yaw rate may be utilized if the sideslip trace is not useable.

Sideslip angle and bank angle traces should be utilized to determine roll-to-yaw
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ratio; however, yaw rate and roll rate may be utilized as back-up parameters. In

order to clearly illustrate the procedure for determining roll-to-yaw r-Itio, the bank

angle and sideslip angle traces from typical oscillograph traces have been reproduces

in Figure 64.

,,.~ L ,- t I 2rs . . , ,

Altitude Trim CG Gross W n d ý
1CNIUAINArpe G Weight Stab (a ______ { WndCONFIGURATION (ft) (KIAS,1MN (%MAC) (ibs) Aug (sec d 1 (rad/ 2 (rad.'

Airpee d ~ sec) secý

lCruise (CR) 130000 1 .65 I22.8 19000 ON .1.4 0.Z I7S1AA 0 .

(owe100 450/.80 23. 2 Z1700 ON 4.3 j0.1 11. 2:1 21.4__0._6 0

Approach (PA) 10000 145 19.2 15500 OFF 2.2 10.3 3:1 14.5 0.6Z

FIGURE 62

AIRPLANE DUTCH ROLL CHARACTERISTICS
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If the flight test team desires to show the variation of Dutch roll characteristics

with airspeed or Mach number, a plot similar to that shown in Figure 65 may be

utilized. When discussing Dutch roll characteristics in the body of the report, or

when presenting appropriate data, the condition of the stability augmentation, if

installed, must be explicitly stated.

YAW DAMPER OFF

ALTITUDE AVERAGE GROSS AVERAGE
SYMBOL ft WEIGHT-it) CG-%MAC

1 10,000 13,500 16.7

0 40,000 14900 19.9

.4

40

4o _. __I

42

SW

00)

4I,

4

.4 .5 .6 .7 .0 .9 1.0
MACH NUMBER

FIGURE 65

DUTCH ROLL CHARACTERISTICS
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Lit,_l.-Dirtetional Trinmabiwitv. fudder-Onlv Turns, and Aileron-Only Turns

The determination of trimmability as presented herein is based on the test

pilot's qualitative opinion. Therefore, a qualitative discussion of trimmability in the

technical report is appropriate. The results of other tests may be used to substantiate

the qualitative opinion of lateral-directional trimmability.

The results of rudder-only turn and aileron-only turn tests are probably best

blended into discussions of static or dynamic lateral-directional characteristics. The

writer should make every effort ot correlat the qualitative and quantitative results

of all the tests conducted in order to present a meaningful picture of the airplane's

*i lateral-directional flying qualities.

4
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SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for static and dynamic lateral-directional flying qualities are

contained in the following applicable vat-agraphs of Military Specification,
I MIL-Y-*S?85C, of 5 November 19809 hereafter referred to as the

Specificatiorl.

3,2.3.7 Longitudinal control in sideslips

3.3.1 Lateral-directional mode characteristics (except 3.3.1,2)

3.3.2 Late ralI-directional dynamic response characteristic (subparagraphs

3.3.2.1, 3.3.2.2.1, 3.3.2.4.1, 3.3.2.6)

3.3%. 3 Pilot-induced oscillations

I3.3.4.5 Rudder-pedal-induced rolls

3.3.5 Directional control characteristics (subparagraphs 3.3.5.1, 3.3.5.2)

3.3.6 Lateral-directional characteristics in steady sideslips

3.3.7 Lateral-directional control in crosswinds

3.3.8 Lateral- directional contfol in dives

3. 5.2 Mechanical characteristics (control system)
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The requirements of the Specification may be modified by the applicable

airplane Detail Specification. Comments concerning only those portions of the

Specification which require some interpretation are presented below.

3.3.2.2.1 rhe intent of this paragraph is to insure that there will be no

objectionable roll oscillations while executing small, precise lateral

inputs such as would be used in air-to-air or air-to-ground tracking

tasks. The damped period (td) of the Dutch roll must be Known before

quantitative data can be obtained to determine compliance with this

paragraph.

3.3.2.4.1 The intent of this paragraph is to limit the amount of adverse or

proverse sideslip fo!lowing small lateral control inputs such as would be

used in tracking tasks. Again, the damped period of the Dutch roll must

be known to determine Specification compliance.

3.3.7.2.1 This paragraph specifies that satisfactory directional control using

either rudder, aileron or a combination of both shall be maintained at

50 knots or above during takeoff and landing rollout.

I
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL FLYING QUALITIES

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

ROLL-TO-YAW RATIO - Ratio of bank angle envelope to sideslip angle envelope

during Dutch roll oscillation.

ADVERSE Y6W - Yawinq moments created act so as to rotate the nose of the

airplane opposite to the direction of roll. The term "adverse" does not, in itself,

denote un favorable flying qualities.

PROVERSE YAW - Yawing moments generated act so as to rotate the nose of the

airplane toward the direction of roll. The term "proverse" does not necessarily

indicate favorable flying qualities.

ROLL MODE TIME CONSTANT - Time required for the roll rate to reach 63.2

percent of the steady state roll rate following a step input of lateral control.

COORDINATED TUM.N - A turn in which a balance of sideward accelerations

acting on objects in the airplane is attained; a "ball-centered" turn.
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THEORY

ROLLING PERFORMANCE-

GENERAL

The rolling performance and associated roll handling qualities of the airplane

directly influence the ease and quickness with which the pilot can make dJirectioi

chanae and wing position corrections. Both these evolutions obviously involve the

ability to change and control bank angle. The pilot must be able to change flight

direction at will and the most expeditious means of r!oing so is to roll. then pull

back on the stick or yoke. Therefore, the maneuverability of the airplane is directly

related to rolling performance as well as longitudinal maneuvering characteristics

discussed earlier.

The ability to make wing position changes and corrections is particularly critical

;n close ,roxim•ly to the ground. During , ake..'. ,, l-- -- jn tu.. ....... *i

crosswind flight conditions, the pilot must he provided with adequate control of

wing position. A natural and stringent design requirement on rolling performance is

thus in the low airspeed, low altitude, takeoff and landing flight condition.

The pilot's opinion of the rolling performance and associated handling qualities

depends on several characteristics; the most important of which are the initial

response of the airplane to a lateral control input and the subsequent rolling velocity

or roll rate attained. The roiling motion generated by a lateral control input is

generally contaminated by yawing and_ 9itching- motion which may degrade

handling qualities significantly. Obviously, the lateral control force required in

rolling the airplane and mechanical characteristics of the lateral control system also

influence pilot opinion.
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"Much of the language used in this discussion of rolling performance has been

previously introduced in the Lateral-Directional Theory section earlier in the

manual. The reader should refer to that section for derivations and explanations of

stability derivatives and other terms and expressions, if necessary. The classic, single

degree of freedom roll mode of motion has also been previously introduced. This

discussion of roll response will begin by expanding that discussion of the single

degree of freedom roll.

SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM ROLL RESPONSE

An expression for the single degree of freedom roll response or the pure roll

response to a lateral control input can be derived by considering the simple

lateral-directional equations for sideforce, yawing moment, and rolling moment.

Since the roll maneuver is a nonequilibrium or nonsteady-state motion during the

initial acceleration to steady state roll rate, inertia terms must be included in the

•.•.expressions:

DEFORCE C + 111110 + !l-u r

SLDEI:ORGE 3  +y �6 + C sill ,1
r L (q4S

YING MMILNT C . C +C +C rb C pbL
-V Pn 2V qSb yy

r a

ROLLING MOM.lI , + C r a + -r + 6 !12, = sl 1 fP
+ + a)rV p)2V qSb xx

For the pure roll case, the rolling moment equation is the only equation which nee:'

be considered. Additionally, the following terms are assumed to be small and can be

omitted for the single degree of freedom roll:

C C C rb
S o r ' r TV
r
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Thus, the single degree of freedom roll may be expressed as follows:

Ixx C pb 6

2q- p 2 VT T

or CO

2.bqSb a qSb

I xx 2VT xx

or

• - Lpp- L6  
6 a 0

a

where:

= rolling acceleration; radians per second per second.

p = roll rate; radians per second.

Lp = rolling acceleration per increment of roll rate, or

roll damping; rad/sec2 per rad/sec, or 1/sec.
L6a = rolling acceleration per increment of lateral control

deflection, or lateral control power; rad/sec2 per radian,

or /sec 2

a = lateral control deflection; radians.

These differential equations maV be solved' to yield a time solution in rll, rat

which is presented as follows:

L6 a 6a -. Ln 1
L X aL pt . . . . ~

where: p (t) = the roll rate at any time, t.

1 The solution is quite laborious and may be found in appropriate technical

literature.
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This expression describes the classic exponential buildup of roll rate from zero

to steady state after a step lateral control input. The tact that the roll rate does

buildup at an exponential rate will be used later to analyze the results of in-flight

tests. The last expression is sometimes presented as follows:

M(t) = l - c/r}

where: Pss = steady state roll rate; radians per second.

Tr = roll mode time constant, or the time for the roll rate

to reach 63.2 percent of the steady state roll rate

after a step lateral control input; seconds.

This analytical development can now be explained in meaningful, practical

terms. First of all, it is important to realize that the lateral control system is utilize I

to generate roll rate, as the last equations imply, and is not used to directly

command bank angle. The bank angle attained depends on the ler.qth of time the

lateral control input is held (Figure 66). The pilot finds this type of roll control

quile natural in most conventional airplane designs. Consider now the initial

response of the airplane to the lateral control input. At the very instant the pilot

makes the control input, there is no roll rate, p, so there is no resistance to the roll

acceleration from L p. Therefore, the initial roll acceleration will be the maximum

roll accelerat.i n (Figuro 6)•7 ...A expresi for tlhis initial roll acceleration Iiay be

derived as follows:

8L 0

however, at t =0, p =0, therefore: = L6  c 8t 0 a
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Obviously, this initial rall acceleration is quite important to the pilot's opinion of
(~'J the maneuverability of the airplane. The initial roll acceletation for m .ximum lateral

control deflection, L1-6a 6aMAX,has been proposed as one criLerion by which to
measure or classify airplane rolling performance.

W<-
10-141 0

0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ý
0 L

z 0

0 1 (SECONDS)

FIGURE 66
AIRPLANE RES'PONSE TO AILERON INPUT
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Ps%

0.

SLOP INAL OL ACCELERATION

TIME, I

FIGURE 67

ROLL RATE RESPONSE TO STEP LATERAL CONTROL
INPUT

Steady State Roll Rate

As the roll rate increases after a lateral control input, the resistance to the

roIIirlq--- ... -u b..... t ), incureas#_j. When the roll damping,7P1 or r,u,, ul,,,p,,,N •uni~ribuion.

contribution equals the lateral control power contribution, L6a 6a, there is no

unbalance of accelerating contributions. Therefore, the roll acceleration, p, is zero,

and the steady state roll rate, Pss, is attained (Figure 68). An expression for the

steady state roll rate is derived as follows:

- I. ) I. 6
'p - o 1 = (

h1o1VC'VQ %dwin 11. 1'! 0, and p = p t hus:

3
I "a

PssL
1)

Obviously, the steady state roll rate attained with various magnitudes of lateral

control deflection is quite important to the overall rolling performance.
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PS3

Lp

0

TIME, t

FIGURE 68

STEADY STATE ROLL RATE

The maximuni steady state roll rate, expressed in nondimensional form1, was

frequently used in the past as a measure of the airplane's rolling performance. It is

defined as follows:
C

2 V. MXx

where: p maximum steady state roll rate attainable with full

lateral control deflection; radians per second.

b wingrspan; feet

VT = true airspeed, feet per second

This single criterion for rolling performance is quite poor, at best, since it

does not take into consideration rolling acceleration. In addition, it is an

unrealistic requirement for airplanes capable of very high true airspeeds

(particularly if their wing span is small).

1 is actually the helix angle described by the wingtip during a rolling maneuver.
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'." Roli Mode Time Constant

The roll mode time constant, -Tr , influences the manner in which the roll rate

builds up and subsides after lateral control movements are made (Figure 69). It is a

rather important parameter affecting not only roll acceleration and deceleration but

the technique the pilot utilizes in controlling bank angle. Its value is solely

dependent on roll damping, Lp

pl

r 1.p

The roll mode time constant is typically 1 second or less. It is a parameter which has

been proposed as one criterion for measuring rolling performance.

Measurement of the parameter in-flight requires sensitive instrumentation,

good piloting technique, and analytical manipulation of the data derived.

IMAGINARY

AXIS

• • 6,3.2 % Pss

.I x
-J
0(r ._R _ •EAL

0Tr AXIS

STEP AILERON INPUT Lp -ri x
0 2

TIME, SECONDS

FIGURE 69
ROLL MODE TIME CONSTANT
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INFLUENCE OF YARIOUS PARAME'ERS ON ROLL CHARACTERISTICS

The variation of ps, and 1r , with various parameters will now be presented. It

should be remembered that, for this theoretical discussion, each parameter is varied

in turn while holding all other parameters constant. The equations utilized to make

the rationalizations which follow are:

a
PSS = , a

P

41 411XA xx
- or or- oi --r - rf -, r C p - l - -

p C. VTSbZ V Sb'

Lateral Control Deflection

Steady state roll rate classically varies directly with the magnitude of the lateral

control input. Obviously, the roll mode time constant is not influenced by this

parameter (Figure 70).

CONSTANT VT -
8OMAX

CONSTANT HP
CONSTANT Ixx 3

2g8MAX

CL I

.j • 0 M A X
0

Tr TIME, t

FIGURE 70

CLASSIC VARIATION OF ROLL CHARACTERISTICS WITH LATERAL

CONTROL DEFLECTION
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MQmrent of Inertia in Roll

It is important to note that varidtions in rolling moment of inertia have no

influence on steady state roll rate. However, the roll mode time constant varies

directly with I,(Figure 71). Thus, airplanes with large roll inertias (fuil tip tanks,

heavy wing stores, large wings, etc.) may be capable of significant steady state roll

rates yet exhibit poor roll acceleration and deceleration. Steady state roll rate alone

is an inadequate indicator of rolling performance.

Pss

0.

FIGUREIN 7!x

CONSTANT Hp• " 1 1 1CONSTANT 803

-MOI MIEN O I RI

TIME, t

Llr'-FIGURE 71
TYPICAL VARIATION OF ROLL CHARACTERISTICS WITH ROLLING

MOMENT OF INERTIA

Altitude_-

If altitude is varied at a constant true airspeed, steady state roll rate remains

constant while the roll mode tirn. constan'tIncrese with increasing altitude (FigU-re

72)

INCREASING HP

<[ II Ii. ICONSTANT VT

ix ICONSTANT Ixx

CONSTANT 80

r! Tr 2  Tr 3  Tr4
TIME, t

FIGURE 72

CLASS'CAL VARIATION OF ROLL CHARACTERISTICS WITH ALTITUDE

(CONSTANT TRUE AIRSPEED)
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The influence of varying altitude at a constant equivalent airspeed is quite -

different as shown in Figure 73. Although the roll mode time constant still increases

with altitude increase, steady state roll rate also increases because true airspeed

increases. INCREASING Hp

w _x

-j CONSTANT Vea CONSTANT I
Cr CONSTANT 80

Tr, Tr ,
*r2 - TIME, t

FIGURE 73
TYPICAL VARIATION OF ROLL CHARACTERISTICS WITH ALTITUDE

Airspeed (CONSTANT Ve) -

Steady state roll rate varies directly with true airspeed and the roll mode time

constant varies inversely with true airspeed (Figure 74).
INCREASING VT

CONSTANT ALTITUDE ,-t' ,-

r CONSTANT lxx ". rti4 I CONSTANYT AnjS2

(ow
4 CONSTANT ALTITUDE

•c • , Q:CONSTANT Ixx
CONSTANT 8 0

TRUE AIRSPEED, VT 1rrr2 TIME, t

FIGURE 74
CLASSICAL VARIATION OF ROLL CHARACTERISTICS WITH

TRUE AIRSPEED
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REAL AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO LATERAL CONTROL INPUTS

The actual airplane response to a lateral control input is almost invariably

somewhat different from that predicted by the classic single degree of freedom

analysis. These differences may be attributable to the Dutch roll influence, roll

coupling, and aeroelastic effects.

Dutch Roll Excitation During Rollingi Maneuvers

The degree of excitation of the Dutch roll motion and the resultant influence on

rolling performance depend on several factors. The most important of these

parameters are: directional stability, yawing moments developed with lateral

control deflection and roll rate, Dutch roll frequency, damping and roll-to-yaw ratio,

and dihedral effect. Obviously, several of these factors are directly related and it is

.mpossU-Ibl to Prsn u-1CSS so all' puzisibie combinations of characteristics.

C!" However, several combinations are of particular interest.

H~ngL9.8. Low 09 ,3 Low Cn6a, and n0 . Initially, consider an airpiane with

relatively strong directional stability, little adverse or proverse yaw, and weak

dihedral effect. The strong directional stability should result in minimum sideslip

excursions during rolling maneuvers. The small sideslip angles which are developer!

have little influence on rolling performance due to the weak dihedral effect.

(Because of the weak dihedr-al effect, the roll-to-yaw ratio of the Dutch roll motion

will probably be low.) Thus, for this combination of characteristics, Dutch roll

influence on rolling motion is i nsign ifi cant. The airplane may be maneuvered with

little rudder coordination, and the pilot will probably find roll response excellent if

the steady state roll rate and roll mode time constant are satisfactory. The response

curve of this airplane would closely approximate the single degree of freedom case

(Figure 75).
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N" 4

TIME, I

-J-

O Single degree of freedom roll response.

High Cn, low C ,•, low Cnr , low Cn .

SLow Cn, high C t, high Cna hign P,

('C Low C C C
very high " very hjah ndng ~a .. -- . .6a P ,

FIGURE 75
TYPICAL INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS ON ROLL RESPONSE
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C1  C 3Hg n ~ C
Low n Low -aa, and •_• Next consider an airplane with

relatively low directional stability, high yawing monients generated by lateral

control deflection and roll rate, yet relatively low dihedral effect. These conditions

would probably result in a low roll-to-yaw ratio. During rolling maneuvers in this

airplane, aileron yawing moments, C , and yawing moments generated by roll

rate, n would most ..kely generate significant sideslip excursions. While these

excursions would probably have rather small effects on rolling performance per se

due to the low dihedral effect, roll handling qualities may be seriously degraded. The

pilot may experience such undesirable characteristics as oscillations of the nose on

the horizon during turns or by a lag or initial reversal in yaw rate (or "turn rate")

during a turn entry. The litter phenomenon would be particularly objectionable in

instrument flight conditions.

Low CnB.Hiqh C B. High Cn6a, and Cnp. The combination of relatively weak

directional stability, strong dihedral effect, and significant yawing moments

generated by lateral control deflection and roll rate can result in serious roll

handling qualities problems. These conditions would probably result in a Dutch roll

motion of rather high roll-to-yaw ratio. The Dutch roll motion will be excited during

roll maneuvers because of the relatively large adverse or proverse yawing moments.

If the yawing moments are adverse, the sideslip generated will have the same sign as

the roll rate, i.e., in a roll to the right. the sideslip will be to the right of.Athe..

airoiane's nose, etc. It can readily be seen that adverse yaw combined with large

positive dihedral effect (large negative C 13) can severely degrade rolling

performance (Figure 75). If the Dutch roll motion is lightly da]mped, the roll

response may be oscillatory (Figure 75). In severe cases, very large positive dinedral

effect and very large sideslip angles generated by adverse yawing moments, the roll

rate may actually be diminished to zero or reverse (Figure 75). Acceptable rolling

performance may be regained in these cases by appropriate rudder coordination

during rolling maneuvers. However, the rudder inputs would have to be large, quick,

and precisely timed to alleviate the worst situation shown in Figure 75. Under stress

of actual operational conditions, the pilot probably would not be able to devote

sufficient attention to rudder coordination in this case.
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Roll Coupli"

Roll coupling may be defined as pitching and yawing motions which are induced

by inertial and kinematic effects during high rate rolls. These motions may be of a

sufficient magnitude to overcome the stability of the airplane; spectacular

departures into uncontrollable flight conditions are a possible consequence.

Under conditions of high dynamic pressure, these excursions may generate

forces and accelerations which exceed the design strength of the airframe.

There are actually three factors which tend to destablize the airplane during

rolling maneuvers. These fac t ors could never occur singly in actual flight

conditions. Their influence may be additive and aggravate the resultant

motion or act in opposition and alleviate divergent tendencies. These three

factors are: inertia couplingl kinematic coupling, and the IXz effect.

The mathematcal relationships required to describe such grossly nonlinear

motions as roll coupling are extremely complex and are omitted in this presentation.

The primary purpose of this discussion is to provide a practical understanding of the

factors contributing to roll coupling.

Inertia Couplina. -he inertia distribution of an airplane may be represented by

pairs of concentrated masses, as shown in Figure 76. For clarity in the top pictorial

presentation, the rollit g inertia pairs (represented by ixx) are shown in the plane of
symmetry of the airplane vice in the _q_plane. However, this has no effect on the

resultant motion. Note that in the top picture of Figure 76, if roll rate, p, and yaw

rate, r, are present simultaneously, a resultant angular velocity Q, is created. The

airplane then rotates (rolls and yaws) about an axis which is represented by the

1 Roll coupling has frequently been incorrectly referred to as "inertia coupling,"

sinre inertia effects have a predominant influence on the motion. However, the

phenomeno, is best described simply as "roll coupling."
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resultant angular velocity vector. Ql.'The yawing inertia pairs, represented by i zz

are consequently subjected to centrifugal forces which generate a nose up pitching

moment, My1 . The rolling inertia pairs, represented by'ixx, are also subjected to

centrifugal forces. However, their contribution is a nose down pitching moment,
M MyMy2 . The nose up pitching moment, y 1, is generally predominant since the

moment of inertia in yaw, Izz, is usually larger than the moment of inertia in roll,

Ixx. (If the airplane is rolling left and yawing left, the predominant pitching moment

will still be nose up. If the airplane is rolling left and yawing right, or vice versa, the

resultant pitching moment will be nose down.)
My1 A--•.

S4 ~My

"ix -IZZ ANGULAR VELOCITY IN ROLL, p

z- RESULTANT ANGULAR

- ANGULR VELO~Y ~- VELOCI TY, lAr" ANGULAR VELOCI•TY•_ J~~~N YAW, , -- • -• _

ANGULAR VELOCITY ~ -

IN PITCH, q - I

lxx _.Ii - RESULTANT ANGULAR
(ZI VELOCITY, n 2 1

-' i"ANGULAR VELOCITY

MZ2, lyy IN ROLLp

IxZ

Symb-l1s i Y Yrepresent pitching Imloment of inertia, Li

S yrr1.o Is tx represenit rolling ino:-itnt of' nc' rt ia xA

S.% nd' 1Is - - represe;(nt ~ nlornen of HoV ,--

Top airplane is rollinig r.giht and vYa ing right.

Buttom airpiane is roiling right and pitching down.

FIGURE 76
GENERATION OF INER IA COUPLING MOMENTS
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In the bottom picture of Figure 76, the influence of simultaneous roll rate, p,

and pitch rate, q, is shown. The resultant angular velocity, S22, is created and th'.

airplane then rotates (pitches and rolls) about the resultant angular velocity vector.

The pitching inertia pairs, iyy, are consequently subjected to centrifugal forces

which generate a yawing moment to the right. MZ 1 . The rolling inertia pairs,

represented by ixx, are also subjected to centrifugal forces. However, their resultant

yawing moment, MZ2, is in opposition to MZ 1 . The yawing moment, MZ 1 , is

generally predominant since the moment of inertia in pitch, Ivy, is usually larger

than the moment of inertia in roll, Ixx. (If the airplane is rolling left and pitching

nose up, the resultant yawing motion will still be nose right. If the airplane is roding

right and pitching nose up or vice versa, the resultant yawing motion will be nose

left.)

It can readily be rationalized that the moments generated by inertia effects

could be reduced to zero (see Figure 76) if the rollinq moment of inertia, Iv,. was

equal to the yawing and pitching moments of inertia, Izz and ly,, respectively.

Thus, inertia coupling depends on mass distribution. The larger the yawing and

pitching moments of inertia become in comparison to the rolling moment of inertia,

the more fertile become the circumstances in which inertia coupling can develop.

Consider now the evolution of the modern high performance airplane shape and
mass distribution ire -7,71. In order to commodat the increasing l.oads and

v.•..-- • I~l . t p- -• . . , - -l -lU . U• III~ I .. ,lI U l ,

equipment of the high performance airplane behind a minimum of frontal area,

fuseiages have become more and more elongated and densely loaded all along their

axis. The low aspect ratio, thin wing planforms have been utilized to decrease

transonic and supersonic drag. As a result, moments of inertia in pitch and yaw, iyy

and I.., have been increasing steadily with corresponding decreases in moment of

inertia in roll, Ixx. A comparison of inertia characteristics of World War II vintage

airplanes with present day hign performance airplanes reveals the following typical

ratios:
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1939-45 Airplanes Modern Hligh crformancc Airplane.s

lyy:lxx = 4:3 lyy:1xx = 101:1

lzz:Ixx = 4:3 iZZ; = iU0:1

Airplane of
1939-45 period Mod,],rn high performance

airplane::

IHatching denotes regions of concentration of primary
W masses withir, the airplanes

FIGURE 77
COMPARISON OF AIRPLANE MASS DISTRIBUTION

Thus, it is easy to realize that inertia coupling has become increasingly more

pronounced on modern, high performance airplane designs.

The tendency of the airplane to diverge in yaw or pitch due to inertia coupling
is resisted by the directioa! •,oh;I,, Cn0 -. ae attack stability, Cmcjase,

C-n andu a~ingl ottaksibitCic~sc

on inertia coupling considerations only, expressions for critical roll rate, FCRIT,

defined as the roll rate at which directional or longitudinal instability will be

encountered, may be written as follows:

m qSc qSb
I1

PCRIT - , .... pCRil2 1Z
1V -153

I I
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Note that critical roll rate varies directly with angle of attack stability and'4

directional stability. As moments of inertia in -pitch and yaw increase

K proportionately to thle moment of inertia in roll, critical roll rate is decreaseqd (the

L. denominator in both expressions approaches one).

t ___--___----

iKinematic Couplin-g. Kinematic 1 coupling may be considered as an actual

interchange of angle of attack and sideslip during a rolling maneuver. This coupling

results entirely from geometric considerations.

II

The interchange of angle of attack and sideslip is illustrated in Figure 78. In the

top picture of Figure 78, the airplane is rolled from an initial positive angle of attack

which results in a sideslip of equal magnitude after 90 degrees of roll. The bottom

picture of Figure 78 shows the result of initiating a roll with inherent sideslip. After

wil nnterhngeainrdut ofan angle Of a-ttack- and sidesli duin ----- !on-mnue.-Ti-ouln

differ from a trimmed, equilibrium condition. However, the airplane's capacity to

Kineinatics is a branch of mechanics which deals with rotion in the abstract

without reference to the force or mass.
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prevent these excursions depends on the natural frequencies 1 of the airplane in pitch

and yaw as well as the imposed roll rate. The roll rate dictates the rate at which the

angle of attack and sideslip interchanges are being imposed on the airplane dynamic

system, i.e., the roll rate determines the "disturbance rate." As long as this

disturbance rate is relatively low, the airplane dynamic system is able to cope with

the disturbance inputs in angle of attack and sideslip, and the motion is stable.

However, if the roll rate is high enough in relation to the airplane natural

frequencies, the airplane system may be forced to accept cyclic inputs of angle of

attack and sideslip with which it cannot contend and a pure divergence in pitch or

yaw results. Thus, the relationships between the magnitudes of CmW, Cneand roll

rate are of extreme importance in determining the resultant airplane response. As

Cmnand Cný decrease, with resultant decreases in natural frequencies in pitch and

yaw, and as roll rate increases, the possibility of saturating the airplane system with

cyclic angle of attack and sideslip interchange incrges.

FIGURE 78
KINEMATIC COUPLING

1The natural frequencies in pitch and yaw are directly related to angle of attack

stability, Cm., and directional stability,Cng , respectively.
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The I xz Parameter. Three products of inertia appear in the equations of motion

for a rigid airplane. They are Iy, ly., and Ixz. By- virtue of typical airplane

conformation, the products of inertia, I xy and |yz, are generally equal to zero, while

the product of inertia, Ixz is almost invariably not equal to zero. if Ixz is not equal

to zero, it means that the X axis of the airplane is not aligned with the principle

inertial axis (see Figure 79).
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X

- Z

The mass distribution of the airplane can

be represented by two crossed dumbbells, each

bell being a quarter of the total mass. The

dumbbells are crossed exactly in their centers

at the CG of the airplane. The products of

inertia IxP I and I can be thought of as
xy' yz

measures of the uniformity of the mass dis-

tribution aboui. the V UAIS, . WAlir IU, A & A1i

respectively. By virtue of airplane symmetry

about the Y and Z axes:

I =0
xy

I =0
yz

However, note that the mass distribution about

the X axis is not symmetrical, therefore

xz

There exists an axis, denoted by x, about

which the product of inertia, I would be

equal to zero. This axis is called the principle

inertiai axis.

FIGURE 79
PRODUCT OF INERTIA AND PRINCIPLE INERTIAL AXIS
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When an airplane is rolied about an axis which does not coincide with its

principle inertial axis, centrifugal 'orces are generated which tend to cause the

airplane to diverge (Figure 80). The magnitudes of the forces and moments created

are functions of the rate of roll, p, and the numerical value of Ixz relative to the

actual axis of roll. This phenomenon is easily visualized by considering a

symmetrical rod to represent the distributed mass along the length of the fuselage. If

this rod is subjected to rotation about an axis which is inclined to the rod at some

small angle, the centrifugal forces and moments created tend to cause the rod to

increase its displacement from the axis of rotation (i.e., become a flyweight).

F2

-- X A XIS

INERTiAL. AXIS

Fi

FIGURE 80

Ixz EFFECTS ON POLLING MOTION

Again, the airplane's abiiity to cou 3ract the influence of mass distribution on

roll handling qualities depends on the aerodynamic stabilities of the airplane in pitch

and yaw.

The Pilot's Contribution to Roll Comuling. The pilot is capable of inducing roll

coupling difficulties by improper piloting technique or by a lack of appreciation for

the flight retrictions imposed on the airplane. Theoretically, the pilot could override

the influence of roll coupling during the rolling maneuver by app~lying suitable

coordinated rudder and elevator inputs. A typical computer study program reveals
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that the pilot would be required to make control inputs as shown in Figure 81.

Obviously, it would be exceedingly difficult to achieve the required control

movements in the short time interval since the control inputs are not related to

readily perceptible flight sensations. More than likely, the pilot attempts at

courdination would be ill timed and reinforce the departures in angle of attack and

sideslip.

06

L1.

0

_ -

"riME, SECONDS

~ \\

le, Ir . - a -

\/ TiME, .CcoWDS

FIGURE 81

TYPICAL PILOT CONTROL INPUTS REQUIRED TO OVERCOME ROLL
COUPLING EFFECTS
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Conclusions Concerning Roll Coupling. Combinations of inertia coupling,

kinematic coupling, and product of inertia effects may result in unstable motions

during rolling maneuvers. The problem may be compounded by adverse or proverse

yawing moments generated during the rolling maneuver or by improper piloting

technique. The pilot cannot - isonably be axpected4 to cope with the sudden

divergences in angle of attack and sideslip. Therefore, the only solution to the roll

coupling problem is to attempt to prevent the possibilities of encountering it. The

airplane designer may provide increased aerodynamic stability in yaw or

pitch. This may be done by increasing the size of the vertical tail or by

providing suitable artificial stability augmentation. In addition, appropriate

airplane operational limitations are published: roll rate limits, bank angle

change limits, lateral control deflection limits, rolling pull-out and rolling

pushover limits, etc. The operational pilot must be suitably educated in the

problems associated with roll coupling; no pilot would intentionally break

rolling limitations imposed on his airplane if he understood the possible

consequences.

Aeroelgstic Effects. The actual variation of rate'of roll with airplane true

airspeed may fall short of that predicted by rigid wing theory, especially at high

airspeeds. This is due to the effects of wing twig and .. ing bending, When the

trailing edge aileron is deflected, the wing tends to tist so as to unload itself, i.e.,

attempt to decrease the forces and moments being applied to the wing structure

(Figure 82). Obviously, "a t .. t w d reduce the rate of roll attainable

with a given lateral control deflection.
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(IEL ASIC

r ., AXTIS L~

CENTER iS

L 6 = force generated by deflecting aileron trailing
a

edge up.

L - wing lift vector excluding L6
w 3

Due to the aileron deflection, a moment is created which

tends to twist the wing structure (leading edge up in this

case). The wing will tend to twist about its elastic

center, a point in the section about which torsional

deflection occurs. Obviously, if the wing twists in

this manner, the rolling moment is somewhat decreased,

therefore rolling performance is decreased.

FIGURE 82
WING TWIST DURING ROLLING MOTION
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If the airplane has swept wings, Wjing begndirg. may be a factor in rolling

performance (Figure 83). The chord line of the wing with sweepback makes an angle

with the airplane centerline, yet the wing bends oererendicular to the airplane

centerline. Swept wing bending, in response to moments created by lateral control

deflection, thus changes the effective wing angle of attack. These changes tend to

reduce the rate of roll attainable with a given lateral control deflection.

AILERON TRAIUNG EDGE DOWN

ING SNDING

RIGHT WING

EFFECTVE ANGLE O ATTACK ,, REMC!"_r l
ON UPGOiNG WING

REDUCTION IN ANGLE OF ATTACK TENDS TO
RED=C3 ROLL RATE

FIGURE 83

INFLUENCE OF WING BENDING ON ROLLING PERFORM-
ANCE OF A SWEPT-WING AIRPLANE

The typical influence of wing twist and wing bending is shown in Figure B4. If

the airspeed is high enough, a point may be reached where the combined effects of

wing twist and wing bending will counter the rolling moment generated by aileron

deflection. This airspeed, at which lateral control is completely negated by

aeroelastic effects, is called the "aileron reversal speed", Vr. It is

extremely important, obviously, for the airplane designer to insure that the

wings are sufficiently rigid to cause Vr to be greater than any airspeed at

which the airplane will be operated.
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FIGURE 84
TYPICAL INFLUENCE OF AEROELASTIC EFFECTS ON ROLLING

PERFORMANCE

LTE RAL CONTROL FORCES -,

Lateral control forces are generated by the requirement for the pilot to move

the lateral control system to the position for equilibrium in the rolling maneuver. If

the lateral control system is irreversible, lateral control forces are merely a function

of Itral control posilion. i.e.:

F a = K1 A
6a (linear feel spring system)

or F a = K2 qA6a ("q-feel" system)

where K1 and K2 are constants describing the characteristics of the system, such as

strength of the feel spring, gearing ratio, etc.

However, if the lateral control system is reversible, the pilot control force

requirements will be a function of hinge moments developed. These hinge moments

depend on lateral control system design, dynamic pressure, and the imposed rate of

roll. The aileron float angles developed during roll maneuvers may be substantial for
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the reversible control system. An expression for the floating angle of the aileron may

be developed as follows, If the hinge moment coefficients are considered linear

functions of angle of attack and aileron deflection, the total hinge moment

coefficient may be expressed:

Ch = Ch 6 + Ch V
a a 6a Q a AVE

a

where: Ch6 = aileron hinge moment coefficient variation with aileron
a deflection at zero angle of attack.

C = aileron hinge moment coefficient variation with wing

angle of attack at zero aileron deflection.

AOAVE; Average increment of angle of attack due to the

rolling velocity (Figure 86).
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From Figure 86:

/''AVE 
=

f is zero, 6a is the aileron float angle, 6 aFLOAT' which may

then be expressed as:

-C C

aFLOAT 2VaFOT h6  = h6

a 
a

Thus, float angie in the steady state roll is proportional to roll rate, p.

AWLANE q.

y1-DSTANCE OF SPANWISE LOCATIO
OF CENTER OF MASS OF THE
AMILERON F~RO THE AIRPLANE

Y ~ CENTERUNVE

S ' _RELATIVE WIND
6.AT SECTION

P( Py'

'~a AV E

py,
SIN A-

FOR SMALL ANGLE: Ae*f

FIGURE 86

GENERATION OF ANGLE OF ATTACK CHANGES DURING ROLLING
MANEUVERS
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Since the pilot must apply lateral control forces tq move the aileron from its

float position to the equilibrium position, the analytical expression for lateral

control forces in the reversible system Is as follows:

{ aaEQU1LaiRIU1 FLOA'I}

where: K = a constant describing the characteristics of the

system, radians per foot.

Sa = area of the aileron, square feet.

Ca = average aileron chord, feet.

Now since:
Co

a = -_-LIRpI . (steady state roll)aEQUILIBRIUM = z V£

a

and: 6 hi (_)b
aFLOAT A " - (s,)

lateral control forces in the reversible control system may be

expressedI as:
SC~ Ch .,

Fa p h 6 P Sa a b) C k + C h

a a Cha

or, for a constant altitude; merely:

Fa K1 VP (H p= constant)

1 Several mathematical manipulations have been omitted.
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Since roll rate varies directly with true velocity, lateral control forces vary

essentially as the true velocity quared. Therefore, for the reversible

control system, there may very well be some true airspeed beyond which

the lateral force gradient exceeds acceptable limits. The airplane designer

must be very careful to provide aerodynamic balance which insures

reasonable lateral control forces in the usable airspeed range of the

airplane. This is a most difficult design problem, thus boosted lateral

control systems or completely irreversible lateral control systems are

common on airplanes with significant airspeed capabilities.

The last equation can be utilizedto show the degree of degradation of rate of

roll at high airspeeds where the pilot is unable to apply full lateral control because of

excessive forces. For a constant altitude situation, assume the pilot can apply a

maximum lateral control force of 30 pounds. For this case:

pV = K2

Therefore, the rate of roll will decrease hyperbolically with airspeed after the pilot is

denied maximum lateral control deflection by the force restraint (Figure 87).

If the response of airplanes with reversible and irreversible lateral control

systems is compared, the airplane with the irreversible control system may seem to

be.more resoonsie.

14
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tPLOT CANNOT APPLU A BYODc N
&a OSTAIFED WITH 12PLOTS MAUSM
FORCE CAPACITY. THMEFORE, p
DECREASES HYPERSOUCALLY WITHINCREASE IN Vr

TRUE AIRSPEED, VT

FIGURE 87
ROLLING PERFORMANCE MAY BE LIMITED BY FORCE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR THE REVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEM

Considering oely the aerodynamic hinge moments, this is because, for the same

lateral force input, the aileron deflection in the reversible system will not be as large

because the float anle, has not had a chance to develop. The float angle develops as

a function of roll rate (Figure 88a). In order to generate the same initial response in

roll rate, the reversible control system will require more force initially (Figure 88b).

!n any cosc, the airplar.e equipped with a reversibie lateral control system which

exhibits some measure of aileron float may seem less sensitive and responsive to

lateral force inputs.
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FIGuJRE 88POSSIBLE RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS WITH REVERSIBLE AND
IRREVERSIBLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
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TEST PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

ROLLING PERFORMANCE

PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

A thorough investigation of rolling performance and associated roll handling

qualities must begin with careful preflight planning. The purpose and scOoe of the
investigation must be clearly defined, then a plan of attack or method of tesLcan be

formulated.

Preflight planning must begin with _resarh This includes a study of the

airplane and a thorough study of the lateral o~tro! lvstem- including stability and

control augmentation if installed. All available information on roll handling qualities

should be reviewed. Much useful information may be obtained from pilots and

engineers familiar with the characteristics of the airplane.

The flight test team should give due consideration to EgIJeLiciom imposed

on the test vehicle. During rolling performance tests, the airplane may be pushed

near its boundaries of controllability. Flight testing in suspected regions of roll

coupling warrants a cautious, methodical approach and must be accompanied by

thorough computer studies that stay current with flight data.

The particular mission tasks to be investigated must be determined and clearly

understood by the fligh test team. Knowledge of the mission and the aLwiaIe

ki• allows determination of appropriate test conditions - configurations, altitudes,

centers of gravity, trim airspeeds, and gross weights. Test conditions must be

commensurate with the mission enyironment of the airplane. Center of gravity

position is not particularly critical for rolling performance tests. Tests at normal

operational CG positions for a test loading are generally adequate; however, if
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feasible, the most aft operational CG positions should be utilized. Rolling

performance may be altered markedly by various combinations of external stores

and/or rolling moments of inertia. The external or internal stores loading which

results in the maximum rolling moment of inertia, Ixx, should be carefully

investigated. Asymmetric store loadings may also seriously impair rolling

performance; these conditions should be investigated on any airplane which

may carry asymmetric stores in operational use.

The amount and sophistication of instrumentation will depend on the purpose

and scope of the evaluation. A good, meaningful qualitative investigation can be

performed with only production cockpit instruments and portable instrumentation -

hand held force gauge and stopwatch. Automatic recording devices, such as

oscillograph, magnetic tape, and telemetry, are very helpful in rapid data acquisition

and may be essential in a long test program of quantitative nature. Special snsitive

cockpit instruments are also very useful. The parameters to be recorded and the

ranges and sensitivities of test instrumentation will vary somewhat with each test

program.

The final step in preflight planning is the preparation of pilot data cards. An

example of a rolling performance data card is shown in Figure 89. Since the pilot

may be rec-rding different padarneters ifi each test coxnditiun, the use of different

data cards for each test condition may be mandatory. The data cards should list all

quantitative information desired and should be easy to interpret in flight. Blank

cards should be used for appropriate qualitative pilot comments.
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ROLLING PERFORNANCE RECORO CARD NIUIER

AIPLANF TYPE ILOT. P !3

WUREAU NUMSER T.O. G YS VWEIwT OATE

T.O. CG

GEAR e. t..S MAC Girf UP.-- K AC T.C. TI_ - LAND TIME
EXTERNAL LOADING ALT

CONFIGURATION POWER

BREAKOUT & ,ITIN 1 CONTOL SYT M ITEC A GS TL1IA)F"RELAY'

CONTROL SYSTEN OSCILLATIONS tEThTERIN•

I -=U* r u LILE

E SEND

Vo DIR Pss*

CN Of 8  a Fa
M ROLL

_ i

OAT OAT _

* CROSSUT PARAMETER NOT RlEQI•IRED

FIGURE 89

ROLLING PERFORMANCE DATA CARD
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FLIGHT&TESTTECHNIQUES

The Qualitative Phase of the Evaluation

Rolling performance and associated roll handling qualities must be evaluated in

relation to their influence on various mi~sson tasks. Therefore, the test pilot must

devote a portion of the flight test time to performing or simu;ating the mission tasks

wht-h have been selected. The pilot's qualitative opinion of the maneuvering

capabilities, of the airplane depends, to a substantial extent, on rolling performance.

Due consideration should be given during this phase of the test to the following

points:

1. Whether the mission tasks will be performed in VFR and IFR weather, or

strict!", V F con'ditions.

2. The availability of an auto-pilot or automatic flight control system for pilot

relief.

3. If lateral-directional stability or control augmentation systems are installed,

the consequences of their failure.

The test pilot's qualitative opinion of the rollinj performance and roll handling

qualities in relation to the selected mission tasks is the most important information

to be obtained. Therefore, this phase of the test must not be overlooked. Use of the

guantitativi test techniques described below hopefully allows the test pilot to

substantiate his qualitative opinion.
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Measurement of the Mechanical Characteriegics of the Lateral Control System

Mechanical characteristics of the lateral control system have been previously

introduced in the "Test Procedures and Techniques" for lateral-directional flying

qualities. Therefore, test techniques for measuring mechanical characteristics of the

lateral flight control system will not be restated. This discussion is mainly concerned

with the direct influence of mechanical characteristics on roll handling qualities.

Breakout Forces. Including Friction. Friction in the lateral control system, if

substantial, can contribute to poor centering and poor roll sensitivity for small

lateral force inputs. Therefore, pure friction should be kept as small as possible.

Some lateral control breakout force is generally beneficial. It can contribute to good

lateral control centering and it tends to reduce the tendency for the pilot to make

inadvertent lateral inputs. Breakout forces tend also to reduce "roll sensitivity"

about a trimmed condition, which may eliminate pilot-induced-oscillations in roll

for certain flight conditions. However' breakout forces must obviously be

maintained at a judicious level.

Breakout forces should be suitably matched to the lateral control force variation

with lateral control position. A combination of large lateral breakout force and

shallow lateral force gradient results in artificial nonlinearity in Eateral control force
reqauiraemnle' Thic cit. .tin n ngnarrtac wary nnnr roll rnntrno fee

1 
wuhen the nilot

attempts to maneuver precisely with small lateral inputs.

Frelelay. Freeplay in the lateral control system should be as small as possible.

Excessive freeplay results in difficulty in performing precise bank angle control tasks

with small lateral control inputs.
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rierlin. Positive centering of the lateral control-system allows the pilot to

stop a developed roll rate (in order to establish a desired bank angle) merely by

relaxing left or right lateral control force.

_QQ, tr/System O itQjj- Oscillations of the lateral control surface and

lateral control system, initiated by either external perturbations or pilot inputs,

should not be noticeable during any bank angle contrul tasks or rolling maneuvers.

fA"cLw gd Parameters Indicating RollingPerformanc

The specific technique employed in the flight test program can be easily

comprehended if the parameters commonly used as quantitative measures of rolling

performance and roll handling qualities are clearly understood. Therefore, these

factors and parameters are summarized here.

Rat fRstLl . . The steady state roll rate, pss, obtainable with various

-m, agnitudes of lateral control deflection obviously influences the pilot's opinion of
the maneuvering capabilities of the airplane. The time required to make

bank angle changes or bank angle corrections is directly related to this

characteristic.

A parameter computed using steady state roll rate, Pb/ZVT, was

fr-e-uent- -ut-ilized --. lne past as a quatlitative measuke of an airplane's
rolling performamce. The concept of the roll helix angle, or
"nondimensional roll rate" (Pb/ZVT), as an indicator of rolling performance

was justified on the basis that pilots desire an increase in roll rate with

faster airspeeds and also desire that small airplanes be capable of higher

roll rates than large airplanes. Thus, by specifying a minimum Pb/ZVT,

higher ioll rates are required as trne airspeed increases and wing span

decreases. However, if true airspeed is very high and the airplane's wing

span is ve-ry sEn-a.;l, steady state "o1 rates which exceed maximum useable

roil rates are required to meet the minimum Pb/ZVT of some

--.- sVecifi1atio75.
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O Another parameter computed using steady state -roll rate, pb/ 2 , has alsoIi-.

sometimes been utilized as a measure of the rolling performance of fairly large

airplanes in the approach and landing phases of mission accomplishment. This -

parameter is actually the wyrtial yv•|ocity of the wing tip during a rolling maneuver.

Py qating a minimum pb/2, the attempt is made to provide adequate rolling

r . ,rmance to countereact the influence of the .maximum vertical gusts

ex.oaivenced in close proximity to the ground.

Steady state roll rate, wing tip helix angle, and wing tip vertical velocity are

easily determined or computed from flight tests. However, they are obviously

incomriplj; indicators of rolling performance since the influence of roll acceleration

and deceleration is not considered.

Roll Mode Time Constant. r TR. The roll mode time constant T R, is the time in

seconds for the roll rate to build to 63.2 percent of its.sedy state vaIjI following a

jteq input of lateral control deflection. It is obviously a measure of the roll

acceleration or deceleration following lateral control position changes, thereby

influencing the pilot's opinion of the maneuvering capabilities of the airplane.

However, its value can also affect the piloting technique utilized in bank angle

control tasks.

For an airplane with a relatively short roll mode time constant, the lateral

control system is a "roll rate commanding" system. The pilot applies the lateral

control input, the steady state roll rate is quickly attained, and the pilot holds the

input until the desired bank angle is approached, then takes it out to stop the roll

rate at the desired bank angle. The pilot finds this type of roll control natural and

satisfactory from a technique point of view (Figure 90).
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FIGURE 90

TYPICAL INFLUENCE OF TR ON ROLL CONTROL TECHNIQUES
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If the roll mode time constart is too long, the initiaJ roll response to a lateral

control input may be sluggish, thus impairing quick and precise

maneuvering capabilities. The pilot may resort to forcing or driving the

initial response he desires by applying large initial inputs of lateral control

deflection. However, this technique is generally unacceptable, since the

roll rate continues to acclerate or build up, and therefore is difficult to

stop. Lateral control inputs essentially command roll acceleration vice roll

rate when the time constant is large. During the response time of interest

to the pilot - one or two seconds following a lateral control input - the roll

rate exhibits a constant change. Therefore, the pilot has an uncomfortable

or insecure feeling about both the magnitude of the final roll rate and the

magnitude of the bank angle excursion. In flying an airplane with this

characteristic, the pilot generally pulses the lateral control system to get

the roll started, then leads with a pulse in the opposite direction to stop

the roll. This type of roll control requires increased pilot attention and

adaptability (Figure 90).

The -esults of flying qualities investigations have revealed that the roll mode

time constant should be no greater than one ;econd for high maneuverability

airplanes in flight phases or tasks which require precision trackin or precise fliQht

path contol. For all airplanes in all phases of mission accomplishment, a roll mode

time constant greater than 1.4 seconds generally re;sltsu in objectionably sluggish roll

response and requires a change in piloting technique. Determination of the roll mode

time constant from in-flight tests requires special sensitive automatic recording

devices (oscillograph, magnetic tape, telemetry, etc) and a special data analysis

procedure to be presented later.
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Bank Angle Change in a Given Time, Jt. The bank angle change in a given time

parameter, qPt, is probably the best single indicator of rolling performance. It

depends both on steady state roll rate, pss, and the roll mode time constant, TR4. In

addition, when the bank angle change is timed from the initiation of the pilot's

lateral force application, A t, will reflect any freeplay, lost motion, flexibility, or lag

in the lateral control system. By basing the parameter on bank angle changes which

are represntativg pf ooerational maneuvers, rolling performance is expressed in

direct and meaningful terms. Determination of the bank angle change ;n a given time

parameter can be easily and accurately made from flight tests with automatic

recording devices. It can be avIr.p nimtehl measured using only cockpit instruments

and portable instrumentation.

Lateral Control Force F . Lateral control forces required to obtain the rolling

performance necessary for various mission tasks should be comfortable fo' the pilot.

Forces of too _lrqe_ or too small a magnitude cause objectionable sluggishness or

sensitivity in response to small lateral control inputs. The maximum and minimum

forces which are acceptable in any airplane depend on the mission of the airplane, In

general, lower lateral control forces are desirable for high maneuverability airplanes,

and increased lateral control forces are required and desired in low maneuverability

airplanes. If the airplane is equippec: with a wheel or yoke type cockpit controller,

higher lateral control forces may be accepted since the pilot is able to apply both

hands, thus larger forces, to the control.

The measurement of lateral control forces during rolling maneuvers is

difficult unless auxtomatic recording devices are available. If a hand-held

force gauge is used to measure lateral control forces, care must be taken

to ensure that the control does not reach the limit stops during

measurement.

Lterl k-pit Control Positiorn The lateral cockpit control movements

required to generate rolling performance necessary for various mission tasks should

neither be too small or too large. If the pilot is continually striking the lateral

control stops in order to obtain acceptable rolling performance, he probably feels
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insecure and uncertain about the maneuverability of his airplane. However, tha pilot

should be able to obtain full lateral control deflection if needed without interference

from his body or his flight equipment. For airplanes equipped with wheel or yoke

type cockpit controls, the lateral cockpit control movement required to generate

satisfactory rolling performance should not necessitate inordinate arm motion. More

than 60 to 90 degrees of wheel or yoke throw in either direction is generally

considered excessive.

Dutch Roll Influence. The degree of excitation of the Dutch roll motion and

the resultant influence on rolling performance and roll handling qualities depend on

many factors. For optimum rolling characteristics, the pilot should visuall detect

little or no Dutch roll motion during rolling maneuvers required in operational

mission tasks. If the Dutch roll is excited to a significant degree, it will probably be

manifested in one of two ways, depending on the roll-to-yaw ratio of the motion.

For airplanes exhibiting relatively low roll-to-yaw ratios, corresponding to weak

dihedral effect, Dutch roll excitation during rolling maneuvers is noted as sidesli

Cxcursions. Rolling performance, in terms cf steady state roll rate or bank angle

change in a given time, is probably not seriously affe;.,ed by these sideslip

excu'rsinns. However, the sihelfn n-, .- p----t -in.ce 1t V. " OSiLIons

of the nose of the airplane during turns and/or a lag or initial reversal in turn rate

during a turn entry. The amount of sideslip acceptable during bank angie control

tasks depends on the phasemI& of the sideslip, i.e., whether the sideslip is AdveI3

or groverse. Adverse sideslip is actually easier for the pilot to counteract; "natural"'

rudder coordination - rudder application in the same direction as the lateral control

input and turn - can be utilized. However, if the sideslip is proverse, the rudder

coordination required to reduce sideslip is difficult and unnatural, since cross
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controlling is necessary. During rapid maneuvering, most pilots unconsciously apply

rudder in the same direction as the lateral control input~and turn even though they

@re aware that; proverse yawing moments and proverse sideslip is being generated.

This seriously complicates the sideslip excursion problem.

The second way in which the Dutch roll motion is manifested during rolling

maneuvers is more direct, and possibly, more detrimental. For airplanes exhibiting

relatively moderate to high roll-to-yaw ratios, corresponding to significant dihedral

effect, Dutch roll excitation may enhance or impair rolling performance in

terms of steady state roll rate or bank angle change in a given time.

Whether the rolling performance itself will be enhanced or impaired is

dependent on both the sign of the dihedral effect and the direction of the

yawing moment and sideslip excursions. Additionally, the excitement of a

moderate to high roll-to-yaw ratio Dutch roll motion during bank angle

tracking tasks may result in oscillations in roll rate response (see

K Figure 75). Th1-3 osci.,ato,,y rli ruponse can severely impair roll handling

qualities, generating overshooting of and oscillations about the desired

bank angle during rolling maneuvers and generally precluding accurate and

precise bank angle control. The degree of Dutch roll excitation which can

be accepted again depends on the sign of the effective dihedral and

whether the generated yawing moment and sideslip are adverse or

proverse. If the airplane exhibits positive dihedral effect, adverse yawing

moments and sideslip actually enhance Dutch roll damping during tight,

precision bank angle control tasks. Conversely, proverse yawir - moments

and sideslip tend to cause decreased Dutch roll damping in this situation.

Flying qualities investigations have revealed that the degradation in roll

handling qualities is proportional to the amount of roll rate oscillation,

Posco about some mean or average valueg Pave, and the phase angle, 4 0'
of thf Dutch roll component of sideslip, i.e., whether the sideslip is adverse

or proverse.
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Exact quantitative parameters indicating the Dutch roll influence on rolling

performance and roll handling qualities can be measured only with automatic

recording devices. However, the test pilot may be able to determine the direction

and magnitude of the sideslip excur,'ons during rolling maneuvers from a cockpit

mounted sideslip indicator.

Measurement of Rolling Performance

Although the actual technique utilized in obtaining rolling performance

parameters is easily understood, the test pilot will probably realize difficulty in

generating accurate, repeatable data without extensive flight test experience and

practice. The difficulty associated with obtaining accurate quantitative parameters

increases wiath decrease in available instrumentation. The specific approach to the

rolling performance test is determined by several general cgonsiderations, which must

be discussed prior to proceeding to the actual techniques involved.

1. The time required for the test pilot to establish the lateral control input to

initiate the roll must be as small as possible. The input should approximate

a step input. If the time required to accomplish the input exceeds one-hal

second. some of the parameters of interest, such as roll mode time constant

and bank angle change in a given time, may be impossible to determine

accurately or meaningfully. The test pilot should strive for inputs which are

accomplished within a time interval of L.2_Wq2A for the most

representative test results. The use of both hands on the control stick or

yoke may facilitate snappni the lateral control quickly to the desired

position.

2. Lateral control deflection utilized for each roll should be increased in

incremental steps untdi full lateral control deflection is reached. Obviously,

the test should be terminated short of maximum control deflection if flight
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restrictions prohibit use of full control deflection or if unusual airplane

responses, such as roll coupling tendencies or excessive sideslip excursions,

are encountered. The flight test team may desire to utilize some sort of

lateral control deflection restrictor if .xact-partial lateral control deflection

points are desired or if severe airplane response is anticipated with large

lateral control inputs. In most cases, only full lateral control deflection is

required for rx i&e cockpit control position and the use of control

deflection restrictors is not necessary. Nevertheless, the test pilot should use

appropriate partial lateral control deflections as a build up to full deflection

rolls at each test condition. Generally, one-quarter increments are utilized,

although one-half of full deflection inc.-ements may be used if no unusual

a;rplane response is expected. The test pilot can esimate these incremental

lateral control deflections quite accurately, particularly if the partial

deflection inputs are Practiced on the ground to establish the lateral stick or

yoke positions required. Correlation of stick or yoke position with various

markings and flight instruments in the cockpit is very helpful.

3. The direction of roll should be alternated so that the influence, if any, of

roll direction on rolling performance may be ascertained. This influence is

generally more pronounced in propeller-driven airplanes. Therefore, left and

right rolls should be performed in these airplanes with the same lateral

control input, Le, left and rinht rolls with nne-half lateral Control

deflection, then left and right rolls with full lateral contro; ut• ection. Since

rolling performance in pure jet airplanes is usually not influenced by the

direction of roll, left and right rolls may be performed in these airplanes

with consistently increasing control deflection.
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4. The airplane should be in a trimmed, unacceleraltd flight condition prior to

the initiation of the roll. The test pilot should make every attempt to keep

the longitudinal control position at the trim position throughout the roll.

No effort should be made to counteract pitching moments generated during

high rate rolls, since the pilot is likely to augment the motion, vice stop it.

(Techniques for investigating roll coupling will be presented later.)

5. The use of rudders during the rolling performance tests will vary with the

airplane type and mission, as well as the flight conditions under

consideration. In general, rudders should remain free for high

maneuverability •irplanes (Class IV) and for all carrier-based airplanes in

Category C flight phases (levels 1 and 2). For low to medium

maneuverability airplanes, the rudders may be used to reduce adverse

sideslip (sideslip retarding roll rate) providing the rudder inputs are simple,

easily coordinated, and consistent with nornial piloting technique for the

mission and task under evaluation. Rudder inputs should not be employed

to produce proverse sideslip which could augment rolling performance.

6. The bank angle change through which the roll is allowed to continue

depends on roll restrictions, test conditions, and data desired. In general,

rolls should be commenced from wings level, zero roll rate conditions.

However, if the bank angle change is limited by roll restrictions or test

conditions (airspeeds near stall, high lift configurations, excessive sideslip

excursions), the roll may be initiated from an established bank angle so as

to roll through wings level to an opposite bank angle. Thus, the airplane is

always upniaht throughout the maneuver.

7. If the roiling performance tests are to be performed between very Iw

airspeeds near stall to near maximum airsoeeds, the tests should commence

at airspeeds near the center of the spectrum and proceed to the end points.

This procedure allows the flight conditions generally considered most

critical to be approached with an adequate build-up program.
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8. Lateral control forces will be difficult to obtain without automatic

recording devices. The hand-held force gauge is usually too cumbersome and

annoying to utilize for inflight measurements. Additionally, the hand-held

force gauge floating pointer wou~d indicate the transient lateral force

applied during the sharp control input vice the steay state control force of

interest. For irreversible lateral control systems where lateral force is merely

a function of lateral stick position, the lateral control forces may be

accurately measured on the ground with the hand-held force gauge. For

other types of lateral control systems, the test pilot may need to

resort to estimating lateral control force requirements during

flight tests. When measuring or estimating forces required for full

deflection, the control should be placed just short of the stop. If

the control is against the stop, the force measured will be

whatever the pilot decides to apply.

9. The test pilot should be able to note the direction of sideslig excursions

during rolling maneuvers merely from the response of the airplane. If a

cockpit mounted sideslip indicator is available, the magnitude of the adverse

or proverse sideslip can be determined. Sensitive automatic recording

devices are necessary :f parameters such as roll rate oscillations and the

phase angle of the Dutch roll component of sideslip are to be determined.

10. Two methods may be employed to obtain the desired trim airspeeds of the

test. The primary method is merely to utilize the power setting required for

the airspeed and altitude combination. An alternate method may be used in

propeller-driven airplanes to eliminate the influence of power variation on

roll characteristics. The power used is that required to maintain a level flight

trim airspeed midway between the maximum and minimum airspeeds of the

test spectrum. Other airspeeds are then attained by trimming in climbs and

descents with the power setting remaining constant.
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11. Altitude variance during rolling performance tests should not exceed + 2000

feet from the selected base altitude for the tests:

The specifi method utilized to obtain various rolling performance parameters

depends on the parameters themselves as well as the amount of instrumentation

available. Specific techniques will now be presented for tests conducted with and

without extensive instrumentation.

Autoomatic Recording Devices. If a complete package of automatic recording

instrumentation is available, all rolling performance parameters may be obtained

from the recording traces. The test pilot merely performs the rolls as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim carefully in the desired configuration at the desired flight

condition.

2. Actuate the automatic recording deviccs and perform the roll.

3. After completing the roll, recover to erect flight, deactivate the automatic

recording devices, and prepare for the next roll.

Portable Instrumentation and Cockkoit Mounted Instruments. Several of the

parameters needed to completely describe rolling characteristics cannot be

determined with only cockpit instruments and portable instrumentation. However,

some approximate, yet meaningful, data can be obtained. The general procedures for

the tests remain the same, with the following specific procedures recommended for

certain situation.

If the parameter required is steady state roll rate pss, the following approach

may be utilized.
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1. When a rate of roll itdicator is available in the cockpit, the tst pilot merely rolls

through a bank angle change large enough for the roll rate to reach steady

state. The value of the roll rate is noted from the indicator.

2. If no roll rate indicator is installed, tne test pilot must compromise by

obtaining an average roll rate computed from a tnimed hank angle change.

The average roll rate will closely approximate the actual steady state roll

rate if the bank anale change is as large as possible and if the period durinQ

which the roil rate is building up is not timgd_. For example, a left roll couli.

be initiated from a 45 degree right bank angle. The timing would start at

wings level and end after a 360 or 180 degree bank angle change. The

attitude indicator and a one- or three-second sweep stopwatch may be

employed to obtain A 4) ana At. The average roll rate can be computed after

the flight.

If the parameter required is bank angle change in a given time, 4t, the following

approach may be utilized.

1. The parameter, 4) , may be approximately determined with a one- or

three-second stopwatch and the attitude gyro. The test pilot may desire to

set up for this test so as to roll about a wings level condition. The data

required is merely the time necessary to accomplish the bank angle change

under consideration. Timing should start at the initiation of the lateral f.o_.r

input. From the A4 and the At data, aVoroximalte values of i may be

extrapolated by assuming a linear bank angle-time relationship. This is

obviously not a correct assumption, since this relationship is nonlinear

during the time interval prior to the roll rate reaching steady state.

Therefore, the 0, obtained by this method is only approximate.
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2. If the purpose of the test is to chock against a specification requirement,

such as 9 0J dagrees in 1.3 seconds, it is only necessary to time the roll

through the bank angle change under consideration. If the bank angle

change is accomplished in a time interval equal to or less than the specified

time, the requirement is met.

Roll Counling

Violent roll coupling should never be encountered during any maneuver which

conceivably could be utilized in an operational mission task, Some pitching and

yawing motion, not directly attributable to pilot control inputs or yawing moments

generated by lateral control inputs or roll rate, may be expected during rolling

maneuvers. However, these motions should not generate sideslip and angle of attack

excursions large enough to exceed structural limits or result in uncontrollable flight

conditions, such as roll autorotation. The yawing and pitching experienced during

i-oii;g maneuvers utiiized in typical mission tasks should not be severe enough to IM

impair the satisfactory completion of the tasks. High maneuverabiliTy airplanes may

b. p rtirularly surceptible to the detrimental effects of roll coupling.

Flight testing for maximum rolling performance under conditions favorable for

roll coupliny, or flight testing specifically to determine if roll coupling may be

encountered, require cautious, methodical approaches. The following general

guidelines are offered for planning and conducting these test programs:

1. Thorough computer studies, based on known or assumed values of stability

derivatives, should be conducted prior to commencement of flight tests.

The studies should be continued along with the flight tests, systematically

being updated with flight test data.
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"2. Complete airplane instrumentation with automatic recording device,• is

mandatory if the results of these tests are to be analyzed properly.

Telemetry and real-time data proceasing should be employed, if

available. A qualified engineering observer, with commwiications

to the test pilot, should monitor the flight test records continually

at the telemetry station.

3. Thorough rolling performance tests should be conducted from

unaccelerated flight conditions initially. (Violent roll coupling has been

encountered during these tests on some airplanes.)

4. Assuming that no roll coupling is encountered during rolls from

unaccelerated flight conditions, the test program may proceed into rolls

initiated from accelerated flight conditions. The applied normal acceleration

should be increased or decreased to maximum and minimum values

consistent with operational piloting tasks. Generally, rolls from flight

conditions where applied normal acceleration varies from 0 g to .8 N L are

considered adequate. However, airplane structural limits may restrict the

scope to lower g levels. Initial normal acceleration should be increased or

decreased from 1 g in small increments in a planned build-up program to

maximum and minimum values. At each point (1.5 g, 0.5 g, 2.0 g, 0.0 g,

etc.), partial lateral control deflection rolls should be utilized in a

methodical build-up program to maximum performance rolls. These rolls

may be initiated from steady turning flight, wings level pull-ups, or

push-overs. The techniques utilized to establish the desired value of normal

acceleration should be similar to those described earlier for longitudinal

maneuvering stability tests.
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5. If violent roll coupling is encountered, the pilot should make no attempt to

control the yawing and pitching motion with Fudder and elevator inputs.

The pilot's attempts would probably be ill-timed and augment the violent

excursions. The recommended procedure on encountering violent roll-

I coupling is to stop the roll by use of lateral control movements and

neutralize the longitudinal and directional controls.

6. Fiight tests should be terminated when the test pilot, the observing engineer

in telemetry, or the computer studies predict or indicate that the next roll

may exceed the "critical limit" of controllability. The only means of

determining the exact critical limit, of course, is to exceed it, which is

* obviously not a required or desired approach.

POSTFLIGHT PROCEDURES

q As soon as possible after returning from the flight, the test pilot should write a

brief, tough qualitative report of the rolling perfor-mance and associated roll

handling qualities exhibited during the mission tasks under evaluation. This report

should be written while the events of the flight ore fresh in the pilot's mind.

Qualitative pilot opinion, appropriately related to the mission tasks under

evaluation, will be the most important part of the final report.

Represc-ntative data should be selected to substantiate ti~e pilot'si opinion.

Several suggested data presentation schemes will be introduced. No matter what

method is used, it should be clear, concise, and complete.

1. Mechanical Charactqristicj..qt thge Lateral Control System.

Mechanical characteristics may be effectively presented in tabular forfn as

*previously discussed and illustrated in "Test Procedures and

Techniques -Nonm-aneuvering Tasks" (Longitudinal Flying Qualities).
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"Rollinq Performanc

Rolling performance data may be presented as plots of steady state roll rate,

and/or bank angle change in a given time versus airspeed or Mach number. Usually, -

only full lateral control deflection or maximum rolling performance is presented

since full deflection is generally the only repeatable lateral control position utilized

during the flight tests. However, partial control deflection date may be presented, if

desired. Applicable minimum specification requirements ame normally sruperimposed

on the rolling performance plots. Tyoical data presentation is shown in Figure 91.

U1
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FIGURE 91

ROLLING PERFORMANCE IN CONFIGURATIONS CO AND PA.
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"If lateral control force and sideslip data are available from the flight tests, these

parameters may be presented with other rolling performance data (Figure 92).

Lateral control forces may also be plorted versus lateral control deflection; this

prozedure is particularly appropriate for the irreversible lateral control system in

which lateral control forces are merely a function of lateral control position.
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FIGURE 92

tiOLLING PERFORMANCE IN CONFIGURATION POWER
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If automatic recording devices have been available for the flight tests, more

sophisticated data analysis and data presentation techniques may be employed. In

particular, the flight test team may desire to present the roll mode time constant,

"ER, the degree of roll rate oscillation, expressed as od/Pave, and the time require

for the pilot to apply the lateral control deflection (Figure 93). The latter parameter

is a good indication of the quality of the data. Techniques for determining the roll

mode time constant and Posc/Pave will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
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":? Roll Coupling

The influence of roll coupling, ii any, on mission accomplishment should be

discussed in the technical report. The operational pilot rightly deserves sufficient -
information on the behavior of the airplane during rolling maneuvers to allow roll

coupling to be avoided. Violent roll coupling, if encountered, may be illustrated

with one or more time histories of the motion of the airplane during the maneuver.

A time history showing violent roll coupling is presented in Figure 94. Additional

parameters may be shown if desired.

Quantitative Indications of Dutch Roll Influence

If automatic recording traces are available for roll handling qualities analysis, the

degree of Dutch roll excitation during rolling maneuvers may be determined in

auantitative terms. Flying qualities investigations have revea!ed that requirem-nts

can and should be placed on the degree of Dutch roll excitation during moderate

bank angle change maneuvers such as turn entries. These requirements, although

designed to be generalJl applicable for.j combinations of Dutch roll characteristics,

are sDecificallv aimed at .ff Dutch roll responses. This approach is justified on

the basis that Dutch roll excitation is manifested in different ways depending on the

roQyLa w ratio of the motion.
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Low_ Roll-to-Yaw Ratio. For low roll-to-yaw ratios of the Dutch roll motion,

sideslip excursions in themselves cause a degradation- in roll handling qualities.
Therefore, restrictions have been proposed on the maximum amount of

sideslip experienced during large amplitude rolls (Figure 95).
Sideslip excursions. Following a yaw-control-free step roll control
command, the ratio of the sideslip increment, A 0, to the parameter k shall
be less than the values specified herein. The roll command shall be held

fixed until the bank angle has changed at least 90 degrees.
Adverse Sideslip Proverse Sideslip

Flight Phase (Right roll command (Right roll command
Level Catagory causes rightsideslip. causes left sideslip).

1 A 6 degrees 2 degrees

B & C 10 degrees 3 degrees

2 All 15 degrees 4 degrees

U~max - maximum change in sideslip at the c.g., occurring
within two seconds or one half-period of the Dutch
roll, whichever is greater, for a step roll-control
command

k - ratio of "convmanded roll performance" to "applicable
roll performance requirement" of Spec paragraphs
3.3.4 or 3.3.4.1 where:

(a) "Applicable rollI performance requirement",
(Mt) requirement, is determined from 3.3.4 and
3.3.4.1 for the Class, Flight Phase Category
and Level under consideration.

(b) "Cormnanded roll performance", (ct) comnmand, is
the bank angle attained in the stated time for a
given step roll command with yaw control pedals
employed as specified in 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.1

k command
(iT) requirement

FIGURE 95
SIDESLIP EXCURSION LIMITATIONS
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Mo2derate to High Roll-to-Yaw Ratios. For moderate to high roll-to-yaw ratios

of the Dutch roll motion, excessive Dutch roll excitation during rolls may generat3

oscillatory roli rate response. A degradation in roll handling qualities may result.

Therefore, restrictions have been made on the amount of roll rate

oscillation experienced during abrupt rolling maneuvers (Figure 97). (If the

phase angle carnot be determined, a phase angle of -Z40 degrees should be

assumed for airplanes exhibiting adverse sideslip, and a phase angle of

-60 degrees should be assumed if the sideslip is proverse.)
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CONTROL FORCE COQRDINATION"

Control forces required in normal maneuvering of the airplane should be of

relative magnitudes which "feel" normal to the pilot. This is obviously a qualitative
evaluation which the test pilot can perform while maneuvering the airplane through

typical mission tasks. The elevator, aileron, and rudder forces and displacement

sensitivities as well as breakout forces should be compatible so that intentional

inputs to one control axis will not cause inadvertent inputs to another. If the pilot is

aware or conscious of a markedly different effort being applied to one control axis,

coritrol force coordination may be poor.

Certain specifications may state quantitative guidelines for the control forces
required during coordinated maneuvers. The most common ratio utilized is 2:7:1 for

longitudinal, directional, and lateral control forces, respectively. This ratio is

applicable to all maneuvers normally required in the airplanp's mitsion.

, r.
Quantitative requirements for control force coordination may be checked as

follows:

1. Trim the airplane in level flight in the Power configuration at altitudes

representative of the rrmission environment.
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2. Maneuver the airplane to be at the trim airspeed and altitude in a dive.

3. As the trim airspeed in appro,."hed, perform a rolling pullout to

simultaneously attain target ncrmal acceleration and roll rate, Utilize rudder

inputs, as necessary, to mainti, in coordinated flight.

4, As target normal acceleration and roll rate are attained, note longitudinal,

lateral, and directional control forces.

Control force coordination should also be evaluated qualitatively in the Power

Approach configuration during actual approaches.

6&niajytial Determination of the Roll Mode Time Congant

The roll rate response to a step input of lateral control is characterized by an

exponential increase in roll rate until a steady state value iv attained. This response

may be represented by the following relationship:

)( t) = ' I I - e .S! I
By appropriate manipulation of the i•', ex i;io, a technique may be evolved

by which the roll mode Time constant, TR, may be determined from flight test

records. The roll rate response toa step lateral control input may be rewritten is:

p( ) -r- p ss " Pss e R

This relationship indicated that p(t) can be graphically represented as the summation

of the two parts of the expression (Figure 98).
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FIGURE 96 : -
ROLL RATE RESPONSE TO STEP LATE'RAL CONTROL INPUT ,

(Note that the "total" ro;I rate response curve, p(t), is merely a mirror image of the
curve des4;ribed by Ps e -"R "

Consider now the part of the roll rate response represented by the middle plot

of Figure 98 anid the following expression:

-t/ R

If the logarithm is taken of both sides of this equation, the following results:

in X(t) -- in Ps-

011:

X, x~t

in X(t) = -.

I K ) .
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'Thus, there is a Jj0VK~ relationship between in X(t) and t. Thierefore, if the

expression: .t
XMt =S

is plotted on semilogarithmic graph paper, with X(t) as the !Ogarithmic axis and t as
the linear axis, a straight line is generated -(Figure 99). This the crucial point which

allows the determination of I R from actual flight records of rolling maneuvers. With

the theoretical background presented above, the practical aspects of the

manipulation of the flight test data should be easily comprehended.
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1. From the automatic recording trace of the roll maneuver, determine the

.sjeady sate rgll1 rate

2. Using the portion of the roll rate trace j2,.ilheeointwere the latiiial

control surfaceg ;flegtion reaUý c dystg, determine several X(t) and

time values. The parameter, X(t), is the differe ce bezween the steady state

roll rate and the roll rate at any given time. The portion of the roll rate

trace prior to the point where the lateral control reaches steady state cannot

be utilized since that portion is not characterized by an exponential increase

in roll rate. It is not necessary to express the X(t) values (vertical scale) in

actual units of degrees per second. Any convenient vertical scale may be

utilized since the variation of the X(t) parameter with time is the only
characteristic of concern. The horizontal scale must be actual time in

seconds, although the starting, or zero, point's location on the trace is not

critical.

3. Plot the X(t) and corresponding times on semilogarithmic graph paper. The

vertical logarithmic scale must be the X(t) axis, while the horizontal, linear

scale must be the time axis.

4. Fair a straight line through the points defined by the X(t) and t values on

the semilog paper.

5. For a convenient X(t)1 value on the somilog paper, determine a

corresponding time, t 1. Compute 0.368 X(t1 , which may be called XWt) 2 .

The value 0.368 is used as a muliplication factor (instead of 0.632) bt,,ause

X(t) is measured zrom ,zIte,

Determine a time, t2, corresponding to X(t)2 on the semilog piper.

6. Comnute the ro;I mode time constant a- folklws:

-20
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The results of this procedure will be ,ather accurate if the test pilot uses a good

technique during the inflight test and if the Dutch roll motion is not evident in the

roll response. The test pilot must make a very quick lateral control input and must

hokd the input constant during the roll rate increase to steady state. Full lateral

control deflection rolls are not required; partial deflection rolls may be utilized if

the partial input can be made quickly and held constant.

If Dutch roll excitation causes oscillatory rolb rate response, data analysis will be
more tedious and accuracy of the results will be derogated. When the roll rate is

oscillatory, engineering iudgement must be utilizLd to determine the steady state roll

rate and to "fair" an approximate single degree ci freedom roll rate resnomn, curve.

The procedures shown in Figure 100 and described earlier may then be followed.

V i2
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SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for rolling performance and associated roll handling qualities ar

contained in the following applicable paragraphs of Military Specificatic,,

MIL-F-8785C, of 5 November 1980, hereafter referred to as the

Specification.

3.3.1.2 Roll mode

3.3.2 Lateral-directional dynamic response characteristics

3.3.4 Roll control effectiveness

3.4.3 Cross-axis coupling in roll maneuvers

3.4.4 Control harmony (including 3.4.4.1)

3.5.2 Mechanical characteristics of control systems

3.5.3 Dynamic characteristics

3.5.4 Augmentation systcrmn,

3.3.2.2.1 A_.LL&I fig .BjR t g,_tj•b•V,. m

TPe pirametey•.g,• is used for determining the Dutch roll infP.ence

pav

on roll performance duridg precise. ttackEitq tasks. Large ýZteral control deflections

and roil rates shoukl not he, used to measure this parameter.
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3.3.2.4 Sideslip Excursions

The table contained in this paragraph (page 24 of Spec) is used to determine

adverse/proverse yaw Spec compliance during the tests listed in paragraph 3.3.4. The
"adverse sideslip" and "proverse sideslip" referred to in the table are the parameter

AB.
k

3.3.2.4.1 Additional Sideslip Reauirements for SmalII nputs

Compliance with Figure 6 of the Spec should be made during precise tracking

tasks. Large lateral control deflections and roll rates should not be used during these

tests.

3.3.4 Roll Control Effectiveness

r,0•

The airspeed and altitude requirements to determine compliance with table IX

are listed according to the flight phase in table I of the Spec (page 7).

3.3.4.1.1 _Air-to-Air Combat

3.3.4.1.2 Ground Attack with External Stores

The requirements cof these paragraphs take precedence over table IX of the Spec.
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ROLLING PERFORMANCE

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM ROLL - Ralling motion during which the

airplane is allowed to roll but not allowed to yaw or pitch; pure roll response.

ROLL MODE TIME CONSTANT, TR - Time required for the single degree of

freedom roll rate to reach 63.2% of the steady state roll rate following a step lateral

control input.

STEADY STATE ROLL. RATE, pss - Roll rate attained when the roll damping

contribution equals the roll control power contribution for a constant lateral control

input.

nh!-.,
RQOLL HE._LIX ANGLE. 'T - Helix angle described by the wingtip of a rolling

airplane; sometimes referred to as the nondimensional roll rate.

ROLL COUPLING - Pitching and yawing motions induced by inertial and

kinematic effects during high rate rolls.

ELASTIC CENTER - A point in the wing section about which torsional deflection

occu rs.

AILERON REVERSAL AIRSPEED, V - Airspeed at which the combined effects

of wing twist and wing bending counteract the rolling moment generated by lateral

i control deflection.

WINGTIP VERTICAL VELOCITY. Pb 2 - Vertical velocity of the wingtip of a

rolling airplane; sometimes used as a measure of the rolling performance of large

airplanes in the approach and landing phases of mission accomplishment.
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BANK ANGLE CHANGE IN A GYIEN TIME. t- The bank angle attained in a

predetermined time interval following a step input of lateral control; time is

measured from the initiation of the pilot's lateral control fQrLeapplication.
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I; MISCELLANEOUS LATERAi-DIRECTIONAL TESTS

.INTRODUCTION

Certain miscellaneous lateral-directional tests, not previously introduced, are

presented in this section. Crosswind takeoffs and landings are generally the most

significant of the tests to be introduced.

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL DURING CROSSWIND

TAKEOFFS. APPFROACHES. AND LANDINGS _

A crosswind is defined as a wind blowing across the direction of movement of an

airplane; i.e., a wind blowing across, as across a runway. The most important

influence of a crosswind is to tend to drive the airplane sideways and change its

direction of movement. Thus, the concern of the test pilot while performing

crosswind evaluations is the directional controllability of the airplane under

crosswind conditions. The operational pilot must be afforded sufficient

lateral-directional control to consistently and safely perform takeoffs and landings in

crosswind components representative of operational conditions.

Directional Ground Stability-.

Directional ground stability is the capability of the airplane to maintain a

straight ground Path under representative wind conditions. Directional ground

stability in a crosswind is actually degraded by strong directional stability, since the

strong directional stability increases the tendency of the airplane to "weather-cock."

However, the typical landing gear placement - two main gear located laterally in

line and a nose gear or a tail wheel - contributes to the maintenance of a si aight
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ground path under crosswind conditions. Directional groun• stability is increased by

increasing the reaction of the nosewheel or tail wheel with the runway surface. From

an airplane design viewpoint, increasing the lateral displacement of the main landing

gear and increasing the longitudinal displacement of the third gear increases

directional ground stability. Pilot technique also influences directional ground

stability. Maximum resistance to "weather-cocking" is achieved by holding full

nose-up longitudinal control in tail wheel airplanes and full nosedown longitudinal

control in nosewheel configured airplanes. If the "weather-cocking" tendency of the

airplane cannot be counteracted by all available means, the airplane will leave the

runway on the side from which the wind is blowing (upwind side).

Directional ground stability is insidiously influenced by dihedral effect, Rolling

moments are generated by the sideslip imposed on the airplane during crosswind
takeoffs and landings (Figure 115). These rolling moments tend to roll the airplane

about the downwind point of contact (downwind landing gear). Thus, the weight of
the airplane and the lateral placement of the main landing gear have a large effect on

the "lateral ground stability" of the airplane. Widely spaced main landing gear .

obviously enhances the lateral ground stability. From a pilot technique viewpoint,

maintenance of full rosedown longitudinal control provides maximum lateral

ground stability by decreasing the lift coefficient, thus increasing the weight vector

acting in opposition to the roll excursion (Figure 115).

POLLING &t' "

GENEF-A"?T !-". - -. .

C= LEFT SIDESLIP
_IS GENERATED
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If the rolling moment generated by the crosswind cannot be overcome by all

available means, the upwind wing will rise. The "lateral ground stability" problem

can then quickly become a "directional ground stability" problem. The increased

friction generated by the downwind landing gear generates a yawing moment toward

the downwind side of the runway. Pilot brake applications may only complicate the

situation, since upwind brake applications result in little or no braking action, while

i- downwind brake applications are extremely effective. If the pilot is unable to

* maintain directional conlrol of the airplane via all available means, the airplane will

U d,.)art the runway on the downwind side.

Crosswind Approach Techniques

P
The pilot's major concern during the crosswind approach is to keep the airplane

track superimposed over the runway centerline extended. This may be accomplished

utilizing either of two well-known techniques or a combination of the two.

The Sideslippin_ Approach. When executed correctly, the sideslipping approach

technique results in the airplane heading and ground track being identical to the

runway heading. The airplane is merely flown in a steady heading sideslip; the angle

of sideslip is determined by the airspeed and the crosswind component (Figure 116).

Bank angle, rudder, and lateral control inputs are generally required to compensate

for side fnrce, yawing, and rollinn moments, respectivelh The sideaslip may be

4 maintained through touchdown if the landing gear is sufficiently strong and if

wingtip and/or external store clearance permits Otherwise, the pilot may desire to

S-.. level the wings just prior to touchdown and complete the landing.

V
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II

RUNWAI) CROSSWIND

AIR-
SPEED

ANGLE

VSIDESLIP

FIGURE 116 4

SIDESLIPPING TECHNIQUE FOR CROSS-WIND
APPROACHES

Although the sideslipping approach allows the pilot to easily determine if the

track is along the extended runway centerline, displacements from the desired track

are difficult to correct. A simple chonue in bank angle generates a lateral

displacement. This maneuver is not easily performed, however, due to the "crossed!

controls" condition and the necessity for maintaining a precise flight path. The pilot

generally resorts to continually adjusting the magnitude of the sideslip in order to

make track corrections. As a consequence, trimming the control forces to zero in the

sideslip is unrealistic. During a long approach, the lateral and directional control

forces may become tiring, particularly in the large airplane which may require

considerable forces.
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- Lateral and directional control inputs required during the sideslipping approach

leave correspondingly less control deflections available to counteract gusts. The

sideslipping technique is particularly unsui able for th~e instrument approach; a

steady heading sideslip is ext-remely difficult to establish and maintain without

external references.

The significant advantage of the sideslipping technique is the easy transition

from approach to landing. The pilot merely holds the sideslip through the

touchdown or levels the wings just prior to touchdown.

The Crabbing Approach. The crabbing approach again results in the airplane

ground track lying along the runway centerline extended. However, the airplane is

headed or "crabbed" into the crosswind so that the sideslip angle is zero (Figure

117). In the equilibrium condition, bank angle and lateral-directional control inputs

are zero. In some airplanes, e.g., T-38, F-4, touchdown in the crabbed

attitude is recommended but, in others, the pilot must align the airplane

with the runway heading prior to touchdown unless the airplane is equipped

with crosswind landing gear.

NRUN WAY

4 CROSSW -

S/ ,CRAB

FIGURE II7
CRABBING TECHNIQUE FOR CROSS-WIND

L APPROACHES

1A castering landing gear permitting an airplane to land in a crabbed attitude.
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The crabbing technique presents the pilot with few difficulties other than those

already present during the approach. The airplane isflown in a rather normal

manner with wings level; errors in airplane track are corrected with simple turning

maneuvers. During visual approaches, the pilot's view of the runway may be slightly

degraded in airplanes with side-by-side seating. However, the crabbing technique is

consistent with instrument approach conditions; the airplane is merely flown in the

conventional manner until visual contact with the runway is established.

L

The major and important disadvantage of the crabbing technique is the

transition required in landing if the crab angle must be removed before

touchdown to align the airplane with the runway centerline. The control

coordination may be quite difficult and the timing of the maneuver must be

precise. The pilot workload is thus increased substantially during a critical

phase of flight.

eTst Procedures and Techniaues
*'0---

J6.

Certain praliminary investigations should be conducted before the actual

crosswind tests.

Preliminary Investigations. The flight test team must determine the maximum

permissible bank anqln which wiil provide clearance between the airplane wingtip or

external stores and the runway surface. This is a simple problem in geometry (Figure

118). The bank angle so determined may restrict the crosswind capabilities of the

airplane or result in the utilization of a particular crosswind technique.
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-' max =,Maximum permissible bank angle
max which may safely be utilized while

in close proximity to the ground.
"In this example, wingtip clearance is
utilized. External store clearance
should also be considered, if applicable.

FIGURE 118
GEOMETRIC MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE BANK ANGLE

The largest sideslip angle which can be generated in an intentional steady

heading sideslip corresponds to the maximum crosswind component which can be

counteracted during a sideslipping approach. This relationship is shown in Figure

119. Steady heading sideslip tests in configurations Power Approach and Land at

representative approach airspeeds will provide the largest obtainable sideslip angles.

These sideslip angles may then be utilized to compute crosswind components. This

procedure does not cunsider the additional control authority necessary to

counteract turbulence and gusts during the approach. Further, is must be

emphasized that these crosswind components are applicable only to the approach

phase. Significantly less crosswind may conceivably cause intolerable control

problems during the landing rollout.

CROSS-WIND COMPONENT

=Mnax inluin :;idesl ip angleg'ncralted Lyn maximum rudder
deflection at minimum

S/ za.)roach a rspeed.

AIRSPEED

'3 MAX

II

FIGURE 119
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM CROSS-WIND FOR THE

SIDESLIPPING APPROACH
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The determination of minimum speeds at which the rudder and lateral control

devices are sufficiently effective to provide directional and lateral control on the

runway completes the preliminary tests. In general, a Iw airspeed at which the

rudder is effective for directional control enhances crosswind handling qualities. The

same generality cannot be applied to the aileron effectiveness minimum speed; for

example, widely spaced main landing gear may result in the ailerons being effective

for bank angle control only at high speeds on the runway, yet provide excellent

lateral ground stability. The results of these tests must be analyzed loqically in

relation to airplane design and the availability of nosewheel or tail wheel steering

and wing spoiler or flaperon pop-up devices.

Rudder effectiveness minimum speed may be determined as follows:

1. Under essentially zero crosswind conditions, align the airplane with the
runway heading in configuration Takeoff.

2. Apply full rudder in one direction and begin !!ie take-off roll.

3. A speed will be attained at which the airplane begins to respond to the

directional control input. This is the rudder effectiveness minimum speed in

the take-off configuration. The rudder input should be quickly reversed as

the initial response is noted in order to verify that rudder effectiveness

minimum speed has been attained. After the minimum speed is ascertained,

continue with a normal takeoff.

4. If a light crosswind component is present, the rudder input should initially

be made 9.ppq.S to the direction from which the crosswind is blowing.

Rudder effectiveness minimum speed will easily be recognized as the speed

at which the rudder input counteracts the weather-cocking tendency of the

airplane. Note that some airplanes with tricycle landing gear exhibit

negative weathercock stability on the ground. In this event, reverse

the direction of rudder application.
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5. The above test should also be performed during the landing rollout. In this

case, the initial rudder input must be cautiously made and of a small

magnitude. (M~ternate applications will be helpful in keeping the airplane

near the runway centerline.) As speedl decreases, the rudder inputs must be-

increased in amplitude. The speed at which full rudder deflection is just

barely effective for directional control is the rudder effectiveness minimum

speed during landing.

Aileron effectiveness minimum speed may be determined as follows:

1. Under essentially zero crosswind conditions, align the airplane with the

runway heading in configuration Takeoff.

2. Initiate the take-off roll; simultaneously begin smooth pulsing of the lateral

control from full deflection to full deflection.

3. A speed will be attained at which the airplane begins to respond to the

K lateral control inputs. This is the aileron effectiveness minimum speed in the

Takeoff configuration. After the minimum speed is ascertained, continue

with a normal takeoff.

4. The above test should also be performed during the landing rollout. Small

alternating lateral control inputs are smoothly increased in amplitude as

speed decreases. The speed at which full lateral control deflection is just

barely effective for roll control is the aileron effectiveness minimum speed

during landing. (This speed may be quite high if pop-up spoilers or flaperon

pop-up devices are installed.)
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!;rosswind Tests. After completion of the preliminary tests and procedures, the

test program can be expanded to include actual crosswind takeoffs a:nd landings.

Accurate analytical estimations of mrnximum crosswind components for a particular

airplane and configuration are almost impossible; therefore, the crosswind flight

tests must be conducted utilizing a build-up program. Initial tests should be

performed with small crosswind components. As familiarity is gained, the

components may be systematically increased in increments of 5 knots or less unti!

the limits are determined.

The following guidelines and general information should aid in planning and

conducting the crosswind tests:

1. Crosswind tests should be terminated when maximum allowable crosswind

components are reached (if limits are published by higher authority) or if

lateral or directional control becomes marginal. Initiating a takeoff or

landing in a crosswind which eilceed the oirp c copbilitic M.ay...... L t"

the airplanc: departing the runway with catastrophic consequences. An

iitolerable situation may be rectified if the pilot can abort the takeoff or

convert. a full stop landing into a touch-and-go. However, the test pilot

_'_ucl not be ieguired to resort to me§us.e. An adequate build-up

prograrm will preclude the inadvertent en~try into dangerous flight conditions.

2....t... ts . houuld be coiducied with aii relevant airplane systems
Is operative. Degraded system operation may be investigated later, if

appropriate. These tests might be aimed at the determination of

wnaximuin recomninended crosswind components for engine-out

cond.itiou, wizg spoilers or flaperon pop-up inoperative conditi is,

or flight control system mnalftnctions.
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3. One of the most important aspects of the crosswind evaluation is the

formulation of optimum techniques for crosswina takeoffs, approaches, and

landings. The optimum techniques should be explicitly stated in a technical

report and published as recommended operational procedures in the pilot's

handbook.

4. Applicab!e specification conformance or nonconformance should be

ascertained during thesc tests.I|
5. One of the most frustrating aspects of crosswind testing is the availability of

useable crosswinds. This f ;tor may require offsite testing to obtain suitable

crosswinds.

6. The turbulence and gqustiness usually associated with high surface wind

conditions tend to complicate the test pilot's task. These factors may,

additionally, restrict the airplane's capabilities or influence optimum pilotinc

technique.

,7. The test pilot should be aware of possible complications generated by lateral

ground stability problems. For example, if the downwind main landing gear

is equipped with micro-switches which activate nosewheel steering, spoiler or

flaperon pop-up, anti-skid braking, etc., these features may not be available

because of insufficient weight on the gear.

8. The condition of the test airplane's tires should be checked frequently

during crosswind tests.
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9. The possibility of blowing tires during crosswind tests is high. The test pilot

should plan an exact course of action to be followed in the event a tire fails.

Availability, capacity, and location of arresting gear should be given due

consideration.

LATERAL-DI RECTIONAL TRIM CHANGES

Lateral-directional trim changes are generally not as significant as the previously

introduced longitudinal trim changes. Usually, no flight test time is specifically

allocated for their determination. These trim changes can be evaluated during other

tests, such as cimbs and descents. However, the test pilot must be continually alert

for excessive lateral and/or directional trim changes. "Short-term" lateral-directional

trin changes might be associated with configuration dianges, poaer changes, external stores

separation, bomb bay door operation, rocket or missile fi,:ng, etc. "Long-term" .im

changes, such as lateral and/or directional trim changes during level accelerations or

decelerations, climb-s., d-.n etc. Should i,ot be weriousiy objectionabie or impair

tactical maneuverability or weapons delivery.

IRREVERSIBILITY OF LATE-RAL-DIRECTIQNAL TRIM SYSTEMS

Lateral and directiona! trim systems should maintain given settings indefinitely

unless intentionally changed by the pilot. This characteristic may be quickly

evaiuated by subjecting the systems momentarily to large hinge moments, then

checking the lateral-directional trim of the airplane.

The lateral trim system may be checked for irreversibility as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim the airplane precisely at a high equivalent airspeed (low

altitude, near maximum operational airspeed).
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2. Perform an abrupt roll utilizing maximum allowable lateral control

deflection. Continue the roll to attain a maximum allowable bank angle

change.

3. Stabilize the airplane carefully at the original flight condition. If the airplane

is still in trim laterally, the lateral trim system is irreversible.

4. Perform this test utilizing rolls in both directions.

The directional trim system may be checked for irreversibility as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim the airplane carefully at a medium airspeed, such as the

airspeed for maximum range in configuration Cruise. A medium airspeed has

been arbitrarily chosen; a larger sideslip angle may be generated at a medium

airspeed than at a very high airspeed.

2. Perform a steady heading sideslip utilizing full rudder deflection or

maximum allowable sideslip angle.

3. Return the airplane smoothly and slowly to the original stabilized condition.

If balanced flight conditions still exist, as evidenced by the ball position in

the needle-ball instrument, the directional trim system is irreversible.

4. Perform this test utilizing both left and right sideslips.
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2. Perform an abrupt roll utilizing maximum allowable lateral control

deflection. Continue the roll to attain a maximum allowable bank angle

change.

3. Stabilize the airplane carefully at the original flight condition. If the airplane

is still in trim laterally, the lateral trim system is irreversible.

4. Perform this test utilizing rolls in both directions.

The directional trim system may be checked for irreversibility as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim the airplane carefully at a medium airspeed, such as the

airspeed for maximum range in configuration Cruise. A medium airspeed has
been arbitrarily chosen; a larger sideslip angle may be generated at a medium

airspeed than at a very high airspeed.

2. Perform a steady heading sideslip utilizing full rudder deflection or

maximum allowable sideslip angle.

3. Return the airplane smoothly and slowly to the original stabilized condition.

If balanced flight conditions still exist, as evidenced by the ball position in

the needle-ball instrument, the directional trim system is irreversible.

4 4. Perform this test utilizing both left and right sideslips.
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2. Perform an abrupt roll utilizing maximum allowable lateral control

deflection. Continue the roll to attain a maximum allowable bank angle

change.

3. Stabilize the airplane carefully at the original flight condition. If the airplane

is still in trim laterally, the lateral trim system is irreversible.

4. Perform this test utilizing rolls in both directions.

"The directional trim system may be checked for irreversibility as follows:

1. Stabilize and trim the airplane carefully at a medium airspeed, such as the

airspeed for maximum range in configuration Cruise. A medium airspeed has

been arbitrarily chosen; a larger sideslip angle may be generated at a medium

airspeed than at a very high airspeed.

2. Perform a steady heading sideslip utilizing full rudder deflection or

maximum allowable sideslip angle.

S3. Return the airplane smoothly and slowly to the original stabilized condition.
If balanced flight conditions still exist, as evidenced by the ball position in

F. the needle-ball instrument, the directional trim system is irreversible.
,,.

4. Perform this test utilizing both left and right sideslips.
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THEORY

ASYMMETRIC POWER

GENERAL

The asymmetric power flying qualities problem is invariably a

lateral-directional control problem. Yawing and/or rolling moments generated by

the asymmetric power condition must be counteracted by airplane stability and

pilot control inputs. Although asymmetric power control problems are generally

confined to the low airspeed flight regime, serious airplane departures from

controlled flight may be encountered with asymmetric engine failures at very high

airspeeds. Asymmetric flying qualities may also result from the asymmetric

carriage of external or internal stores.

Basically, two aspects of flight on asymmetric power must be considered:

i. Regaining of control immediately following failure of one or more engines.

2. MQjaininl control in steady flight with one or more engines inoperative.

The steady or equilibrium flight condition with asymmetric power will be

considered first. (Note: Most of the stability derivatives and symbols utilized in

this discussion have been introduced previously. Therefore, many of these

derivatives and terms will not be redefined here.)
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STEADY STRAIGHT FLIGHT ON ASYMMETRIC POWER

The Directional Control Problem

Flight on asymmetric power is characterized by a yawing moment generated

by the asymmetric condition (Figure 101). It is important to consider the factors

influencing the magnitude of this yawing moment since the degree of difficulty

associated with asymmetric power flight is generally directly related to this

parameter. If the inoperative engine is assumed to generate no thrust or drag, the

yawing moment generated by the asymmetric condition, NT' may be developed as

follows (Figure 101):

NT = FN Yp

where: F = thrust developed by operative engine, pounds.

'4? = di-tancc fro-. CA*LCL of, gravity to asymmetric thrust vector measured
P.-

in wing plane, feet.

C
In nondimensional form, the yawing moment coefficient, nT, may be expressed:

"T N F'

CnT . N

Tw

or, for level flight -' :

NYK
F5 >'

FIGURE 101
YAWING MOMENT DUE TO ASYMMETRIC POWER
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"- Note that the asymmetric power yawing moment coefficient increases with

increase in operative engine thrust, distance of operative engine from airplane

center of gravity, and increase in lift coefficient (or decrease in airspeed).

Expressions for the thrust, FN, developed by the operative engine will be

different for jet and propeller-driven airplanes. For the jet, the thrust is simply

FN. However, for the propeller-driven airplane:

N*N F 550 nBHP

PROP
V

where: 550 = horsepower constant, foot-pounds/second.

np -= propelier efficiency factor.

BHP = brake horsepower, HP.

V = airplane true airspeed. feet per spcond.

Thus, for the propeller-driven airplane:

= 50 P BHP CL y SS0 n Bulpy
nT PROP V W V

The equilibrium equations for sideforce, yawing moment, and rolling moment

may now be written as follows for the asymmetric power condition, (Cn1  and
a

C are assumed to be zero for simplicity):
tr

C C

SIDEFORCE ' cYs 6 r + CL = 0
r

F N +C C

YAWING MOMLNT - +L b B + n 6 0
r

C C
ROLLING MOMENT k. +• P. 6a 0

:4 6 a

r I-3



(Note; Operative engine is assumed to be the port engine. If the starboard

Meine were operative, the asymmetric power yawing moment would be negative.)

Since the direcdunal control problem with asymmetric power is of interest at

present, expressions will be derived for the rudder required for steady heading,

equilibrium flight under three flight conditions.

No Sideslip. If the pilot maintains zero sideslip, an expression for the rudder

requirement may be obtained easily from the yawing moment equation:

r I W ' b (ZERO SIviSLIP)
rEQUI LIBRIL•.I = Cn

'5
r

Several important relationships may be gathered from the last eouation-"

""I. The rudder requirement increases with increasing asymmetric thrust, F

2. The rudder requirement increases with increasing lift coefficient (decreasirig

airspeed).

3. The rudder requirement increases with lateral engine placement from the

center of gravity.

* 4. The rudder required for equilibrium is inversely proportional to rudder

control power.

Note that for zero sideslip, some bank angle must be used to balance the

' sideforce generated by the rudder input. From the sideforce equation:

C
""Y6 6 r

= r (ZERO SIDESLIP)

VI-4
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For a positive asymmetric yawing moment (starboard engine inoperative),

trailing edge left (positive) rudder deflection is required; thus, a negative (left)

bank angle is necessary to maintain equilibrium flight (Figure 102). In most cases,

the bank angle requirement is fairly small (approximately 5 degrees).

N• INOPERATIVE

W SIN W' SINf

N8

D=DRAG IN LINE OF FLIGHT

NT: N8 r W SIN =Ya,

MINIMUA DRAG SINCE 0O

Ybr

W SIN

FORCE POLYGON BALL WILL NOTBE CIENTERED •

FIGURE 1OZ
EQUMIIPBUM ASYMMETRIC POWER CONDITION WITH ZERO SIDESLIP
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No Bank Angle. If the pilot maintains zero bank angle, an expression for the

rudder requirement fom- equilibrium, steady heading flight may be obtained via a

determinant solutica: of the sideforce and yawing moment equations:

C. n. FN C YP ~ FN Y C C
rLQUILIBNkA W- LW brhUIIR•J:•=C C C C C; C

Y o/ Y 6 rn is r Y - Y 6 n B

FN .p CL

6 W brF.QUILIBRIUM - . (ZUP-O BANK ANGLE)

C~ n

r

The only difference between this enuation and the one derived for zero sideslip

is the term in braces. This term can be rationalized as casinz the rudder

requirement over the zero sideslip case; the i~icreased rudder requirement will beC

necessary to balance the sideforce due to sideslip, Y

For zero bank angle, the sideslip required fut .--quilibrium way be obtained

from the sideforce equation*

C
r (ZERO BANK ANGLE)

V

If the asymmetric yawing moment is positive, the rudder requirement is

positive, therefore, the sideslip angle must be positive (right siderlip). The balance

of moments and forces is shown in Figure 103.

VI-6
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No

FZ~ELATOVE
WINO

D•DRAG IN LM OF FL0NT

= ,0

(S94OWN LOOKING DIRECILY INTO
RELATIVE WINO)

Ngr:NT+No Yar - + +FN SIN P

u -- LARGER gr REQUREMENT THAN j9=0

MORE DRAG THAN 0:0

Y/3

DFN

Yar BALL WILL BE CENTERED

FORCE POLYGON

FIGURE 103
EQUILIBRIUM ASYMMETRIC POWER CONDITION WITH

ZERO BANK ANGLE

II
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No Rudder Requirement. It is possible to balance the airplane in steady

heading equilibrium flight under asymmetric power with zero rudder recuired. From

the yawing moment equation, the sideslip required to balance the asymmetric

yawing moment may be obtained:

F N y
W L b (ZERO RUDDER)

For a positive asymmetric yawing moment, the sideslip requirement is

negative (left sideslip). The sideslip angle required for this condition is generally

quite large, particularly at low airspeeds, high operative engine power, and with

low directional stability.

The bank angle required to balance the sideforces for the zero rudder

deflection condi-tion may o fro=- Ohm s e quaLion _i

-c
= C( ZERO RUDDER)

For a positive asymmetric yawing moment, the sideslip angle must be

negative; therefore, the bank angle must be negative ('lea-ft b ,ankr -,1g This ba-n

angle is generally quite large (approximately 15 degrees) at low airspeeds. The

balance of forces and moments is shown in Figure 104.
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ENDR G IINE WN SIN j Y1

- "• NB (SHOWN LOOKING DIRECTLY
INTO RELATIVE WIND)N- -AN T 

W SIN y e F. SIN B 
'

Large B and • required; more drag than B = 0 or € = 0.
Potentially dangerous since vertical tail may stall due
to large B ; very uncomfortable for pilots and passengers
because large 4€ generates large side acceleration due to gravity.

FNJD

W SIN•

FORCE POLYGON BALL WILL NOT 6E" CCNTERIED

FIGURE 
104

EQUILIBRIUM ASYMMETRIC POWER CONDITION WITH ZERO
RUDDER DEFLECTION
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At first glance, the equilibrium condition shown in Figure 104 might seem to

IA

be a desirable state of affairs shice the pilot is required to hold no rudder input.

-: However, the drag is high, there is a possibility of loshig directional control due to

vertical tail stalling, and the flight condition is uncomfortable because of the large

side acceleration due to gravity. Usually, the pilot will achieve equilibrium in a

flight condition somewhere between the conditions shown in Figures 1OZ and 103.

(The operative engine will be banked down about 3 degrees and there will be a small

sideslip from the inoperative engine side. If the directional trim system is

sufficiently powerful, the rudder force requirement for steady heading flight can be

trimmed to zero.)

*The Lateral C ontrol Problem

Lateral controliability under equilibrium asymmetric power conditions is

generally not as severe as the directional control problem. For pure-jet airplanes,

minimum control speeds are almost always based on directional controllability.

However, for propeller-driven airplanes under asymmetric power conditions, the

differences in slipstream over the wings may generate large rolling moments

(Figure 105). If the wings are almost completely immersed in propeller slipstream,

the rolling moment generated by the asymmetric power condition may limit

minimum airspeeds. Sideslip from the operative engine side coupled with positive

dihedral effect (negative Ct . ) complicates tChe lateral control problem. The

lateral control requirement to counteract the rolling moments generated by

asymmetric power and sideslip may be obtained from the equilibrium rolling

moment equation:

I. -L . 1 b
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(Note: If the asymmetric power rolling moment is in the left-wing-down

direction, the first term of the equation will be preceded by a negative sign.)

SEQUILIBRILM W CL + za

a

LT

'u Li

Higher dynamic pressure over wing with operative

engine generates unt1alanced lift vectors and

rolling moment, LT. toward inoperative engine wing

LT = L° y - L. Yp y p (L - L)"

C LT Y(L -L L L - L y
Tqbqs-• = • CL g-

FIGURE 105
"ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO ASYMMETRIC POWER
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Equilibrium Asymme t ric Power Condi t ions

The previously discussed directional and the lateral control problems with

asymmetric power will result in various equilibrium states. If an airplane displayb;

conventional lateral-directional stability derivatives as shown on page V-33, the

equilibrium flight conditions re tulting from the failure of a right engine will be as

shown in Figure 106.

x Z
-2r

- : II I

J •- I r - I'

'-4 w I I

S n- I - =- --" 'r

I I
SI I

. I - .. I,

LEFT 0 RIGHT

SDESLP ANGLE Ul

FIGURE 106
ASYMMETRIC POWER EQUILIBRIUM FLIGHT CONDITIONS

RIGHT ENGINE FAILED

Several things should be noted in Figure 106. Control of the airplane may be

limited by either rudder or aileron. Although the rudder deflection required is

reduced if the airplane is banked into the operating engine, high bank angles may be

uncomfortable to the pilot and may be geometrically restricted in the take-off and

landing environment. Furthermore, in order to maintain a constant vertical velocity

with increasing bank angles, CL must be increased with the resulting increase in

induced drag and stall speed while increasing sideslip angles will result in higher
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"form drag. These performance and control considerations will determine the

optimum equilibrium flight condition and this optimum will probably be specified as

a function of bank angle since that is the most obvious parameter to the

operational pilot.

REGAINING CONTROL FOLLOWING SUDDEN ENGINE FAILURE

Engine Failure During Flight

When the pilot intentionally secures an engine in flight, the transient motions

are generally mild and easily controlled if adequate control authority is available.

However, sudden engine failures may occur under low altitude, low airspeed, high

power flight conditions in a high lift or high drag configuration, such as during

take-off or wave-off. The sudden engine failure in these cases may generate

severe, potentially divergent rolling and/or yawing transients. The pilot may induce

a similar situation by sudden application of asymmetric pover to initiate a

wave-off from an engine-out approach.

The same factors which cause lateral-directional control problems in steady

asymmetric flight conditions also are applicable to the sudden or dynamic engine

failure. However, the control authorities required to arrest the motion following a

sudden engine failure are usually larger than the control authorities necessary to

maintain equilibrium flight. The severity of airplane response following a sudden

engine failure is diffictilt to predict by theoretical analysis; the pilot delay time in

recognizing the asymmetric power condition and applying appropriate control

inputs influences the magnitude of the rolling and yawing motions. Actual flight

test of critical conditions is the only means of establishing safe flight boundaries.

The following hypothetical situation may aid in understanding some of the problems

encountered with sudden engine failures (Figure 107).
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ROLLING
MOMENT

RELATIVE WIND

TI..HR:tS.-ST.

YAWING W ILMOMENT

FIGURE. 107
THE SUDDEN ENGINE FAILURE

1. Assume the airplane is in a critical phase of flight, talke-off configuration,

take-off power on all engines, just after lifting of f the runway.

Z. The pilot experiences a sudden power failure on the left outboard engine.

Because of the surprise factor, the pilot does not immediately react to the

* situation. The large yawing moment generated by the asymmetric power

causes a large sideslip angle to develop fro'm the •operative engine side. If

the sideship angle reaches large enough proportions, the vertical tail may

stall. An increase in drag accompanies the increase in sideslip,

compounding an already (possibly) serious performance deficiency.

3. A rolling moment toward the inoperative engine will probably be generated

by the yaw rate. This rolling moment will be increased if the airplane

VI- 14
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.! exhibits positive dihedral effect. Propeller-driven airplanes may rapidly

diverge in roll due to slipstream effects, particularly if the wings are

complctely immersed in slipsteam prior to the engine failure.

4. The pilot will likely apply large rudder and lateral control inputs to attempt

to arrest the yawing and rolling motion. The large rudder input increases

the tendency for the vertical tail to stall and may result in "rudder lock" if

the control system is reversible. The lateral control input may generate an

adverse yawing moment which increases the yawing moment toward the

inoperative engine side. The large lateral control deflection, coupled with

the rolling velocity, may cause the downgoing wing to exceed stall angle of

attack.

5. If the pilot is unable to achieve equilibrium flight with full lateral and

directional control inputs, a power reduction on the operative engine side

and/or an increase in airspeed will be required to prevent catastrophic

consequences. Obviously, these measures may not be possible in a low

altitude, marginal performance flight condition.

Ensine Failure During Take-off

,ng-e f•ailurke on the ground during a take-off run is always a dynamic

situation since the pilot must either abort his take-off or continue to accelerate to

a lift-off airspeed. The ground minimum control speed will differ from the flight

minimum control airspeed becatuse of several things.

1. The inability to use bank angle and restrictions on the use of sideslip.

Z. The moment arms for the vertical stabilizer and rudder are changed since

they are taken from the airplane center of gravity in flight but generally

"act from the main landing gear while on the ground.

VI-15
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3. Additional yawing moments are produced on the ground by the landing gear

and vary with the amount of side forces and differential longitudinal forces

on the landing gear, the amount of steering used, and the runway condition.

4. Cross wind components essentially determine the take-off sideslip angle.

Since the airplane must, in generalp maintain the runway heading during

take-off, the cross wind, in conjunction with the airplane's ground speed,

will determine the magnitude of the sideslip and whether it is helping or

hindering directional control of the airplane during a sudden engine failure.

ASYMMETRIC POWER PROBLEMS AT HUGH AIRSPEEDS

For the high performance, multiengined airplane, the failure of an engine or

engines at high airspeeds may be a more serious consequence than engine failure at

low airspeeds. Asymmetric engine failure at hiuh airanpeds may a-onont a4Aonlip

excursions large enough to exceed sideslip limitations and cause structural damage

or catastrophic component failures.

For proper jet engine operation at very high Mach numbers (over Z.0), the

engine inlet shock wave pattern must be fashioned to provide the correct pressure

in the engine for the given engine speed. If a disturbance (pressure or temperature

fluctuation, abrupt power lever movement, etc.) upsets the shock pattern-pressure

relationship, the shock wave may actually be expelled from the engine inlet. This

phenomenonp known as "inlet unstart," can cause severe pressure fluctuations,

compressor stalls, and engine failure. When engines are located in close proximity,

one "inlet unstart" may trigger "inlet unstarts" on adjacent engines.

VI-16
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Asymmetric power problems at high airspeeds in high performance multiengine

airplanes may be compounded by reduced directional stability at high supersonici

Mach numbers and high altitude. These problems may result in limiting maximum

airspeed or Mach number as functions of engine thrust settings. Another possible

solution is to fail the corresponding engine on the opposite wing automatically in

the event of engine failure in a flight condition where asymmetric thrust is

catastrophic.

DEFINITIONS RELEVANT TO ASYMMETRIC POWER

Terminology used to describe airspeeds and conditions associated with

asymmetric power flight is not standard throughout the aviation industry. The

differences between civilian and military regimes are particularly noteworthy.

..k When.d.sc.i..n as-pnrnetr obe probm, tt- speaker or writer must be very

careful to define the terminology of the presentation so that no misunderstanding is

possible. The following definitions are generally considered to be standard by most

flight test activities.

Critical Engine

The critical engine is that engine of a multiengine airplane, the failure of

which produces the most critical condition to the pilot. The most critical condition

will probably occur at high thrust mid low airspeed (high CL) an is the situation

during takeoff or wave-off. Under this condition, lateral or directional control

cannot be regained and maintained following a sudden engine failure below a

certain airspeed. The critical engine is the engine for which this minimum airspeed

is higher than that associated with failure of any other engine. The critical engine

way generally be predicted for a propeller airplane. Providing that the airfoil

VI-17
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surfaces (wings, vertical, and horizontal stabilizers) &re symmetrically attached to

the fuselage and that the available control surface deflections are symmetric, the

critical engine may be predicted from several factors: (1) as the angle of attack

increases (high CL), the downgoing propeller blade sees a relatively higher local

angle of attack than the upgoing blade, which results in moving the thrust vector

laterally on the propeller disk toward the downgoing blade side, and (Z) air flow

swirl about the fuselage created by the rotating propeller(s) can affect the flow at

the vertical tail so as to create a side-slip angle in one direction or the other,

depending on the direction of rotation of the prepeller(s). For clockwise rotation of

the propeller(s) (as viewed from the rear), the above effects usually result in the

left outboard engine being the critical one.

For jet-powered airplanes, the differences observed between flying qualities

with left or right engine(s) inoperative are usually small enough to be attributed to

differing maximum or idle thrust between the engines. Thus, the critical engine is

not clearly defined by asymmetric flying qualities considerations. For these cases,

other considerations, such as hydraulic or electrical power generated by individual

engines and the consequences of loss of various airplane functions, may be used to

determine the critical engine.

Minimum Control Ground Speed, V
mcg_

The minimum control ground speed is the lowest speed at which directional

control can be maintained on the ground when the critical engine fails during the

take-off roll. The allowable deviation from the iunway centerline and the pilot

technique utilized influence the value of this speed.
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Minimum Control Airspeed, Vmca

The minimum control airspeed is the lowest airspeed at which control of the

airplane is possible with the critical engine inoperative. It may be defined by ani

equilibrium or static conditiun in which the critical engine has been failed prior to

approaching the minimum conditions. It may also be defined by a sudden or

condition in which the critical engine is failed at various airspeeds approaching the

minimum conditions. For both cases, Vmca may be limited by lateral or directional

control deflection available to counteract rolling or yawing moments and/or the

control forces involved. At any rate, there will be a different static and dynamic

minimum control airspeed for each:

1. Power setting utilized on the operative engine(s).

Z. Configuration.

3. Condition of the inoperative engine(s) (feathered or windmilling).

4. Bank angle utilized in the static condition.

5. Pilot if limited by control force requirements.

Safety Speed

Safety speed is defined as the lowest possible airspeed on a multiengine

airplane at which the average pilot can maintain steady, straight flight without loss

of altitude in the take-off configuration in the event of a sudden, complete failure

of the critical engine. The pilot may make full use of all flight controls, may make

configuration changes (retract landing gear, flaps, etc.), and the propeller of the

failed engine may be manually feathered after allowing a suitable delay for an

average pilot to regain steady, straight flight and identify the failed engine. Use of

automatic feathering systems is permitted; however, the power on the operating
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engine(s) may not be reduced and no trim imputs may be utilized. Generally, it is

the airspeed which should be attained after takeoff before any attempt is made to

climb (a pilot's handbook number). Safety speed may be established based on

stability and control or performance characteristics, or both. The take-off safety

speed for civil airplanes (transport category), commonly referred to as V., depends

on both flying qualities and performance. Generally, there is a'different safety

speed, or VZ, for each flap setting used for takeoff; it may also vary with grost)

Refusal Speed

Refusal speed is defined as the maximtnw ground speed from which the airplane

can be brought to a full stop in the remaining runway available after failure of the

critical engine. This speed depends on stopping technique (maximum effort is

normally utilized) as well as the length of the runway. Refusal speed is low for

short runways and high for long runways (Figure 108). It is also sometimes called

Accel/Stop speed, Emergency Distance speed, or Vstop*

NORMAL
ALL ENGINE HIGH NEFUSAL

N~ LOW" REFUSAL

LDL,. ENGINE OUT

RUNWAY LENGTH

FIGURE 108
i REFUSAL SPEED VARIES DIRECTLY WITH LENGTH OF

RUNWAY
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Minimum Continue Speed

Minimum continue rpeed is the minimum ground speed to which an airplane

can accelerate on the take-off roll, lose the critical engine, and continue the

take-off with the engine failed, becoming airborne just at the far end of the

runway. This speed varies inversel! with runway length; i.e., it is relatively low for

long runways, etc. It is frequently referred to as Engine-Out Go Speed or Vgo. If

minimum continue speed is less than refusal upeed, there is a "safe band" within

which the pilot can either continue the take-off safely or abort the take-off safely

(Figure 109). However, if refusal speed is less than minimum continue speed there

is a "dead man zone" within which the pilot can neither continue the take-off

without running off the end of the runway nor abort the take-off without running

off the end (Figure 110).

REFUSAL SPEED
TAKE -OFF SPEED

- ALL ENGINE I
c. SAFETY AMCELERATION (C.NGINE-OUTO. •~~~~~L BAND "•._•/ • A:EEAIN

" GO CEEAIN
• x OR

5 STOP
"-0 1ENGINE - OUT

MAX EFFORT SM.- .
MIN CONTINUE .
/_SPEED LONG RUNWAY

RUNWAY LENGTH

FIGURE 109
REFUSAL SPEED HIGHER THAN MINIMUM CONTINUE SPEED
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K _____ TAKE-OFF SPEED_
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I ACCELERATION

MIN CONTINUE
ZOANE SPEEDCAN' T

OR STOP REFUSAL
(SAFELY) SPEED E NGINE-L3UT

MAX EFFORT STOP

INSUFFICIENT RUNWAY

RUNWAY LENGTH

FIGURE 110

MINIMUM CONTINUE SPEED HIGHER THAN REFUSAL SPEED

Critical Engine Failure Speed

If refusol speed and minimum continue speed are equal, the runway distance

required to complete the take--off j9 equal to the distance required to stop. This

speed is sometimes referred to as the Critical Engine Failure Speed or Decision

Speed (V1 ). The total runway distance required to accelerate to this speed, then

stop or go after the engine failure, is called the Critical Field Length (Figure 11i J
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FIGURE I 11
CRITICAL ENGINE FAILURE SPEED

AND CRITICAL FIELD LENGTH

Minimum Trim Aiseed

Minimum trim airspeed is the minimum airspeed at which steady heading flight

can be maintained without pilot control force inrputs with the critical engine

inoperative. A different minimum trim airspeed exists for each configuration,

power setting on operative engine(s), condition of inoperative engine, and bank

angle (if limiting factor is directional trim). Minimum trim airspeed is most

appropriately applied to an engine-out cruise condition with power for level flight

or engine-out climb with normal rated power on the operative engine(s) and the

inoperative engine feathered. These conditions relate to the problem of operating

for relatively long periods during climb or cruise with an engine out.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

ASYMMETRIC POWER

PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

A safe, yet rigorous, investigation of asymmetric power flying qualities must

be conducted on all airplanes which may be expected to encounter asymmetric

power. Thorough preflight planning is mandatory for these tests. The purpose and

scope of the investigation must be clearly defined, then a plan of attack or method

of test can be formulated.

Preflight planning must start with research. The airplane must be studied

carefully - the flight test team can probably predict (roughly) the airplane's

reaction to asymmetric power merely by looking at the airplane. Of course, a

study of the lateral-directional control system is essential. All available

hue.- -.-n~~~ 4 ~a o £AVAAJA
5 

j.mflLU~i~lIC 4111

asymmetric power flying qualities and performance should be reviewed. Much

useful information may be obtained by conversations with pilots and engineers

familiar with the airplane. Additionally, the following points should be considered:

1. The function and influence of various flap settings; i.e., the airplane lift-to-

drag ratio for various flap settings.

2. The consequences of engine-out operation on electrical, hydraulic, or

pneumatic systems. Emergency electrical and/or hydraulic units may be

required in the test airplane, particularly if a situation may arise where no

normal electrical or hydraulic power is available.

3. The ability of the electrical system to carry the combined load of propeller

feathering and landing gear or flap retraction.
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"V Although the basic considerations of flight with asymmetric power are the

same for both military and civil airplanes, the emphasis attached to the

asymmetric power flying qualities varies. In the civil case, safety is the most

important factor; the airplane must meet rigid minimum requirements before it is

placed in operational commercial use. The same emphasis on safety will probably

be applicable to large military transport airplanes as well. For the commercial

transport category airplanes, extensive ground and flight tests must be performed

to determine safety speeds (V9) refusal speeds (Vstop), minimum continue speeds

(V 9), critical engine failure speeds (V1 ), and critical field lengths. Based on these

tests, the commercial transport airplane is certificated to operate from various

runway lengths with various combinations of gross weights and center of gravity

positions. The military transport airplane may be required to satisfy similar

requirements. In many cases, the military transport has already been certificated

as a commercial transport, and the minimum requirements for military operations

already satisfied.

For the majority of military multiengine airplanes, operational effectiveness,

vice safety, may be the most important design factor, particularly for combat

aircraft. This fact lays a heavy burden on the test pilot designated to conduct

asymmetric nower tests on military air &-r.Cs. *4i-- bt F^lal fatte to.L.....

safely evaluate all asymmetric power conditions which may confront the

operational pilot. If possible, the flight test team should attempt to extrapolate the

results of the tests to future service modifications, such as increased gross weight,

increased engine output, etc.

"VI-25
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L

Testing the engine-out characteristics of a military, wultiengine airplane

should include at least the following:

1. Determine the critical engine in the most critical configuration (probably

take-off or wave-off).

Z. Determine normal take-off acceleration (ground speed versus runway

distance).

3. Determine take-off acceleration with the critical engine failed.

4. Determine abort deceleration with the critical engine failed.

5. Determine the minimum control ground speed with the critical engine

failed.

6. Determine the minimum control airspeed, both static and dynamic.

7. Determine the minimum trim airspeed in nertinent c-•f-o.. .ions 'ob abl.

Engine Out Power and Engine Out Cruise (Power for maximum range)).

8. Evaluate approach, landing, and wave-off characteristics with asymmetric

power.

"- The test conditions - altitude, configurations, center of gravity, and trim

L

airspeeds - must be determined. Test conditions should be commensurate, as much

as possible, with the mission environment of the airplane. However, safety

considerations dictate that investigations of asymmetric power flying qualities be

performed in such a manner that the most critical conditions are approached with a

roasonable build-up program. Altitude for conducting initial tests wherein engines

are actually secured should never be less than 4000 feet above ground level. After

adequate build up and with written permission from higher authority, the altitude

restrictions may be relaxed so that engines may be secured in the very low altitude
L

environment. Generally, simulated failures yield equally valid results at very low
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altitudes with much less risk. The airplane gross weight utilized for asymmetric

power flying qualities investigations should be the lightest normal service loading

for the configuration of interest. The light weight provides the best asymmetric

power performance characteristics as well as allowing the maximum airplane

response to a sudden engine failure. Additionally, for tests involving banking to

balance the airplane under asymmetric power conditions in level flight, the bank

angle required is inversely proportional to airplane gross weight. Center of gravity

positions are not particularly critical for asymmetric power investigations;

however, the most aft operational center of gravity positions should be utilized if

feasible.

The amount and sophistication of instrumentation will depend on the purpose
ando•scnr- cf the invct i .Ag , goo' e`- g-- qualiave investigation can be

C performed with only cockpit and hand-held instruments. If accurate quantitative

information is needed, automatic recording devices should be utilized. For initial

tests on a new airplane, or for tests on airplanes which may exhibit severe

characteristics, telemetering pertinent parameters to a ground statior way be

required. A qualified engineering observer, with communications to the test pilot,

sLould continually monitor the flight test records.

The final step in preflight planning is the preparation of pilot data cards.

These data cards are best constructed from blank cards for each particular test.

The cards should list all quantitative information desired and should be easy to

interpret in flight. Adequate space should be provided for pilot comments.
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FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES

When assessing the asymmetric power flying qualities of multiengine airplanes,

the mission of the airplane and the influence of engine failure(s) on that mission

must be considered. The failure of one or more engines asymmetrically generally

results in an emergency condition. The primary mission of the airplane can usually

not be accomplished in this situation; therefore, the mission reverts to regaining

control of the airplane, cruising to a suitable landing spot, and accomplishing a safe

carrier or field landing. The pilot cannot expect flying qualities under asymmetric

power conditions to iLe particularly pleasant; however, the pilot rightly expects

acceptable characteristics which permit the airplane to be at least controllable.

Some airplanes may, however, be designed to carry stores asymmetrically or to

shut down engines asymmetrically for increased endurance and should therefore

retain pleasant flying qualities even in these configurations.

Preliminary Tests

Certain preparatory tests are necessary before the asymmetric power tests are

performed.

Check-Stalls. The airplane should not be stalled with asymmetric power until

the stall characteristics and asymmetric power characteristics have been

determined. A stall speed should, therefore, be determined for each test

configuration with all engines at idle power. In subsequent asymmetric power

tests, these stall speeds should be regarded as minimum speeds; if the stall speed is

reached prior to reaching minimum control speed, the asymmetric power

investigation should be terminated. (This rule may be unduly restrictive for
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airplanes with the wings immersed in propeller slipstream. If so, additional

check-stalls should be performed in these airplanes with symmetric power

representative of the test configuration.)

Sideslip. It is most important to determine if the airplane is prone to vertical

tail stall or rudder lock prior to embarking on asymmetric power tests. Therefore,

for each test configuration, steady heading sideslips, up to maximum permissible or

obtainable sideslip angle, should be performed with symmetric power. The airspeed

I Igenerally used for this test is approximately 1.4 times the stall speed previously

determined for the configuz ition. The variation of indicated airspeed error and

angle of attack with sideslip angle should also be noted because of the obvious

impact of thc.c ch~aracteristic onsafety of flight with asymmetric power.

Failure Simulation. Power settings should be determined which simulate the

drag characteristics of a failed jet engine or the drag characteristics of both a

windmilling and a feathered propeller. These simulated power settings are

convenient and relatively safe means of conducting asymmetric power testing and

will be sped by operatin•,al pilo for c-ginc-out trining. these drag4 _ p i l o . . . . . P.i- u C- '" A u . .. .e h s e d a

characteristics will obviously vary with airspeed, a representative airspeed and

configuration should be used to determine the simulation. This should be done both

with the propeller windmilling and with the propeller feathered for propeller

airplanes. Determination of the simulation power setting will in general be an

iterative process as follows:
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1. Determine a static minimum control airspeed in the representative

configuration (probably Power Approach) using idle thrust for jets and

throttle closed, propeller windmilling for propeller airplanes.

2. Increase airspeed to a safe margin (at least 1A4 times the minimum control

airspeed just determined) and secure the critical engine.

3. Carefully slow to approximately 1.2 times the previously determined

minimum control speed and stabilize in level flight using power from the

operative engine(s). This airspeed should be representative of take-off and

approach airspeeds.

4. Without changing power on the operative engine(s), restart the secured

engine and vary its power so as to restabilize in level flight at the airspeed

determined in paragraph 3. This power setting should then be a good

failure simulation.

5. Continue asymmetric power testing using the failure simulation to more

precisely determine the minimum control airspeeds, etc.

Critical Engine. Several assumptions may generally be made in determining

the critical engine. If we assume that the take-off configuration ia representative

of the most critical configuration, that idWe thrust or idle power is approximately

the same as that from a failed engine, and that the engine with the highest

minimum control speed in a dynamic failure will also have the bighest minimum

control speed in a static case, then the critical engine may be determined as

follows:

1. Determine a static minimum control airspeed, wings level, in the take-off

configuration using idle power on the left outboard engine and maximum

power on the remaining engines. Trim should probably remain at the

take-off setting as this is the most representative case.
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2. Alternate the test with the right outboard engine. The idle and maxii -ium

power settig used above should be adjusted slightly to ensure that the

exact same power asymmetry exists in each direction so that thrust

differences caused by engine trim at maximum power do not affect the

test.

3. The engine with the hghst minimum control airspeed may then be

assumed to be the critical engine.

Control in Steady Flight with Asymmetric Power:
Minimum Trim and Minimum Control Airspeeds in Equilibrium Flight

The pilot will gnrl be able to cope with sudden engine failures under

normal cruise flight conditions with little difficulty. Therefore, the primary

purposes of asymmetric power flying qualities investigations under cruise

I C . conditions are:

1. To determine the degree of difficulty the pilot will encounter in a

long-range cruise task with asymmetric power.

2. To provide a "build-up" to more demanding and critical tests in take-off

and wave-off flight conditions.

Obviously, an infinite number of minimum trim and minimum control airspeeds

could be determined as the result of variations in configuration, power setting, and

bank angle. The test pilot should determine appropriate conditions, in which to

evaluate these minimum trim airspeeds. For minimum trim airspeed

determinations, several obvious conditions would include engine-out climb and

engine-out cruise. Engine-out climb initial conditions would be: critical engine

simulated failed (and feathered for a propeller airplane), maximum continuous
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(normal rated) power on the operating engine(s), and zero bank angle. Engine-out

cruise would require: critical engine simulated failed (simulated feathered for a

propeller airplane), power set on operating engine(s) to provide level flight at

K.engine-out maximum range airspeed, and zero bank angle. Since the drag due to

sideslip may be reduced by flyixig in a slight bank, it may be advisable to determine

the minimum trim airspeed in the above configuration using the bank angle for

minimum drag. It is obviously desirable to be able to climb, hands off, at the

optimum maximum range engine--out climb airspeed and to cruise, hands off, at the

maximum range engine-out cruise airspeed.

Minimum Trim Airspeed. The minimum trim airspeed may be determined as

follows:

1. Stabilize in the desired confi -ran.. a' app~roimaieiy twice the stalI

speed determined in the preliminary tests.

2. Establish the critical engine in a simulated feathered condition and the

other engine(s) at the desired power setting.

3. Trim all control forces to zero in steady heading flight, initially

K maintaining zero bank angle.
4. Smoothly and slowly reduce airspeed by means of longitudinal control

*l inputs while maintaining steady heading flight. Continue to trim all control

forces to zero as the airspeed decreases.

5. Eventually an airspeed will be reached where one or other of the lateral or

directional trimmers is at its limit. Below this airspeed, the pilot cannot

trim all control forces to zero in steady straight flight. This is the

minimum trim airspeed for the test conditions and the limiting trim axis

(lateral or directional) should be noted.

6. If the limiting trim axis was directional, the test may be continued by

* applying a small bank angle (usually 5 degrees) towards the good engine.
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"-' 7. Care must be exercised to obtain data only when the airplane is stabilized

in unaccelerated flight conditions. Primarily, outside visual references

should be used to maintain bank angle as desired and zero yaw rate; cockpit

instruments should be cross-checked frequently. The ball of the needle-ball

instrument should be perfectly centered in its race during wings level tests.

It is an excellent indicator of lateral accelerations resulting from

unbalanced lateral forces.

8. Altitude variance during the determination of minimum trim airspeeds

should not exceed +1000 feet from the test altitude.

Static Minimum Control Airspeed. The test pilot must carefully define both

configuration and trim settings for static minimum control airspeed testing. In

general, the primary interest should be in critical flight evolutions such as take-off

and wave-off. Trim controls may be left at some specified setting during static

minimum control testing or may be used to their full range as required depending

on what the test pilot determines is most representative. The most critical

condition will usually be the take-off case. When testing for this condition, the

trim settings should be those normally recommended for take-off. Static minimum

control airspeed may be determined as follows:

1. For the initial determination of Vmc (static), stabilize at approximately
twice the stall airspeed in the desired configuration and set the desired

asymmetric power (simulate the failed engine using the previously

determined power setting). Subsequent investigation of Vmc (static) may be

made by stabilizing initially at approximately 1.4 times the Vmc previously

determined.
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2. Smoothly and slowly reduc6 airspeed by means of longitudinal inputs while

using late'ral and directional controls to maintain steady, straight flight

with zero bank angle. If testing for the engine failure after take-off case,

trimmers must remain at the' settings recommended for take-off with

symmetric thrust. If desired, stabilize at predetermined airspeed intervals

(3-5 KIAS increments) and record estimated or measured corntrol forces

and deflections; utherwise continue to decelerate at a rate which should-

not exceed 0.5 KIAS/second.

VI33
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3. Evenatually, an airspeed wiil be reached where either full directional or full

lateral control surface deflection is required to maintain steady heading,

wings level flight. In some cases, i!:e strength capacity of the pilot will be

reached prior to full control deflection. This airspeed, below which steady

heading, wiigs level flight cannot be maintained, is the minimum control

airspeed for the test conditions. This airspeed and the limiting factor

(usually directional or lateral control deflection or force) should be noted.

4. If the limiting factor is directional control deflection or rudder force

requirements, minimum control airspeed can be reduced by banking toward

the operating engine(s). (Obviously, different minimum control airspeeds

could be determined for each bank angle utilized. Empirically, 5 degrees of

bank has generally been used as an approximation to the optimum bank

a-igle cunsidering both performance and flying qualities.) If appropriate,

minimum control airspeed and limiting factor with 5 degrees of bank should

be determined.

5. If at any point during the minimum cortrol airspeed tests, the pilot loses

lateral or directional control of the airplane, control may be regained by

increasing airspeed and reducing power on the operative eng!ne(s) (or

increasing power on the simulated inoperative eiagine).

6. After determining minimum control airspeeds with the critical engine in a

simulated feathered condition, the airspeeds may be checked with the

crit-.:al engine actually secured and the propeller actually feathered.

7. The static minimum control airspeed does not imply that the airplane is

unsafe to fly at a low -r airspeed either by slightly reducing the power

asymmetry or by acceptitg a resulting yaw rate. If the power asymmetry is
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maintained, the airplane may or may not be safe to fly below the minimum

control airspeed depending upon whether the departure from controlled

flight is a mild (but steady) yaw rate or if it is more violent or radical.

Qualitative Investigation. After the guantitative tests described above, the

tcst pilot should conduct a qualitative investigation of the flying qualities exhibited

at representative cruise airspeeds with asymmetric power. The pilot should be able

to trim all control forces to zero at these aiespeeds without undue effort. Turns

and heading changes, representative of maneuvers required in instrument or visual

cruise conditions, should be performed to determine if excessive pilot coordination,

control forces, or control movements are required. Generally, bank angle changes

of up to 30 degrees from wings level are considered adequate for most maneuvering

on asymmetric power.

Control Immediately Following an Engine Failure:
Minimum Control Airspeeds with Sudden Engine Failures

f The difficulty the pilot experiences in maintaining control of the aiiplane

following sudden, asymmetric power failures increases with the following factors:

1. Increase in the operating engine power output. For a constant throttle or

power lever position (assume full or maximum), engine thrust usually

increases as altitude decreases.

2. Decrease in airspeed.

S3. Decrease in excess power available for climb and acceleration.

Thus, the take-off and wave-off flight conditions, characterized by hghower

settings, low airspeeds, low altitude, and high drag configurations, are generally the
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most critical for the investigation of sudden engine failures. The asymmetric power

flying qualities in these conditions should allow the average operational pilot to

a and maintain control of the airplane at all airrv-.eds representative of

operational procedures.

Minimum t cortlLol airspeed for the a pilot experiencing a sudden

failure of the critical engine may be determined as follows:

I. Stabilize at approximately twice the stall speed (or 1.4 times the static

minimum control speed) determined in the preliminary tests in the desired

configuration at a safe test altitude. Power should be maximum obtainable

or allowable on all engines and trim should be set for a symmetric power

take-off (take-off configuration) or for a normal symmetric power approach

(wave-off configuration).

Z. Smartly reduce the power on the critical engine to minimum power,

simulating a sudden failure. The test pilot should pause a reasonable time

interval to account for the surprise factor of a sudden engine failure under

operational conditions. Engine failure cues should be determined (yaw, roll,

audio, or cockpit instrument) and a suitable reaction delay time should then

be specified and used for continued testing. In no case should recovery

control inputs be applied until 1 recond has elapsed, a ZO degree bank angle

change has occurred, or the sideslip limit is reached (whichever occurs

"' * first). After the time delay, steady, straight flight conditions should be

regained at the ori•inal stabilized airspeed. Longitudinal, lateral, and

directional control inputs may be used as reqtdred to effect the recovery to

controlled flight.
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3. The test pilot should note control forces and positions required while

regaining control and to maintain steady, straight flight with less than

5 degrees of bank. If automatic recording devices are available, the entire

maneuver, from "power chop" to steady, controlled flight, should be

recorded.

4. Reduce the airspeed at which engine failure is simulated by small

increments (5-10 KIAS) and repeat steps Z and 3. An alternative method of

build-up would be to make several power chops at each stabilized airspeed

starting with a very slow power reduction (approximately a static

condition), resetting symmetric power, and incrementally increasing the

speed of the power reduction until it becomes a true power chop.

5. Eventually an airspeed will be reached where control can barely be

regained or where, in the test pilot's opinion, the aircraft motions following

the engine failure and while control is being regained become

W unacceptable. Full control deflection requirements may not be a good

indication that limiting conditions have been reached since the pilot may

elect to use full deflections at speeds higher than Vmc (dyn) to quicken the

recovery; however, excessive control forces or excessive pilot skill and

coordination requirements may well define a limit. The limiting factoz

must be specifically defined by the test pilot. It must also be noted that by

definition, Vmc (dyn) cannot be lower than Vmc (static) for the same

conditions.

6. Based on the test results, the minimum dynamic control airspeed must be

decided upon. Such factors as ease of regaining and maintaining control,

control forces and deflections required, and reaction time allowed must be

taken into account. The airspeed recommended must allow an adequate

safety margin for average pilot skill and proficiency.
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7. If control of the airplane is lost during these tests, the pilot may regain -•.-

control by increasing airspeed and reducing power on the operative

engine(s) (or increasing power on the simulated inoperative engine).

Particular caution should be exercised at slower airspeed test points since

exaggerated nose-up pitch attitudes will be required to stabilize with

symmetrical power at the slow airspeeds. Therefore, airspeed decrease may

be quite rapid after power reduction on the critical engine.

8. After the minimum dynamic control airspeed is decided upon, the airspeed

may be checked by actually failing the critical engine and feathering the

propeller at the minimum airspeed.

The static and dynamic minimum control airspeeds determined at altitude may

be extrapolated to sea level as shown in Figure I1Z.
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The maximum power available at each altitude during the flight tests should be

carefully noted and engine thrust or power available curves as a function of

altitude should be consulted to ensure that no asymmetric thrust anomalies occur in

the extrapolation altitude band.

* Minimum Control Ground Speeds with Sudden Engine., Failures

I - Minimum control ground speed testing is extremely critical and should

p generally be conducted after the test pilot is familiar with asymmetric power

* flying qualities in flight. The build-up to the minimum control ground speed must

be slow and deliberate since there is no altitude and only limited area in which to

recover control of an airplane following engine failure. Consideration must be given

to runway length and width, arresting gear, brake temperatures, aircrew escape

system parameters and airfield crash and rescue equipment. Various methods may

~ be used for minimum control ground speed testing depending upon the engine type,

flight controls, and mission of the airplane; however, the following method may be

used as a guide.

I. 1. In the take-off configuration set the critical engine at a simulated failed

power. Slowly accelerate with full rudder into the operating engines by

adding power on the operating engine(s). Maintain directional control and

accelerate down the runway by modulating the operating engine(sý) until an

airspeed is reached where full asymmetric power is controllable. This will

be the minimum control ground speed. During the acceleration the ailerons

should be neutral, asymmetric braking should not be used, and nose wheel

steering should be used only if its use is recommended for normal takeoffs.

During initial tests, the crosswind should be zero or slightly into the
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operating engine(s). As the test pilot becomes more familiar with - -

asymmetric power on the ground, the minimum control speed tests should

-- be conducted with increasing crosswind components into the critical

engine.

2. An alternate method would be to initially accelerate using symmetric

power. The power on the critical engine would then be slowly reduced,

while slowly applying rudder up to full rudder into the operating engines

until an airspeed was reached where the airplane could be controlled with

the power on the critical engine reduced to its failed simulation setting.

This speed would be the minimum control ground speed.

3. Once the minimum control ground speed has been determined it should be

verified by conducting power chops of the critical engine fhor a symmetric

Li power take-off configuration. A safe build-up in airspeed and power chop

quickness should be utilized just as in dynamic minimum control airspeed

testing.

Safety Speed. Safety speed allows for failure of the critical engine in

configuration take-off followed by configuration changes to reduce drag and

conversion to a climb without loss of altitude. Thus, safety speed will be the higher

airspeed of:

1. Minimum control ground speed.

Z. Minimum dynamic control airspeed in configuration take-off.

O 3. That airspeed from which a climb can be Initiated with the critical engine

V ifail cC, after allowing for any deceleration, which the average pilot might

I -peeperience during engine failure and subsequent propeller feathering and

configuration change, without loss of altitude.
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Approach and Landing Characteristics with Asymmetric Power

The final phase of the asymmetric power investigation involves the

determination of approach and landing characteristics. From these tests, the

acceptability of asymmetric power flying qualities during VFR and IFR approaches

and field and carrier landings is determined. Additionally, optimum techniques for

these evolutions may be derived and/or recommended techniques may be evaluated.

The following points should be kept in mind while evaluating approach and landing

characteristics with asymmetric power.

1. The critical engine may be placed in a simulated feathered condition vice

actually secured. (For propeller-driven airplanes, the propeller control

should be placed to full increase or maximum RPM on final approach in

case a symmetric power wave-off is necessary.)

2. Standard traffic patterns and altitudes need not be adhered to; steep turns

should be avoided.

3. Excessive cross winds and turbulence unduly increase pilot workload for

initial tests. Close attention to the cross wind must be given during each

separate portion of the evaluation.

4. The tendency for the airplane to swerve toward the operative engine(s)

with power reduction at field touchdown may be diminished by smooth

power reduction, rudder inputs, braking, and nosewheel steering (if

available). This swerve tendency may be particularly pronounced on

twin-engine turboprop airplanes. For this type, initial power reduction at

field touchdown should be only to FLIGHT IDLE. After counteracting

initial swerve, the operative engine may be brought to GROUND IDLE.

* -. Use of reverse thrust asymmetrically may result in loss of directional
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control. (However, symmetrical reversing may be employed by using the

symmetric operative engines on four-engine airplanes.)

5. Wave-off characteristics under asymmetric power should also be evaluated.

For initial tests, asynametric power wave-offs should be commenced from

an altitude no lower than 600 feet above ground level. Obviously, the

wave-off should be initiated at an airspeed no lower than the previously

determined minimum dynamic control airspeed for the wave-off condition.

POSTFLIGHT PROCEDURES

As soon as possible after returning from the flight, the test pilot should write a

brief, qualitative report of the asymmetric power flying qualities. This report

should be written while the events of the flight are fresh in the pilot's mind. The

test pilot's qualitative opinion will be the most important portion of the final report

of the asymmetric power flying qualities.

Asymmetric power characteristics in steady, equilibrium flight conditions are

effectively presented as plots of pertinent control forces and positions versus

airspeed (Figure 113). For dynamic characteristics (sudden engine failures), time

histories should be presented if automatic recording devices were utilized

(Figure 114).

T ie terminology used in the technical report regarding minimum speeds and

conditions must be explicitly defined. Expressions utilized to describe airspeeds

and conditions associated with asymmetric power are not standard throughout the

aviation induwtry. Thus, when describing the test results, the writer must be

extremely careful to precisely define each expression which possibly could be

misinterpreted.
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SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for asymmetric power flying qualities are contained in the

following apFlicable paragraphs of Military Specification MIL-F-8785C of

5 November 1980, hereafter referred to as the Specification.

3.3.9 Lateral-directional control with asymmetric thrust.

3.3.9.1 Thrust loss during takeoff run.

3.3.92 Thrust loss after takeoff.

3.3.9.3 Transient effects.

3.3.9.4 Asymmetric thrust - rudder pedals free.

3.4.2.1.3.1 One-engine-out stalls.

3.4.2.Z Post-stall gyrations and spins.

3.4.8 Transients following failures.

S3.4.9 Failures

3.4.10 Control margin

3.6.1.1 Trim for asymmetric thrust.

The requirements of the Specification may be modified by the applicable

airplane Detail Specification. Some comments to assist in interpretation of the

requirements in the paragraphs listed above may be helpful and are presented

below.

3.3.9 Lateral-directional control with asymmetric thrust. This is a general

paragraph which contains the all-important sentence, "following sudden asymmetric

loss of thrust from any factor the airplane shall be safely controllable." Any

dangerous characteristic exhibited under any representative operational flight

condition is a violation of this requirement. Additionally, the requirements stated

"in 3.3.9.1 through 3.3.9.5 must be met.
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3.3.9.1 Thrust loss during take-off run. Normally, no asymmetric tests will be

made on the take-off run at TPS.

3.3.9.2 Thrust loss after take-off. This paragraph refers to a sadden failure Of

the critical engine (worst case) in the take-off configuration. The pilot must be

able to achieve and maintain straight flight following the sudden failure at all

airspeeds above V + 10 knots. No configuration change is pertuitted other than
stop

operation of automatic devices, such as autofeather. The bank angle used in the

steady equilibrium condition must not exceed 5 degrees and rudder and aileron

forces are to be within the stated limits with trim set for symmetric power

take-off.

3.3.9.3 Transient effects. Note that no response to the simulated engine

failur 20 permitted f a least I ....

3.3.9.4 Asymmetric thrust - rudder pedals free. This paragraph describes a

maneuver utilized as an indication of the static directional stability in the worst

asymmetric condition. Trim is set for wings level steady heading flight at a speed

of 1.4 Vmin with symmetric normal rated power. AFter failure of the critical

engine (a propeller may only be feathered if the automatic feathering system

normally operates in the configuration under test) the pilot must be able to

maintain straight flight at this and all higher speeds by banking without making nly

rudder inputs and allowing the airplane to sideslip. For most airplanes as speed is

increased above 1.4 Vmin the test will become progressively less demanding.

However, for certain airplanes the problem may become more actue at very high

speeds.
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3.4.Z.1.3.1 One-engine-out stalls. This paragraph requires that in the event of

a stall occurring at or above Vmc (as might be the case, for example, with a heavy

airplane) the resultiiig stall shall be recoverable. Vower may be reduced on the

good engine(s) during recovery if required.

3.4. .Z Post-stall gyrations and spins. This paragraph effectively specifies

that no concessions will be permitted for airplanes with asymmetric thrust in the

entry to and recovery from post-stall gyrations and spins, though power may be

reduced on the good engine(s) as required during recovery. These tests will not

normally be conducted at TPS.

V -.4
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3.4.8 Transients following failures. This paragraph refers to airplane motions

following any airplane system or component failure. Failures resulting in

asymmetric thrust are adequately covered under 3.3.9 and no additional

requirements are stated here.

3.4.9 Failures. The relevant requirement in this paragraph is that the pilot

shall be provided with immediate and easily interpreted indications of a failure

resulting in asymmetric thrust. The requirement related to dangerous flying

qualities is covered in 3.3.9.

3.4.10 Control Margin. With regard to the reference to "transients from

failures in the propulsion... and other relevant systems," this paragraph really says

the ..ame things as paragraphs 3.3.9 to 3.3.9.5.

ru 3 6jo. 1, Trim for asymmetric thrust. This paragraph requires that in the worst

asymmetric case it shall be possible to trim elevator, aileron, and rudder forces to

zero at all level flight cruise speeds from best range speed for the engine-out

configuration to the maximum speed obtainable with normal rated thrust on the

functicning engine(s). Or, in other words, minimum trim speed should be less than

maximum range speed for the engine-out configuration.
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TRANSONIC-SUPERSONIC FLYING QUALITIES

INTRODUCTION

Airplanes desiuned to fly o at transonic and supersonic airspeeds

generally experience few of the instabilities which were encountered in the firvt

experimental supersonic types. Knowledge of the transonic-supersonic regimes has

been utilized to develop airplane conformations suited to the high Mach number

operating environment. Thus,these regimes are no longer ones to be entered only

inadvertently or with apprehension. Rather, the airplane capable of operating

transonicaily anrd supersonically with satisfactory stability and control

characteristics has obvious tactical, strategic, and logistics advantages.I.-

The same standard test techniques presented previously may be uti;ized in the

trasonic-supersonic testing environment. However, several peculiarities of the
stab ility a n d c o n tro ' c h .ra c tC ristic s o f ,h su p erso n ic ,i ,,l,,o m st ,. , , -Adr ,o d in

order to effectively conduct a test program in this environment. Additionally, -he

_poroach to transonic-supersonic flight testing may be somewhat different than the.

approach to subsonic flight testing.
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THEORY

TRANSONIC-•SUPERSONIC FLYING QUALITIES

GENERAL

Transition From Subsonic to Supersonic Flight

Various components of the airplane structure are subject to local veloities

which may be lower or higher than the airplane veocifty. As the airplane's airspee.r

increa", a Mach number will be attained at which some component of the airplane

is subjected to loca. sonic v loity, This free-stream Mach nurmber at which a local

Mach number of 1.0 is attained at any point on the airplane is called the critical

Mach number (Figure 1). There exists a Mach number band within which regions of

both subsonic and supersonic flow are present on the airp!ane. This Mach number

band is cal!ed the transonic region or.transonic reQgime. The trarnsonic region for a

particuLlar airplane obviously depends on its design characteristicR.

The flying qualities of airplanes operating in the transonic-supersonic flight

regime are generelly characterized, to some degree, by various peculiarities not

normally encountered in subsonic flight. These peculiarities may be attributable to

one cr more of the following factors:

1. Air compressibility effects.

2. Elastic deforrnation of the airp!ane structure.
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3. Airplane conformation and mass distribution.

4. Reduction of air density at high altitudes.

Each of these factors, and its possible influence on flying qualities will be

discussed in turn.

61R COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS

Compressibility is defined as that property of a substance which causes its

d_-einItv to increase with increase inp.e.rgWL In aerodynamics, this property of air is

particularly manifested at high airspeeds. Compressing the air about an airplane may

generate buffeting, control surface buzz, trim changes, and other phenomena not

ordinarily encountered at low airspeeds. These phenomena are commonly known as

compressibility effeIct§ and may be attributed to various peculiarities encountered at

transonic and supersonic Mach numbers.

Aerodynamic Center Movem ent

In the transonic region, the formation of shock waves on the wing surface and

the resulting separated flow (Figure 1) causes movement of the wing aerodynamic

.Th , ,de of the aerdynamic cnte maq.-, Uuovetment Jeperids on the design

parameters of the wing (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2
AERODYNAMIC CENTER VARIATION WITH MACH NUMBER

The aft shift of the aerodynamic center results in an increase in longitudinal

stability at a constant Mach number or an increase in angle of attack stability. (The

aft shift of the aerodynamic center is analogous to moving the airplane

center-of-gravity forward.) This change in stability can contribute to several

characteristics which influence the flying qualities associated with transonic and

supersonic flight regimes. The most well-known of these characteristics is the

transonic Ion itudinal trim change. The transonic longitudinal trim change is

manifested by increasing longitudinal Dull forces and increasing trailing edge up

elevator deflection required to stabilize at higher transonic Mach numbers with a

constant longitudinal trim setting. This trim change also contributes to the common

inciease in ngrma1 accleration for a fixed longitudinal control pull force and

elevator deflection while decelerati~n through the transonic regime at a constant

longitudinal trim setting, generally known as transonic pitch-up.
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In the pure supersonic flight regime, the primary effect of the aerodynamic

center shift is simply the ingrease in !gnQitudinal stability. This can contribute to

high longitudinal maneuvering control forces and/or the inability to obtain

maximum useable load factors (design limit normal acceleration) in supersonic

flight.

Reduction in Lift and Changg in Downw•ash

During accelerations through the transonic regime, a reduction of lift from the

wing occurs because of the shock wave formation and subsequent airflow separation

(Figure 3). Since downwash behind the wing is a direct function of wing lift, a

reduction in downwash also occurs while accelerating through the transonic regime.

The reduction in downwash generates an iicreased angle of attackat the horizontal

tail, which requires the pilot to apply additional trailing edae u2 elevator deflection

to maintain altitude. Therefore, this factor also contributes to the transonic

longitudinal trim change.

SUPERSONIC
FLOW NORMAL

SSHOCK WAVES

FIGURE 3
TRAILING EDGE CONTROL SURFACE IN TRANSONIC FLOW
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-' Control Effec.tiveness and Hinge Moments

The effectiveness or control power of the conventional trailing edge control

"surface (rudder, aileron, elevator) is particularly susceptible to transonic and

supersonic influence. In the transonic flight regime, the trailing edge surface may be

operating in a region of separated flow behind the normal shock wave, since the flow

forward of the shock is su.ersonic Thus, the control ADower, or the change in

-: pitching, yawing, or rolling moment created per incremental change in control

I deflection, may be decreased.

The control power of the conventional trailing edge control surface decreases

also at supersonic airspeeds. Because the flow over the wing, horizontal stabilizer, or

vertical stabilizer is supersonic, the deflection of a trailing edge control surface

generates little change in the aerodynamic loading over the wing or stabilizer (FigureC' 4). These phenomena have rsulted in the use of the all-moving stabilizer, wing

spoiler control surfaces, and irreversible power control systems on most modern

supersonic airplanes. The all-moving stabilizer control power also decreases

Ssupersonically; however, the reduction is generally not as severe as for the trailing

edge control.

-" •i i TRAILING E'DGE CONTROL .- • -' HINGE MOMEtNT COEFFICIENT

TA ILING STABIZER CONTROL
-OW POWER COEFFICIENT

IjZ

0 0 TRAILING EDGE SURFACE
, M< ".0 CO-)NTROL POWER COEFFICIENIT

2 PRESSURE DISTRI -
I. B uTIONI

2

MACH NUMBER, M

0 FIGURE 4
TYPICAL VARIATIONS OF CONTROL POWER AND HINGE

MOMENT COEFFICIENTS WITH MACH NUMBER
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Changes in Lift Curve Slope and Stability Derivatives

Differences in subsonic and supersonic pressure distributions over wing,

horizontal tail, and vertical tail surfaces lead to significant changes in the _

effectiveness of the surfaces. These changes are the result of the typical reduction in

lift curve slope at supersonic airspeeds (Figure 5). Essentially, the variation in lift

curve slope indicates that the aerodynamic surface becomes less sensitive to angle of

attack or sideslip changes at high Mach numbers. The implications are several and(

Ucsignificant:

S"1. The damping of the longitudinal short period and lateral-directional Dutch

roll motions may be decreased.

2. Control power of the all-moving stabilizer may be reduced.

3. Directional stability, Cn% may be reduced drastically. i

-J

"U"

MACH NUMBER.M

FIGURE 5 W MB
LIFT CURVE SLOPE VARIATION WITH MACH NUMBER
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"- The reduction of directional stability at higi Mach numbers can be a particu!Urly

seriou!; phenomenon. Because directional control power, Cn5r, generally decays

with Mach number as doe. directional stability, Cný, the rudder position variation

with sideslip angle, d_6r is not a good indication of the decay in directional stability.
dl3

The pilot may feel perfectly secure with the d~r gradient exhibited by the airplane,

a!though directlonal stability may be dangerousl'y low (Figure 6). The directional

stability in supersonic flight decreases further with increasing lif, coefficient, angle

of ad.tck, or normal acceleration jFigure 7). This is caused by:

1. A reduction irn dynamic pressure at the vertical tail, due to the turbulent

wing and fuselage wake at high angles of attack.

2. Stiong j'ortex shedding from 5haip--,oid futeiage5 at high angles of attack.

The dectease in iift curve slope and essociated changes in stebility derivatives

have contributed to the requiement for Iity n systems in most

modern supersonic airplanes.
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'* " Miscellaneous Compressibility Phenomena

Miscellaneous phenmena which may be observed in the transonic flight regime

are:

1. Buffeting of tuselage, wings, and empennage due to separation induced by

shock wave formation.

2. Abrupt lateral-directional trim changes due to asymmetric shock wave

formation on wings and aft fuselage.

3. Unusual roll response to rudder inputs. The airplane may roll opposite to the

direction of rudder input because the forward moving wing will be subjected1

to a slightly higher Mach number and, possibly, more shock-induced

separation. On a swept-wing airplane, the change of effective sweep angles in

sideslipping flight contributes to negative dihedral effect in the transonic

regime (Figure 8).

RELATIVE WIND

LEFTr WING VECTORS

EFFECTIVE SWEEP ANGLU 1 10 1 j EFFECT'IVE SWEEP ANGLE
IS INCREASED IS REDUCED

CRITICAL MACH NUMBER CRITICAL MACH NUMBER
IS INCREASED IS DECREASED

4 MORE SHOCK -. INDUCED
SEPARATION

4\
ROLLING MOMENT

FIGURE 8
POSSIBLE ROLLING MOMENT GENERATED BY SIDE.-
SLIPPING A SWEPT-WINO, AIRPLANE AT TRANSONIC

MACH NUMBERS
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4. Unusual roll response to ,M.gIilateral control inputs. The airplane may roll

opposite to the direction of lateral control input (for smll lateral inputs). If

the airplane is equipped with spoiler-type lateral controls, this effect may be

attributed to boundary layer regeneration (vortex generator effect) for very

small spoiler deflection. The energizing of the boundary layer can reduce the

magnitude of shock-induced separation, 2ctually increasing the lift on the

wing.

5. Very high frequency control surface oscillations. These oscillations, generally

called control surfai-e "buz," may be caused by control surface immersion

in separated flow behind thejbe shE wav or by shock wave formation and

movermient on the control surfae_. Prolonged, large magnitude, control

surface buzzing could conceivably result in structural failure of the control

surface.

ELASTIC DErORMATION OF THE AIRPLANE STRU JTURE .,b

Elastic deformatio, of the airplane structure, or eo_-rp g I• ffect are likely to

have some influence on transonic and supersonic flying qualities. The flexible

structure of an airpiane will bend or deform in response to applied moments so as to

tend to reduce the moments or "unload itself." Thus, aero-elastic effects may be

manifested by a decrease in j ijiiinu influen•j e of the horizontal and vertical tail.

4This results in a reduction in damping of all perturbed motions, as well as a

reduction in static stability. An eKz.mple of how elastic deformation can reduce

static directional stability is shown in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9 L
POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF ELASTIC DEFORMATION

D IRECTIONA•L STA BILITY ]

The m~ost significant influence of aero-clastici y may be in the area of r!2tinn

Sperforkid_ Wing torsional deflections which occur with aileron usage may be

considerable. The result may be a drastic reduction in lateral control effectiveness at

high Mach numbers. This subject is more thoroughly discussed in the Rolling

Periormance Theory.

It should be remembered that aero-elastic effects occur as a function of e.'Lnamic

pressur for a given Mach number. Therefore, hiah altitude flight at a given Mach

number will be relatively free of aero-elastic effects when compared to low altitude

fliiht.

AIRPLANE CONFORMATION AND MASS DISTRIBUTION

Peculiarities of the aerodynamic form and mass distribution of the supersonic

shape can generate some unusual stability and control characteristics. In particular,

longitudinal flying qualities may be significantly influenced in many flight regimes
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by the location of the horizontal tail. The low-mount.d horizontal tail generally

generates more supersonic drag and operates in a region of disturbed flow from the

wing and fuselage at angles-of-attack below stall. Thus, its effectiveness may be

reduced and a more abrupt transonic longitudinal trim change may be encountered.

However, the high-mounted horizontal tail, which may yield better longitudinal

flying qualities over much of the total flight envelope of the airplane, may

precipitate severe "pitch-up" characteristics at high angles-of-attack. A thorough

discussion of the influence of horizontal tail location on stall characteristics may be

found in the Stalls Theory section.

The supersonic airplane is characterized by a concentration of mass within a

relatively long, slender fuselage; this results in large inequities between yawing dnd

pitching moments of inertia, and the rolling moments of inertia. Thus, the influence
of •inor-•,, •,,-,, motnon iiurry more prosot'nced, The supersonic airplane

may be plagued by roll coupling tendencies which are compounded by reduced

longitudinal and directional stability at high Mach numbers. Rol, coupling is f. -

discussed more thoroughly in the Rolling Performance Theory section.

REDUCTION OF AIR DENSITY AT HIGH ALTITUDE$

SThe reduction of air density at high altitudes leads to a marked reduction of the

" _aL mm_.nt generated by the airplane in opposition to perturbations, In

comparison, inertial moments are not directly related to air density and thereiore

remain fairly constant with altitude increase. Thus, in supersonic, high altitude flight

regimes, the airplane may exhibit lower damping of longitudinal and

lateral-directional oscillations as well as lower roll damping. In order to counteract

these adverse tendencies, supersonic v'irplanes are normally equipped with stability

augmentation systems.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

TRANSONIC-SUPERSONIC FLYING QUALITIES

PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES

Transonic and supersonic investigations must begin with extensive preflight

preparation. The pyurpose and Z of the investigation must 1 e clearly defined,

then a plan of attack or method of test can be formulated.

Preflight planning must start with research, The step-by-step process by which

Mach number and maneuvering envelopes of high performance airplanes are enlarged

during prototype flight testing is joint effort on the part of analyticai and flight test

engineers. Abrupt, nonlinear effects ofen encount3red may preclude increasing

Mach number or maneuvers by simple interpolation and extrapolation based on

previously attained conditions. Predictions of flying qualities should be based on

wiod-tunnel and theoretical data correcJte as necessary by the results of infiht
1% te. For experimental or prototype flight testing programs, large scale analog or
f _digital computing equipment is probably essential to allow the necessary speed and

F. flexibility of computation. For flight test programs within established flight

envelopes which have been demonstrated structurally and aerodynamically safe, the

sophisticated computing equipment may not be required. However, preflight
research should be no less thorough. The 40jig of the airplane should be studied in

relation to its influence on stability and control characteristics. The flight control
system, including stability and control augmentation, should be closely scrutinized.

All available flight test, wind tunnel, and theoretical data shoied be revicwCd. Much

useful information may be gained from conferences with pilots and engineers

familiar with the airplane.
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The particular tasks to be investigated must be determined and clearly

understood by the flight test team. These tasks, of course, depend on the mission of

the airplan The transonic rqgion may be of relatively minor concern for airplanes

designed to operate exclusively at supersonic speeds; accelerations and decelerations

throyuh the transonic regime would obviously require careful study, however. For

airplanes designed to operate for prolonged periods in the transonic regime and for

highly maneuverable airplanes capable of tactical transonic operations, the transonic

flying qualities should be of major concer•n. The tactical feasibility of maneuvering

in the transonic region in a close air-to-air engagement environment should be

established, if applicable. Satisfactory transonic flying qualities for vigorous

maneuvering tasks can provide a tactical advantage for defensive or Qftn3ivf

purposes: the advantage may revert to the enemy combatant airplane if unacceptable

transonic characteristics exist.

The particular missiorn tasks to be investigated dictate the test

conditions - configurations, centers-of-gravity, altitudes, gross weights, and trim ,

airspeeds. Test conditions should be commensurate as much as possible with the

mission environment of the airplane. However, the nature of transonic and

supersonic stability and control characteristics requires that the most critical

conditions be approached with due caution. Forward center-of-aravity positons

should be used for initial tests unless adverse longitudinal control problems for

recovery from high speed dives, etc., are predicted. The maximum Oractical altitude

Ci should be used fcr initial tests, to permit the attainment of high Mach numbers at

the lowest dynamic pressure. The amount and sophistication of instrumentation will

depend on the purpose and scope of the evaluation. Automatic recording

devices - oscillograph, rmagnetic tap-!, and telemetry - are essential in a long test

program of quantitative nature. Telemeterint appropriate parameters to a ground

station is almost mrno4tor1 for tests on prototype or experimental models.

Qualified engineer,. with communications to the test pilot, should continually

monitor the flight tesz recor-t
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Consideration must also be given to the ,•jacS to be utilized for transonic and

supersonic tests. Only designated areas may be used and the location and size of the

area can have a large influence on the flight test approach utilized.

The final step in preflight planning is the preparation of pilot data cards.

Example data cards presented previously for each area of investigation may be

utilized, or data cards may be constructed to meet the requirements of the

individual test program. The data cards should list all quantitative information

desired, should be easy to interpret in flight, and should alsow adequate space for

appropriate qualitative pilot comments.

FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES

General

The same test techniques described earlier in this manual may be employed in
the transonic and supersonic environment However, the S10_qch to this testing

environment will be somewhat modified because of various peculariaties of transonic

and supersonic flight.

Classically, the test pilot Ihioud dsire the same satisfactory fiying qualities at

transonic or 5upersoric speeds as nce expected in the subsonic environment. Of

course, various characteristics not normally encountered ax subsonic speeds may be

anticipated at transonic and supersonic: speeds. However, these peculiarities should

not degriade flying qualities to a deggre inconsistent with satisfactory misio

Sacc m~llishr.vent.
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Due regard must be given to the following considerations in determining the

acceptability of various transonic and supersonic characteristics:

1. Whether the mission tasks will be performed in VFR and IFR conditions or -

strictly VFR weather.

2. The availability of an autopilot or automatic flight control system for pilot

relief.

3. If stability and control augmentation are installed, the consequences of their

failure.

The pace of the transonic and supersonic investigations depends upon the degree

of famikiarity with the flight environment of interest. IThe pace ot initial tests must

be very slow and methodical. As familiarity increases, the pace may be quickened.

Preliminary Deceleration Test

The test pilot must ascertain the ability to decelerate from transonic and

supersonic airspeeds prior to penetrating into these regions. Therefore, a

deceleration check should be performed at a Mach number just below the Mach

number at which compressibility effects are noted. The effectivenss of all means of

deceleration-speed brake extension, power reduction, etc.-should be determined.

Both individual and simultaneous actuation of deceleration means or devices should

b. performed. Large trim changes associated with actuation of deceleration devices

- may generate adverse flying quali', during transonic and supersonic decelerations;

therefore, these Lrim changes should be noted during this preliminary test.
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Typical Transonic Characteristics

Stability arid control characteristics which may be encountered exclusively in

the transonic flight regime include abrupt changes in longitudinal, lateral, and

direczional trim as well as high frequency control surface "buzz." The abrupt change

of longitudinal trim in a narrow range of transonic airspeed is manifested as the

"-transonic longitudinal trim change" (Figure 10).

'I=.
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FIGURE 1O
TYPICAL TRANSONIC LONGITUDINAL TRIM CHANGE

The severity of the longitudinal trim change increases with increasing angle of

attack, lift coefficient, or normal acceleration. This can create a sudden a ncregc I

normal acceleration for a constant longitudinal control force and dlevator position

while decelejjtjn through the transonic region (Figure 11).
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FIGURE III---

ABRUPT INCREASES IN NORMAL ACCELERATION MAY BE _-
ENCOUNTERED DURING TRANSONIC DECELERATION --

Changes in airplane lateral trim transonically may be manifested in small abrupt

roll excursions not generated by lateral control inputs. These excursions may be

triggered by directional trim changes which result in small sideslip excursions. Roll
response to sideslip angles may indicate negative dihedral effect; this phenomenon

may be particularly noticeable on swept-wing designs.

High frequency control surface oscillations or control surface "buzz" are

sometimes encountered in the transonic regime.

Transonic I nvestigations (Initial)

If little or nothing is known about the transonic behavior od the airplane, the

pace of the transonic investigation will be pointsl. After performing the.

preliminary deceleration Lest, the transonic region may be penetrated as follows:
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1. At the highest practical altitude, establish the power or combat

configuration with military or maximum power at a Mach number just below

transonic influences. Full power is used so that altitude loss during the test
may be minimized and maximum initial deceleration may he realized with

power reduction.

2. Increase Mach number in steps of approximately 0.01 IMN until transonic

characteristics are first detected.

3. After encountering the initial transonic characteristics, increase Mach

number in steps of approximately 0.005 IMN. Longitudinal trim settings

should not be altered after penetrating the transonic region unless trimming

is required to reach higher Mach numbers. ("Trimming into" the transonic

region may result in excessive normal acceleration response during

deceleration or a lack of lonqitudinal response when initiating deceleration.)

4. Stabiiize at each incrementel Mach number and note appropriate airplane

characteristics. The automatic recording devices are effectively utilized to

quickly gather the airplane response or characteristics in the following

manner:

a. Steady, straight stabilized flight.

b. Steady turns at small increments of normal acceleration.

c. Small longitudinal doublet or pulse inputs.

d. Steady sideslips at small increments in sideslip angles.

e. Small directional pulse inputs.

f. Small la.,ral control deflections.
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5. As familiarity with the transonic characteristics of the airplane is gained, the

maneuvers listed above may be methodically increased in magnitude.

6. At predetermined Mach number increments, the test pilot should check

deceleration characteristics. Slow decelerations using only slight power

reduction should be used initially; as familiarity is gained, faster

decelerations may be evaluated with simultaneous actuation of all

deceleration devices.

7. If control is lost or becomes marginal during the transonic investigation or if

unexpected characteristics are encountered, the test pilot should decelerate

to a subsonic condition and analyze the situation.

Transni, i~ j Fies-i 'Pr• r n Aiilanei

After initial investigations of transonic behavior or for transonic investigitions

on proven airplanes, a faster pace and more vigorous approach may be utilized. After

performing the preliminary deceleration test, the following procedures may be

employed:

1. Perform an initial acceleration through the transonic region to obtain an

overall picture of the characteristics exhibited. If longitudinal trim is

maintained constant at the setting for the subsonic starting point, the

transonic longitudinal trim change data may be obtained. The acceleration

may be performed by din with full power or by a levelarQLeQ..-with
full power for airplanes with the performance capability. If automatic

0 recording devices are available, the entire acceleration should be recorded for

later analysis.
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"2. Perform a deceleration through the transonic region using only power
reduction. Note the Mach number at which an increase in normal

acceleration may be expected for a constant longitudinal control force and

elevator position. Record the deceleration with the automatic recording

devices, if appropriate.

3. Begin a detailed assessment by stabilizing at predetermined Mach numbers in

the transonic region (0.02 to 0.05 IMN increments). At each stabilized trim

point, briefly investigate the following characteristics:

a. Longitudinal, lateral, and directional trimmabilitv.

b. Longitudinal short period characteristics (small doublet or pulse inputs).

Note any tendencies toward pilot-induced oscillations.

c. Longitudinal maneuvering stability in steady turning flight. Use

approximately the same normal acceleration increment at each test point

(for example. 1-3a)- so that the variation of longitudinal control force

' ) pr with Mach number may be easily noted and presented.

d. Steady heading sideslips (small).

e. Lateral-directional oscillations (small rudder pulses).

f. Rolling performance with small lateral control inputs and small bank

angle changes.

if automatic recording devices are available, these maneuvers are easily and

quickly recorded for accurate quantitative information.

4. If desired, the maneuvers listed above may be gradually increased in
magnitude.
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5. Evaluate deceleration characteristics through the transonic region with

various combinations of deceleration means - speed brake extension, power

reduction, etc. In addition, the flying qualities exhibited during decelerations

at increasing v__ues of normal accgleration should be carefully determined. -

Caution should be exercised during this phase of the test in order to avoid

exceeding structural limit normal acceleration.

6. For highlv maneuverable airplanes capable of tactical transonic operation, a

qualitative investigation should be performed to determine the feasibility of

utilizing the transonic region during typical mission tasks.

7. If control is lost or becomes marginal during the transonic investigatiorl,or if

unexpected characteristics are encountered, the test pilot should decelerate

to a subsonic airspeed and analyze the situation.

(Q|

At supersonic flight speeds, the following general peculiarities in airplane

stability and control characteristics may be encountered:

1. Increased longitudinal, lateral, and directional control deflections required in

all maneuvering, particularly if control surfaces are trailing ed•e type.

2. Increased longitudinal maneuvering control force gradient; reduction in

available normal accelerations with full trailing edge up longitudinal control

surface deflection.

3. Deterioration of transient behavior, i.e., reduced damping of longitudinal

and lateral-direciional motions; particularly noticeable at high altitude for

airplanes without stability augmentation.
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. 4. Change in magnitude of the rolling motion in the Dutch roll oscillation

(roll-to-yaw ratio); particularly noticeable in airplanes with no stability

augmentation.

5. Weak static directional stability, particularly at high normal acceleration

values.

6. Reduction of rolling performance.

7. Tendencies toward roll coupling.

Supersonic Investigations

Supersonic investigations may be performed according to the same procedures as

presented for transonic investigations. For initial investigations, the pace must be

*" 5 very slow and methodical. The operating envelope should be expanded with a

step-by step process. Computer programs, systematically updated with actualflight

test data, should accompany the test program.

After initial investigations,or for supersonic investigations on proven airplanes, a

faster pace and more vigorous approach may be utilized. An initial acceleration to a

Mach number near the maximum operational Mach number should provide valuable

overall impressions which may be helpful in dividing the remainder of the test into

particular phases. Test techniques presented earlier in the manual are still applicable

to the supersonic flight regime; however, an adequate build-up orogram must be

utilized since exceeding limits of controllability at supersonic speeds could

precipitate catastrophic results.
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POSTFLIGHT PROCEDURES

As soon as possible after returning from the flight, the piot should write a brief,

rough qualitative report of the transonic and/or supersonic flying qualities. This

report should be written while the events of the flight are fresh in the pilot's mind.

Qualitative pilot opinion, appropriately related to the mission tasks under

* :evaluation, will be the most important part of the final report.

Appropriate data should be selected to substantiate the pilot's opinion. Data

, presentation methods introduced earlier may be utilized for various characteristics

of interest. The transonic longitudinal control force gradients will probably be one

of the most relevant transonic characteristics to be illustrated (Figure 12).
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FIGURE 12
TRANSONIC CHARACTERISTICS

MODEL - - AIRPLANE

PILOT: GROSS WEIGHT: 16,700 LBS
CONFIGURATION: POWER CG: 230 % MAC
"LOADING* ALFA ALT:TUDE; 40,0O0-3O0)00 FT
DATE: IS APRIL 1966 STAB AUG: ON
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SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for tansonic and supersonic flying qualities are contained in

applicable paragraphs of Military Specification, MIL-F-8785C, of

5 November 1980, hereafter referred to as the Specification.

Paragraph 3.1.7, Operational Flight Envelopes, should be used as a guide in

determining the flight envelope within which the Specification is

considered applicable.

Revelant exceptions for longitudinal flying qualities in the transonic flight

regime are stated in Specification pargraph 3.2.1.1.1, Relaxation in Transonic Flight

and paragraph 3.2.1,1.Z, Pitch Control Force Variations During Rapid Speed

Changes.

L
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TRANSONIC-SUPERSONIC FLYING QUALITIES

GLOSSARY OF DEFINITIONS

CRITICAL MACH NUMBER - The free-stream Mach number at which a local Mach

number of 1.0 is attained at any point on the body under consideration.

TRANSONIC SPEED -- Flow in which regions of both subsonic and supersonic

velocities are present.

SUPERSONIC - Of, pertaining to, or dealing with, speeds greater than the speed of

sound.

.COMPRESSIBILITY - The property of a substance, such as air, by virtue of which

its density increases with increase in pressure.

.COMPRESSIBILITY EFFEfCS - Phenomena encountered by airplanes cperating

at high Mach numbers which are attributable to air compressibility.

AERO-ELASTIC EFFECTS; - Effect of aerodynamic forces acting upon an elastic

body, such as an airplane.
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TRANSON IC-SUPERSONIC FLYING QUALITIES
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